   **Physicians' Perceptions of Factors Influencing the Treatment Decision-Making Process for Men with Low-Risk Prostate Cancer**
   KP Authors: Aaronson, David S, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   **Physicians' perspectives on the informational needs of low-risk prostate cancer patients**
   *Health Educ Res*. 2017 Apr 01;32(2):134-152. DOI: 10.1093/her/cyx035. PMID:28380628
   KP Authors: Aaronson, David S, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   **Comparison of direct site endovascular repair utilizing expandable polytetrafluoroethylene stent grafts versus standard vascular shunts in a porcine (Sus scrofa) model**
   *J Trauma Acute Care Surg*. 2017 Sep;83(3):457-463. DOI: 10.1097/TA.0000000000001614. PMID:28846579
   KP Authors: Abbot, Christopher M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Comparison of Direct Site Endovascular Repair Utilizing Expandable PTFE Stent Grafts Vs. Standard Vascular Shunts in a Porcine (Sus Scrofa) Model**
   *J Trauma Acute Care Surg*. 2017 Jul 08. DOI: 10.1097/TA.0000000000001614. PMID:28697012
   KP Authors: Abbot, Christopher M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

5. Loja MN, Abbot C, Isaacs R, Brawley J, Humphries M
   **Staged definitive repair after carotid blowout: a case report**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Clinical risk score to predict likelihood of recurrence after ductal carcinoma in situ treated with breast-conserving surgery
   KP Authors: Achacoso, Ninah S, Habel, Laurel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Human papillomavirus vaccine series completion in boys before and after recommendation for routine immunization
   KP Authors: Ackerson, Bradley K, Hechter, Rulin C, Sidell, Margo, Sy, Lina S, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Chao, Chun R, Patel, Nilesh J, Tseng, Hung-Fu, Jacobsen, Steven J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Effects of Transitioning to Medicare Part D on Access to Drugs for Medical Conditions among Dual Enrollees with Cancer
   *Value Health.* 2017 Dec;20(10):1345-1354. Epub 2017-07-06. DOI: 10.1016/j.jval.2017.05.023. PMID:29241894
   KP Authors: Adams, Alyce S, Chawla, Neetu
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

9. Adams BE, Peng PD, Williams ML
   Melanoma of the Foot Is Associated With Advanced Disease and Poorer Survival
   KP Authors: Adams, Barbara E, Peng, Peter D, Williams, Mitzi L
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
    Development and Testing of the Pediatric Respiratory Illness Measurement System (PRIMES)
    Quality Indicators
    PMID:28223319
    KP Authors: Adams, John L
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

    What Role Does Efficiency Play in Understanding the Relationship Between Cost and Quality in
    Physician Organizations?
    Med Care. 2017 Oct 24. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000823. PMID:29068905
    KP Authors: Adams, John L
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research center(s):

    Incidence of diabetes after a partner's diagnosis
    KP Authors: Adams, Sara R, Schmittdiel, Julie A
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research center(s): Division of Research

    An animal model of deep brain stimulation for treating tinnitus: A proof of concept study
    Laryngoscope. 2017 Sep 19. DOI: 10.1002/lary.26876. PMID:28925013
    KP Authors: Ahsan, Seyed
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research center(s):

    RS, Meyers PM, Yavagal DR, Wintermark M, Liebeskind DS, Guzy J, Starkman S, Saver JL, Kidwell
    CS
    Multiparametric Magnetic Resonance Imaging for Prediction of Parenchymal Hemorrhage in
    Acute Ischemic Stroke After Reperfusion Therapy
   **C4 Nephritic Factors in C3 Glomerulopathy: A Case Series**
   KP Authors: Akber, Aalia
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Do Obese and Extremely Obese Patients Lose Weight After Lumbar Spine Fusions? Analysis of a Cohort of 7303 Patients From the Kaiser National Spine Registry**
   *Spine. 2017 Oct 10. DOI: 10.1097/BRS.0000000000002456. PMID:29019805*
   KP Authors: Akins, Paul T, Inacio, Maria C, Bernbeck, Johannes, Harris, Jessica, Chen, Yuexin, Prentice, Heather, Guppy, Kern H
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s):

   **Predictors of Bowel Function in Long-term Rectal Cancer Survivors with Anastomosis**
   *Ann Surg Oncol. 2017 Aug 07. DOI: 10.1245/s10434-017-6017-x. PMID:28785900*
   KP Authors: Alavi, Mubarika, Hornbrook, Mark C, Bulkley, Joanna E, McMullen, Carmit, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

18. Means C, Aldape MA, King E
   **Pediatric primary Sjögren syndrome presenting with bilateral ranulas: A case report and systematic review of the literature**
   KP Authors: Aldape, Mark A
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):
   Age at menarche and late adolescent adiposity associated with mammographic density on processed digital mammograms in 24,840 women
   Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Jul 11. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0264. PMID:28698185
   KP Authors: Alexeeff, Stacey, Odo, Nnaemeka U, Achacoso, Ninah S, Acton, Luana, Habel, Laurel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Medical Conditions in the First Years of Life Associated with Future Diagnosis of ASD in Children
   KP Authors: Alexeeff, Stacey, Yau, Vincent, Qian, Yinge, Davignon, Meghan, Lynch, Frances, Crawford, Phillip M, Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

21. Ali AM, Ramos CR, Glebova NO
   Suprageniculate approach to release of popliteal entrapment without distal bypass despite preoperative runoff thrombosis
   KP Authors: Ali, Aamna M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Cryopreserved venous allograft is an acceptable conduit in patients with current or prior angioaccess graft infection
   KP Authors: Ali, Aamna M, Bae, Esther, Hsu, Jeffrey H
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

Colonoscopy vs. Fecal Immunochemical Test in Reducing Mortality From Colorectal Cancer (CONFIRM): Rationale for Study Design


KP Authors: Allison, James E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Incidence, Risk Factors, and Trends of Motor Peripheral Nerve Injury After Colorectal Surgery: Analysis of the National Surgical Quality Improvement Program Database

*Dis Colon Rectum.* 2017 Mar;60(3):318-325. DOI: 10.1097/DCR.0000000000000744. PMID:28177995

KP Authors: Al-Temimi, Mohammed H, Chandrasekaran, Bindupriya
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Discussion: Laparoscopic common bile duct exploration versus endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography for choledocholithiasis found at time of laparoscopic cholecystectomy: Analysis of a large integrated health care system database


KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Laparoscopic common bile duct exploration versus endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography for choledocholithiasis found at time of laparoscopic cholecystectomy: Analysis of a large integrated health care system database


KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

27. Al-Temimi MH, Berglin MA, Kim EG, Tessier DJ, Johna SD
   Discussion of: Endostapler versus hem-o-loc clip to secure the appendiceal stump and mesoappendix during laparoscopic appendectomy
   KP Authors: Al-Temimi, Mohammed H, Kim, Edwin G, Tessier, Deron J, Johna, Samir D
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

28. Al-Temimi MH, Berglin MA, Kim EG, Tessier DJ, Johna SD
   Endostapler versus Hem-O-Lok clip to secure the appendiceal stump and mesoappendix during laparoscopic appendectomy
   KP Authors: Al-Temimi, Mohammed H, Kim, Edwin G, Tessier, Deron J, Johna, Samir D
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Caregiving and mutuality among long-term colorectal cancer survivors with ostomies: qualitative study
   Support Care Cancer. 2017 Aug 26. DOI: 10.1007/s00520-017-3862-x. PMID:28844086
   KP Authors: Altschuler, Andrea, Liljestrand, Petra, Hornbrook, Mark C, McMullen, Carmit
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest

30. Amey AL, Burlingame EE, Welch K, Moakler M, Fahey L
    Nurse communication’s effect on CMS Star Ratings
    Nurs Manage. 2017 Aug;48(8):9-14. DOI: 10.1097/01.NUMA.0000521580.09882.3f. PMID:28749800
    KP Authors: Amey, Annette L, Burlingame, Esther E, Fahey, Linda
    KP Region(s): Program Offices
    KP Research center(s):

    Ultrasound-Diagnosed Tibia Stress Fracture: A Case Report
    DOI: 10.1177/1179544117702866. PMID:28469488
    KP Authors: Amoako, Adae O
    KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
    KP Research center(s):
32. Anakwenze O, Fokin A, Chocas M, Dillon MT, Navarro RA, Yian EH, Singh A
   Complications in total shoulder and reverse total shoulder arthroplasty by body mass index
   KP Authors: Anakwenze, Oke A, Fokin, Alex, Chocas, Mary Alice, Dillon, Mark T, Navarro, Ronald
   A, Yian, Edward, Singh, Anshuman
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

33. Anakwenze OA, Yehyawi T, Dillon MT, Paxton E, Navarro R, Singh A
   Effect of Age on Outcomes of Shoulder Arthroplasty
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-056. PMID:28678693
   KP Authors: Anakwenze, Oke A, Yehyawi, Tameem M, Dillon, Mark T, Paxton, Liz, Navarro, Rafael
   A, Singh, Anshuman
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

34. Vopat B, Truntzer J, Aaron D, Anavian J, Schwartz J, Green A
   Anatomic humeral head replacement with a press-fit prosthesis: An in vivo radiographic study
   PMID:29090073
   KP Authors: Anavian, Jack
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Current Treatment Options for Glenohumeral Instability and Bone Loss: A Critical Analysis
   Review
   KP Authors: Anavian, Jack
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Value Of Waiving Coinsurance For Colorectal Cancer Screening In Medicare Beneficiaries
   PMID:29200350
   Identification of core objectives for teaching sustainable healthcare education
   KP Authors: Apatira, Latifat T
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Association between air pollution and mammographic breast density in the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium
   PMID:28381271
   KP Authors: Arao, Robert F
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

39. Shiyanbola OO, Arao RF, Miglioretti DL, Sprague BL, Hampton JM, Stout NK, Kerlikowske K, Braithwaite D, Buist DSM, Egan KM, Newcomb PA, Trentham-Dietz A
   Emerging Trends in Family History of Breast Cancer and Associated Risk
   Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Oct 06. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0531.
   PMID:28986348
   KP Authors: Arao, Robert F, Buist, Diana S
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   National Performance Benchmarks for Modern Diagnostic Digital Mammography: Update from the Breast Cancer Surveillance Consortium
   PMID:28244803
   KP Authors: Arao, Robert F, Buist, Diana S
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
41. Arianjam A, Inacio MCS, Funahashi TT, Maletis GB
   **Analysis of 2019 Patients Undergoing Revision Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction From a Community-Based Registry**
   PMID:28426243
   KP Authors: Arianjam, Afshin, Inacio, Maria C, Funahashi, Tadashi T, Maletis, Gregory B
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

42. Rope R, Kambham N, Arora N
   **A case report of paraproteinemia-associated pauci-immune glomerulonephritis - a new form of monoclonal gammopathy of renal significance?**
   PMID:29043147
   KP Authors: Arora, Neiha
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

43. Kim DD, Arterburn DE, Sullivan SD, Basu A
   **Association Between the Publication of Clinical Evidence and the Use of Bariatric Surgery**
   *Obes Surg.* 2017 Oct 30. DOI: 10.1007/s11695-017-2990-1. PMID:29086183
   KP Authors: Arterburn, David E
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

44. Banerjee S, Garrison LP, Flum DR, Arterburn DE
   **Cost and Health Care Utilization Implications of Bariatric Surgery Versus Intensive Lifestyle and Medical Intervention for Type 2 Diabetes**
   *Obesity (Silver Spring).* 2017 Jul 19. DOI: 10.1002/oby.21927. PMID:28722299
   KP Authors: Arterburn, David E
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   **Stakeholders' views on data sharing in multicenter studies**
   KP Authors: Arterburn, David E, Raebel, Marsha A, Paolino, Andrea
   KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research
46. Asgari MM, Chien AJ, Tsai AL, Fireman B, Quesenberry CP
Association between lithium use and melanoma risk and mortality: A population-based study
KP Authors: Asgari, Maryam M, Chien, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

47. Asgari MM, Ray GT, Geier JL, Quesenberry CP
Malignancy rates in a large cohort of patients with systemically treated psoriasis in a managed care population
KP Authors: Asgari, Maryam M, Ray, Tom, Quesenberry, Charles P
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

48. Asgari MM, Ray GT, Quesenberry CP, Katz KA, Silverberg MJ
Association of Multiple Primary Skin Cancers With Human Immunodeficiency Virus Infection, CD4 Count, and Viral Load
KP Authors: Asgari, Maryam M, Ray, Tom, Quesenberry, Charles P, Katz, Kenneth A, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

49. Asgari MM, Shen L, Sokil MM, Yeh I, Jorgenson E
Prognostics factors and survival in acral lentiginous melanoma
KP Authors: Asgari, Maryam M, Shen, Ling, Sokil, Monica, Jorgenson, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

The relationship between cervical lordosis and Nurick scores in patients undergoing circumferential vs. posterior alone cervical decompression, instrumentation and fusion for treatment of cervical spondylotic myelopathy
Unusual Metastasis of Papillary Thyroid Cancer to the Thoracic Spine: A Case Report, New Surgical Management Proposal, and Review of the Literature
Cureus. 2017 Apr 03;9(4):e1132. Epub 2017-04-03. DOI: 10.7759/cureus.1132. PMID:28473950
KP Authors: Asgarzadie-Gadim, Farbod
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Interventions for walled off necrosis using an algorithm based endoscopic step-up approach: Outcomes in a large cohort of patients
KP Authors: Attam, Rajeev
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Bacterial clonal diagnostics as a tool for evidence-based empiric antibiotic selection
KP Authors: Avagyan, Hovhannes, Rechkina, Elena, Riddell, Kim M, Scholes, Delia, Sokurenko, Evgeni V
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Understanding perivable birth: A microeconomic alternative to the dysregulation narrative
KP Authors: Avalos, Lyndsay A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

55. Avalos LA, Chen H, Li DK, Basu R
Alphabetical by KP author last name

56. Kim SK, Ahmed MA, Avins AL, Ioannidis JPA
**A Genetic Marker Associated with De Quervain's Tenosynovitis**
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**A Genetic Marker Associated with Shoulder Dislocation**
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Associations of Early Opioid Use with Patient-Reported Outcomes and Healthcare Utilization Among Older Adults with Low Back Pain**
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Associations of Race and Ethnicity with Patient-Reported Outcomes and Health Care Utilization among Older Adults Initiating a New Episode of Care for Back Pain**
*Spine.* 2017 Nov 20. DOI: 10.1097/BRS.0000000000002499. PMID:29189640
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Genome-wide association screens for Achilles tendon and ACL tears and tendinopathy
PMID:28358823
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Genome-wide association study identifies a locus associated with rotator cuff injury
PMID:29228018
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Prioritizing research topics: a comparison of crowdsourcing and patient registry
*Qual Life Res*. 2017 Apr 05. DOI: 10.1007/s11136-017-1566-9. PMID:28382522
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Study of Methods for Assessing Research Topic Elicitation and pRioritization (SMARTER): Study Protocol to Compare Qualitative Research Methods and Advance Patient Engagement in Research
PMID:28882810
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

64. Kim SK, Kleimeyer JP, Ahmed MA, Avins AL, Fredericson M, Dragoo JL, Ioannidis JPA
Two genetic loci associated with ankle injury
PMID:28957384
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Two Genetic Loci associated with Medial Collateral Ligament Injury
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Using Natural Language Processing of Free-Text Radiology Reports to Identify Type 1 Modic Endplate Changes
KP Authors: Avins, Andy L, Sherman, Karen J, Carrell, David S
KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research

67. Avila M, Funston JR, Axtell AA, Lentz SE
Preoperative Vaginal Metronidazole Decreases the Risk of Pelvic Infections After Radical Robotic Hysterectomy
Int J Gynecol Cancer. 2017 Aug 01. DOI: 10.1097/IGC.0000000000001083. PMID:28763367
KP Authors: Axtell, Allison E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Principles and Recommendations for Standardizing the Use of the Next-Generation Sequencing Variant File in Clinical Settings
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Aziz, Nazneen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

69. Bae E, Vo TD
Endovascular Repair of Concomitant Celiac and Splenic Artery Aneurysms Using a Combination of Coil Embolization and Aortic Cuff Stent Graft
KP Authors: Bae, Esther, Vo, Duong T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

70. Baer D
Drug Combinations with Transplantation for Myeloma
KP Authors: Baer, David
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

71. Bahorik AL, Greeno CG, Cochran G, Cornelius JR, Eack SM
Motivation deficits and use of alcohol and illicit drugs among individuals with schizophrenia
KP Authors: Bahorik, Amber L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

72. Bahorik AL, Campbell CI, Sterling SA, Leibowitz A, Travis A, Weisner CM, Satre DD
Adverse impact of marijuana use on clinical outcomes among psychiatry patients with depression and alcohol use disorder
KP Authors: Bahorik, Amber L, Campbell, Cynthia I, Sterling, Stacy A, Travis, Adam D, Weisner, Constance, Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

73. Bahorik AL, Leibowitz A, Sterling SA, Travis A, Weisner C, Satre DD
   **Patterns of marijuana use among psychiatry patients with depression and its impact on recovery**
   KP Authors: Bahorik, Amber L, Leibowitz, Amy S, Sterling, Stacy A, Travis, Adam D, Weisner, Constance, Satre, Derek
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

74. Bahorik AL, Satre DD, Kline-Simon AH, Weisner CM, Campbell CI
   **Serious mental illness and medical comorbidities: Findings from an integrated health care system**
   KP Authors: Bahorik, Amber L, Satre, Derek, Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Weisner, Constance, Campbell, Cynthia I
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

75. Bains RS, Kardile M, Mitsunaga LK, Bains S, Singh N, Idler C
   **Postoperative Spine Dressing Changes Are Unnecessary**
   KP Authors: Bains, Ravi S, Kardile, Mayur P, Mitsunaga, Lance K, Bains, Sukhraj, Singh, Nirmal, Idler, Cary S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

76. Bains RS, Kardile M, Mitsunaga L, Chen Y, Harris J, Paxton E, Majid K
   **Does chronic kidney disease affect the mortality rate in patients undergoing spine surgery?**
   *J Clin Neurosci.* 2017 Jun 23. DOI: 10.1016/j.jocn.2017.05.014. PMID:28651894
   KP Authors: Bains, Ravi S, Kardile, Mayur P, Mitsunaga, Lance K, Chen, Yuexin, Harris, Jessica, Paxton, Liz, Majid, Kamran
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s):

77. Bains R, Mitsunaga L, Kardile M, Chen Y, Guppy K, Harris J, Paxton E
   **Bone morphogenetic protein (BMP-2) usage and cancer correlation: An analysis of 10,416 spine fusion patients from a multi-center spine registry**
   *J Clin Neurosci.* 2017 Jun 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.jocn.2017.05.007. PMID:28648736
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Bains, Ravi S, Mitsunaga, Lance K, Kardile, Mayur P, Chen, Yuexin, Harris, Jessica, Paxton, Liz
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

78. Burks HR, Baker M, Quaas AM, Bendikson KA, Chung K, Paulson RJ
The dilemma of counseling patients about poor prognosis: live birth after IVF with autologous oocytes in a 43-year-old woman with FSH levels above 30 mIU/mL
*J Assist Reprod Genet.* 2017 Jun 27. DOI: 10.1007/s10815-017-0986-3. PMID:28656538
KP Authors: Baker, Marsha B
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Ballard, Dustin, Vinson, David R, Mark, Dustin G, Offerman, Steven R, Chettipally, Uli
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

80. Asanad K, Banapour P, Metzdorf M
Use of Diagnostic Laparoscopy for Identification of Bilateral Noncommunicating Hydroceles in an Infant with Right-Sided Abdominoscrotal Mass and Left-Sided Scrotal Mass
KP Authors: Banapour, Pooya, Metzdorf, Monica M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Do cancer survivors change their prescription drug use for financial reasons? Findings from a nationally representative sample in the United States
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
82. Bryant AK, Banegas M, Martinez ME, Mell LK, Murphy JD
_Trends in radiation therapy among cancer survivors in the United States, 2000-2030_
_Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev_. 2017 Jan 17. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-16-1023.
PMID:28096199
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

83. Emerson MA, Banegas MP, Chawla N, Achacoso N, Alexeeff SE, Adams AS, Habel LA
_Disparities in Prostate, Lung, Breast, and Colorectal Cancer Survival and Comorbidity Status among Urban American Indians and Alaskan Natives_
_Cancer Res_. 2017 Dec 01;77(23):6770-6776. Epub 2017-11-29. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-17-0429. PMID:29187399
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P, Chawla, Neetu, Achacoso, Ninah S, Alexeeff, Stacey, Adams, Alyce S, Habel, Laurel
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

_Exploring barriers to the receipt of necessary medical care among cancer survivors under age 65 years_
_J Cancer Surviv_. 2017 Aug 29. DOI: 10.1007/s11764-017-0640-1. PMID:28852970
KP Authors: Banegas, Matthew P, Dickerson, John F, Varga, Alexandra, Waiwaiole, Lisa Ann, Schneider, Jennifer L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

85. Barami K
_Letter: Low-Pressure Hydrocephalus in Children: A Case Series and Review of the Literature_
KP Authors: Barami, Kaveh
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

86. Barami K, Lyon L, Conell C
_Type 2 diabetes mellitus and glioblastoma multiforme: assessing risk and survival: results of a large retrospective study and systematic review of the literature_
Remote assessment of verbal memory in MS patients using the California Verbal Learning Test
Mult Scler. 2017 Feb 01;1352458517694087. DOI: 10.1177/1352458517694087. PMID:28273777
KP Authors: Barcellos, Lisa F, Bellesis, Kalliope H, Shen, Ling, Chinn, Terrance A, Bakshi, Nandini, Marcus, Jacqueline F, Schaefer, Cathy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

88. Cherry AM, Akkari YM, Barr KM, Kearney HM, Rose NC, South ST, Tepperberg JH, Meck JM
Diagnostic cytogenetic testing following positive noninvasive prenatal screening results: a clinical laboratory practice resource of the American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG)
Genet Med. 2017 Jul 20. DOI: 10.1038/gim.2017.91. PMID:28726804
KP Authors: Barr, Kimberly M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Genetic loci associated with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease overlap with loci for lung function and pulmonary fibrosis
Nat Genet. 2017 Mar;49(3):426-432. Epub 2017-02-06. DOI: 10.1038/ng.3752. PMID:28166215
KP Authors: Bartz, Traci M, Heckbert, Susan R, Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Associations of Early Kidney Disease With Brain Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Cognitive Function in African Americans With Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus
KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I

**CONSENSUS STATEMENT BY THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF CLINICAL ENDOCRINOLOGISTS AND AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ENDOCRINOLOGY ON THE COMPREHENSIVE TYPE 2 DIABETES MANAGEMENT ALGORITHM - 2017 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY**


PMID:28095040

KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):


**The Impact of Antihypertensive Medications on Bone Mineral Density and Fracture Risk**

*Curr Cardiol Rep. 2017 Sep;19(9):76. DOI: 10.1007/s11886-017-0888-0. PMID:28752275*

KP Authors: Barzilay, Joshua I, Puttnam, Rachel P

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):

93. Dunphy TR, Hudson J, Batech M, Acevedo DC, Mirzayan R

**Surgical Treatment of Distal Biceps Tendon Ruptures: An Analysis of Complications in 784 Surgical Repairs**


PMID:28837369

KP Authors: Batech, Michael, Acevedo, Daniel C, Mirzayan, Raffy

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

94. Battaglia A, Burchette R, Hussman J, Silver MA, Martin P, Bernstein P

**Comparison of Medical Therapy Alone to Medical Therapy with Surgical Treatment of Peritonsillar Abscesses**


PMID:29110574

KP Authors: Battaglia, Alex S, Burchette, Raoul J, Silver, Matthew A, Martin, Peter J, Bernstein, Paul E

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
95. **Callahan TJ, Bauck AE, Bertoch D, Brown J, Khare R, Ryan PB, Staab J, Zozus MN, Kahn MG**

   **A Comparison of Data Quality Assessment Checks in Six Data Sharing Networks**

   KP Authors: Bauck, Alan, Staab, Jenny
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


   **Morbo Serpentino**

   KP Authors: Baudendistel, Thomas E
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):


   **Multiparametric MRI for Differentiation of Radiation Necrosis From Recurrent Tumor in Patients With Treated Glioblastoma**
   *AJR Am J Roentgenol.* 2017 Sep 27;1-6. DOI: 10.2214/AJR.17.18003. PMID:28952810

   KP Authors: Bauer, Adam H
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

98. **Jia JB, Zhang D, Ludwig JM, Kim HS**

   **Radiofrequency ablation versus resection for hepatocellular carcinoma in patients with Child-Pugh A liver cirrhosis: a meta-analysis**

   KP Authors: Bautista, Jemianne
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

99. **Dodhia S, Baxter PC, Ye F, Pitman MJ**

   **Investigation of the presence of HPV on KTP laser fibers following KTP laser treatment of papilloma**
   *Laryngoscope.* 2017 Nov 24. DOI: 10.1002/lary.27018. PMID:29171656

   KP Authors: Baxter, Peter C
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
100. Baxter R, Bartlett J, Fireman B, Lewis E, Klein NP
   Effectiveness of Vaccination During Pregnancy to Prevent Infant Pertussis
   Pediatrics. 2017 May;139(5). Epub 2017-04-03. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-4091. PMID:28557752
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Bartlett, Joan, Fireman, Bruce, Lewis, Edwin M, Klein, Nicola
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Safety of quadrivalent live attenuated influenza vaccine in subjects aged 2-49years
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Eaton, Abigail, Hansen, John, Aukes, Laurie A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Live attenuated influenza vaccine use and safety in children and adults with asthma
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Jackson, Lisa A, Jacobsen, Steven J, Naleway, Allison, Daley, Matthew F
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Southern California, Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

   Estimated rates of influenza-associated outpatient visits during 2001-2010 in six US integrated health care delivery organizations
   Influenza Other Respir Viruses. 2017 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1111/irv.12495. PMID:28960732
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Jacobsen, Steven J, Jackson, Michael L, Glanz, Jason M, Naleway, Allison
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Washington, Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest
   Live Attenuated Influenza Vaccination Prior To Age 3 Years and Subsequent Development of Asthma: A 14-Year Follow-Up Study
   *Pediatr Infect Dis J.* 2017 Sep 12. DOI: 10.1097/INF.0000000000001783. PMID:28914750
   KP Authors: Baxter, Roger, Lewis, Edwin M, Fireman, Bruce, Hansen, John, Klein, Nicola
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Prescriber Continuity and Disease Control of Older Adults
   *Med Care.* 2017 Apr;55(4):405-410. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000658. PMID:27755393
   KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

106. Bayliss EA, Ellis JL, Shoup JA, McQuillan DB, Steiner JF, Zeng C
   Association between Continuity of Care and Health-Related Quality of Life
   PMID:28379827
   KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth, Ellis, Jenn L, Shoup, Jo Ann, McQuillan, Deanna B, Steiner, John F, Zeng, Chan
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

   Research Priorities to Advance the Health and Health Care of Older Adults with Multiple Chronic Conditions
   KP Authors: Bayliss, Elizabeth, Go, Alan S, Hornbrook, Mark C, Larson, Eric B
   KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

108. Becerra-Culqui TA, Lonky NM, Chen Q, Chao CR
   Patterns and correlates of cervical cancer screening initiation in a large integrated healthcare system
   **A Survey of Parents with Children on the Autism Spectrum: Experience with Services and Treatments**
   *Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-009. PMID:28488981*
   KP Authors: Becerra, Tracy Ann, Massolo, Maria L, Yau, Vincent, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Lynch, Frances, Crawford, Phillip M, Pearson, Kathy, Pomichowski, Magdalena E, Quinn, Virginia P, Yoshida, Cathleen K, Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Georgia, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **A Multilevel Analysis of Individual, Health System, and Neighborhood Factors Associated with Depression within a Large Metropolitan Area**
   *J Urban Health. 2017 Aug 25. DOI: 10.1007/s11524-017-0190-x. PMID:28842803*
   KP Authors: Beck, Arne, Xu, Stan, Steiner, John F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

111. Becker D, Garth H, Hollander R, Klein F, Klaau M
   **Understanding Faculty and Trainee Needs Related to Scholarly Activity in a Large, Nonuniversity Graduate Medical Education Program**
   *Perm J. 2017;21. Epub 2017-01-06. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-034. PMID:28333607*
   KP Authors: Becker, Davida, Garth, Hanna, Hollander, Rachel L, Klein, Felice L, Klaau, Marc H
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Barriers to Engagement in Collaborative Care Treatment of Uncontrolled Diabetes in a Safety-Net Clinic**
   *Diabetes Educ. 2017 Oct 01:145721717739813. DOI: 10.1177/0145721717739813. PMID:29078730*
   KP Authors: Belyeu, Brittaneay M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
Patients' perceptions of their doctors' notes and after-visit summaries: A mixed methods study of patients at safety-net clinics
*Health Expect.* 2017 Nov 02. DOI: 10.1111/hex.12641. PMID:29095554
KP Authors: Belyeu, Brittaney M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Replacement of Dislodged Gastrostomy Tubes After Stoma Dilation in the Pediatric Emergency Department
KP Authors: Bhambani, Shiloni D, Thorp, Andrea W
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

Use of Phosphorus Binders among Non-Dialysis Chronic Kidney Disease Patients and Mortality Outcomes
KP Authors: Bhandari, Simran K, Liu, In-Lu Amy, Kujubu, Dean A, Huynh, Trung V, Behayaa, Hind, Jacobsen, Steven J, Sim, John J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

A Qualitative Study of Hospitalists' Perceptions of Patient Satisfaction Metrics on Pain Management
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research
117. Binswanger IA, Morenoff JD, Chilcote CA, Harding DJ
Ascertainment of vital status among people with criminal justice involvement using department of corrections records, the US National Death Index, and Social Security Master Death files
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

118. Binswanger IA
Commentary on Hsu et al. (2017): A systems approach to improving health services for overdose in the hospital and across the continuum of care—an unmet need
Addiction. 2017 Sep;112(9):1565-1566. DOI: 10.1111/add.13866. PMID:28778120
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

119. Winkelman TN, Frank JW, Binswanger IA, Pinals DA
Health Conditions and Racial Differences Among Justice-Involved Adolescents, 2009-2014
Acad Pediatr. 2017 Mar 11. DOI: 10.1016/j.acap.2017.03.003. PMID:28300655
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

Use of endpoint adjudication to improve the quality and validity of endpoint assessment for medical device development and post marketing evaluation: Rationale and best practices. A report from the cardiac safety research consortium
PMID:28760216
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

"Those Conversations in My Experience Don’t Go Well": A Qualitative Study of Primary Care Provider Experiences Tapering Long-term Opioid Medications
Pain Med. 2017 Nov 04. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pnx276. PMID:29126138
KP Authors: Binswanger, Ingrid A, Mueller, Shane
KP Region(s): Colorado

Association of Gestational Weight Gain With Maternal and Infant Outcomes: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis


KP Authors: Black, MaryHelen

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

123. Mullegama SV, Jensik P, Li C, Dorrani N, UCLA Clinical Genomics Center, Kantarci S, Blumberg B, Grody WW, Strom SP

Coupling clinical exome sequencing with functional characterization studies to diagnose a patient with familial Mediterranean fever and MED13L haploinsufficiency syndromes


KP Authors: Blumberg, Bruce

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


Lagged kernel machine regression for identifying time windows of susceptibility to exposures of complex mixtures

*Biostatistics. 2017 09 06. DOI: 10.1093/biostatistics/kxx036. PMID:28968676*

KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


The Joint Effect of Prenatal Exposure to Metal Mixtures on Neurodevelopmental Outcomes at 20-40 Months of Age: Evidence from Rural Bangladesh


KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
Evaluation of a Pilot Implementation to Integrate Alcohol-Related Care within Primary Care
KP Authors: Bobb, Jennifer F, Lee, Amy K, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Oliver, Malia M, Ludman, Evette J, Achtmeyer, Carol, Parrish, Rebecca, Caldeiro, Ryan M, Lozano, Paula, Richards, Julie E, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Lifestyle Medicine: A Brief Review of Its Dramatic Impact on Health and Survival
*Perm J*. 2017;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-025. PMID:29035175
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Georgia, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

128. Boggs JM, Simon GE, Ahmedani BK, Peterson E, Hubley S, Beck A
The Association of Firearm Suicide With Mental Illness, Substance Use Conditions, and Previous Suicide Attempts
*Ann Intern Med*. 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.7326/L17-0111. PMID:28672343
KP Authors: Boggs, Jennifer M, Simon, Gregory E, Beck, Arne
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute

Curriculum renewal: Alignment of introductory pharmacy practice experiences with didactic course content
KP Authors: Botts, Sheila R
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):
130. Botts SR, Gee MT, Chang CC, Young I, Saito L, Lyman AE
   Design and implementation of population-based specialty care programs
   PMID:28887345
   KP Authors: Botts, Sheila R, Gee, Michael T, Chang, Christopher C, Young, Iris C, Saito, Logan, Lyman, Alfred E
   KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Southern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s):

   Population-Based Analysis of Histologically Confirmed Melanocytic Proliferations Using Natural Language Processing
   KP Authors: Boudreau, Denise M, Knopp, Eleanor A, Baer, Andrew T
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   A Survey of Women's Awareness of and Reasons for Lack of Postfracture Osteoporotic Care
   PMID:28422273
   KP Authors: Boudreau, Denise M, Yu, Onchee, Scholes, Delia
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Cancer Screening Reminders: Addressing the Spectrum of Patient Preferences
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-051. PMID:29035189
   KP Authors: Bowles, Erin A, Bradford, Susan C, Kimbel, Kilian J, Gao, Hongyuan, Buist, Diana S
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Risk of Alzheimer's disease or dementia following a cancer diagnosis
   PMID:28632787
   KP Authors: Bowles, Erin A, Walker, Rod L, Anderson, Melissa L, Dublin, Sascha, Larson, Eric B

**Patient-centered primary care for adults at high risk for AUDs: the Choosing Healthier Drinking Options In primary CarE (CHOICE) trial**


KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

136. Bradow BP, Hallock GG, Wilcock SP

**Immediate Regrafting of the Split Thickness Skin Graft Donor Site Assists Healing**


KP Authors: Bradow, Brian P

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):


**Women’s experiences and preferences regarding breast imaging after completing breast cancer treatment**


KP Authors: Brandzel, Susan, Rosenberg, Dori E, Johnson, Dianne, Bush, Mary, Wernli, Karen J

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**A qualitative study exploring why individuals opt out of lung cancer screening**

*Fam Pract.* 2017 04 01;34(2):239-244. DOI: 10.1093/fampra/cmw146. PMID:28122849

KP Authors: Brandzel, Susan, Wernli, Karen J, Buist, A. Sonia

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
139. Brar SS
*Cangrelor: The Paradox of Choice*
*J Am Coll Cardiol.* 2017 Jan 17;69(2):186-188. DOI: 10.1016/j.jacc.2016.11.020. PMID:28081828
KP Authors: Brar, Somjot S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

*Surgical nuances of partial sacrectomy for chordoma*
KP Authors: Brara, Harsimran S, Poh, Melissa M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

*Surgical nuances of circumferential lumbar spondylectomy: A case report and short literature review*
KP Authors: Brara, Harsimran S, Rahman, Shayan U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

142. Price ER, Sickles EA, Yitta S, Brasic N, Yeh MJ, Allen IE, Joe BN
*Use of the probably benign (BI-RADS category 3) assessment for masses on breast MRI: Is it transferable to general clinical practice?*
*Breast J.* 2017 Aug 27. DOI: 10.1111/tbj.12865. PMID:28845605
KP Authors: Brasic, Natasha
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*Association Between Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Admission Rates and Illness Acuity*
KP Authors: Braun, David
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Dynamic changes in aortic impedance after transcatheter aortic valve replacement and its impact on exploratory outcome

*Int J Cardiovasc Imaging.* 2017 May 17. DOI: 10.1007/s10554-017-1155-6. PMID:28516313

KP Authors: Brenner, Daniel A
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):

145. Riggs CS, Billups SJ, Flores S, Patel RJ, Heilmann RM, Milchak JL

Opioid Use for Pain Management After Implementation of a Medicaid Short-Acting Opioid Quantity Limit


PMID:28230448

KP Authors: Briggs, Catherine A, Patel, Rachana J, Heilmann, Rachel M, Milchak, Jessica L
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):


Differential methylation between ethnic sub-groups reflects the effect of genetic ancestry and environmental exposures

*Elife.* 2017 01 03;6. Epub 2017-01-03. DOI: 10.7554/eLife.20532. PMID:28044981

KP Authors: Brigino-Bonaventura, Emerita M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Identification of a novel locus associated with skin colour in African-admixed populations

*Sci Rep.* 2017 Mar 16;7:44548. Epub 2017-03-16. DOI: 10.1038/srep44548. PMID:28300201

KP Authors: Brigino-Bonaventura, Emerita M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

148. Clevenger L, Britton JR
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Neutrophil-to-Lymphocyte and Platelet-to-Lymphocyte Ratios can Predict Treatment Response to Neoadjuvant Therapy in Esophageal Cancer
KP Authors: Bronson, Nathan W
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

150. Kemp Bohan PM, Connelly CR, Crawford J, Bronson NW, Schreiber MA, Lucius CW, Hunter JG, Kiraly LN, Ham B
Early analysis of laparoscopic common bile duct exploration simulation
KP Authors: Bronson, Nathan W, Lucius, Christopher W
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

Direct and indirect costs of diabetes mellitus in Mali: A case-control study
KP Authors: Brown, Jonathan B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Healthcare use and expenditure for diabetes in Bangladesh
BMJ Glob Health. 2017;2(1):e000033. Epub 2017-01-03. DOI: 10.1136/bmjgh-2016-000033. PMID:28588991
KP Authors: Brown, Jonathan B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
153. Abraham MT, Rousso JJ, Hu S, Brown RF, Moscatello AL, Finn JC, Patel NA, Kadakia SP, Wood-Smith D
   Introduction of the American Academy of Facial Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery FACE TO
   FACE Database
   J Craniofac Surg. 2017 Mar 29. DOI: 10.1097/SCS.0000000000003590. PMID:28358765
   KP Authors: Brown, Ryan F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

   Prophylactic Midface Lift in Midfacial Trauma
   PMID:28571074
   KP Authors: Brown, Ryan F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

   Utility of intraoperative nerve monitoring in thyroid surgery: 20-year experience with 1418
   cases
   Oral Maxillofac Surg. 2017 Jun 02. DOI: 10.1007/s10006-017-0637-y. PMID:28577127
   KP Authors: Brown, Ryan F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

156. Brown SD, Grijalva CS, Ferrara A
   Leveraging EHRs for patient engagement: perspectives on tailored program outreach
   KP Authors: Brown, Susan D, Grijalva, Christina, Ferrara, Assiamira
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

157. Brown VM
   Managing patients with hypertension in nurse-led clinics
   Nursing. 2017 Apr;47(4):16-19. DOI: 10.1097/01.NURSE.0000513619.81056.60. PMID:28328769
   KP Authors: Brown, Valerie M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
158. Kelly C, Carpenter D, Tucker E, Luna C, Donovan J, Behrens TK  
**A Method for Evaluating Physical Activity Programs in Schools**  
PMID:28910595  
KP Authors: Buening, Cheryl Kelly  
KP Region(s): Colorado  
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

159. Sun A, Cheng J, Bui Q, Liang Y, Ng T, Chen JL  
**Home-Based and Technology-Centered Childhood Obesity Prevention for Chinese Mothers With Preschool-Aged Children**  
PMID:28826348  
KP Authors: Bui, Quynh T  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):

160. Houssami N, Lee CI, Buist DSM, Tao D  
**Artificial intelligence for breast cancer screening: Opportunity or hype?**  
PMID:28938172  
KP Authors: Buist, Diana S  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

161. Trister AD, Buist DSM, Lee CI  
**Will Machine Learning Tip the Balance in Breast Cancer Screening?**  
*JAMA Oncol. 2017 May 04. DOI: 10.1001/jamaoncol.2017.0473. PMID:28472204*  
KP Authors: Buist, Diana S  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

**Breast cancer screening outreach effectiveness: Mammogram-specific reminders vs. comprehensive preventive services birthday letters**  
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Buist, Diana S, Gao, Hongyuan, Anderson, Melissa L, Brandzel, Susan, Rabelhofer, Melissa A, Bradford, Susan C, Bowles, Erin A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

163. Crabtree JH, Burchette RJ
KP Authors: Burchette, Raoul J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

164. Burda BU, O’Connor EA, Webber EM, Redmond N, Perdue LA
Estimating data from figures with a Web-based program: Considerations for a systematic review
KP Authors: Burda, Brittany U, O’Connor, Elizabeth, Webber, Elizabeth M, Redmond, Nadia, Perdue, Leslie A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Comparison of Subcuticular Suture Type for Skin Closure After Cesarean Delivery: A Randomized Controlled Trial
*Obstet Gynecol.* 2017 Sep;130(3):521-526. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002200. PMID:28796687
KP Authors: Buresch, Arin M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

166. Flaherman VJ, Burgos AE, Taylor JA, Phillipi CA
Beyond the Nursery: Postnatal Care in the 21st Century
KP Authors: Burgos, Anthony E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Variation in Sepsis Evaluation Across a National Network of Nurseries

*Pediatrics.* 2017 Mar;139(3). Epub 2017-02-08. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-2845. PMID:28179485

KP Authors: Burgos, Anthony E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Timing of Aspirin and Other Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drug Use Among Patients With Colorectal Cancer in Relation to Tumor Markers and Survival


KP Authors: Burnett-Hartman, Andrea N
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

169. Hardikar S, Burnett-Hartman AN, Chubak J, Upton MP, Zhu LC, Potter JD, Newcomb PA

Reproductive factors and risk of colorectal polyps in a colonoscopy-based study in western Washington State


KP Authors: Burnett-Hartman, Andrea N, Chubak, Jessica, Zhu, Lee Ching
KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute


The Impact of FDA Regulatory Activities on Incident Dispensing of LABA-Containing Medication: 2005-2011

*J Asthma.* 2017 Sep 14:0. DOI: 10.1080/02770903.2017.1378355. PMID:28910559

KP Authors: Butler, Melissa G
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research


Prospective Postmarketing Surveillance of Acute Myocardial Infarction in New Users of Saxagliptin: A Population-Based Study

*Diabetes Care.* 2017 Nov 09. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-0476. PMID:29122893
   Racial disparities in family-provider interactions for pediatric asthma care
   KP Authors: Butler, Melissa G, Lieu, Tracy A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Chlebowski RT, Caan B, Qi L, Lane D, Lavasani S, Luo J
   Effect of depression before breast cancer diagnosis on mortality among postmenopausal
   women
   *Cancer*. 2017 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.30688. PMID:28387934
   KP Authors: Caan, Bette
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Multiple Gene-Environment Interactions on the Angiogenesis Gene-Pathway Impact Rectal
   Cancer Risk and Survival
   10.3390/ijerph14101146. PMID:28956832
   KP Authors: Caan, Bette
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

175. Dunne RF, Mustian KM, Garcia JM, Dale W, Hayward R, Roussel B, Buschmann MM, Caan BJ,
   Cole CL, Fleming FJ, Chakkalakal JV, Linehan DC, Hezel AF, Mohile SG
   Research priorities in cancer cachexia: The University of Rochester Cancer Center NCI
   Community Oncology Research Program Research Base Symposium on Cancer Cachexia and
   Sarcopenia
   PMID:28957880
   KP Authors: Caan, Bette
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Weight fluctuation and cancer risk in post-menopausal women: The Women's Health Initiative
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Jan 09. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-16-0611.
PMID:28069684
KP Authors: Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

177. Caan BJ, Kroenke CH

Next Steps in Understanding the Obesity Paradox in Cancer
PMID:28069726
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Explaining the Obesity Paradox: The Association between Body Composition and Colorectal Cancer Survival (C-SCANS Study)
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 May 15. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0200.
PMID:28506965
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Kroenke, Candyce H, Alexeeff, Stacey, Weltzien, Erin K, Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Castillo, Adrienne, Quesenberry, Charles P, Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Use of iDXA spine scans to evaluate total and visceral abdominal fat
Am J Hum Biol. 2017 Sep 08. DOI: 10.1002/ajhb.23057. PMID:28884861
KP Authors: Caan, Bette, Kwan, Marilyn L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

180. Caffiero N, Delate T, Ehizuean MD, Vogel K

Effectiveness of a Clinical Pharmacist Medication Therapy Management Program in Discontinuation of Drugs to Avoid in the Elderly
Alphabetical by KP author last name

181. Bini SA, Cafri G, Khatod M
   **Midterm-Adjusted Survival Comparing the Best Performing Unicompartmental and Total Knee Arthroplasties in a Registry**
   *J Arthroplasty*. 2017 Jun 08. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2017.05.050. PMID:28803816
   KP Authors: Cafri, Guy, Khatod, Monti
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Comparative Effectiveness and Safety of Drug Prophylaxis for Prevention of Venous Thromboembolism After Total Knee Arthroplasty**
   *J Arthroplasty*. 2017 May 31. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2017.05.042. PMID:28634095
   KP Authors: Cafri, Guy, Paxton, Liz, Chen, Yuexin, Gould, Michael K, Khatod, Monti
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Is There a Difference in Revision Risk Between Metal and Ceramic Heads on Highly Crosslinked Polyethylene Liners?**
   PMID:27385222
   KP Authors: Cafri, Guy, Paxton, Liz, Love, Rebecca M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

184. Calixto NE, Gregg-Jaymes T, Liang J, Jiang N
   **Sinus procedures in the Medicare population from 2000 to 2014: A recent balloon sinuplasty explosion**
   *Laryngoscope*. 2017 Apr 11. DOI: 10.1002/lary.26597. PMID:28397270
   KP Authors: Calixto, Nathaniel, Gregg-Jaymes, Twyla, Liang, Jonathan, Jiang, Nancy
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
185. Ramo DE, Bahorik AL, Delucchi KL, Campbell CI, Satre DD
   Alcohol and Drug Use, Pain and Psychiatric Symptoms among Adults Seeking Outpatient Psychiatric Treatment: Latent Class Patterns and Relationship to Health Status
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

186. Campbell CI, Bahorik AL, Kline-Simon AH, Satre DD
   The role of marijuana use disorder in predicting emergency department and inpatient encounters: A retrospective cohort study
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I, Bahorik, Amber L, Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Satre, Derek
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

187. Campbell CI, Kline-Simon AH, Von Korff M, Saunders KW, Weisner C
   Alcohol and Drug Use and Aberrant Drug-Related Behavior Among Patients on Chronic Opioid Therapy
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I, Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Saunders, Kathleen W, Weisner, Constance
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

188. Campbell CI, Parthasarathy S, Young-Wolff KC, Satre DD
   Buprenorphine Treatment and Patient Use of Health Services after the Affordable Care Act in an Integrated Health Care System
   KP Authors: Campbell, Cynthia I, Parthasarathy, Sujaya, Young-Wolff, Kelly C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Epinephrine Concentrations in EpiPens After the Expiration Date
   Ann Intern Med. 2017 May 09. DOI: 10.7326/L16-0612. PMID:28492859
   KP Authors: Cantrell, Patricia E
   KP Region(s): Southern California
Long-Term Results of High-Dose Therapy and Autologous Stem Cell Transplantation for Mantle Cell Lymphoma: Effectiveness of Maintenance Rituximab
KP Authors: Cao, Thai M, Cai, Ji-Lian, Farol, Leonardo A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

191. Smith LR, Yore J, Triplett DP, Urada L, Nemoto T, Raj A, Kaiser Permanente Community-Based HIV Test and Treat Study Team
Impact of Sexual Violence Across the Lifespan on HIV Risk Behaviors Among Transgender Women and Cisgender People Living With HIV
KP Authors: Caraballo, Alexandra J, Edmiston, John L, Schwartz, Pamela M, Ramos, Melissa A
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research center(s):

192. Cardenas A, Villavicencio L, Pavuluri M
Considerations in the Neuropsychological Evaluation and Treatment of Children with Limited English Proficiency
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-149. PMID:28609266
KP Authors: Cardenas, Alonso
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

193. Carrell DS, Schoen RE, Leffler DA, Morris M, Rose S, Baer A, Crockett SD, Gourevitch RA, Dean KM, Mehrotra A
Challenges in adapting existing clinical natural language processing systems to multiple, diverse health care settings
J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2017 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocx039. PMID:28419261
KP Authors: Carrell, David S, Baer, Andrew T
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
Alphabetical by KP author last name


**Discovery and replication of SNP-SNP interactions for quantitative lipid traits in over 60,000 individuals**
KP Authors: Carrell, David S, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Genome-wide study of resistant hypertension identified from electronic health records**
PMID:28222112
KP Authors: Carrell, David S, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Public Attitudes toward Consent and Data Sharing in Biobank Research: A Large Multi-site Experimental Survey in the US**
KP Authors: Carrell, David S, Ludman, Evette J, Scrol, Aaron
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Survival after recurrence of stage I-III breast, colorectal, or lung cancer**
KP Authors: Carroll, Nikki M, Hornbrook, Mark C, Ritzwoller, Debra
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

198. Casillas RA, Kim B, Fischer H, Zelada Getty JL, Um SS, Coleman KJ
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Comparative effectiveness of sleeve gastrectomy versus Roux-en-Y gastric bypass for weight loss and safety outcomes in older adults**
KP Authors: Casillas, Robert A, Kim, Benjamin, Fischer, Heidi, Zelada Getty, Jorge L, Um, Scott S, Coleman, Karen J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

199. Covington M, Cassarino D, Abdulla F
**ALK Expression is a Rare Finding in Mycosis Fungoides**
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**Cutaneous dermal non-neural granular cell tumor is a granular cell dermal root sheath fibroma**
*J Cutan Pathol.* 2017 Mar 07. DOI: 10.1111/cup.12926. PMID:28266050
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

201. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
**Gottron Papules Show Histopathologic Features of Localized Lymphedema**
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

202. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
**Histopathologic Findings of Cutaneous Hyperpigmentation in Addison Disease and Immunostain of the Melanocytic Population**
*Am J Dermatopathol.* 2017 May 31. DOI: 10.1097/DAD.0000000000000937. PMID:28609345
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
203. Nguyen CM, Cassarino DS
Local recurrence of cutaneous mixed tumor (chondroid syringoma) as malignant mixed tumor of the thumb 20 years after initial diagnosis
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

204. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
Malignant cutaneous mixed tumor with sebaceous differentiation
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

205. Fernandez-Flores A, Nguyen T, Cassarino DS
Mucocutaneous Hyperpigmentation in a Patient With a History of Both Minocycline and Silver Ingestion
*Am J Dermatopathol.* 2017 Apr 27. DOI: 10.1097/DAD.0000000000000920. PMID:28475520
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

206. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
Myxoid Cutaneous Epithelioid Angiomatous Nodule
*Am J Dermatopathol.* 2017 Sep 20. DOI: 10.1097/DAD.0000000000001004. PMID:28953014
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

207. Fernandez-Flores A, Riveiro-Falkenbach E, Cassarino DS
Myxoid Spitz Nevi: Report of 6 Cases
*Am J Dermatopathol.* 2017 Mar 27. DOI: 10.1097/DAD.0000000000000890. PMID:28394801
KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
208. Fernandez-Flores A, Eginli A, Cassarino DS
   Myxoid variant of primary cutaneous Anaplastic Large Cell Lymphoma: first two cases
   KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

209. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
   Poroid Condyloma Versus Poroma With Atypias Because of Human Papillomavirus Infection
   KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

210. Fernandez-Flores A, Cassarino DS
   Three unusual histopathological presentations of angiolymphoid hyperplasia with eosinophilia
   PMID:28035701
   KP Authors: Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

211. Cassarino DS, Su A, Robbins BA, Altree-Tacha D, Ra S
   SOX10 Immunohistochemistry in Sweat Ductal/Glandular Neoplasms
   KP Authors: Cassarino, David S, Su, Albert
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

212. Cassel C, Wilkes M
   Location, Location, Location: Where We Teach Primary Care Makes All the Difference
   PMID:28243875
   KP Authors: Cassel, Christine L
   KP Region(s): Program Offices
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

213. Catanzarite T, Tan-Kim J, Whitcomb EL, Menefee S
   Ergonomics in Surgery: A Review
   PMID: 28914699
   KP Authors: Catanzarite, Tatiana L, Tan-Kim, Jasmine, Whitcomb, Emily L, Menefee, Shawn Adam
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

214. Catlin A
   Creation of interdisciplinary guidelines for care of women presenting to the emergency department with pregnancy loss
   *J Perinatol.* 2017 Jun 15. DOI: 10.1038/jp.2017.61. PMID: 28617428
   KP Authors: Catlin, Anita
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Actigraphic Sleep Patterns of U.S. Hispanics: The Hispanic Community Health Study/Study of Latinos
   *Sleep.* 2017 Feb 01;40(2). DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsw049. PMID: 28364514
   KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Actigraphy-Derived Daily Rest-Activity Patterns and Body Mass Index in Community-Dwelling Adults
   *Sleep.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsx168. PMID: 29029250
   KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Variation in actigraphy-estimated rest-activity patterns by demographic factors
Methodological considerations for disentangling a risk factor's influence on disease incidence versus postdiagnosis survival: The example of obesity and breast and colorectal cancer mortality in the Women's Health Initiative
*Int J Cancer.* 2017 Aug 18. DOI: 10.1002/ijc.30931. PMID:28833074
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Association of Systemic Inflammation and Sarcopenia With Survival in Nonmetastatic Colorectal Cancer: Results From the C SCANS Study
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Kwan, Marilyn L, Alexeeff, Stacey, Corley, Douglas, Weltzien, Erin K, Castillo, Adrienne, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

220. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kwan ML, Kushi LH, Weltzien EK, Castillo AL, Caan BJ
Adiposity, post-diagnosis weight change, and risk of cardiovascular events among early-stage breast cancer survivors
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Kwan, Marilyn L, Kushi, Larry, Weltzien, Erin K, Castillo, Adrienne, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

221. Cespedes Feliciano EM, Kwan ML, Kushi LH, Chen Wy, Weltzien EK, Castillo AL, Sweeney C, Bernard PS, Caan BJ
Body mass index, PAM50 subtype, recurrence and survival among patients with nonmetastatic breast cancer
Muscle mass at the time of diagnosis of nonmetastatic colon cancer and early discontinuation of chemotherapy, delays, and dose reductions on adjuvant FOLFOX: The C-SCANS study
_Cancer_. 2017 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.30950. PMID:28881381
KP Authors: Cespedes, Elizabeth M, Lee, Valerie S, Alexeeff, Stacey, Kroenke, Candyce H, Castillo, Adrienne, Caan, Bette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

223. Veerappan M, Chak G, Shieh C, Challa P
KP Authors: Chak, Garrick W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Chan, Wiley, Handler, Joel, Stevens, Victor J
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Forbidden word entropy of cerebral oximetric values predicts postoperative neurocognitive decline in patients undergoing aortic arch surgery under deep hypothermic circulatory arrest
_Ann Card Anaesth._ 2017 Apr-Jun;20(2):135-140. DOI: 10.4103/aca.ACA_27_17. PMID:28393770
KP Authors: Chang, Peter S
Alphabetical by KP author last name

(KP Region(s): Northern California  
(KP Research center(s):)


*Serum cholesterol trajectories in the 10 years prior to lymphoma diagnosis*
*Cancer Causes Control. 2017 Nov 30. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-017-0987-7. PMID:29192350*

(KP Authors: Chao, Christine P, Habel, Laurel, Feigelson, Heather S, Scholes, Delia  
(KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional  
(KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute)


*Novel tumor markers provide improved prediction of survival after diagnosis of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-related diffuse large B-cell lymphoma*

(KP Authors: Chao, Christine P, Silverberg, Michael J, Chen, Lie Hong, Xu, Lanfang, Zha, Hongbin Dan, Haque, Reina  
(KP Region(s): Southern California  
(KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation)


*Statin use and risk of multiple myeloma: An analysis from the Cancer Research Network*
*Int J Cancer. 2017 Apr 20. DOI: 10.1002/ijc.30745. PMID:28425616*

(KP Authors: Chao, Chun R, Feigelson, Heather S, Scholes, Delia, Roblin, Douglas W, Habel, Laurel  
(KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Washington, Georgia, Northern California, Inter-Regional  
(KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research, Division of Research)

229. Martin Del Campo SE, Chaudhry UI, Kanji A, Suzo AJ, Perry KA

*Laparoscopic Nissen fundoplication controls reflux symptoms and improves disease-specific quality of life in patients with class I and II obesity*

(KP Authors: Chaudhry, Umer I  
(KP Region(s): Southern California  
(KP Research center(s):)
Kripalu Yoga for Military Veterans With PTSD: A Randomized Trial
KP Authors: Cheema, Seetal Preet K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

231. Cheetham TC, An J, Jacobsen SJ, Niu F, Sidney S, Quesenberry CP, VanDenEeden SK
Association of Testosterone Replacement With Cardiovascular Outcomes Among Men With Androgen Deficiency
PMID:28241244
KP Authors: Cheetham, T Craig, Jacobsen, Steven J, Niu, Sidney, Quesenberry, Charles P, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

232. Chau T, Chen AY
Successful case of breast conservation radiotherapy in a patient with type III Ehlers-Danlos syndrome
*Breast J.* 2017 Jul 20. DOI: 10.1111/tbj.12878. PMID:28727212
KP Authors: Chen, Allen S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

233. Fitzpatrick L, Mauer E, Chen CL
Oral contraceptives for acne treatment: US Dermatologists' knowledge, comfort, and prescribing practices
*Cutis.* 2017 Mar;99(3):195-201. DOI: . PMID:28398414
KP Authors: Chen, Cynthia L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

234. Basu R, Chen H, Li DK, Avalos LA
The impact of maternal factors on the association between temperature and preterm delivery
PMID:28056406
235. Singh JA, Chen J, Inacio MC, Namba RS, Paxton EW
   An underlying diagnosis of osteonecrosis of bone is associated with worse outcomes than osteoarthritis after total hip arthroplasty
   KP Authors: Chen, Jason, Inacio, Maria C, Namba, Robert S, Paxton, Liz
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

236. Chen JC, Chao K, Rahimian J
   De novo superior cerebellar artery aneurysm following radiosurgery for trigeminal neuralgia
   KP Authors: Chen, Joseph CT, Chao, Kuo H, Rahimian, Javad
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

237. Hsia SV, Chen LH, Tseng HF
   Receipt of Thyroid Hormone Deficiency Treatment and Risk of Herpes Zoster
   KP Authors: Chen, Lie Hong, Tseng, Hung-Fu
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

238. Chen L, Chubak J, Boudreau DM, Barlow WE, Weiss NS, Li CI
   Diabetes treatments and risks of adverse breast cancer outcomes among early stage breast cancer patients: A SEER-Medicare analysis
   Cancer Res. 2017 Sep 21. DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472.CAN-17-0687. PMID:28935814
   KP Authors: Chen, Lu, Chubak, Jessica, Boudreau, Denise M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

239. Chen L, Chubak J, Boudreau DM, Barlow WE, Weiss NS, Li CI
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Use of antihypertensive medications and risk of adverse breast cancer outcomes in a SEER-Medicare population**
PMID:28807926
KP Authors: Chen, Lu, Chubak, Jessica, Boudreau, Denise M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

**Diabetic and Obese Patient Clinical Outcomes Improve During a Care Management Implementation in Primary Care**
*J Prim Care Community Health. 2017 Jun 01:2150131917715536. DOI: 10.1177/2150131917715536. PMID:28645227*
KP Authors: Chen, Qiaoling
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

**Telemetry Monitor Watchers Reduce Bedside Nurses’ Exposure to Alarms by Intercepting a High Number of Nonactionable Alarms**
KP Authors: Chen, Stephanie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

**HLA-Haploidentical Stem Cell Transplant with Pre-Transplant Immunosuppression for Patients with Sickle Cell Disease**
*Biol Blood Marrow Transplant. 2017 Sep 19. DOI: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2017.08.039. PMID:28939451*
KP Authors: Cheng, Jerry C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**Photobiomodulation Therapy Alleviates Tissue Fibroses Associated with Chronic Graft-Versus-Host Disease: Two Case Reports and Putative Anti-Fibrotic Roles of TGF-β**
KP Authors: Cheng, Jerry C
KP Region(s): Southern California
244. Ward L, Stebbings S, Athens J, Cherkin D, David Baxter G
Yoga for the management of pain and sleep in rheumatoid arthritis: a pilot randomized controlled trial
KP Authors: Cherkin, Daniel C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Two-Year Follow-up of a Randomized Clinical Trial of Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction vs Cognitive Behavioral Therapy or Usual Care for Chronic Low Back Pain
KP Authors: Cherkin, Daniel C, Anderson, Melissa L, Sherman, Karen J, Balderson, Benjamin H, Cook, Andrea, Hansen, Kelly E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Cost and mortality impact of an algorithm-driven sepsis prediction system
KP Authors: Chettipally, Uli, Kerem, Yaniv
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Using Transfer Learning for Improved Mortality Prediction in a Data-Scarce Hospital Setting
KP Authors: Chettipally, Uli, Kerem, Yaniv
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

248. Chi FW, Weisner CM, Mertens JR, Ross TB, Sterling SA
Alcohol brief intervention in primary care: Blood pressure outcomes in hypertensive patients
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Decision Support with the Personal Patient Profile-Prostate: A Multi-Center Randomized Trial
KP Authors: Chien, Gary W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Health-related quality of life outcomes from a contemporary prostate cancer registry in a large diverse population
*BJU Int.* 2017 Apr 19. DOI: 10.1111/bju.13843. PMID:28425193
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

251. Pinsker JE, Ching MSL, Chiles DP, Lustik M, Mahnke CB, Rooks VJ
Automated Bone Age Analysis with Lossy Image Files
*Mil Med.* 2017 Sep;182(9):e1769-e1772. DOI: 10.7205/MILMED-D-17-00011. PMID:28885935
KP Authors: Ching, Michael S L
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):

252. Hacquebord JH, Chiu VY, Harness NG
The Risk of Dupuytren Surgery in Obese Individuals
KP Authors: Chiu, Vicki Y, Harness, Neil G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
253. Chong I, Chao A  
**Stevens-Johnson Syndrome/Toxic Epidermal Necrolysis and Treatment With a Biologic: A Case Report**  
*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-060. PMID:28488978  
KP Authors: Chong, Ian D, Chao, Alice  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

254. Reddy SP, Chong K, Cassarino DS  
**A Rare Case of Cutaneous Oncocytic Hidradenoma**  
KP Authors: Chong, Kim, Cassarino, David S  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**A large multi-ethnic genome-wide association study identifies novel genetic loci for intraocular pressure**  
KP Authors: Choquet, Helene, Thai, Khanh K, Yin, Jie, Schaefer, Cathy, Risch, Neil, Melles, Ronald, Jorgenson, Eric  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s): Division of Research  

**Pilot Study of Therapy Dog Visits for Inpatient Youth With Cancer**  
KP Authors: Chubak, Jessica, Hawkes, Rene J  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s):  

257. Chubak J, Onega T, Zhu W, Buist DSM, Hubbard RA  
**An Electronic Health Record-based Algorithm to Ascertained the Date of Second Breast Cancer Events**  
*Med Care.* 2017 12;55(12):e81-e87. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000352. PMID:29135770  
KP Authors: Chubak, Jessica, Zhu, Weiwei, Buist, Diana S
KP Authors: Clark, Nathan
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Clark, Nathan, Delate, Tom
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Clarke, Greg
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

KP Authors: Clements, Jessica B
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

262. Click J, Alabaster A, Postlethwaite D, Lide W
   Effect of availability of at-home phototherapy on the use of systemic medications for psoriasis
   PMID:28857259
   KP Authors: Click, James W, Alabaster, Amy, Postlethwaite, Debbie A, Lide, William
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

263. Sawyer NT, Coburn JD
   Community Paramedicine: 911 Alternative Destinations Are a Patient Safety Issue
   10.5811/westjem.2016.11.32758. PMID:28210354
   KP Authors: Coburn, John D
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

264. Cohn F, Daar J
   Ethics and Law: The Many Tensions
   KP Authors: Cohn, Felicia G
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Suicidal ideation reported on the PHQ9 and risk of suicidal behavior across age groups
   PMID:28319695
   KP Authors: Coleman, Karen J, Beck, Arne, Johnson, Eric, Oliver, Malia M, Simon, Gregory E
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute

   Understanding the Capacity for Exercise in Post-Bariatric Patients
   KP Authors: Coleman, Karen J, Caparosa, Susan L, Koebnick, Corinna, McCloskey, Kari N, Xiang, Anny H, Ngor, Eunis W
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research
   The impact of race and ethnicity on rates of return to psychotherapy for depression
   Depress Anxiety. 2017 Nov 02. DOI: 10.1002/da.22696. PMID:29095538
   KP Authors: Coleman, Karen J, Karrer, Heidi F, Yoon, Tae K, Beck, Arne, Shortreed, Susan M, Stewart, Christine C, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Simon, Gregory E
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Colorado, Washington, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

   Effects of testosterone administration (and its 5-alpha-reduction) on parenchymal organ volumes in healthy young men: findings from a dose-response trial
   KP Authors: Coleman, Stephanie L
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

269. Schlesinger A, Collura JM, Harris E, Quigley J
   From Theory to Action: Children’s Community Pediatrics Behavioral Health System
   KP Authors: Collura, Jacquelyn M
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   Quality of Care and Patient-reported Outcomes in Carpal Tunnel Syndrome: A Prospective Observational Study
   Muscle Nerve. 2017 Dec 22. DOI: 10.1002/mus.26041. PMID:29272038
   KP Authors: Conlon, Craig F
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
   **Quality of Care for Work-Associated Carpal Tunnel Syndrome**  
   PMID:28045797  
   KP Authors: Conlon, Craig F  
   KP Region(s): Southern California  
   KP Research center(s):

272. Jamil SM, Conwell WD, T Poston J, Patel S, Billings M, Boland E, Gehrman P, Chang M, Martin JL,  
   **ATS Core Curriculum 2017: Part I. Adult Sleep Medicine**  
   PMID:28857627  
   KP Authors: Conwell, Waler D  
   KP Region(s): Colorado  
   KP Research center(s):

   **Fertility preservation training for obstetrics and gynecology fellows: a highly desired but non-standardized experience**  
   KP Authors: Cookingham, Lisa M  
   KP Region(s): Northern California  
   KP Research center(s):

274. Swaminathan S, Qirko K, Smith T, Corcoran E, Wysham NG, Bazaz G, Kappel G, Gerber AN  
   **A machine learning approach to triaging patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease**  
   PMID:29166411  
   KP Authors: Corcoran, Ethan E  
   KP Region(s): Northwest  
   KP Research center(s):

   **Determining Risk of Barrett's Esophagus and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma Based on Epidemiologic Factors and Genetic Variants**

*Dietary sugar/starches intake and Barrett's esophagus: a pooled analysis*
*Eur J Epidemiol. 2017 Sep 01. DOI: 10.1007/s10654-017-0301-8. PMID:28864851*

KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


*Effect of Time to Diagnostic Testing for Breast, Cervical, and Colorectal Cancer Screening Abnormalities on Screening Efficacy: A Modeling Study*
*Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Nov 17. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0378. PMID:29150480*

KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

278. Meester RGS, Doubeni CA, Zauber AG, van Ballegooijen M, Corley DA, Lansdorp-Vogelaar I

*Impact of adenoma detection on the benefit of faecal testing vs. colonoscopy for colorectal cancer*
*Int J Cancer. 2017 Aug 17. DOI: 10.1002/ijc.30933. PMID:28815573*

KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

279. Peek RM, Corley DA

*The 75th Diamond Anniversary of Gastroenterology: 1943-2018*
*Gastroenterology. 2017 Nov 09. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2017.10.019. PMID:29128318*

KP Authors: Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Oral bisphosphonates and colorectal cancer


KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Almers, Lucy M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Racial/ethnic differences in obesity and comorbidities between safety-net- and non safety-net integrated health systems

PMID:28296752

KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Doubeni, Chyke, Quinn, Virginia P
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


Association Between Time to Colonoscopy After a Positive Fecal Test Result and Risk of Colorectal Cancer and Cancer Stage at Diagnosis


KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Jensen, Christopher D, Quinn, Virginia P, Lee, Jeffrey K, Schottinger, Joanne E, Marks, Amy, Zhao, Wei K, Ghai, Nirupa R, Lee, Alexander, Contreras, Ricardo, Quesenberry, Charles P, Fireman, Bruce, Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


Colorectal Cancer Screening Initiation After Age 50 Years in an Organized Program


KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Jensen, Christopher D, Zhao, Wei K, Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

284. Doubeni CA, Corley DA, Levin TR

Time to Diagnostic Testing After a Positive Colorectal Cancer Screening Test


KP Authors: Corley, Douglas, Levin, Theodore
Geographic and population-level disparities in colorectal cancer testing: A multilevel analysis of Medicaid and commercial claims data
*Prev Med.* 2017 May 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.ypmed.2017.05.001. PMID:28506715
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Healthcare Factors for Obtaining a Mammogram in Latinas With a Variable Mammography History
*Oncol Nurs Forum.* 2017 Jan 01;44(1):66-76. DOI: 10.1188/17.ONF.66-76. PMID:27991613
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

287. Scheel JR, Tillack AA, Mercer L, Coronado GD, Beresford SAA, Molina Y, Thompson B
Mobile Versus Fixed Facility: Latinas’ Attitudes and Preferences for Obtaining a Mammogram
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Pragmatic clinical trials embedded in healthcare systems: generalizable lessons from the NIH Collaboratory
KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D, DeBar, Lynn, Green, Beverly B, Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute
   Effect of Reminding Patients to Complete Fecal Immunochemical Testing: A Comparative
   Effectiveness Study of Automated and Live Approaches
   J Gen Intern Med. 2017 Oct 10. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4184-x. PMID:29019046
   KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D, Rivelli-Keagbine, Jennifer S, Fuoco, Morgan J, Vollmer, William,
   Petrik, Amanda F, Keast, Erin M
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

290. Coronado GD, Schneider JL, Petrik A, Rivelli J, Taplin S, Green BB
   Implementation successes and challenges in participating in a pragmatic study to improve
   colon cancer screening: perspectives of health center leaders
   Transl Behav Med. 2017 Feb 01. DOI: 10.1007/s13142-016-0461-1. PMID:28150097
   KP Authors: Coronado, Gloria D, Schneider, Jennifer L, Petrik, Amanda F, Rivelli-Keagbine,
   Jennifer S, Green, Beverly B
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research
   Institute

291. Cortez W, Gill R, Chun G
   Peer feedback drives improved injury rates
   PMID:28957827
   KP Authors: Cortez, Wendy A, Gill, Ruby K, Chun, Grace
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

292. Coury J, Schneider JL, Rivelli JS, Petrik AF, Seibel E, D'Agostini B, Taplin SH, Green BB, Coronado
   GD
   Applying the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) approach to a large pragmatic study involving safety
   net clinics
   BMC Health Serv Res. 2017 Jun 19;17(1):411. Epub 2017-06-19. DOI: 10.1186/s12913-017-2364-
   3. PMID:28629348
   KP Authors: Coury, Jennifer K, Schneider, Jennifer L, Rivelli-Keagbine, Jennifer S, Petrik, Amanda
   F, Coronado, Gloria D
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

293. Dai Y, Covarrubias D, Uppot R, Arellano RS
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Image-Guided Percutaneous Radiofrequency Ablation of Central Renal Cell Carcinoma: Assessment of Clinical Efficacy and Safety in 31 Tumors**

*J Vasc Interv Radiol.* 2017 Jul 01. DOI: 10.1016/j.jvir.2017.05.006. PMID:28673657

KP Authors: Covarrubias, Diego Antonio
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**294. Gorka C, Craig JM, Spielman BJ**

*Growing an ethics consultation service: A longitudinal study examining two decades of practice*  

KP Authors: Craig, Jana M  
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


*Implications of American College of Cardiology/American Heart Association (ACC/AHA) Cholesterol Guidelines on Statin Underutilization for Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease in Diabetes Mellitus Among Several US Networks of Community Health Centers*  
*J Am Heart Assoc.* 2017 Jul 03;6(7). Epub 2017-07-03. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.005627. PMID:28673901

KP Authors: Crawford, Phillip M, Laws, Reesa, Leo, Michael C  
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


*Excess Clinical Comorbidity Among HIV-Infected Patients Accessing Primary Care in US Community Health Centers*  

KP Authors: Crawford, Phillip M, Leo, Michael C, Schmidt, Mark A, Vandermeer, Meredith Lynn, McBurnie, Mary Ann  
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**297. Kramer BJ, Cote SD, Lee DI, Creekmur B, Saliba D**

*Barriers and facilitators to implementation of VA home-based primary care on American Indian reservations: a qualitative multi-case study*
   Autism risk classification using placental chorionic surface vascular network features
   PMID:29212472
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

299. Schieve LA, Tian LH, Drews-Botsch C, Windham GC, Newschaffer C, Daniels JL, Lee LC, Croen LA, Danielle Fallin M
   Autism spectrum disorder and birth spacing: Findings from the study to explore early development (SEED)
   Autism Res. 2017 Nov 22. DOI: 10.1002/aur.1887. PMID:29164825
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Cross-tissue integration of genetic and epigenetic data offers insight into autism spectrum disorder
   PMID:29066808
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

301. Schieve LA, Drews-Botsch C, Harris S, Newschaffer C, Daniels J, DiGuiseppi C, Croen LA, Windham GC
   Maternal and Paternal Infertility Disorders and Treatments and Autism Spectrum Disorder: Findings from the Study to Explore Early Development
   KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A
Maternal BMI at the start of pregnancy and offspring epigenome-wide DNA methylation: 
findings from the pregnancy and childhood epigenetics (PACE) consortium 
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A 
KP Region(s): Northern California 
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Pretzel RE, Schieve LA, Windham GC, Daniels JL 
Prenatal Alcohol Exposure in Relation to Autism Spectrum Disorder: Findings from the Study 
to Explore Early Development (SEED) 
Paediatr Perinat Epidemiol. 2017 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1111/ppe.12404. PMID:28881390
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A 
KP Region(s): Northern California 
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

304. Park BY, Lee BK, Burstyn I, Tabb LP, Keelan JA, Whitehouse AJO, Croen LA, Fallin MD, Hertz-
Picciotto I, Montgomery O, Newschaffer CJ 
Umbilical cord blood androgen levels and ASD-related phenotypes at 12 and 36 months in an 
enriched risk cohort study 
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A 
KP Region(s): Northern California 
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Independent Maternal and Fetal Genetic Effects on Mid-gestational Circulating Levels of 
Environmental Pollutants 
G3 (Bethesda). 2017 Feb 24. DOI: 10.1534/g3.117.039784. PMID:28235828
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A, DeLorenze, Gerald N 
KP Region(s): Northern California 
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Prenatal Serum Concentrations of Brominated Flame Retardants and Autism Spectrum Disorder and Intellectual Disability in the Early Markers of Autism Study: A Population-Based Case-Control Study in California
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A, Delorenze, Gerald N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Demographic and Clinical Characteristics Associated with Engagement in Behavioral Health Treatment Among Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
KP Authors: Croen, Lisa A, Shankute, Naomi M, Davignon, Meghan, Massolo, Maria L, Yoshida, Cathleen K
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

308. Keith RE, Crosson JC, O'Malley AS, Cromp D, Taylor EF
Using the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) to produce actionable findings: a rapid-cycle evaluation approach to improving implementation
KP Authors: Cromp, Deann C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

The differential diagnosis of parotid gland tumors with high-resolution ultrasound in otolaryngological practice
Eur Arch Otorhinolaryngol. 2017 Jun 13. DOI: 10.1007/s00405-017-4636-2. PMID:28612315
KP Authors: Cruz, Raul
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Voice Profile Recovery and Quality of Life Changes After Microdirect Laryngoscopy in Three Categories of Glottis Lesions: Benign, Precancerous, and Malignant
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Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Cruz, Raul
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

    Paramedian Forehead Flap for Repair of Refractory High-Flow Anterior Skull Base CSF Leak
    KP Authors: Cua, David J, Kim, Jason, Akins, Paul T
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research center(s):

312. Cunningham TV, Scheunemann LP, Arnold RM, White D
    How do clinicians prepare family members for the role of surrogate decision-maker?
    *J Med Ethics.* 2017 Jul 17. DOI: 10.1136/medethics-2016-103808. PMID:28716978
    KP Authors: Cunningham, Thomas V
    KP Region(s): Southern California
    KP Research center(s):

    Challenges in Translating PrEP Interest into Uptake in an Observational Study of Young Black MSM
    *J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr.* 2017 Jul 08. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001497.
    PMID:28708811
    KP Authors: Cutro, Scott R
    KP Region(s): Georgia
    KP Research center(s):

    Changing trends in complications of chronic hepatitis C
    KP Authors: Daida, Yihe G, Schmidt, Mark A
    KP Region(s): Hawaii, Northwest, Inter-Regional
    KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest

*Long-term progression of viral load and serum markers of fibrosis among treated and untreated patients with chronic hepatitis B*


KP Authors: Daida, Yihe G, Schmidt, Mark A

KP Region(s): Hawaii, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest


*Race, Age, and Geography Impact Hepatitis C Genotype Distribution in the United States*


KP Authors: Daida, Yihe G, Schmidt, Mark A

KP Region(s): Hawaii, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest


*The safety of live attenuated influenza vaccine in children and adolescents 2 through 17 years of age: A Vaccine Safety Datalink study*

*Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf.* 2017 Nov 17. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4349. PMID:29148124

KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F, Clarke, Christina L, Glanz, Jason M, Xu, Stan, Hambidge, Simon, Klein, Nicola, Jacobsen, Steven J, Naleway, Allison, Jackson, Michael L

KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Southern California, Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

318. Daley MF, Glanz JM, Newcomer SR, Jackson ML, Groom HC, Lugg MM, McLean HQ, Klein NP, Weintraub ES, McNeil MM

*Assessing misclassification of vaccination status: Implications for studies of the safety of the childhood immunization schedule*


KP Authors: Daley, Matthew F, Glanz, Jason M, Newcomer, Sophia R, Jackson, Michael L, Groom, Holly C, Lugg, Marlene M, Klein, Nicola

KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**KP Research center(s):** Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research


**Accuracy of Electronic Health Record-Derived Data for the Identification of Incident ADHD**


**KP Authors:** Daley, Matthew F, Newton, Douglas A, DeBar, Lynn, Newcomer, Sophia R, Pieper, Lisa, Nakasato, Cynthia, Herrinton, Lisa

**KP Region(s):** Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional

**KP Research center(s):** Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii


**Predicting Hypertension Among Children With Incident Elevated Blood Pressure**


**KP Authors:** Daley, Matthew F, Reifler, Liza M, Johnson, Eric S, Greenspan, Louise C, Lo, Joan C, Magid, David J

**KP Region(s):** Colorado, Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional

**KP Research center(s):** Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research


**Neural Biomarker and Early Temperament Predict Increased Internalizing Symptoms After a Natural Disaster**


**KP Authors:** Danzig, Allison P

**KP Region(s):** Northern California

**KP Research center(s):**

322. Bini SA, Darbinian JA, Brox WT, Khatod M

**Risk Factors for Reaching the Post-Operative Transfusion Trigger in a Community Primary Total Knee Arthroplasty Population**

*J Arthroplasty.* 2017 Dec 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2017.10.029. PMID:29221841
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Darbinian, Jeanne, Brox, William T, Khatod, Monti
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Developmental PBDE Exposure and IQ/ADHD in Childhood: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis**
*Environ Health Perspect.* 2017 Aug 03;125(8):086001. Epub 2017-08-03. DOI: 10.1289/EHP1632. PMID:28799918

KP Authors: Davidson, Lisette I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

324. Davis BR, Chen J, Inacio MCS, Love R, Prentice HA, Maletis GB

**The Incidence of Subsequent Meniscal Surgery Is Higher in the Anterior Cruciate Ligament-Reconstructed Knee Than in the Contralateral Knee**

PMID:28846442

KP Authors: Davis, Brent R, Chen, Jason, Inacio, Maria C, Love, Rebecca M, Prentice, Heather, Maletis, Gregory B
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

325. Saleh MG, O'Donnell JL, Davis RP, Wilson D, Lin P

**CLINICAL PATHOLOGIC CORRELATION OF SARCOIDOSIS-ASSOCIATED MULTIFOCAL CHORIORETINITIS IN AN ELDERLY PATIENT**
*Retin Cases Brief Rep.* 2017 Jan 31. DOI: 10.1097/ICB.0000000000000547. PMID:28145942

KP Authors: Davis, Ronald P
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

326. Davidson ERW, Myers EM, De La Cruz JF, Connolly A

**Baseline Understanding of Urinary Incontinence and Prolapse in New Urogynecology Patients**

PMID:29049051

KP Authors: De La Cruz, Jacquia F
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

Randomized controlled trial comparing smartphone assisted versus traditional guided self-help for adults with binge eating

*Int J Eat Disord.* 2017 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1002/eat.22781. PMID:28960384

KP Authors: DeBar, Lynn
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

328. Penney LS, Ritenbaugh C, DeBar LL, Elder C, Deyo RA

Provider and patient perspectives on opioids and alternative treatments for managing chronic pain: a qualitative study


PMID:28403822

KP Authors: DeBar, Lynn, Elder, Charles R
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

329. Perez C, Debbaneh M, Cassarino D

Preference for the term pilomatrical carcinoma with melanocytic hyperplasia

*J Cutan Pathol.* 2017 Apr 25. DOI: 10.1111/cup.12941. PMID:28439960

KP Authors: Debbaneh, Maya, Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

330. Delate T, Meyer R, Jenkins D

Patterns of Care for Biologic-Dosing Outliers and Nonoutliers in Biologic-Naive Patients with Rheumatoid Arthritis


PMID:28737988

KP Authors: Delate, Tom
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

331. Delate T, Jones AE, Clark NP, Witt DM

Assessment of the coding accuracy of warfarin-related bleeding events


PMID:29035718

KP Authors: Delate, Tom, Jones, Aubrey, Clark, Nathan
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

332. Delate T, Kastendieck D
Assessment of the rates and characteristics of unclaimed prescriptions
KP Authors: Delate, Tom, Kastendieck, Diana H
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

333. Delate T, Wang S
Assessment of the rates and characteristics of the short-term supply of medication (Tider) from an integrated healthcare delivery system in the United States
KP Authors: Delate, Tom, Wang, Steven C
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

Maternal perchlorate exposure in pregnancy and altered birth outcomes
*Environ Res.* 2017 Jun 08;158:72-81. Epub 2017-06-08. DOI: 10.1016/j.envres.2017.05.030. PMID:28601764
KP Authors: DeLorenze, Gerald N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

335. DeRoche TC, Gates GA, Huber AR
Pulse Granulomas of the Gastrointestinal Tract and Gallbladder: Report of Five Cases
KP Authors: DeRoche, Tom C
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

336. DeRoche TC, Huber AR
The Great Imitator: Syphilis Presenting as an Inflammatory Pseudotumor of Liver
337. Canales MT, Hagen EW, Barnet JH, Peppard PE, Derose SF  
**Sleep Apnea and Kidney Function Trajectory: Results from a 20-year Longitudinal Study of Healthy Middle-Aged Adults**  
*Sleep.* 2017 Nov 03. DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsx181. PMID:29112764  
KP Authors: Derose, Stephen F  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

338. Desai SH, Kaplan MS, Chen Q, Macy EM  
**Morbidity in Pregnant Women Associated with Unverified Penicillin Allergies, Antibiotic Use, and Group B Streptococcus Infections**  
*Perm J.* 2017;21. Epub 2017-01-06. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-080. PMID:28333608  
KP Authors: Desai, Shilpa, Kaplan, Michael S, Chen, Qiaoling, Macy, Eric M  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation  

**Long term effects of repeated injections of local anesthetic with or without corticosteroid for lumbar spinal stenosis: a randomized trial**  
KP Authors: Deyo, Richard A, Avins, Andy L  
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research  

340. Dickerson JF, Feeny DH, Clarke GN, MacMillan AL, Lynch FL  
**Evidence on the longitudinal construct validity of major generic and utility measures of health-related quality of life in teens with depression**  
*Qual Life Res.* 2017 Nov 17. DOI: 10.1007/s11136-017-1728-9. PMID:29149441  
KP Authors: Dickerson, John F, Clarke, Greg, Lynch, Frances  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
   Brief Behavioral Therapy for Pediatric Anxiety and Depression in Primary Care: A Randomized Clinical Trial
   KP Authors: Dickerson, John F, Lynch, Frances
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

342. Dillon MT, Chan PH, Inacio MCS, Singh A, Yian EH, Navarro RA
   Yearly Trends in Elective Shoulder Arthroplasty, 2005 through 2013
   KP Authors: Dillon, Mark T, Chan, Priscilla, Inacio, Maria C, Singh, Anshuman, Yian, Edward, Navarro, Ronald A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

343. Ding DY, LaMartina J, Tai C, Pandya NK
   Congenital Pseudoarthrosis of the Distal Radius Treated With Physeal-Sparing Double Barrel Vascularized Free Fibula Transfer: A Case Report
   Hand (N Y). 2017 Apr 01:1558944717702472. DOI: 10.1177/1558944717702472. PMID:28403653
   KP Authors: Ding, David Y
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

344. Hines AL, Roter D, Ghods Dinoso BK, Carson KA, Daumit GL, Cooper LA
   Informed and patient-centered decision-making in the primary care visits of African Americans with depression
   KP Authors: Dinoso, Bri K
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

345. Doctorian T, Mosley WJ, Do B
   Apical Hypertrophic Cardiomyopathy: Case Report and Literature Review
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Doctorian, Tanya, Mosley, William J, Do, Bao K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

V, Cooper R, Quinlan P, Metayer C
A task-based assessment of parental occupational exposure to pesticides and childhood acute
lymphoblastic leukemia
PMID:28319818
KP Authors: Does, Monique, Cooper, Robert M
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

347. Dong E, Attam R, Wu BU
Board Review Vignette: PPP Syndrome: Pancreatitis, Panniculitis, Polyarthritis
Am J Gastroenterol. 2017 Jul 25. DOI: 10.1038/ajg.2017.203. PMID:28741613
KP Authors: Dong, Elizabeth Y, Attam, Rajeev, Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

348. Darnell D, Dorsey CN, Melvin A, Chi J, Lyon AR, Lewis CC
A content analysis of dissemination and implementation science resource initiatives: what
types of resources do they offer to advance the field?
PMID:29162150
KP Authors: Dorsey, Caitlin N, Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

349. Sagawa N, Olson NC, Ahuja V, Vishnu A, Doyle MF, Psaty BM, Jenny NS, Siscovick DS, Lemaitre
RN, Steffen LM, Tsai MY, Sekikawa A
Long chain n-3 polyunsaturated fatty acids are not associated with circulating T-helper type 1
cells: Results from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)
Prostaglandins Leukot Essent Fatty Acids. 2017 Oct;125:37-42. Epub 2017-08-26. DOI:
10.1016/j.plefa.2017.08.012. PMID:28987720
KP Authors: Doyle, Margaret F, Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
350. Rose G, Costa V, Drake A, Siadecki SD, Saul T
   *Ultrasound-guided dorsal penile nerve block performed in a case of zipper entrapment injury*
   *J Clin Ultrasound. 2017 Feb 10. DOI: 10.1002/jcu.22459. PMID:28186626*
   KP Authors: Drake, Aaran B
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

351. Winston-McPherson GN, Samraj AN, Poster K, Yamaguchi D, Dickerson JA, Drees JC, Holmes DT, Greene DN
   *Performance characteristics of the Beckman Coulter UniCel DxI 800 TSH (3rd IS) assay*
   PMID:29275143
   KP Authors: Drees, Julia C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

352. Duan L, Ng A, Chen W, Spencer HT, Nguyen J, Shen AY, Lee MS
   *?-Blocker Exposure in Pregnancy and Risk of Fetal Cardiac Anomalies*
   *JAMA Intern Med. 2017 Apr 17. DOI: 10.1001/jamainternmed.2017.0608. PMID:28418448*
   KP Authors: Duan, Lewei, Ng, Angie T, Chen, Wansu, Spencer, Hillard T, Nguyen, Jennifer, Shen, Albert Y-J, Lee, Ming S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   *Risk of aortic aneurysm in patients with psoriasis: a retrospective cohort study*
   KP Authors: Duan, Lewei, Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   *Use of Analgesics (Opioids and Nonsteroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs) and Dementia-Related Neuropathology in a Community-Based Autopsy Cohort*
   *J Alzheimers Dis. 2017 Apr 25. DOI: 10.3233/JAD-160374. PMID:28453469*
   KP Authors: Dublin, Sascha, Walker, Rod L, Anderson, Melissa L, Yu, Onchee, Larson, Eric B
   KP Region(s): Washington
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

355. Amos JM, Durr ML, Nardone HC, Baldassari CM, Duggins A, Ishman SL

Systematic Review of Drug-Induced Sleep Endoscopy Scoring Systems
PMID:29064308
KP Authors: Durr, Megan L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

356. Chiao W, Durr ML

Trends in sleep studies performed for Medicare beneficiaries
KP Authors: Durr, Megan L
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

357. Durr ML, Meyer AK, Kezirian EJ, Mamlouk MD, Frieden IJ, Rosbe KW

Sleep-disordered breathing in pediatric head and neck vascular malformations
PMID:28092114
KP Authors: Durr, Megan L, Mamlouk, Mark D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Randomized controlled trial of a coordinated care intervention to improve risk factor control after stroke or transient ischemic attack in the safety net: Secondary stroke prevention by Uniting Community and Chronic care model teams Early to End Dispariti
PMID:28166784
KP Authors: Dutta, Tara L, Razmaria, Ali
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

359. Stewart AM, Cook MS, Dyer KY, Alperin M
Alphabetical by KP author last name


*Birth outcomes following immunization of pregnant women with pandemic H1N1 influenza vaccine 2009-2010*

*Vaccine*. 2017 Sep 13. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.08.080. PMID:28917536

KP Authors: Eaton, Abigail, Lewis, Edwin M, Fireman, Bruce, Hansen, John, Baxter, Roger, Klein, Nicola

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


*An approach to addressing subpopulation considerations in systematic reviews: the experience of reviewers supporting the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force*


PMID:28253915

KP Authors: Eder, Michelle L, Thompson, Jamie H, Evans, Corinne V, Lin, Jennifer S

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**362.** Edwards A, Nam S

*Palliative Care Exposure in Internal Medicine Residency Education*


PMID:28056512

KP Authors: Edwards, Asher A

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):
364. Christensen ML, Lipman GS, Grahn DA, Shea KM, Einhorn J, Heller HC
   **A Novel Cooling Method and Comparison of Active Rewarming of Mildly Hypothermic Subjects**
   KP Authors: Einhorn, Joseph
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

365. Elder C
   **Mind-Body Training for At-Risk Populations: Preventive Medicine at its Best**
   KP Authors: Elder, Charles R
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Reliability of self-reported constitutional questionnaires in Ayurveda diagnosis**
   KP Authors: Elder, Charles R
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Health Care Systems Support to Enhance Patient-Centered Care: Lessons from a Primary Care-Based Chronic Pain Management Initiative**
   KP Authors: Elder, Charles R, DeBar, Lynn, Rumptz, Maureen Hillary, Bonifay, Allison D
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

368. Elia C, Minasian T, Noufal M, Chhabra V
   **Pial-Dural Intracranial Arteriovenous Fistula with Flow-Associated Aneurysmal Rupture-Case Report with Review of Literature and Proposal on the Mechanism of Hemorrhage and Treatment Options**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

369. Elia C, Brazdzionis J, Tashjian V
   Resolution of tachyarrhythmia following posterior fossa decompression surgery for chiari malformation type I: A case report
   KP Authors: Elia, Christopher J, Tashjian, Vartan
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

370. Elliott PA, Abdelsayed GA, Kilday PS, Kim BJ, Slezak JM, Chien GW
   Healthcare utilization in men with poorer sexual and urinary function recovery following robot-assisted radical prostatectomy
   KP Authors: Elliott, Peter A, Abdelsayed, George A, Kilday, Patrick S, Kim, Brian J, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Chien, Gary W
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   The incidence of traumatic intracranial hemorrhage in head-injured older adults transported by EMS with and without anticoagulant or antiplatelet use
   J Neurotrauma. 2017 Nov 06. DOI: 10.1089/neu.2017.5232. PMID:29108469
   KP Authors: Elms, Andrew, Vinson, David R, Ballard, Dustin, Garzon, Hernando, Mackey, Kevin E
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Out-of-Hospital Triage of Older Adults With Head Injury: A Retrospective Study of the Effect of Adding "Anticoagulation or Antiplatelet Medication Use" as a Criterion
373. Engmann NJ, Ergas IJ, Yao S, Kwan ML, Roh JM, Ambrosone CB, Kushi LH, Fejerman L
Genetic Ancestry Is not Associated with Breast Cancer Recurrence or Survival in U.S. Latina
Women Enrolled in the Kaiser Permanente Pathways Study
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Sep;26(9):1466-1469. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-
0148. PMID:28864455
KP Authors: Ergas, Isaac J, Kwan, Marilyn L, Roh, Janise M, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

374. Escobar GJ, Baker JM, Kipnis P, Greene JD, Mast TC, Gupta SB, Cossrow N, Mehta V, Liu V,
Dubberke ER
Prediction of Recurrent Clostridium Difficile Infection Using Comprehensive Electronic Medical
Records in an Integrated Healthcare Delivery System
KP Authors: Escobar, Gabriel, Kipnis, Patricia, Greene, John D, Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Identifying Distinct Subgroups of ICU Patients: A Machine Learning Approach
Crit Care Med. 2017 Jun 21. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002548. PMID:28640021
KP Authors: Escobar, Gabriel, Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Comparing Hospital Processes and Outcomes in California Medicare Beneficiaries: Simulation
Prompts Reconsideration
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-084. PMID:29035176
KP Authors: Escobar, Gabriel, Turk, Benjamin J, Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Patient Perspectives on Communication with Primary Care Physicians about Chronic Low Back Pain**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-177. PMID:29035178*

KP Authors: Evers, Sarah C, Hsu, Clarissa W, Sherman, Karen J, Balderson, Benjamin H, Hawkes, Rene J, Brewer, Georgie, La Porte, Ann-Marie, Yeoman, John, Cherkin, Daniel C

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Risk of Febrile Neutropenia Associated With Select Myelosuppressive Chemotherapy Regimens in a Large Community-Based Oncology Practice**


KP Authors: Family, Leila, Yang, Su-Jau T, Chao, Chun R

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Phase I Trial of Total Marrow and Lymphoid Irradiation Transplant Conditioning in Patients with Relapsed/Refractory Acute Leukemia**

*Biol Blood Marrow Transplant. 2017 Jan 10. DOI: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2017.01.067. PMID:28087456*

KP Authors: Farol, Len, Sahebi, Firoozeh, Spielberger, Ricardo T

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

380. Farzanegan F, Wang SL

**Inferior Vena Cava Filter with Pancreatic Penetration and Complex Retrieval Complicated by Renal Arterial Injury**

*J Vasc Interv Radiol. 2017 Sep;28(9):1306-1308.e3. DOI: 10.1016/j.jvir.2017.06.009. PMID:28841946*

KP Authors: Farzanegan, Farhad, Wang, Stephen L

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


**A novel SLC12A1 gene mutation associated with hyperparathyroidism, hypercalcemia, nephrogenic diabetes insipidus, and nephrocalcinosis in four patients**


"Anthracyclines in Early Breast Cancer: The ABC Trials-USOR 06-090, NSABP B-46-I/USOR 07132, and NSABP B-49 (NRG Oncology)"


"Association of Polymorphisms in FCGR2A and FCGR3A With Degree of Trastuzumab Benefit in the Adjuvant Treatment of ERBB2/HER2-Positive Breast Cancer: Analysis of the NSABP B-31 Trial"


"Modernizing Clinical Trial Eligibility Criteria: Recommendations of the American Society of Clinical Oncology-Friends of Cancer Research Organ Dysfunction, Prior or Concurrent Malignancy, and Comorbidities Working Group"

*J Clin Oncol.* 2017 Oct 02:JCO201744102. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2017.44.102. PMID:28968172


"Randomized, Multicenter, Placebo-Controlled Clinical Trial of Duloxetine Versus Placebo for Aromatase Inhibitor-Associated Arthralgias in Early-Stage Breast Cancer: SWOG S1202"

Long-Term Follow-Up of Cardiac Function and Quality of Life for Patients in NSABP Protocol B-31/NRG Oncology: A Randomized Trial Comparing the Safety and Efficacy of Doxorubicin and Cyclophosphamide (AC) Followed by Paclitaxel With AC Followed by Paclitaxel
KP Authors: Fehrenbacher, Lou, Polikoff, Jonathan A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Traceback: A Proposed Framework to Increase Identification and Genetic Counseling of BRCA1 and BRCA2 Mutation Carriers Through Family-Based Outreach
J Clin Oncol. 2017 Apr 11:JCO2016703439. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2016.70.3439. PMID:28398847
KP Authors: Feigelson, Heather S
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

Bariatric Surgery and the Risk of Cancer in a Large Multisite Cohort
KP Authors: Feigelson, Heather S, Koebnick, Corinna, Caan, Bette, Weinmann, Sheila, Powers, J David, Yenumula, Panduranga R, Arterburn, David E
KP Region(s): Colorado, Southern California, Northern California, Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Association Between Weight Loss and the Risk of Cancer after Bariatric Surgery
Obesity (Silver Spring). 2017 Nov;25 Suppl 2:S52-S57. DOI: 10.1002/oby.22002. PMID:29086527
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Feigelson, Heather S, Koebnick, Corinna, Caan, Bette, Weinmann, Sheila, Yenumula, Panduranga R, Arterburn, David E
KP Region(s): Colorado, Southern California, Northern California, Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

390. Feigelson HS, McMullen CK, Madrid S, Sterrett AT, Powers JD, Blum-Barnett E, Pawloski PA, Ziegenfuss JY, Quinn VP, Arterburn DE, Corley DA
   Optimizing patient-reported outcome and risk factor reporting from cancer survivors: a randomized trial of four different survey methods among colorectal cancer survivors
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Southern California, Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Division of Research

391. Felcher AH, Gold R, Mosen DM, Stoneburner AB
   Decrease in unnecessary vitamin D testing using clinical decision support tools: Making it harder to do the wrong thing
KP Authors: Felcher, Andrew H, Gold, Rachel, Mosen, David M, Stoneburner, Ashley B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Adenoma Prevalence in Blacks and Whites Having Equal Adherence To Screening Colonoscopy: The National Colonoscopy Study
KP Authors: Feld, Andrew D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Brief telephone-delivered cognitive behavioral therapy targeted to parents of children with functional abdominal pain: a randomized controlled trial
KP Authors: Feld, Andrew D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):

394. Reed-Knight B, van Tilburg MAL, Levy RL, Langer SL, Romano JM, Murphy TB, DuPen MM, Feld AD
Maladaptive Coping and Depressive Symptoms Partially Explain the Association Between Family Stress and Pain-Related Distress in Youth With IBD
KP Authors: Feld, Andrew D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):

American College of Critical Care Medicine Clinical Practice Parameters for Hemodynamic Support of Pediatric and Neonatal Septic Shock
Crit Care Med. 2017 Jun;45(6):1061-1093. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002425. PMID:28509730
KP Authors: Feldman, Jon
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

The 2014 American College of Critical Care Medicine Clinical Practice Guidelines for Hemodynamic Support of Pediatric and Neonatal Septic Shock Executive Summary
KP Authors: Feldman, Jon
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

397. Feldstein MJ, Low SL, Chen AF, Woodward LA, Hozack WJ
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Mechanical thrombectomy and rescue therapy for intracranial large artery occlusion with underlying atherosclerosis
   KP Authors: Feng, Lei T
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Thrombectomy 6 to 24 Hours after Stroke with a Mismatch between Deficit and Infarct
   KP Authors: Feng, Lei T
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   In vitro drug release and in vivo safety of vitamin E and cysteamine loaded contact lenses
   Int J Pharm. 2017 Dec 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijpharm.2017.11.059. PMID:29217475
   KP Authors: Fentzke, Richard
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

401. Fernandez-Gotico H, Lightfoot T, Meighan M
   Multicenter Study of Adverse Events After Intravenous Tissue-Type Plasminogen Activator Treatment of Acute Ischemic Stroke
   KP Authors: Fernandez-Gotico, Hannah J, Meighan, Melissa M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

402. Fessel J
   **Alzheimer's disease combination treatment**
KP Authors: Fessel, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

403. Fessel J
   **Amyloid is essential but insufficient for Alzheimer causation: addition of subcellular cofactors is required for dementia**
KP Authors: Fessel, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

404. Fessel WJ
   **Concordance of Several Subcellular Interactions Initiates Alzheimer's Dementia: Their Reversal Requires Combination Treatment**
KP Authors: Fessel, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

   **Evolution of gag and gp41 in Patients Receiving Ritonavir-Boosted Protease Inhibitors**
KP Authors: Fessel, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

   **Prevalence of Drug-Resistant Minority Variants in Untreated HIV-1-Infected Individuals With and Those Without Transmitted Drug Resistance Detected by Sanger Sequencing**
KP Authors: Fessel, Jeffrey, Klein, Daniel, Hurley, Leo, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
   Mixture models for undiagnosed prevalent disease and interval-censored incident disease:
   applications to a cohort assembled from electronic health records
   KP Authors: Fetterman, Barbara, Lorey, Thomas
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Re: Downstream Imaging Utilization After Emergency Department Ultrasound Interpreted by
   Radiologists Versus Nonradiologists: A Medicare Claims-Based Study
   KP Authors: Fields, Jason M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

409. Marin JR, Fields JM, Tayal VS
   The FAST Examination for Children With Abdominal Trauma
   KP Authors: Fields, Jason M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Schneeweiss S, Gagne JJ
   A review of the performance of different methods for propensity score matched subgroup
   analyses and a summary of their application in peer-reviewed research studies
   Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2017 Oct 06. DOI: 10.1002/pds.4328. PMID:28984001
   KP Authors: Fireman, Bruce
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

411. Fung V, Liang CY, Donelan K, Peitzman CG, Dow WH, Zaslavsky AM, Fireman B, Derose SF,
   Chernew ME, Newhouse JP, Hsu J
   Nearly One-Third Of Enrollees In California's Individual Market Missed Opportunities To
   Receive Financial Assistance
Alphabetical by KP author last name

412. Sharif MZ, Alcalá HE, Albert SL, Fischer H
   Deconstructing family meals: Do family structure, gender and employment status influence the odds of having a family meal?
   Appetite. 2017 Mar 24. DOI: 10.1016/j.appet.2017.03.032. PMID:28347778
   KP Authors: Fischer, Heidi
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

413. Fisher D, Coleman KJ, Arterburn DE, Fischer H, Yamamoto A, Young DR, Sherwood NE, Trinacty CM, Lewis KH
   Mental illness in bariatric surgery: A cohort study from the PORTAL network
   Obesity (Silver Spring). 2017 May;25(5):850-856. DOI: 10.1002/oby.21814. PMID:28440047
   KP Authors: Fisher, David, Coleman, Karen J, Fischer, Heidi, Yamamoto, Ayae, Young, Deborah Rohm, Trinacty, Connie M, Lewis, Kristina H
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Hawaii, Georgia, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

   A novel TRIP11-FLT3 fusion in a patient with a myeloid/lymphoid neoplasm with eosinophilia
   KP Authors: Fisk, Dianna G
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Complete Genome Sequence of Dolosigranulum pigrum from a Patient with Interstitial Lung Disease Using Single-Molecule Real-Time Sequencing Technology
   Genome Announc. 2017 May 04;5(18). Epub 2017-05-04. DOI: 10.1128/genomeA.00317-17. PMID:28473398
   KP Authors: Fitzgerald, Susan M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   **Effect of an obesity best practice alert on physician documentation and referral practices**
   Transl Behav Med. 2017 Jun 26. DOI: 10.1007/s13142-017-0514-0. PMID:28653221
   KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Society for Health Psychology (APA Division 38) and Society of Behavioral Medicine joint position statement on the Medicare Diabetes Prevention Program**
   Transl Behav Med. 2017 Jan 31. DOI: 10.1007/s13142-017-0468-2. PMID:28144834
   KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

418. Fitzpatrick SL, Hill-Briggs F
   **Strategies for Sustained Weight Management: Perspectives From African American Patients With Type 2 Diabetes**
   PMID:28520551
   KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

419. Fitzpatrick SL, Stevens VJ
   **Adult obesity management in primary care, 2008-2013**
   KP Authors: Fitzpatrick, Stephanie L, Stevens, Victor J
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

420. Flaherman V, Schaefer EW, Kuzniewicz MW, Li S, Walsh E, Paul IM
   **Health Care Utilization in the First Month after Birth and Its Relationship to Newborn Weight Loss and Method of Feeding**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Flaherman, Valerie J, Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Li, Sherian Xu, Walsh, Eileen M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Switching to the single-tablet regimen of elvitegravir, cobicistat, emtricitabine, and tenofovir DF from non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor plus coformulated emtricitabine and tenofovir DF regimens: Week 96 results of STRATEGY-NRTI
KP Authors: Flamm, Jason A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

422. Flint AC, Chan SL, Rao VA, Efron AD, Kalani MA, Sheridan WF
Treatment of chronic subdural hematomas with subdural evacuating port system placement in the intensive care unit: evolution of practice and comparison with bur hole evacuation in the operating room
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Statin Adherence Is Associated With Reduced Recurrent Stroke Risk in Patients With or Without Atrial Fibrillation
Stroke. 2017 Jul;48(7):1788-1794. Epub 2017-06-08. DOI: 10.1161/STROKEAHA.117.017343. PMID:28596457
KP Authors: Flint, Alexander C, Conell, Carol, Ren, Xiushui M, Chan, Sheila, Rao, Vivek A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Effect of body mass index on patient outcomes of surgical intervention for the lumbar spine
J Spine Surg. 2017 Sep;3(3):349-357. DOI: 10.21037/jss.2017.06.15. PMID:29057342
KP Authors: Flippin, Michael, Harris, Jessica, Prentice, Heather, Fithian, Donald
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

425. Henriksen L, Schleicher NC, Ababseh K, Johnson TO, Fortmann SP
    Marijuana as a 'concept' flavour for cigar products: availability and price near California schools
    Tob Control. 2017 Oct 12. DOI: 10.1136/tobaccocontrol-2017-053961. PMID:29025999
    KP Authors: Fortmann, Stephen P
    KP Region(s): Northwest
    KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

    Financial Incentives for Medicaid Beneficiaries With Diabetes: Lessons Learned From HI-PRAISE, an Observational Study and Randomized Controlled Trial
    PMID:29277099
    KP Authors: Frankland, Timothy B
    KP Region(s): Hawaii
    KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii

    Epidemiology of Nontuberculous Mycobacterial Lung Disease and Tuberculosis, Hawaii, USA
    KP Authors: Frankland, Timothy B, Daida, Yihe G, Honda, Stacey
    KP Region(s): Hawaii
    KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

    Does Surgical Teaching take time? Resident Participation in Minimally Invasive Hysterectomy for Endometrial Cancer
    KP Authors: Freeman, Alexandra H, Lyon, Liisa L, Conell, Carol, Powell, Bethan
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research center(s): Division of Research

429. Friedman GD, Achacoso N, Habel LA
    Research Letter: Anticholinergic Drugs and the Gallbladder -A Neglected Effect?
    Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-133. PMID:28488984
    KP Authors: Friedman, Gary, Achacoso, Ninah S, Habel, Laurel
    KP Region(s): Northern California
    KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Incidental Gallbladder Carcinoma Discovered after Laparoscopic Cholecystectomy: Identifying Patients Who will Benefit from Reoperation
_J Gastrointest Surg._ 2017 Dec 22. DOI: 10.1007/s11605-017-3655-z. PMID:29274001
KP Authors: Fuchshuber, Pascal
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Prognostic value of venous invasion in resected T3 pancreatic adenocarcinoma: Depth of invasion matters
_Surgery._ 2017 May 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.surg.2017.03.008. PMID:28576385
KP Authors: Fuchshuber, Pascal
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

The SAGES Fundamental Use of Surgical Energy program (FUSE): history, development, and purpose
_Surg Endosc._ 2017 Dec 07. DOI: 10.1007/s00464-017-5933-y. PMID:29218661
KP Authors: Fuchshuber, Pascal, Munro, Malcolm G
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

Astrocytes promote progression of breast cancer metastases to the brain via a KISS1-mediated autophagy
KP Authors: Gabikian, Patrik
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

434. Rezania K, Pytel P, Highsmith WE, Gabikian P
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Cervicomedullary compression as the main manifestation of wild-type transthyretin amyloidosis
KP Authors: Gabikian, Patrik
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Use of Cardiac Computerized Tomography to Predict Neo-Left Ventricular Outflow Tract Obstruction Before Transcatheter Mitral Valve Replacement
J Am Heart Assoc. 2017 Nov 04;6(11). Epub 2017-11-04. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007353. PMID:29102981
KP Authors: Galper, Benjamin Z
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):

Øvretveit J, Garofalo L, Mittman B
Scaling up improvements more quickly and effectively
KP Authors: Garofalo, Lynn M, Mittman, Brian S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Geng Y, Lo JC, Brickner L, Gordon NP
Racial-Ethnic Differences in Fall Prevalence among Older Women: A Cross-Sectional Survey Study
KP Authors: Geng, Yifan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Irwin AN, Ham Y, Gerrity TM
Expanded Roles for Pharmacy Technicians in the Medication Reconciliation Process: A Qualitative Review
Hosp Pharm. 2017 Jan;52(1):44-53. DOI: 10.1310/hpj5201-44. PMID:28179740
KP Authors: Gerrity, Theresa M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):
Association between maternal hypothyroidism and autism spectrum disorders in the children  
Pediatr Res. 2017 Dec 15. DOI: 10.1038/pr.2017.308. PMID:29244797  
KP Authors: Getahun, Darios T, Jacobsen, Steven J, Fassett, Michael J, Xiang, Anny H, Chiu, Vicki Y  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Association of Perinatal Risk Factors with Autism Spectrum Disorder  
KP Authors: Getahun, Darios T, Xiang, Anny H, Chiu, Vicki Y, Jacobsen, Steven J  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

441. Gilde J, Song B, Masroor F, Darbinian JA, Ritterman Weintraub ML, Salazar J, Yang E,  
Gurusantahalaiah D, Wang KH  
The diagnostic pathway of oropharyngeal squamous cell carcinoma in a large U.S. healthcare system  
Laryngoscope. 2017 Dec 15. DOI: 10.1002/lary.27038. PMID:29243258  
KP Authors: Gilde, Jason E, Song, Brian, Masroor, Farzad A, Darbinian, Jeanne, Weintraub, Miranda L, Salazar, James, Gurushanthalaih, Deepak, Wang, Kevin H  
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s):  

442. Gilde JE, Xiao CC, Epstein VA, Liang J  
Deadly Sphenoid Fungus-Isolated Sphenoid Invasive Fungal Rhinosinusitis: A Case Report  
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-032. PMID:29236649  
KP Authors: Gilde, Jason E, Xiao, Christopher, Epstein, Victoria A, Liang, Jonathan  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

443. Vable AM, Gilsanz P, Nguyen TT, Kawachi I, Glymour MM  
Validation of a theoretically motivated approach to measuring childhood socioeconomic circumstances in the Health and Retirement Study  
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

444. Gilsanz P, Karter AJ, Beeri MS, Quesenberry CP, Whitmer RA
The Bidirectional Association Between Depression and Severe Hypoglycemic and Hyperglycemic Events in Type 1 Diabetes
Diabetes Care. 2017 Dec 18. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-1566. PMID:29255060
KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Karter, Andy J, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

445. Flatt JD, Gilsanz P, Quesenberry CP, Albers KB, Whitmer RA
Post-traumatic stress disorder and risk of dementia among members of a health care delivery system
KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Quesenberry, Charles P, Albers, Kathleen B, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

446. Gilsanz P, Mayeda ER, Glymour MM, Quesenberry CP, Mungas DM, DeCarli C, Dean A, Whitmer RA
Female sex, early-onset hypertension, and risk of dementia
KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Quesenberry, Charles P, Dean, Alexander, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

447. Gilsanz P, Mayeda ER, Glymour MM, Quesenberry CP, Whitmer RA
Association Between Birth in a High Stroke Mortality State, Race, and Risk of Dementia
KP Authors: Gilsanz, Paola, Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

448. Rodill LG, Exalto LG, Gilsanz P, Biessels GJ, Quesenberry CP, Whitmer RA
Diabetic Retinopathy and Dementia in Type 1 Diabetes
KP Authors: Gladin, Amy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Gladin, Amy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Glanz, Jason M, Wagner, Nicole M, Narwaney, Komal J, Kraus, Courtney, Shoup, Jo Ann, Xu, Stan, Gleason, Kathy S, Daley, Matthew F
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

Subacute Sclerosing Panencephalitis: the Devastating Measles Complication that Might be More Common than Previously Estimated
Clin Infect Dis. 2017 Apr 06. DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix302. PMID:28387784
KP Authors: Glaser, Carol A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Association between lifestyle, menstrual/reproductive history, and histological factors and risk of breast cancer in women biopsied for benign breast disease
KP Authors: Glass, Andrew
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Development and Validation of a Novel Integrated Clinical-Genomic Risk Group Classification for Localized Prostate Cancer
J Clin Oncol. 2017 Nov 29;JCO2017742940. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2017.74.2940. PMID:29185869
KP Authors: Glass, Andrew, Weinmann, Sheila
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Individual Patient-Level Meta-Analysis of the Performance of the Decipher Genomic Classifier in High-Risk Men After Prostatectomy to Predict Development of Metastatic Disease
J Clin Oncol. 2017 Mar 30;JCO2016702811. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2016.70.2811. PMID:28358655
KP Authors: Glass, Andrew, Weinmann, Sheila
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
457. Glass DP, Kanter MH, Jacobsen SJ, Minardi PM
The impact of improving access to primary care
KP Authors: Glass, David P, Kanter, Michael H, Jacobsen, Steven J, Minardi, Paul M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

458. Lehavot K, Blosnich JR, Glass JE, Williams EC
Alcohol use and receipt of alcohol screening and brief intervention in a representative sample of sexual minority and heterosexual adults receiving health care
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

459. Blosnich JR, Lehavot K, Glass JE, Williams EC
Differences in Alcohol Use and Alcohol-Related Health Care Among Transgender and Nontransgender Adults: Findings From the 2014 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System
_J Stud Alcohol Drugs._ 2017 Nov;78(6):861-866. DOI: . PMID:29087820
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Predischarge Injectable Versus Oral Naltrexone to Improve Postdischarge Treatment Engagement Among Hospitalized Veterans with Alcohol Use Disorder: A Randomized Pilot Proof-of-Concept Study
KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name


Variation in receipt of pharmacotherapy for alcohol use disorders across racial/ethnic groups: A national study in the U.S. Veterans Health Administration


KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Rethinking alcohol interventions in health care: a thematic meeting of the International Network on Brief Interventions for Alcohol & Other Drugs (INEBRIA)


KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Intersections of poverty, race/ethnicity, and sex: alcohol consumption and adverse outcomes in the United States


KP Authors: Glass, Joseph E, Nelson, Jennifer L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

465. Jennings WC, Glazer SM

Regarding "Radial artery deviation and reimplantation inhibits venous juxta-anastomotic stenosis and increases primary patency of radial-cephalic fistulas for hemodialysis"

Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Glazer, Sidney M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Care Patterns and Outcomes in Atrial Fibrillation Patients With and Without Diabetes: ORBIT-AF Registry
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Inflammation and Arterial Stiffness in Chronic Kidney Disease: Findings From the CRIC Study
Am J Hypertens. 2017 Apr 01;30(4):400-408. DOI: 10.1093/ajh/hpw164. PMID:28391349
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Lipoprotein(a) and Risk of Myocardial Infarction and Death in Chronic Kidney Disease: Findings From the CRIC Study (Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort)
Arterioscler Thromb Vasc Biol. 2017 Aug 24. DOI: 10.1161/ATVBAHA.117.309920. PMID:28838919
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Longitudinal Weight Change During CKD Progression and Its Association With Subsequent Mortality
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California

**Loss of executive function after dialysis initiation in adults with chronic kidney disease**


PMID:28139292

KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Management and outcomes of patients with atrial fibrillation and a history of cancer: the ORBIT-AF registry**


KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Oral anticoagulation management in patients with atrial fibrillation undergoing cardiac implantable electronic device implantation**

*Clin Cardiol.* 2017 May 19. DOI: 10.1002/clc.22726. PMID:28543401

KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Racial/Ethnic Differences in Left Ventricular Structure and Function in Chronic Kidney Disease: The Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort**


KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Treatment of Atrial Fibrillation and Concordance With the American Heart Association/American College of Cardiology/Heart Rhythm Society Guidelines: Findings From ORBIT-AF (Outcomes Registry for Better Informed Treatment of Atrial Fibrillation)
PMID:29141842
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Urine Kidney Injury Biomarkers and Risks of Cardiovascular Disease Events and All-Cause Death: The CRIC Study
KP Authors: Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Outcomes of Dabigatran and Warfarin for Atrial Fibrillation in Contemporary Practice: A Retrospective Cohort Study
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Cheetham, T Craig, Sung, Sue Hee
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

Contemporary rates and correlates of statin use and adherence in nondiabetic adults with cardiovascular risk factors: The KP CHAMP study
PMID:29223433
KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Fan, Dongjie J, Sung, Sue Hee, Inveiss, Alda I, Lo, Joan C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
478. Gurwitz JH, Go AS, Fortmann SP
   **Use of Statins in Adults Older Than 75 Years-Reply**
   *JAMA. 2017 03 14;317(10):1081. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.0385. PMID:28291890*
   KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Fortmann, Stephen P
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Blood Pressure and Risk of Cardiovascular Events in Patients on Chronic Hemodialysis: The CRIC Study (Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort)**
   *Hypertension. 2017 Aug;70(2):435-443. Epub 2017-07-03. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.09091. PMID:28674037*
   KP Authors: Go, Alan S, Hsu, Chi-yuan
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   **Designing Health Information Technology Tools to Prevent Gaps in Public Health Insurance**
   KP Authors: Gold, Rachel
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Cardiovascular care guideline implementation in community health centers in Oregon: a mixed-methods analysis of real-world barriers and challenges**
   *BMC Health Serv Res. 2017 Apr 05;17(1):253. Epub 2017-04-05. DOI: 10.1186/s12913-017-2194-3. PMID:28381249*
   KP Authors: Gold, Rachel, Bunce, Arwen, Davis, James V, Hollombe, Celine B, Perrin, Nancy
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Developing Electronic Health Record (EHR) Strategies Related to Health Center Patients' Social Determinants of Health**

PMID:28720625
KP Authors: Gold, Rachel, Bunce, Arwen, Hollombe, Celine B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**How 6 Organizations Developed Tools and Processes for Social Determinants of Health Screening in Primary Care: An Overview**

*J Ambul Care Manage.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000221. PMID:28990990
KP Authors: Gold, Rachel, Bunce, Arwen, Hollombe, Celine B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Understanding Emergency Care Delivery through Computer Simulation Modeling**

KP Authors: Goldlust, Eric J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

**Surgical Management of Medically Refractory Tietze Syndrome**

PMID:29153814
KP Authors: Gologorsky, Rebecca C, Hornik, Benjamin M, Velotta, Jeffrey B
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

**Hospital Workplace Violence Prevention in California: New Regulations**

PMID:28980509
KP Authors: Gooch, Patricia G
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research center(s):
487. Nair VS, Sundaram V, Desai M, Gould MK
   **Accuracy of Models to Identify Lung Nodule Cancer Risk in the National Lung Screening Trial**
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Clinical Equipoise and Shared Decision-Making in Pulmonary Nodule Management: A Survey of American Thoracic Society Clinicians**
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

489. Detterbeck FC, Gould MK, Lewis SZ, Patel S
   **Extending the Reach of Evidence-Based Medicine: A Proposed Categorization of Lower-Level Evidence**
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

490. Tanner NT, Gould MK
   **Invasive Mediastinal Staging in Lung Cancer. Use a Prediction Model or Just Do It?**
   PMID:28617083
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

491. Carter-Harris L, Gould MK
   **Multilevel Barriers to the Successful Implementation of Lung Cancer Screening: Why Does It Have to Be So Hard?**
   KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
492. Tanner NT, Porter A, Gould MK, Li XJ, Vachani A, Silvestri GA
Physician assessment of pre-test probability of malignancy and adherence with guidelines for pulmonary nodule evaluation
PMID:28115167
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

493. Chang CF, Gould M
Playing the odds: lung cancer surveillance after curative surgery
*Curr Opin Pulm Med.* 2017 Apr 11. DOI: 10.1097/MCP.0000000000000381. PMID:28403040
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Procedure-specific Risks of Thrombosis and Bleeding in Urological Cancer Surgery: Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
*Eur Urol.* 2017 Mar 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.eururo.2017.03.008. PMID:28342641
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Procedure-specific Risks of Thrombosis and Bleeding in Urological Non-cancer Surgery: Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
KP Authors: Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

496. Gabayan GZ, Gould MK, Weiss RE, Derose SF, Chiu VY, Sarkisian CA
Emergency Department Vital Signs and Outcomes after Discharge
*Acad Emerg Med.* 2017 Apr 04. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13194. PMID:28375565

**AcademyHealth’s Delivery System Science Fellowship: Training Embedded Researchers to Design, Implement, and Evaluate New Models of Care**


KP Authors: Gould, Michael K, Hahn, Erin E, Savitz, Lucy A

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Comorbidity Profiles and Their Effect on Treatment Selection and Survival among Patients with Lung Cancer**


KP Authors: Gould, Michael K, Munoz-Plaza, Corrine E, Hahn, Erin Elizabeth, Lee, Janet S, Shen, Ernest

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Monitoring Lung Cancer Screening Utilization and Outcomes in Four Cancer Research Network Sites**


KP Authors: Gould, Michael K, Sakoda, Lori C, Ritzwoller, Debra, Kushi, Larry, Feigelson, Heather S, Minowada, George

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research


**Genetic, Phenotypic, and Interferon Biomarker Status in ADAR1-Related Neurological Disease**


KP Authors: Gowrinathan, Rani G

KP Region(s): Southern California
501. Bussell JK, Cha E, Grant YE, Schwartz DD, Young LA

**Ways Health Care Providers Can Promote Better Medication Adherence**


KP Authors: Grant, Yvonne E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

502. Figueroa Gray M, Hsu C, Kiel L, Dublin S

"It's a Very Big Burden on Me": Women's Experiences Using Insulin for Gestational Diabetes

*Matern Child Health J. 2017 Aug;21(8):1678-1685. DOI: 10.1007/s10995-017-2261-8. PMID:28092062*

KP Authors: Gray, Marlaine S F, Hsu, Clarissa W, Kiel, Linda M, Dublin, Sascha
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

503. Graziani RNA, Nemzer L, Kerns J

**The Experience of Genetic Counselors Working with Patients Facing the Decision of Pregnancy Termination after 24 Weeks Gestation**

*J Genet Couns. 2017 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1007/s10897-017-0151-2. PMID:28956221*

KP Authors: Graziani, Rachel, Nemzer, Laurie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Self-monitoring of blood pressure in hypertension: A systematic review and individual patient data meta-analysis**


KP Authors: Green, Beverly B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name

A centralized mailed program with stepped increases of support increases time in compliance with colorectal cancer screening guidelines over 5 years: A randomized trial  
*Cancer*. 2017 Jul 28. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.30908. PMID:28753230  
KP Authors: Green, Beverly B, Anderson, Melissa L, Chubak, Jessica, Fuller, Sharon, Meenan, Richard  
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Reasons for never and intermittent completion of colorectal cancer screening after receiving multiple rounds of mailed fecal tests  
KP Authors: Green, Beverly B, BlueSpruce, June, Tuzzio, Leah, Catz, Sheryl L  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Pragmatic (trial) informatics: a perspective from the NIH Health Care Systems Research Collaboratory  
KP Authors: Green, Beverly B, Laws, Reesa, Bauck, Alan, Simon, Gregory E  
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

508. Green CA, Perrin NA, Janoff SL, Campbell CI, Chilcoat HD, Coplan PM  
Assessing the accuracy of opioid overdose and poisoning codes in diagnostic information from electronic health records, claims data, and death records  
KP Authors: Green, Carla A, Perrin, Nancy, Janoff, Shannon L, Campbell, Cynthia I  
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Human TERT promoter mutation enables survival advantage from MGMT promoter methylation in IDH1 wild-type primary glioblastoma treated by standard chemoradiotherapy**


KP Authors: Green, Richard M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):


*Report of safety of pulse dosing of lapatinib with temozolomide and radiation therapy for newly-diagnosed glioblastoma in a pilot phase II study*

*J Neurooncol*. 2017 Jul 01. DOI: 10.1007/s11060-017-2533-6. PMID:28669012

KP Authors: Green, Richard M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

511. **Mayhew MB, Petersen BK, Sales AP, Greene JD, Liu VX, Wasson TS**

*Flexible, Cluster-Based Analysis of the Electronic Medical Record of Sepsis with Composite Mixture Models*


KP Authors: Greene, John D, Liu, Vincent

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

512. **Greenhow TL, Cantey JB**

*The Disputed Champion: Ampicillin and Gentamicin for Febrile Young Infants*


KP Authors: Greenhow, Tara

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

513. **Greenhow TL, Hung YY, Herz A**

*Bacteremia in Children 3 to 36 Months Old After Introduction of Conjugated Pneumococcal Vaccines*


KP Authors: Greenhow, Tara, Hung, Yun-Yi, Herz, Arnd

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Association of prenatal and childhood PBDE exposure with timing of puberty in boys and girls
   Environ Int. 2017 Jan 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.envint.2017.01.003. PMID:28089583
   KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

515. Greenspan LC, Lee MM
   Endocrine disrupters and pubertal timing
   Curr Opin Endocrinol Diabetes Obes. 2017 Nov 11. DOI: 10.1097/MED.0000000000000377. PMID:29135489
   KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

516. Penilla C, Tschann JM, Deardorff J, Flores E, Pasch LA, Butte NF, Gregorich SE, Greenspan LC, Martinez SM, Ozer E
   Fathers’ feeding practices and children's weight status in Mexican American families
   KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

517. Martinez SM, Tschann JM, Butte NF, Gregorich SE, Penilla C, Flores E, Greenspan LC, Pasch LA, Deardorff J
   Short Sleep Duration Is Associated With Eating More Carbohydrates and Less Dietary Fat in Mexican American Children
   Sleep. 2017 Feb 01;40(2). DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsw057. PMID:28364488
   KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Age at Pubertal Onset in Girls and Tobacco Smoke Exposure during Pre- and Post-natal Susceptibility Windows
   Epidemiology. 2017 Jun 28. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000704. PMID:28661938
   KP Authors: Greenspan, Louise C, Kushi, Larry
519. Weiss A, Sood D, Greenway SE, Tomassi M
   **Value of gastrografin in adhesive small bowel obstruction**
   *Langenbecks Arch Surg.* 2017 Aug 02. DOI: 10.1007/s00423-017-1605-6. PMID:28770343
   KP Authors: Greenway, Scott E, Tomassi, Marco J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

520. Gritz DC, Schwaber EJ, Wong IG
   **Complications of Uveitis: The Northern California Epidemiology of Uveitis Study**
   PMID:28112975
   KP Authors: Gritz, David
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Implementing a Multipartner HPV Vaccination Assessment and Feedback Intervention in an Integrated Health System**
   PMID:28257408
   KP Authors: Groom, Holly C, Irving, Stephanie A, Caldwell, Jessica K
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **Behavioral Counseling to Promote a Healthful Diet and Physical Activity for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Adults Without Cardiovascular Risk Factors: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement**
   KP Authors: Grossman, David C
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
Alphabetical by KP author last name


*JAMA. 2017 01 10;317(2):183-189. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2016.19438. PMID:28097362*

KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

524. Kemper AR, Fan T, Grossman DC, Phipps MG

_Gaps in evidence regarding iron-deficiency anemia in pregnant women and young children: summary of US Preventive Services Task Force recommendations_


KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

525. Grossman DC, Curry SJ, Owens DK

_Guideline Recommendations for Statin Therapy_


KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


_Hormone Therapy for the Primary Prevention of Chronic Conditions in Postmenopausal Women: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement_

*JAMA. 2017 12 12;318(22):2224-2233. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.18261. PMID:29234814*

KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


_Screening for Celiac Disease: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement_

*JAMA. 2017 03 28;317(12):1252-1257. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.1462. PMID:28350936*
Alphabetical by KP author last name
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Screening for Gynecologic Conditions With Pelvic Examination: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
*JAMA.* 2017 03 07;317(9):947-953. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.0807. PMID:28267862
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Screening for Obesity in Children and Adolescents: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Screening for Obstructive Sleep Apnea in Adults: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Screening for Preeclampsia: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
Screening for Thyroid Cancer: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

533. Grossman DC, Bibbins-Domingo K, Curry SJ
Screening Pelvic Examinations-Reply
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

534. Bibbins-Domingo K, Grossman DC, Curry SJ
The US Preventive Services Task Force 2017 Draft Recommendation Statement on Screening for Prostate Cancer: An Invitation to Review and Comment
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Vision Screening in Children Aged 6 Months to 5 Years: US Preventive Services Task Force Recommendation Statement
JAMA. 2017 Sep 05;318(9):836-844. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.11260. PMID:28873168
KP Authors: Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

536. Adams-Piper ER, Guaderrama NM, Chen Q, Whitcomb EL
Impact of Surgical Training on the Performance of Proposed Quality Measures for Hysterectomy for Pelvic Organ Prolapse


KP Authors: Guaderrama, Noelani M, Chen, Qiaoling, Whitcomb, Emily L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

537. Guirguis-Blake JM, Henderson JT, Perdue LA
Periodic Screening Pelvic Examination: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
JAMA. 2017 03 07;317(9):954-966. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2016.12819. PMID:28267861

KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle, Henderson, Jillian, Perdue, Leslie A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Screening for Gynecologic Conditions With Pelvic Examination: A Systematic Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2017. DOI: . PMID:28727393

KP Authors: Guirguis-Blake, Janelle, Henderson, Jillian, Perdue, Leslie A, Whitlock, Evelyn
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Diagnostic Importance of Hyphae on Heart Valve Tissue in Histoplasma Endocarditis and Treatment With Isavuconazole

KP Authors: Gullett, Jonathan C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Association Between Gestational Diabetes and Incident Maternal CKD: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
Am J Kidney Dis. 2017 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1053/j.ajkd.2017.08.015. PMID:29128412

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
541. Lane-Cordova AD, Puterman E, Gunderson EP, Chan C, Hou L, Carnethon M

Gravidity is not associated with telomere length in a biracial cohort of middle-aged women: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study


PMID:29049398
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Hospital Supplementation Differentially Impacts the Association Between Breastfeeding Intention and Duration Among Women With and Without Gestational Diabetes Mellitus History

*Breastfeed Med. 2017 Jun 20. DOI: 10.1089/bfm.2017.0019. PMID:28631935*
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

543. Oza-Frank R, Gunderson EP

In-Hospital Breastfeeding Experiences Among Women with Gestational Diabetes

KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Testosterone Levels in Pre-Menopausal Women are Associated With Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease in Midlife

*Am J Gastroenterol. 2017 Mar 14. DOI: 10.1038/ajg.2017.44. PMID:28291240*
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

545. Gunderson EP, Jaffe MG
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Pregnancy and Subsequent Glucose Intolerance in Women of Childbearing Age: Heeding the Early Warning Signs for Primary Prevention of Cardiovascular Disease in Women**
KP Authors: Gunderson, Erica, Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

546. Guppy KH, Khandhar SM, Ochi C
**Reversible Parkinson-Like Symptoms in a Patient with Bilateral Chronic Subdural Hematomas and Cervical Spinal Stenosis**
KP Authors: Guppy, Kern H, Khandhar, Suketu M, Ochi, Calvin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

547. Guppy KH, Ochi C
**Self-inflicted Dry Wall Screws in the Sagittal Sinus**
KP Authors: Guppy, Kern H, Ochi, Calvin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

548. Guppy KH, Silverthorn JW
**Spinal Cord Herniation After Cervical Corpectomy with Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak: Case Report and Review of the Literature**
KP Authors: Guppy, Kern H, Silverthorn, James W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

**Percutaneous thoracic duct intervention to treat plastic bronchitis related to Fontan palliation**
*Pediatr Pulmonol.* 2017 Sep 04. DOI: 10.1002/ppul.23793. PMID:28869334
KP Authors: Gupta, Rajan K
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):
   Effect of Race and Ethnicity on Antihypertensive Medication Utilization Among Women in the United States: Study of Women's Health Across the Nation (SWAN)
   PMID:28232324
   KP Authors: Habel, Laurel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

551. Krigbaum NY, Rubin RA, Cirillo PM, Terry MB, Morris C, Cohn BA
   Feasibility of collecting tumor samples of breast cancer patients diagnosed up to 50 years ago in the Child Health and Development Studies
   J Dev Orig Health Dis. 2017 Mar 06:1-6. DOI: 10.1017/S204017441700006X. PMID:28260556
   KP Authors: Habel, Laurel
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

552. Pottegård A, Hallas J, Olesen M, Svendsen MT, Habel LA, Friedman GD, Friis S
   Hydrochlorothiazide use is strongly associated with risk of lip cancer
   J Intern Med. 2017 May 08. DOI: 10.1111/joim.12629. PMID:28480532
   KP Authors: Habel, Laurel, Friedman, Gary
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Circulating sex hormones in relation to anthropometric, sociodemographic and behavioural factors in an international dataset of 12,300 men
   PMID:29281666
   KP Authors: Habel, Laurel, Schaefer, Cathy
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

554. Hack JB, Goldlust EJ, Ferrante D, Zink BJ
   Performance of the Hack's Impairment Index Score: A Novel Tool to Assess Impairment from Alcohol in Emergency Department Patients
555. Guerrero EG, Hahn EE, Khachikian T, Chuang E, Brown AF
   *Interdisciplinary dissemination and implementation research to advance translational science: Challenges and opportunities*
   PMID:28480057
   KP Authors: Hahn, Erin Elizabeth
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

556. Elliott IA, Epelboym I, Winner M, Allendorf JD, Haigh PI
   *Population-Level Incidence and Predictors of Surgically Induced Diabetes and Exocrine Insufficiency after Partial Pancreatic Resection*
   *Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-095. PMID:28406793*
   KP Authors: Haigh, Philip I
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   *Diabetes and CKD in the United States Population, 2009-2014*
   KP Authors: Hall, Yoshio N
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s):

558. Kurella Tamura M, Montez-Rath ME, Hall YN, Katz R, O'Hare AM
   *Advance Directives and End-of-Life Care among Nursing Home Residents Receiving Maintenance Dialysis*
   KP Authors: Hall, Yoshio N, Katz, Ronit, O'Hare, Ann M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name


**A Quasi-Experiment to Assess the Impact of a Scalable, Community-Based Weight Loss Program: Combining Reach, Effectiveness, and Cost**


PMID:28271423

KP Authors: Halvorson Bayer, Amy L

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):


**Cost effectiveness and return on investment of a scalable community weight loss intervention**


PMID:28987334

KP Authors: Halvorson Bayer, Amy L

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):

561. Duffy J, Hambidge SJ, Jackson LA, Kharbanda EO, Klein NP, Naleway A, Omer SB, Weintraub E

Vaccine Safety Datalink

**Febrile Seizure Risk after Vaccination in Children One to Five Months of Age**

*Pediatr Neurol.* 2017 Aug 23. DOI: 10.1016/j.pediatrneurol.2017.08.005. PMID:28958404

KP Authors: Hambidge, Simon, Jackson, Lisa A, Klein, Nicola, Naleway, Allison, Omer, Saad

KP Region(s): Colorado, Washington, Northern California, Northwest, Georgia, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest


**Integration of data from a safety net health care system into the Vaccine Safety Datalink**


PMID:28161424

KP Authors: Hambidge, Simon, Ross, Colleen, Shoup, Jo Ann, Wain, Kristin F, Narwaney, Komal J

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

563. Bickel ST, Hannafin B, Lovecchio F

**Elderly Woman With Painful Swollen Fingers**


PMID:28231987

KP Authors: Hannafin, Blaine
   Exposure to mobile source air pollution in early life and childhood asthma incidence: The Kaiser Air Pollution and Pediatric Asthma Study
   Epidemiology. 2017 Sep 18. DOI: 10.1097/EDE.0000000000000754. PMID:28926373
   KP Authors: Hansen, Craig A
   KP Region(s): Georgia
   KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

   Post-licensure safety surveillance study of routine use of quadrivalent meningococcal diphtheria toxoid conjugate vaccine
   Vaccine. 2017 Sep 20. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.09.032. PMID:28941623
   KP Authors: Hansen, John, Zhang, L, Klein, Nicola, Baxter, Roger
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

566. Glass N, Hanson GC, Anger WK, Laharnar N, Campbell JC, Weinstein M, Perrin N
   Computer-based training (CBT) intervention reduces workplace violence and harassment for homecare workers
   KP Authors: Hanson, Ginger C, Perrin, Nancy
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Medication adherence, molecular monitoring, and clinical outcomes in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia in a large HMO
   KP Authors: Haque, Reina, Shi, Jiaxiao M, Chung, Joanie WL, Xu, Xiaoqing, Avila, Chantal C, Campbell, Christopher M, Ahmed, Syed Ajaz, Schottinger, Joanne E
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Cardiovascular disease risk and androgen deprivation therapy in patients with localised prostate cancer: a prospective cohort study
   PMID:29017178
   KP Authors: Haque, Reina, Xu, Xiaoqing, Van Den Eeden, Stephen
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

569. McNicholl IR, Gandhi M, Hare CB, Greene M, Pierluissi E
   A Pharmacist-Led Program to Evaluate and Reduce Polypharmacy and Potentially Inappropriate Prescribing in Older, HIV-Positive Patients
   KP Authors: Hare, Charles B
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

570. Harless L, Jiang N, Schneider F, Durr M
   Herpes Simplex Virus Laryngitis Presenting as Airway Obstruction: A Case Report and Literature Review
   PMID:28397560
   KP Authors: Harless, Lucas D, Jiang, Nancy, Schneider, Frank, Durr, Megan L
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Navigating the research-clinical interface in genomic medicine: analysis from the CSER Consortium
   KP Authors: Harris, Julie N, Somkin, Carol
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Improving glycemic control safely in critical care patients: a collaborative systems approach in nine hospitals
573. Harrison TN, Sacks DA, Parry C, Macias M, Ling Grant DS, Lawrence JM
   **Acceptability of Virtual Prenatal Visits for Women with Gestational Diabetes**
   KP Authors: Harrison, Teresa N, Sacks, David A, Macias, Mayra, Ling Grant, Deborah S, Lawrence, Jean M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Understanding views on everyday use of personal health information: Insights from community dwelling older adults**
   PMID:28399725
   KP Authors: Hartzler, Andrea L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

575. Hawkins KL, Gidal BE
   **When adverse effects are seen as desirable: Abuse potential of the newer generation antiepileptic drugs**
   PMID:29111505
   KP Authors: Hawkins, Kelsey L
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   **Weight gain changes in patients with aripiprazole monotherapy compared with aripiprazole-antidepressant polypharmacy in an outpatient sample**
   PMID:29215304
   KP Authors: Hazen, Jessica B, Tieu, Ryan S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

Smoking-Cessation Assistance: Before and After Stage 1 Meaningful Use Implementation


KP Authors: Hazlehurst, Brian, Fortmann, Stephen P

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Evaluation of a Clinical Pharmacist-Led Multidisciplinary Antidepressant Telemonitoring Service in the Primary Care Setting

*Popul Health Manag.* 2017 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1089/pop.2017.0144. PMID:29211661

KP Authors: Heath, Lauren J

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):


Impact of the change of copay policy in Medicare Part D on zoster vaccine uptake among Medicare beneficiaries in a managed care organization


KP Authors: Hechter, Rulin C, Qian, Lei, Luo, Yi, Tseng, Hung-Fu

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

580. Ehler AN, Heckbert SR, Wiggins KL, Thacker EL

Administrative billing codes accurately identified occurrence of electrical cardioversion and ablation/maze procedures in a prospective cohort study of atrial fibrillation patients

*Clin Cardiol.* 2017 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1002/clc.22812. PMID:29214653

KP Authors: Heckbert, Susan R

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Discovery of novel heart rate-associated loci using the Exome Chip
   Soluble inflammatory markers and risk of incident fractures in older adults: the Cardiovascular Health Study
   *J Bone Miner Res.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1002/jbmr.3301. PMID:28976598
   KP Authors: Heckbert, Susan R, Psaty, Bruce M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Variants in Pharmacokinetic Transporters and Glycaemic Response to Metformin: A MetGen Meta-Analysis
   PMID:27859023
   KP Authors: Hedderson, Monique M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

584. Dehlendorf C, Henderson JT, Vittinghoff E, Steinauer J, Hessler D
   Development of a Patient-Reported Measure of the Interpersonal Quality of Family Planning Care
   *Contraception.* 2017 Sep 18. DOI: 10.1016/j.contraception.2017.09.005. PMID:28935217
   KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

585. Henderson JT, Thompson JH, Burda BU, Cantor A
   Preeclampsia Screening: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
   KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian, Thompson, Jamie H, Burda, Brittany U
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
   Screening for Preeclampsia: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force
   Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2017. DOI: . PMID:28813128
   KP Authors: Henderson, Jillian, Thompson, Jamie H, Burda, Brittany U, Cantor, Amy G
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Minimizing variance in Care of Pediatric Blunt Solid Organ Injury through Utilization of a hemodynamic-driven protocol: a multi-institution study
   KP Authors: Hendrickson, Margo
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   Predictors of Breastfeeding Initiation and Maintenance in an Integrated Healthcare Setting
   KP Authors: Henninger, Michelle L, Irving, Stephanie A, Kauffman, Tia L, Kurosky, Samantha K, Avalos, Lyndsay A, Naleway, Allison
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

   User-Centered Design for Developing Interventions to Improve Clinician Recommendation of Human Papillomavirus Vaccination
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-191. PMID:28898195
   KP Authors: Henninger, Michelle L, McMullen, Carmit, Firemark, Alison J, Naleway, Allison, Henrikson, Nora B
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute
Alphabetical by KP author last name

590. Henrikson NB, Anderson ML, Opel DJ, Dunn J, Marcuse EK, Grossman DC
PMID:28586623
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Anderson, Melissa L, Dunn, John B, Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Cost Effectiveness of Age-specific Screening Intervals for People with Family Histories of Colorectal Cancer
Gastroenterology. 2017 Sep 27. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2017.09.021. PMID:28964749
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, Goddard, Katrina AB, Webber, Elizabeth M
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

592. Henrikson NB, Chang E, Ulrich K, King D, Anderson ML
Communication with Physicians about Health Care Costs: Survey of an Insured Population
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-070. PMID:28406786
KP Authors: Henrikson, Nora B, King, Deborah A, Anderson, Melissa L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

593. Henry SL, Jamner LD, Choi SE, Pahl MV
The effect of the interdialytic interval on cognitive function in patients on haemodialysis
KP Authors: Henry, Shayna L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

594. Henry SL, Munoz-Plaza C, Garcia Delgadillo J, Mihara NK, Rutkowski MP
Patient perspectives on the optimal start of renal replacement therapy
J Ren Care. 2017 Apr 09. DOI: 10.1111/jorc.12202. PMID:28393467
KP Authors: Henry, Shayna L, Munoz-Plaza, Corrine E, Mihara, Nichole K, Rutkowski, Mark P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
595. Heravian A, Chang BP

Mental health and telemedicine in the acute care setting: Applications of telepsychiatry in the emergency department


KP Authors: Heravian, Anisa

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

596. Hernandez Conte A, Perotti D, Farac L

Thromboelastrography (TEG) Is Still Relevant in the 21st Century as a Point-of-Care Test for Monitoring Coagulation Status in the Cardiac Surgical Suite


KP Authors: Hernandez Conte, Antonio T

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):


Utilization of "Stand-By" Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation in a High-Risk Parturient With Methamphetamine-Associated Cardiomyopathy Undergoing Dilation and Evacuation: A Case Report


PMID:28045725

KP Authors: Hernandez Conte, Antonio T

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

598. Herner SJ, Rawlings JE, Swartzendruber K, Delate T

Pharmacy Survey on Patient Safety Culture: Benchmarking Results


KP Authors: Herner, Sheryl J, Rawlings, Julia B, Swartzendruber, Kelly A, Delate, Tom

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):

599. Dall’Era M, Cisternas MG, Snipes K, Herrinton LJ, Gordon C, Helmick CG

The Incidence and Prevalence of Systemic Lupus Erythematosus in San Francisco County, California: The California Lupus Surveillance Project
Immediate Sequential vs. Delayed Sequential Bilateral Cataract Surgery: Retrospective Comparison of Postoperative Visual Outcomes
Ophthalmology. 2017 Apr 21. DOI: 10.1016/j.ophtha.2017.03.034. PMID:28438415
KP Authors: Herrinton, Lisa, Liu, Liyan, Alexeeff, Stacey, Carolan, James A, Shorstein, Neal H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Effects of Mobility and Cognition on Hospitalization and Inpatient Days in Women in Late Life
PMID:26961583
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Sleep Disturbances and Risk of Hospitalization and Inpatient Days among Older Women
Sleep. 2017 Mar 01. DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsx037. PMID:28329356
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest

The Ability of a Single BMD and Fracture History Assessment to Predict Fracture Over 25 Years in Postmenopausal Women: The Study of Osteoporotic Fractures
J Bone Miner Res. 2017 Jul 18. DOI: 10.1002/jbmr.3194. PMID:28719727
KP Authors: Hillier, Teresa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Genome sequencing and carrier testing: decisions on categorization and whether to disclose results of carrier testing**


KP Authors: Himes, Patricia, Gilmore, Marian J, Kauffman, Tia L, Muessig, Kristin R, Reiss, Jacob A, Goddard, Katrina AB, Rope, Alan F, Simpson, Dana K

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


**State of the art conference on weight management in VA: Policy and research recommendations for advancing behavioral interventions**


PMID:28271431

KP Authors: Histon, Trina

KP Region(s): Program Offices

KP Research center(s): 

606. Hives F, Karyadi KA, Nitch S, Kinney D

**Locked in and Growing Old: The Psychiatric, Forensic, and Cognitive Correlates of 30 Years of Psychiatric Hospitalization**


KP Authors: Hives II, Frederick

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): 

607. Ho A, Kurdziel MD, Koueiter DM, Wiater JM

**Three-dimensional computed tomography measurement accuracy of varying Hill-Sachs lesion size**


KP Authors: Ho, Anthony G

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research center(s):
KP Authors: Honda, Stacey, Daida, Yihe G, Feigelson, Heather S, Glass, Andrew
KP Region(s): Hawaii, Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Health Research - Northwest

KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

612. Hoopes AJ, Simmons KB, Godfrey EM, Sucato GS. **2016 Updates to US Medical Eligibility Criteria for Contraceptive Use and Selected Practice Recommendations for Contraceptive Use: Highlights for Adolescent Patients**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Hoopes, Andrea J, Sucato, Gina S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Association of Tenofovir Use With Risk of Incident Heart Failure in HIV-Infected Patients
PMID:28438737
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

Hepatitis C Virus Infection Care Pathway-A Report From the American Gastroenterological Association Institute HCV Care Pathway Work Group
PMID:28442121
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

615. Rebeiro PF, Abraham AG, Horberg MA, Althoff KN, Yehia BR, Buchacz K, Lau BM, Sterling TR, Gange SJ
Sex, Race, and HIV Risk Disparities in Discontinuity of HIV Care After Antiretroviral Therapy Initiation in the United States and Canada
AIDS Patient Care STDS. 2017 Mar;31(3):129-144. Epub 2017-02-27. DOI: 10.1089/apc.2016.0178. PMID:28282246
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

Cancer burden attributable to cigarette smoking among HIV-infected people in North America
AIDS. 2017 Dec 12. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001721. PMID:29239891
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

*Clin Infect Dis.* 2017 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix998. PMID:29149237
KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Division of Research

620. Hornbeak KB, Auerbach PS Marine Envenomation
KP Authors: Hornbeak, Kirsten
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Costs of an Ostomy Self-Management Training Program for Cancer Survivors
   KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Ostomy telehealth for cancer survivors: Design of the Ostomy Self-management Training (OSMT) randomized trial
   KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Rectal Cancer Survivors' Participation in Productive Activities
   *Perm J*. 2017;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-022. PMID:29236653
   KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C, Bulkley, Joanna E, McMullen, Carmit, Altschuler, Andrea, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

   Physical activity, bowel function, and quality of life among rectal cancer survivors
   *Qual Life Res*. 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.1007/s11136-017-1641-2. PMID:28677077
   KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C, Bulkley, Joanna E, McMullen, Carmit, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

625. Hornbrook MC, Goshen R, Choman E, O'Keeffe-Rosetti M, Kinar Y, Liles EG, Rust KC
   Early Colorectal Cancer Detected by Machine Learning Model Using Gender, Age, and Complete Blood Count Data
   KP Authors: Hornbrook, Mark C, O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, Liles, Beth G, Rust, Kristal C
   KP Region(s): Northwest
626. Hosein RJ, Lo JC, Ettinger B, Li BH, Niu F, Hui RL, Adams AL

**Trends in bisphosphonate initiation within an integrated healthcare delivery system**
*Am J Manag Care.* 2017 Dec 01;23(12):e421-e422. Epub 2017-12-01. DOI: . PMID:29261250

KP Authors: Hosein, Rami J, Lo, Joan C, Ettinger, Bruce, Li, Bonnie H, Niu, Fang, Hui, Rita L, Adams, Annette L

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


**Genomic profiling of breast secretory carcinomas reveals distinct genetics from other breast cancers and similarity to mammary analog secretory carcinomas**
*Mod Pathol.* 2017 May 26. DOI: 10.1038/modpathol.2017.32. PMID:28548128

KP Authors: Hosfield, Elizabeth M

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

628. Stone AV, Howse EA, Mannava S, Miller BA, Botros D, Stubbs AJ

**Basic Hip Arthroscopy: Diagnostic Hip Arthroscopy**

KP Authors: Howse, Elizabeth A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

629. Hsiao W

**Sperm DNA fragmentation: indication and uses**
*Transl Androl Urol.* 2017 Sep;6(Suppl 4):S392-S393. DOI: 10.21037/tau.2017.03.17. PMID:29082150

KP Authors: Hsiao, Wayland

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


**Risks of Adverse Events in Advanced CKD: The Chronic Renal Insufficiency Cohort (CRIC) Study**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

631. Wagner EH, Flinter M, Hsu C, Cromp D, Austin BT, Etz R, Crabtree BF, Ladden MD
   Effective team-based primary care: observations from innovative practices
   PMID:28148227
   KP Authors: Hsu, Clarissa W, Cromp, Deann C
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Endovascular plug for internal carotid artery occlusion in the management of a cavernous
   pseudoaneurysm with bifrontal subdural empyema: technical note
   KP Authors: Hsu, Daniel P
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

633. Hsu EA, Miller JL, Perez FA, Roth CL
   Oxytocin and Naltrexone successfully treat hypothalamic obesity in a boy post-
   craniopharyngioma resection
   J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2017 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-02080. PMID:29220529
   KP Authors: Hsu, Eugenie A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

634. Hsu J, Fischer PR, Pettifor JM, Thacher TD
   The relationship of maternal bone density with nutritional rickets in Nigerian children
   KP Authors: Hsu, Jennifer
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   **ACR Appropriateness Criteria®** Chronic Chest Pain-High Probability of Coronary Artery Disease
   KP Authors: Hsu, Joe Y
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

636. Huang CW, Tu HT, Chuang CY, Chang CS, Chou HH, Lee MT, Huang CF
   **Gamma Knife radiosurgery for large vestibular schwannomas greater than 3 cm in diameter**
   KP Authors: Huang, Cheng Wei
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

637. Chang CS, Huang CW, Chou HH, Lin LY, Huang CF
   **Outcome of Gamma Knife radiosurgery for trigeminal neuralgia associated with neurovascular compression**
   KP Authors: Huang, Cheng Wei
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

638. Feuille E, Menon NR, Huang F, Greenhawt M, Nowak-Wegrzyn A
   **Knowledge of food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome among general pediatricians**
   KP Authors: Huang, Faith
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis: Data-driven Textural Analysis of Extent of Fibrosis at Baseline and 15-Month Follow-up**
   *Radiology*. 2017 May 10:161177. DOI: 10.1148/radiol.2017161177. PMID:28493789
   KP Authors: Huckleberry, Jason M
   KP Region(s): Colorado
Effect of Selumetinib and MK-2206 vs Oxaliplatin and Fluorouracil in Patients With Metastatic Pancreatic Cancer After Prior Therapy: SWOG S1115 Study Randomized Clinical Trial
KP Authors: Hui, Lai Fong
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Predicting Adherence and Persistence with Oral Bisphosphonate Therapy in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System
PMID:28345435
KP Authors: Hui, Rita L, Adams, Annette L, Niu, Fang, Ettinger, Bruce, Chandra, Malini, Lo, Joan C
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

Publication of Abstracts Presented at an International Healthcare Simulation Conference
KP Authors: Hui, Sai-Hung
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Simulation for Assessment of Milestones in Emergency Medicine Residents
KP Authors: Hui, Sai-Hung
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Simulation-based education to ensure provider competency within the healthcare system

*The 2017 Academic Emergency Medicine Consensus Conference: Catalyzing System Change through Healthcare Simulation: Systems, Competency, and Outcomes*

*Acad Emerg Med.* 2017 Aug 29. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13302. PMID:28853200

KP Authors: Hui, Sai-Hung
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


*Universal screening for Lynch syndrome among patients with colorectal cancer: patient perspectives on screening and sharing results with at-risk relatives*

*Fam Cancer.* 2017 Feb 07. DOI: 10.1007/s10689-017-9972-2. PMID:28176204

KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


*Redefining HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis Failures*

*Clin Infect Dis.* 2017 Jul 29. DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix593. PMID:29020235

KP Authors: Hurley, Leo, Nguyen, Dong-Phuong, Silverberg, Michael J, Volk, Jonathan E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

648. Sheth NP, Husain A, Nelson CL

*Surgical Techniques for Total Knee Arthroplasty: Measured Resection, Gap Balancing, and Hybrid*


KP Authors: Husain, Adeel
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
   **Does remote monitoring change OSA management and CPAP adherence?**
   *Respirology. 2017 Nov;22(8):1508-1517. DOI: 10.1111/resp.13183. PMID:29024308*
   KP Authors: Hwang, Dennis
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Effect of Telemedicine Education and Telemonitoring on CPAP Adherence: The Tele-OSA Randomized Trial**
   *Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2017 Aug 31. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201703-0582OC. PMID:28858567*
   KP Authors: Hwang, Dennis, Chang, Jeremiah, Becker, Kendra A, Kim, Joseph B, Woodrum, Rose R, Liang, Joanne, Derose, Stephen F
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Prevention of everolimus-related stomatitis in women with hormone receptor-positive, HER2-negative metastatic breast cancer using dexamethasone mouthwash (SWISH): a single-arm, phase 2 trial**
   *Lancet Oncol. 2017 Mar 14. DOI: 10.1016/S1470-2045(17)30109-2. PMID:28314691*
   KP Authors: Hwang, Leon C
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research center(s):

652. Losby JL, Hyatt JD, Kanter MH, Baldwin G, Matsuoka D
   **Safer and more appropriate opioid prescribing: a large healthcare system's comprehensive approach**
   KP Authors: Hyatt, Joel D, Kanter, Michael H, Matsuoka, Denis
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Performance Benchmarks for Screening Breast MR Imaging in Community Practice**
654. Imam TH

Changes in metformin use in chronic kidney disease

PMID:28616207

KP Authors: Imam, Talha H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

655. Imam TH, Cassarino D, Patail H, Khan N

Refractory Intertrigo in the Right Inguinal Crease: Answer

PMID:28731866

KP Authors: Imam, Talha H, Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

656. Imam TH, Cassarino D, Patail H, Khan N

Refractory Intertrigo in the Right Inguinal Crease: Challenge

PMID:28727599

KP Authors: Imam, Talha H, Cassarino, David S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

657. Inacio MCS, Dillon MT, Miric A, Navarro RA, Paxton EW

Mortality After Total Knee and Total Hip Arthroplasty in a Large Integrated Health Care System

*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-171. PMID:28746022

KP Authors: Inacio, Maria C, Dillon, Mark T, Miric, Alexander, Navarro, Ronald A, Paxton, Liz
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

658. No DJ, Inkeles MS, Amin M, Wu JJ
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Drug survival of biologic treatments in psoriasis: a systematic review
KP Authors: Inkeles, Megan S, Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

659. Iribarren C, Rothman KJ, Bradley MS, Carrigan G, Eisner MD, Chen H
Cardiovascular and cerebrovascular events among patients receiving omalizumab: Pooled analysis of patient-level data from 25 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled clinical trials
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Seasonal patterns of Asthma medication fills among diverse populations of the United States
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Butler, Melissa G
KP Region(s): Northern California, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

Trends in health care utilization for asthma exacerbations among diverse populations with asthma in the United States
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Butler, Melissa G
KP Region(s): Northern California, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

662. Iribarren C, Round AD, Lu M, Okin PM, McNulty EJ
Cohort Study of ECG Left Ventricular Hypertrophy Trajectories: Ethnic Disparities, Associations With Cardiovascular Outcomes, and Clinical Utility
*J Am Heart Assoc.* 2017 Oct 05;6(10). Epub 2017-10-05. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.116.004954. PMID:28982671
KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Round, Alfred D, Lu, Meng, McNulty, Edward J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
   **MultIethNic Study of BrEast ARterial Calcium Gradation and CardioVAscular Disease: cohort recruitment and baseline characteristics**
   *Ann Epidemiol.* 2017 Dec 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.annepidem.2017.11.007. PMID:29246501
   KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Sanchez, Gabriela, Husson, Gail, Levine-Hall, Tory, Quesenberry, Charles P, Sam, Danny, Davis-Maier, Joetta, Chaudhary, Rakesh, Patel, Minal C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

664. Fabio A, Chen CY, Dearwater S, Jacobs DR, Erickson D, Matthews KA, Iribarren C, Sidney S, Pereira MA
   **Television viewing and hostile personality trait increase the risk of injuries**
   KP Authors: Iribarren, Carlos, Sidney, Steve
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

665. Donahue JG, Kieke BA, King JP, DeStefano F, Mascola MA, Irving SA, Cheetham TC, Glanz JM, Jackson LA, Klein NP, Naleway AL, Weintraub E, Belongia EA
   **Association of spontaneous abortion with receipt of inactivated influenza vaccine containing H1N1pdm09 in 2010-11 and 2011-12**
   *Vaccine.* 2017 Sep 25;35(40):5314-5322. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.06.069. PMID:28917295
   KP Authors: Irving, Stephanie A, Cheetham, T Craig, Glanz, Jason M, Jackson, Lisa A, Klein, Nicola, Naleway, Allison
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Colorado, Washington, Northern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   **2015-2016 Vaccine Effectiveness of Live Attenuated and Inactivated Influenza Vaccines in Children in the United States**
   *Clin Infect Dis.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix869. PMID:29029064
   KP Authors: Irving, Stephanie A, Naleway, Allison
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
   A Hospital Is Not Just a Factory, but a Complex Adaptive System-Implications for Perioperative Care
   KP Authors: Islam, Salim
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): 

668. Ismail M
   From the Bedside: A Family Physician Experiences Health Care from the Patient Side
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-166. PMID:28488987
   KP Authors: Ismail, Mike
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): 

   Spine Trabecular Bone Score as an Indicator of Bone Microarchitecture at the Peripheral Skeleton in Kidney Transplant Recipients
   KP Authors: Iyer, Sapna
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

   A comparison of live birth rates and perinatal outcomes between cryopreserved oocytes and cryopreserved embryos
   KP Authors: Jabara, Sami I
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

   Randomized clinical trial of a single versus a double dose of 13-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine in adults 55 through 74?years of age previously vaccinated with 23-valent pneumococcal polysaccharide vaccine
Safety and immunogenicity of a modified vaccinia Ankara vaccine using three immunization schedules and two modes of delivery: A randomized clinical non-inferiority trial
KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A, Fields, Colin D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Influenza Antiviral Prescribing for Outpatients with an Acute Respiratory Illness and at High Risk for Influenza-Associated Complications during Five Influenza Seasons-United States, 2011-2016
KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A, Jackson, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

674. Storms AD, Chen J, Jackson LA, Nordin JD, Naleway AL, Glanz JM, Jacobsen SJ, Weintraub ES, Klein NP, Gargiullo PM, Fry AM
Rates and risk factors associated with hospitalization for pneumonia with ICU admission among adults
BMC Pulm Med. 2017 Dec 16;17(1):208. Epub 2017-12-16. DOI: 10.1186/s12890-017-0552-x. PMID:29246210
KP Authors: Jackson, Lisa A, Naleway, Allison, Glanz, Jason M, Jacobsen, Steven J, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Colorado, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

675. Ortiz JR, Jackson ML, Hombach J
Announcing the Publication of a WHO Guide to the Design and Interpretation of Observational Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness Studies
KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L
676. Ferdinands JM, Foppa IM, Fry AM, Flannery BL, Belongia EA, Jackson ML
   RE: "INVITED COMMENTARY: BEWARE THE TEST-NEGATIVE DESIGN"
   KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

677. Chung JR, Flannery B, Zimmerman RK, Nowalk MP, Jackson ML, Jackson LA, Petrie JG, Martin ET,
   Monto AS, McLean HQ, Belongia EA, Gaglani M, Fry AM
   Prior season vaccination and risk of influenza during the 2014-2015 season in the U.S
   J Infect Dis. 2017 Jun 13. DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jix286. PMID:28633308
   KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

678. Jackson ML, Chung JR, Jackson LA, Phillips CH, Benoit J, Monto AS, Martin ET, Belongia EA,
   McLean HQ, Gaglani M, Murthy K, Zimmerman R, Nowalk MP, Fry AM, Flannery B
   Influenza Vaccine Effectiveness in the United States during the 2015-2016 Season
   KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Jackson, Lisa A, Phillips, Catherine H, Benoit, Joyce L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

679. Jackson ML, Phillips CH, Benoit J, Jackson LA, Gaglani M, Murthy K, McLean HQ, Belongia EA,
   Malosh R, Zimmerman R, Flannery B
   Burden of medically attended influenza infection and cases averted by vaccination - United
   States, 2013/14 through 2015/16 influenza seasons
   KP Authors: Jackson, Michael L, Phillips, Catherine H, Benoit, Joyce L, Jackson, Lisa A
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   The impact of selection bias on vaccine effectiveness estimates from test-negative studies

Oxytocin and Migraine Headache
Headache. 2017 May;57 Suppl 2:64-75. DOI: 10.1111/head.13082. PMID:28485846
KP Authors: Jacobs, Daniel I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Research needs to understand self-management in men with LUTS: a review and summary of an NIDDK workshop
KP Authors: Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


US Renal Data System 2016 Annual Data Report: Epidemiology of Kidney Disease in the United States
KP Authors: Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Implementing standardized performance indicators to improve hypertension control at both the population and healthcare organization levels
KP Authors: Jaffe, Marc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

685. Stewart MH, Jahangir E, Polin NM
   **Valvular Heart Disease in Cancer Patients: Etiology, Diagnosis, and Management**
   PMID:28547673
   KP Authors: Jahangir, Eiman
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

686. Weidner AC, Barber MD, Markland A, Rahn DD, Hsu Y, Mueller ER, Jakus-Waldman S, Dyer KY,
   Warren LK, Gantz MG, Meikle S, Pelvic Floor Disorders Network
   **Perioperative Behavioral Therapy and Pelvic Muscle Strengthening Does Not Enhance Quality of Life After Pelvic Surgery: Secondary Report of a Randomized Controlled Trial**
   KP Authors: Jakus, Sharon, Dyer, Keisha Y
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Cardiac-Specific Conversion Factors to Estimate Radiation Effective Dose From Dose-Length Product in Computed Tomography**
   KP Authors: Jang, James J
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Douglas PS, Hoffmann U, PROMISE Investigators
   **The Prognostic Value of Coronary Artery Calcium in the PROMISE Study**
   *Circulation.* 2017 Aug 28. DOI: 10.1161/CIRCULATIONAHA.117.030578. PMID:28847895
   KP Authors: Jang, James J
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

689. Janisse T, Tallman K
   **Can All Doctors Be Like This? Seven Stories of Communication Transformation Told by Physicians Rated Highest by Patients**
   *Perm J.* 2017;21. Epub 2017-03-10. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-097. PMID:28333605
   KP Authors: Janisse, Tom, Tallman, Karen
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
690. Roff H, Jappy C
**Adiposity and the Role of Neuroendocrine Hormones in Energy Balance**
KP Authors: Jappy, Colette
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

691. Jayasinghe A
**Evaluation of Thoracentesis-Related Pneumothorax: A Community Clinician's Perspective**
KP Authors: Jayasinghe-Cooray, Amali S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

692. Lee JK, Jensen CD, Levin TR, Zauber AG, Doubeni CA, Zhao WK, Corley DA
**Accurate Identification of Colonoscopy Quality and Polyp Findings Using Natural Language Processing**
_J Clin Gastroenterol_. 2017 Sep 12. DOI: 10.1097/MCG.0000000000000929. PMID:28906424
KP Authors: Jensen, Christopher D, Levin, Theodore, Zhao, Wei K, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

693. Hillyer GC, Jensen CD, Zhao WK, Neugut AI, Lebwohl B, Tiro JA, Kushi LH, Corley DA
**Primary care visit use after positive fecal immunochemical test for colorectal cancer screening**
_Cancer_. 2017 Jun 16. DOI: 10.1002/cncr.30809. PMID:28621809
KP Authors: Jensen, Christopher D, Zhao, Wei K, Kushi, Larry, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

694. Jhun P, Jhun K, Wei D, Herbert M
**The Neonatal Airway and the Goldilocks Phenomenon**
PMID:28126118
KP Authors: Jhun, Katrina M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
695. Jilk EM, Crawford CL, Kawar LN, Medina-Gulapa E
   **Brush up your professional nursing résumé**
   *Nursing.* 2017 Oct;47(10):41-44. **DOI:** 10.1097/01.NURSE.0000524756.28129.79.
   **PMID:** 28953697
   KP Authors: Jilk, Erin M, Crawford, Cecelia L, Kawar, Lina N, Medina-Gulapa, Lady Eiselle D
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

696. Jirawuthiworavong G, Rubinstein D, Turbin RE
   **Should Conjunctival Biopsy Be Performed for Definitive Diagnosis of Sarcoidosis?**
   *J Neuroophthalmol.* 2017 Dec 13. **DOI:** 10.1097/WNO.0000000000000600. **PMID:** 29240579
   KP Authors: Jirawuthiworavong, Guy V
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

697. Johna S
   *World J Surg.* 2017 Nov 13. **DOI:** 10.1007/s00268-017-4352-5. **PMID:** 29134309
   KP Authors: Johna, Samir D
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

698. Johnson ES, Dickerson JF, Vollmer WM, Rowley AM, Ritenbaugh C, Deyo RA, DeBar L
   **The feasibility of matching on a propensity score for acupuncture in a prospective cohort study of patients with chronic pain**
   KP Authors: Johnson, Eric S, Dickerson, John F, Vollmer, William, Rowley, Alee, DeBar, Lynn
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

699. Leroy L, Rittner JL, Johnson KE, Gerteis J, Miller T
   **Facilitative Components of Collaborative Learning: A Review of Nine Health Research Networks**
   *Healthc Policy.* 2017 Feb;12(3):19-33. **DOI:** . **PMID:** 28277202
   KP Authors: Johnson, Karin E
A Community-Partnered, Participatory, Cluster-Randomized Study of Depression Care Quality Improvement: Three-Year Outcomes
*Psychiatr Serv.* 2017 Jul 17:appips201600488. DOI: 10.1176/appi.ps.201600488. PMID:28712349
KP Authors: Johnson, Megan D
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Comparative Effectiveness of Two Models of Depression Services Quality Improvement in Health and Community Sectors
*Psychiatr Serv.* 2017 Nov 01:appips201700170. DOI: 10.1176/appi.ps.201700170. PMID:29089009
KP Authors: Johnson, Megan D
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Comparing Patient-Centered Medical Home Implementation in Urban and Rural VHA Clinics: Results From the Patient Aligned Care Team Initiative
*J Ambul Care Manage.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1097/JAC.0000000000000212. PMID:28990992
KP Authors: Johnson, Victoria T
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):

703. Wang W, Jorgenson E, Whittemore AS, Asgari MM
Susceptibility loci associated cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma invasiveness
KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Asgari, Maryam M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Genome-wide association study and meta-analysis in multiple populations identifies new loci for peanut allergy and establishes c11orf30/EMSY as a genetic risk factor for food allergy


KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Melles, Ronald

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Genetic contributors to variation in alcohol consumption vary by race/ethnicity in a large multi-ethnic genome-wide association study

*Mol Psychiatry.* 2017 May 09. DOI: 10.1038/mp.2017.101. PMID:28485404

KP Authors: Jorgenson, Eric, Thai, Khanh K, Sakoda, Lori C, Schaefer, Cathy, Risch, Neil, Mertens, Jennifer, Weisner, Constance, Choquet, Helene

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Plasma Exosomes from HLA-Sensitized Kidney Transplant Recipients Contain mRNA Transcripts Which Predict Development of Antibody-Mediated Rejection

*Transplantation.* 2017 May 27. DOI: 10.1097/TP.0000000000001834. PMID:28557957

KP Authors: Kahwaji, Joseph M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):


Warfarin Use and the Risk of Mortality, Stroke, and Bleeding in Hemodialysis Patients with Atrial Fibrillation

*Heart Rhythm.* 2017 Feb 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.hrthm.2017.01.047. PMID:28185918

KP Authors: Kai, Brandon, Bogorad, Yuliya, Nguyen, Leigh Ann, Yang, Su-Jau T, Chen, Wansu, Spencer, Hillard T, Shen, Albert Y-J, Lee, Ming S

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

708. Kansagra K, Vatakencherry GG, Do J, Keny AV, Rudikoff AG, Hernandez Conte A
Alphabetical by KP author last name

709. Kantak NA, Mistry R, Varon DE, Halvorson EG

**Negative Pressure Wound Therapy for Burns**


PMID:28576256

KP Authors: Kantak, Neelesh A

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research center(s):

710. Kanter M, Courneya PT

**Perspective on Publishing Quality Improvement Efforts**

*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-140. PMID:29236650

KP Authors: Kanter, Michael H, Courneya, Patrick Thomas

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

711. Kapoor S

**Edaravone and Its Protective Effects against Disease Progression in Neurological Conditions Besides Strokes**


PMID:28964649

KP Authors: Kapoor, Shailendra

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):

712. Kapoor S

**Expanding the Role of Chloroquine as a Potent Antineoplastic Agent in Different Gastrointestinal Malignancies**


PMID:28384633

KP Authors: Kapoor, Shailendra

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):
713. Kapoor S
Neoplastic growth-restricting effects of fluvastatin in systemic malignancies
KP Authors: Kapoor, Shailendra
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

714. Kapoor S
Protective effects of wogonin against disease progression in different hepatic pathological conditions
_Int Immunopharmacol._ 2017 Sep 05;52:92. Epub 2017-09-05. DOI: 10.1016/j.intimp.2017.08.025. PMID:28886583
KP Authors: Kapoor, Shailendra
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

715. Whitt-Glover MC, Goldmon MV, Gizlice Z, Heil DP, Karanja N
Learning and Developing Individual Exercise Skills (L.A.D.I.E.S.) for a Better Life: A Church-Based Physical Activity Intervention - Baseline Participant Characteristics
PMID:28811737
KP Authors: Karanja, Njeri
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

High rates of severe hypoglycemia among African American patients with diabetes: the surveillance, prevention, and Management of Diabetes Mellitus (SUPREME-DM) network
KP Authors: Karter, Andy J, Liu, Jennifer Y, Moffet, Howard H, Schroeder, Emily, Lawrence, Jean M, Nichols, Greg, Newton, Katherine M, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Butler, Melissa G, Steiner, John F
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Southern California, Northwest, Washington, Hawaii, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Hawaii
   Effect of Out-of-Pocket Cost on Medication Initiation, Adherence, and Persistence among
   Patients with Type 2 Diabetes: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
   Health Serv Res. 2017 May 05. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.12700. PMID:28474736
   KP Authors: Karter, Andy J, Parker, Melissa, Shaftel, Solomon S, Lyles, Courtney R, Adams, Alyce
   S, Moffet, Howard H, Reed, Mary E
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Development and Validation of a Tool to Identify Patients With Type 2 Diabetes at High Risk of
   Hypoglycemia-Related Emergency Department or Hospital Use
   KP Authors: Karter, Andy J, Warton, Margaret M, Ralston, James D, Moffet, Howard H, Jackson,
   Geoffrey G
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Washington Health Research Institute

   Contraception Delivery in Pediatric and Specialist Pediatric Practices
   10.1016/j.jpag.2015.10.022. PMID:26626787
   KP Authors: Kaskowitz, Alexa P
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

720. Gao Y, Katz KA
   Clinical and Serologic Evolution of Multiple Penile Chancres in a Man Who Has Sex With Men
   KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

721. Katz KA
   Industry Influence in Dermatology Clinical Practice Guideline Development
   KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
722. van der Wouden JC, Koning S, Katz KA

Interventions for Nongenital Molluscum Contagiosum in Persons Without Immune Deficiency


KP Authors: Katz, Kenneth A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


The NextGen Study: patient motivation for participation in genome sequencing for carrier status


KP Authors: Kauffman, Tia L, Irving, Stephanie A, Leo, Michael C, Gilmore, Marian J, Himes, Patricia, McMullen, Carmit, Morris, Elissa, Morris, Elissa, Schneider, Jennifer L, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Hospitalizations, outcomes, and management costs of febrile neutropenia in patients from a managed care population

*Support Care Cancer.* 2017 Apr 10. DOI: 10.1007/s00520-017-3692-x. PMID:28397022

KP Authors: Kawatkar, Aniket A, Farias, Albert J, Chao, Chun R, Chen, Wansu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

725. Kei J, Utschig EE, van Tonder RJ

Using Ultrasonography to Assess the Effectiveness of Cricoid Pressure on Esophageal Compression


KP Authors: Kei, Jonathan, Utschig, Emily, Van Tonder, Reinier J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name


ASCCP Colposcopy Standards: Colposcopy Quality Improvement Recommendations for the United States


PMID: 28953113

KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


ASCCP Colposcopy Standards: How Do We Perform Colposcopy? Implications for Establishing Standards


PMID: 28953112

KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


ASCCP Colposcopy Standards: Risk-Based Colposcopy Practice


PMID: 28953111

KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


ASCCP Colposcopy Standards: Role of Colposcopy, Benefits, Potential Harms, and Terminology for Colposcopic Practice


PMID: 28953110

KP Authors: Khan, Michelle J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Emergency department visits in patients with low acuity conditions: Factors associated with
resource utilization
KP Authors: Kim, Deborah
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Spratt A, Barton K
Longitudinal Change in Central Corneal Thickness in the Tema Eye Survey
KP Authors: Kim, Hanna Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

737. Tamkus A, Rice KS, Kim HL
Intraoperative Neuromonitoring Alarms: Relationship of the Surgeon's Decision to Intervene
(or Not) and Clinical Outcomes in a Subset of Spinal Surgical Patients with a New
Postoperative Neurological Deficit
KP Authors: Kim, Howard
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

738. Kim JH, Patel S
Is It Worth Discriminating Against Patients Who Smoke? A Systematic Literature Review on
the Effects of Tobacco Use in Foot and Ankle Surgery
PMID:28476393
KP Authors: Kim, Jason H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

739. Kim J

**Treatment of Scalp Scars**
PMID:27888896
KP Authors: Kim, John Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

740. Kim JG, Rodriguez HP, Estlin KA, Morris CG

**Impact of Longitudinal Electronic Health Record Training for Residents Preparing for Practice in Patient-Centered Medical Homes**
*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-122. PMID:28746024*
KP Authors: Kim, Jung G, Morris, Carl G
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):


**Staging Neck Dissection and Transoral Robotic Surgery Treatment Algorithm in Palatine Tonsil Cancer**
KP Authors: Kim, Paul D, Martin, Paul A, Calzada, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

742. Kindel N

**Improvised Skin Graft for a Large Superficial Hematoma: A Case Study**
*J Wound Ostomy Continence Nurs. 2017 Aug 02. DOI: 10.1097/WON.0000000000000364.*
PMID:28777123
KP Authors: Kindel, Nicole L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

743. Fritz JM, King JB, McAdams-Marx C

**Associations between Early Care Decisions and the Risk for Long-Term Opioid Use for Patients with Low Back Pain with a New Physician Consultation and Initiation of Opioid Therapy**
*Clin J Pain. 2017 Nov 10. DOI: 10.1097/AJP.0000000000000571. PMID:29135698*
KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

**Cost-Effectiveness of Intensive versus Standard Blood-Pressure Control**


KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

745. King J, Bress A, Bellows B

**Cost-Effectiveness of Sacubitril-Valsartan in Patients Who Have Heart Failure With Reduced Ejection Fraction**

*Ann Intern Med.* 2017 Apr 18;166(8):606-607. DOI: 10.7326/L17-0045. PMID:28418551

KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):


**Effect of Inpatient Dobutamine vs. Milrinone on Out-of-Hospital Mortality in Patients with Acute Decompensated Heart Failure**

*Pharmacotherapy.* 2017 May 05. DOI: 10.1002/phar.1939. PMID:28475215

KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):


**Effect of Intensive Versus Standard Blood Pressure Treatment According to Baseline Prediabetes Status: A Post Hoc Analysis of a Randomized Trial**

*Diabetes Care.* 2017 Aug 09. DOI: 10.2337/dc17-0885. PMID:28793997

KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Left Atrial Fibrosis and Risk of Cerebrovascular and Cardiovascular Events in Patients With Atrial Fibrillation**
KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

749. Azadani PN, King JB, Kheirkhahan M, Chang L, Marrouche NF, Wilson BD
*Left atrial fibrosis is associated with new-onset heart failure in patients with atrial fibrillation*
*Int J Cardiol.* 2017 Jul 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.ijcard.2017.07.007. PMID:28735758
KP Authors: King, Jordan B
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

750. Kinney WK, Huh WK
*Protection against cervical cancer versus decreasing harms from screening - What would U.S. patients and clinicians prefer, and do their preferences matter?*
KP Authors: Kinney, Walter
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

751. Rendle KA, Schiffman M, Cheung LC, Kinney WK, Fetterman B, Poitras NE, Lorey T, Castle PE
*Adherence patterns to extended cervical screening intervals in women undergoing human papillomavirus (HPV) and cytology cotesting*
KP Authors: Kinney, Walter, Fetterman, Barbara, Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*Challenges in risk estimation using routinely collected clinical data: The example of estimating cervical cancer risks from electronic health-records*
KP Authors: Kinney, Walter, Fetterman, Barbara, Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*Why does cervical cancer occur in a state-of-the-art screening program?*

*Gynecol Oncol.* 2017 Jun 10. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2017.06.003. PMID:28606721

KP Authors: Kinney, Walter, Fetterman, Barbara, Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


*Adaptation of the Acute Organ Failure Score for Use in a Medicare Population*

*Crit Care Med.* 2017 Aug 02. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002651. PMID:28777196

KP Authors: Kipnis, Patricia, Escobar, Gabriel

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

755. Klapman MH, Batech M

*Midline Capillary Formation Nuchae and Age*


KP Authors: Klapman, Marvin H, Batech, Michael

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

756. Klasnja P, Hekler EB

*Wearable Technology and Long-term Weight Loss*

*JAMA.* 2017 01 17;317(3):317-318. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2016.19268. PMID:28114544

KP Authors: Klasnja, Predrag

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

757. Klatsky AL, Zhang J, Udaltsova N, Li Y, Tran HN

*Body Mass Index and Mortality in a Very Large Cohort: Is It Really Healthier to Be Overweight?*

*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-142. PMID:28678695

KP Authors: Klatsky, Arthur, Udaltsova, Natalia, Li, Yan, Tran, H Nicole

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Immunogenicity and Safety of the HZ/su Adjuvanted Herpes Zoster Subunit Vaccine in Adults Previously Vaccinated with a Live-Attenuated Herpes Zoster Vaccine**

*J Infect Dis. 2017 Sep 26. DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jix482. PMID:29029122*

KP Authors: Klein, Arnold
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Congenital microcephaly: Case definition & guidelines for data collection, analysis, and presentation of safety data after maternal immunisation**

*Vaccine. 2017 Dec 04;35(48 Pt A):6472-6482. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.01.044. PMID:29150052*

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Lot-to-lot consistency, safety and immunogenicity of 3 lots of Haemophilus influenzae type b conjugate vaccine: results from a phase III randomized, multicenter study in infants**


KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Lot-to-Lot Consistency, Safety, Tolerability, and Immunogenicity of an Investigational Hexavalent Vaccine in US Infants**

*Pediatr Infect Dis J. 2017 Feb;36(2):202-208. DOI: 10.1097/INF.0000000000001405. PMID:27846058*

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Respiratory distress in the neonate: Case definition & guidelines for data collection, analysis, and presentation of maternal immunization safety data**

PMID:29150056

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Time to Change Dosing of Inactivated Quadrivalent Influenza Vaccine in Young Children: Evidence From a Phase III, Randomized, Controlled Trial**

*J Pediatric Infect Dis Soc*. 2017 Jan 06. DOI: 10.1093/jpids/piw068. PMID:28062552

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Waning protection following 5 doses of a 3-component diphtheria, tetanus, and acellular pertussis vaccine**

PMID:28506516

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Bartlett, Joan, Fireman, Bruce, Aukes, Laurie A, Baxter, Roger
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Maternal Tdap vaccination and risk of infant morbidity**

*Vaccine*. 2017 May 25. DOI: 10.1016/j.vaccine.2017.05.041. PMID:28552511

KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Cheetham, T Craig, Naleway, Allison, Hambidge, Simon, Jackson, Michael L
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Northwest, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Risk factors and familial clustering for fever 7-10 days after the first dose of measles vaccines
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Lewis, Edwin M, McDonald, Julia C, Fireman, Bruce, Naleway, Allison, Glanz, Jason M, Jackson, Lisa A, Jacobsen, Steven J, Baxter, Roger
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Northwest, Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation

767. Klein NP, Zerbo O
Use of acellular pertussis vaccines in the United States: can we do better?
KP Authors: Klein, Nicola, Zerbo, Ousseny
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

768. Kline-Simon AH, Chi FW, Mertens JR, Weisner C
Trajectories of remission and mortality over 13 years after intake to substance use treatment
PMID:28635344
KP Authors: Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Chi, Felicia W, Weisner, Constance
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

769. Kline-Simon AH, Litten RZ, Weisner CM, Falk DE
Post-treatment Low-risk Drinking as a Predictor of Future Drinking and Problem Outcomes among Individuals with Alcohol Use Disorders: A 9-year Follow-up
PMID:28072453
KP Authors: Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Weisner, Constance
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

A web-based personalized risk communication and decision-making tool for women with dense breasts: Design and methods of a randomized controlled trial within an integrated health care system


KP Authors: Knerr, Sarah, Wernli, Karen J, Ehrlich, Kelly J

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

771. Bilder DA, Kobori JA, Cohen-Pfeffer JL, Johnson EM, Jurecki ER, Grant ML

*Neuropsychiatric comorbidities in adults with phenylketonuria: A retrospective cohort study*  

KP Authors: Kobori, Joyce

KP Region(s): Northern California


*Use of a Smartphone App To Assess Neonatal Jaundice*  

KP Authors: Koduri, Aruna

KP Region(s): Northern California


*MONARCH 2: Abemaciclib in Combination With Fulvestrant in Women With HR+/HER2-Advanced Breast Cancer Who Had Progressed While Receiving Endocrine Therapy*  

KP Authors: Koh, Han A

KP Region(s): Southern California

774. Koh SS, Li A, Cassarino DS

*Leukocytoclastic vasculitis presenting in association with Coxiella burnetii (Q fever); a case report*  

KP Authors: Koh, Stephen S, Li, Aldon Y, Cassarino, David S

KP Region(s): Southern California

Randomized Phase II Study of R-CHOP With or Without Bortezomib in Previously Untreated Patients With Non-Germinat Center B-Cell-Like Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma

*J Clin Oncol.* 2017 Sep 01;JCO2017732784. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2017.73.2784. PMID:28862883

KP Authors: Kolevska, Tatjana

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


Randomized study of etirinotecan pegol versus irinotecan as second-line treatment for metastatic colorectal cancer

*Cancer Chemother Pharmacol.* 2017 Oct 17. DOI: 10.1007/s00280-017-3438-y. PMID:29043412

KP Authors: Kolevska, Tatjana

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


The Effect of Price Information on the Ordering of Images and Procedures

*Pediatrics.* 2017 Feb;139(2). Epub 2017-01-13. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-1507. PMID:28087684

KP Authors: Koplan, Kate E

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):


Analysis of Complications of Pelvic Mesh Excision Surgery Using the Clavien-Dindo Classification System


KP Authors: Koski, Michelle E

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Outcomes of treatment of stress urinary incontinence associated with female urethral diverticula: A selective approach**
*Neurourol Urodyn. 2017 Jun 29. DOI: 10.1002/nau.23334. PMID:28660723*
KP Authors: Koski, Michelle E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

780. Gaspar FW, Kownacki R, Zaidel CS, Conlon CF, Hegmann KT
*Reducing Disability Durations and Medical Costs for Patients With a Carpal Tunnel Release Surgery Through the Use of Opioid Prescribing Guidelines*
*J Occup Environ Med. 2017 Sep 20. DOI: 10.1097/JOM.0000000000001168. PMID:28937443*
KP Authors: Kownacki, Roman P, Conlon, Craig F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*J Am Med Inform Assoc. 2017 03 01;24(2):331-338. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocw114. PMID:27570216*
KP Authors: Krall, Michael
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

782. Krishnaswami A, Maurer MS, Alexander KP
*Contextualizing Myocardial Infarction: Comorbidities and Priorities in Older Adults*
*Am J Med. 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.amjmed.2017.05.043. PMID:28687265*
KP Authors: Krishnaswami, Ashok
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*A pilot study to assess the utility of five established variables to standardize exercise treadmill test reporting*

Metabolic Phenotype and Risk of Colorectal Cancer in Normal-Weight Postmenopausal Women
Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Feb;26(2):155-161. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-16-0761. PMID:28148595

KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Optimism, Pessimism, Cynical Hostility, and Biomarkers of Metabolic Function in the Women's Health Initiative

KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

786. Martínez ME, Unkart JT, Tao L, Kroenke CH, Schwab R, Komenaka I, Gomez SL

Prognostic significance of marital status in breast cancer survival: A population-based study

KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Understanding the relation between socioeconomic position and inflammation in post-menopausal women: education, income and occupational prestige

KP Authors: Kroenke, Candyce H
KP Region(s): Northern California
788. Kroonen LT, Piper SL, Ghatan AC

**Arthroscopic Management of Elbow Osteoarthritis**

*J Hand Surg Am. 2017 Jun 28. DOI: 10.1016/j.jhsa.2017.05.023. PMID:28666671*

KP Authors: Kroonen, Leo T, Piper, Samantha L, Ghatan, Andrew C
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

789. Kubo A, Ferrara A, Brown SD, Ehrlich SF, Tsai AL, Quesenberry CP, Crites Y, Hedderson MM

**Perceived psychosocial stress and gestational weight gain among women with gestational diabetes**


KP Authors: Kubo, Ai, Ferrara, Assiamira, Brown, Susan D, Ehrlich, Samantha, Tsai, Ailin, Quesenberry, Charles P, Crites, Yvonne, Hedderson, Monique M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

790. Lindquist B, Zachariah S, Kulkarni A

**Adult Epiglottitis: A Case Series**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-089. PMID:28241903*

KP Authors: Kulkarni, Anita
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

791. Stephens JM, Caloyeras JP, Holmen J, Kumar VA, Tzivelekis S, Pollock A

**Clinical factors influencing the decision to order red blood cell transfusions for a sample of US dialysis patients?**


KP Authors: Kumar, Victoria A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

792. Kumar V

**The Importance of Continuous Quality Improvement in Peritoneal Dialysis Units**

*Perit Dial Int. 2017 Mar-Apr;37(2):131-133. DOI: 10.3747/pdi.2016.00234. PMID:28360363*

KP Authors: Kumar, Victoria A
793. Nguyen J, Chu B, Kuo CC, Leasure JM, Ames C, Kondrashov D
Changes in foraminal area with anterior decompression versus keyhole foraminotomy in the cervical spine: a biomechanical investigation
KP Authors: Kuo, Calvin
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

CHILDHOOD SOCIOECONOMIC POSITION AND PUBERTAL ONSET IN A COHORT OF MULTIETHNIC GIRLS: IMPLICATIONS FOR BREAST CANCER
*Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev.* 2017 Sep 22. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0496. PMID:28939588
KP Authors: Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

795. Subar AF, Kushi LH, Lerman JL, Freedman LS
Invited Commentary: The Contribution to the Field of Nutritional Epidemiology of the Landmark 1985 Publication by Willett et al
KP Authors: Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Peripubertal dietary flavonol and lignan intake and age at menarche in a longitudinal cohort of girls
*Pediatr Res.* 2017 Feb 07. DOI: 10.1038/pr.2017.34. PMID:28170386
KP Authors: Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Phenol concentrations during childhood and subsequent measures of adiposity among young girls


KP Authors: Kushi, Larry

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Research Strategies for Nutritional and Physical Activity Epidemiology and Cancer Prevention

*Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev.* 2017 Dec 18. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-17-0509.

PMID:29254934

KP Authors: Kushi, Larry

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

799. Yao S, Ambrosone CB, Kushi LH

Vitamin D and Breast Cancer Survival-In Reply


KP Authors: Kushi, Larry

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Comparison of recruitment and retention among demographic subgroups in a large diverse population study of diet


KP Authors: Kushi, Larry, Clancy, Heather A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


A Quantitative, Risk-Based Approach to the Management of Neonatal Early-Onset Sepsis


PMID:28241253
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Fischer, Allen, Walsh, Eileen M, Li, Sherian Xu, Newman, Tom B, Kipnis, Patricia, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

802. Flaherman VJ, Schaefer EW, Kuzniewicz MK, Li S, Walsh E, Paul IM
   Newborn Weight Loss During Birth Hospitalization and Breastfeeding Outcomes Through Age 1 Month
   PMID:28107100
   KP Authors: Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Li, Sherian Xu, Walsh, Eileen M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

803. Chang PW, Kuzniewicz MW, McCulloch CE, Newman TB
   A Clinical Prediction Rule for Rebound Hyperbilirubinemia Following Inpatient Phototherapy
   *Pediatrics.* 2017 Mar;139(3). Epub 2017-02-14. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-2896. PMID:28196932
   KP Authors: Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Newman, Tom B
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

804. Kuzniewicz MW, Black L, Walsh EM, Li SX, Greenberg M
   Outcomes of Admissions for Preterm Labor
   PMID:28649463
   KP Authors: Kuzniewicz, Michael W, Walsh, Eileen M, Lee, Sherian X, Greenberg, Mara B
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   BMI, Lifestyle Factors and Taxane-Induced Neuropathy in Breast Cancer Patients: The Pathways Study
   KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Ergas, Isaac J, Roh, Janise M, Kushi, Larry
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research
806. Yao S, Kwan ML, Ergas IJ, Roh JM, Cheng TD, Hong CC, McCann SE, Tang L, Davis W, Liu S, Quesenberry CP, Lee MM, Ambrosone CB, Kushi LH
   Association of Serum Level of Vitamin D at Diagnosis With Breast Cancer Survival: A Case-Cohort Analysis in the Pathways Study
   KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Ergas, Isaac J, Roh, Janise M, Quesenberry, Charles P, Kushi, Larry
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

807. Kwan ML, Yao S, Laurent CA, Roh JM, Quesenberry CP, Kushi LH, Lo JC
   Changes in bone mineral density in women with breast cancer receiving aromatase inhibitor therapy
   KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Laurent, Cecile A, Roh, Janise M, Quesenberry, Charles P, Kushi, Larry, Lo, Joan C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Impact of social and built environment factors on body size among breast cancer survivors: the Pathways Study
   Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev. 2017 Feb 02. DOI: 10.1158/1055-9965.EPI-16-0932. PMID:28154107
   KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Roh, Janise M, Kroenke, Candyce H, Kushi, Larry
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Patterns and reasons for switching classes of hormonal therapy among women with early-stage breast cancer
   Cancer Causes Control. 2017 Mar 27. DOI: 10.1007/s10552-017-0888-9. PMID:28349440
   KP Authors: Kwan, Marilyn L, Roh, Janise M, Laurent, Cecile A, Lee, Jean S, Kushi, Larry
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

810. Kwok K, Chang J, Duan L, Huang BZ, Wu BU
   Competing Risks for Mortality in Patients With Asymptomatic Pancreatic Cystic Neoplasms: Implications for Clinical Management
   Am J Gastroenterol. 2017 May 23. DOI: 10.1038/ajg.2017.141. PMID:28534524

**Paired Phase II Studies of Erlotinib/Bevacizumab for Advanced Bronchioloalveolar Carcinoma or Never Smokers With Advanced Non-Small-cell Lung Cancer: SWOG S0635 and S0636 Trials**

*Clin Lung Cancer*. 2017 Jul 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.clc.2017.06.016. PMID:28801183

KP Authors: Kwong, Myron S, Nguyen, Dorothy D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Trajectories of physical function prior to death and brain neuropathology in a community-based cohort: the act study**


KP Authors: LaCroix, Andrea Z, Anderson, Melissa L, Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

813. Drieling RL, LaCroix AZ, Beresford SAA, Boudreau DM, Kooperberg C, Chlebowski RT, Ko MG, Heckbert SR

**Long-Term Oral Bisphosphonate Therapy and Fractures in Older Women: The Women's Health Initiative**


KP Authors: LaCroix, Andrea Z, Boudreau, Denise M, Heckbert, Susan R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

814. Liu Q, Lahey JM, Karlen R, Stewart JM

**LABORATORY EVALUATION OF HYPERCOAGULABLE STATES IN PATIENTS WITH CENTRAL RETINAL VEIN OCCLUSION WHO ARE LESS THAN 56 YEARS OF AGE**

*Retina (Philadelphia, Pa).* 2017 Apr 24. DOI: 10.1097/IAE.0000000000001661. PMID:28613222

KP Authors: Lahey, James M, Karlen, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
   Eight- or 12-Week Treatment of Hepatitis C with Ledipasvir/Sofosbuvir: Real-World Experience in a Large Integrated Health System
   KP Authors: Lai, Jennifer, Witt, Maxwell A, Pauly, Marypat, Ready, Joanna, Allerton, Michael, Seo, Suk, Witt, David J
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

816. Cook MB, Coburn SB, Lam JR, Taylor PR, Schneider JL, Corley DA
   Cancer incidence and mortality risks in a large US Barrett's oesophagus cohort
   Gut. 2017 Jan 04. DOI: 10.1136/gutjnl-2016-312223. PMID:28053055
   KP Authors: Lam, Jameson, Schneider, Jennifer L1, Corley, Douglas
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

817. Wiggins BS, Lamprecht DG, Page RL, Saseen JJ
   Recommendations for Managing Drug-Drug Interactions with Statins and HIV Medications
   Am J Cardiovasc Drugs. 2017 Apr 01. DOI: 10.1007/s40256-017-0222-7. PMID:28364370
   KP Authors: Lamprecht, Don G
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

818. Chen M, Land M
   Baked milk and baked egg oral immunotherapy
   KP Authors: Land, Michael
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

819. Land MH, Wang J
   Complementary and Alternative Medicine Use among Allergy Practices: Results of a Nationwide Survey of Allergists
   KP Authors: Land, Michael
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
820. Chen M, Land M
   The Current State of Food Allergy Therapeutics
   PMID:28846472
   KP Authors: Land, Michael
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Perceptions of Multiple Sclerosis in Hispanic Americans: Need for Targeted Messaging
   KP Authors: Langer-Gould, Annette
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Breastfeeding, ovulatory years, and risk of multiple sclerosis
   *Neurology.* 2017 Jul 12. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004207. PMID:28701499
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Epstein-Barr virus, cytomegalovirus, and multiple sclerosis susceptibility: A multiethnic study
   *Neurology.* 2017 Sep 26;89(13):1330-1337. Epub 2017-08-30. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004412. PMID:28855411
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

824. Langstraat E, Martinelli A, Spoelhof B, Shah S
   Effect of pharmacy management on turnaround time of 4-factor prothrombin complex concentrate
   PMID:28842519
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Langstraat, Eileen R
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):

825. Lapham GT, Lee AK, Caldeiro RM, McCarty D, Browne KC, Walker DD, Kivlahan DR, Bradley KA
Frequency of Cannabis Use Among Primary Care Patients in Washington State
PMID:29180554
KP Authors: Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Lee, Amy K, Caldeiro, Ryan M, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Comparison of DSM-IV and DSM-5 criteria for alcohol use disorders in VA primary care patients with frequent heavy drinking enrolled in a trial
PMID:28716049
KP Authors: Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Lee, Amy K, Richards, Julie E, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Increased Rates of Documented Alcohol Counseling in Primary Care: More Counseling or Just More Documentation?
KP Authors: Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Shortreed, Susan M, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

828. Richards JR, Lapoint JM, Burillo-Putze G
Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome: potential mechanisms for the benefit of capsaicin and hot water hydrotherapy in treatment
KP Authors: Lapoint, Jeff
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
829. Gaster B, Larson EB, Curtis JR

**Advance Directives for Dementia: Meeting a Unique Challenge**

*JAMA. 2017 Nov 06. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.16473. PMID:29114779*

KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Alzheimer's disease genetic risk variants beyond APOE ε4 predict mortality**


KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

831. Brenowitz WD, Keene CD, Hawes SE, Hubbard RA, Longstreth WT, Woltjer RL, Crane PK, Larson EB, Kukull WA

**Alzheimer's disease neuropathologic change, Lewy body disease, and vascular brain injury in clinic- and community-based samples**


KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

832. Crane PK, Foroud T, Montine TJ, Larson EB

**Alzheimer's Disease Sequencing Project discovery and replication criteria for cases and controls: Data from a community-based prospective cohort study with autopsy follow-up**


KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Association between Cholesterol Exposure and Neuropathological Findings: The ACT Study**

*J Alzheimers Dis. 2017 Jul 19. DOI: 10.3233/JAD-161224. PMID:28731431*

KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
834. Li G, Larson EB, Shofer JB, Crane PK, Gibbons LE, McCormick W, Bowen JD, Thompson ML
Cognitive Trajectory Changes Over 20 Years Before Dementia Diagnosis: A Large Cohort Study
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

835. Langa KM, Larson EB, Weir DR
Could the Adoption of Unleaded Gasoline in the 1970s Play a Role in the Precipitous Decline in Dementia Prevalence?-Reply
PMID:28586807
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Dementia prevention, intervention, and care
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

837. Larson EB
Evidence Supports Action to Prevent Injurious Falls in Older Adults
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Human Striatal Dopaminergic and Regional Serotonergic Synaptic Degeneration with Lewy Body Disease and Inheritance of APOE ε4
Alphabetical by KP author last name

839. Fardo DW, Gibbons LE, Mukherjee S, Glymour MM, McCormick W, McCurry SM, Bowen JD, Larson EB, Crane PK
Impact of home visit capacity on genetic association studies of late-onset Alzheimer's disease
PMID:28222301
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Incidence of cognitively defined late-onset Alzheimer's dementia subgroups from a prospective cohort study
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Investigating the Genetic Architecture of the PR Interval Using Clinical Phenotypes
PMID:28416512
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

842. Larson EB
Prevention of Late-Life Dementia: No Magic Bullet
KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
KP Region(s): Washington

**Rare and low-frequency coding variants alter human adult height**

*Nature.* 2017 02 09;542(7640):186-190. Epub 2017-02-01. DOI: 10.1038/nature21039. PMID:28146470

**KP Authors:** Larson, Eric B
**KP Region(s):** Washington
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**Rare coding variants in PLCG2, ABI3, and TREM2 implicate microglial-mediated innate immunity in Alzheimer's disease**

*Nat Genet.* 2017 Jul 17. DOI: 10.1038/ng.3916. PMID:28714976

**KP Authors:** Larson, Eric B
**KP Region(s):** Washington
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**Transethnic genome-wide scan identifies novel Alzheimer's disease loci**


**KP Authors:** Larson, Eric B
**KP Region(s):** Washington
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**Vasodilator Dysfunction and Oligodendrocyte Dismaturation in Aging White Matter**


**KP Authors:** Larson, Eric B
**KP Region(s):** Washington
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute
847. Larson EB, Langa KM
   What's the "Take Home" from Research on Dementia Trends?
   PMID:28267775
   KP Authors: Larson, Eric B
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

848. Chibnik LB, White CC, Mukherjee S, Raj T, Yu L, Larson EB, Montine TJ, Keene CD, Sonnen J,
   Schneider JA, Crane PK, Shulman JM, Bennett DA, De Jager PL
   Susceptibility to neurofibrillary tangles: role of the PTPRD locus and limited pleiotropy with
   other neuropathologies
   KP Authors: Larson, Eric B, Bennett, David A
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   A Cohort Study of Healthcare Utilization in Older Adults with Undiagnosed Dementia
   KP Authors: Larson, Eric B, Dublin, Sascha, Walker, Rod L
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Xuan Y, Chen Y, Deng X, Yi T, Yao S, Zhao X, Wei Y, Zhou S
   An integrated analysis identifies STAT4 as a key regulator of ovarian cancer metastasis
   PMID:28114283
   KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   X, Xu L, Feng M, Yi T, Zhao X, Wei Y, Zhou S
   LncRNAs: the bridge linking RNA and colorectal cancer
   *Oncotarget.* 2017 Feb 14;8(7):12517-12532. DOI: 10.18632/oncotarget.13573. PMID:27888635
   KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie

**Long non-coding RNA LINC00092 acts in cancer-associated fibroblasts to drive glycolysis and progression of ovarian cancer**

KP Authors: Lau, Bonnie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

853. Farias ST, Lau K, Harvey D, Denny KG, Barba C, Mefford AN

**Early Functional Limitations in Cognitively Normal Older Adults Predict Diagnostic Conversion to Mild Cognitive Impairment**
*J Am Geriatr Soc. 2017 Mar 17. DOI: 10.1111/jgs.14835. PMID:28306147*

KP Authors: Lau, Karen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Dietary quality and markers of inflammation: No association in youth with type 1 diabetes**
*J Diabetes Complicat. 2017 Nov 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.jdiacomp.2017.10.015. PMID:29198994*

KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Association of Type 1 Diabetes vs Type 2 Diabetes Diagnosed During Childhood and Adolescence With Complications During Teenage Years and Young Adulthood**
*JAMA. 2017 02 28;317(8):825-835. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.0686. PMID:28245334*

KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M, Black, MaryHelen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
   Incidence Trends of Type 1 and Type 2 Diabetes among Youths, 2002-2012
   KP Authors: Lawrence, Jean M, Pettitt, David J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   The Pantheon Variant of the Classic Cathedral Dome Procedure for Parieto-Occipital Skull Deformities
   KP Authors: Le, Hop N
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Anthropometric measures and serum estrogen metabolism in postmenopausal women: the Women's Health Initiative Observational Study
   KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

859. Thomson CA, Crane TE, Garcia DO, Wertheim BC, Hingle M, Snetselaar L, Datta M, Rohan T, LeBlanc E, Chlebowski RT, Qi L
   Association between Dietary Energy Density and Obesity-Associated Cancer: Results from the Women's Health Initiative
   J Acad Nutr Diet. 2017 Aug 08. DOI: 10.1016/j.jand.2017.06.010. PMID:28826845
   KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Association of genetic variation in the tachykinin receptor 3 locus with hot flashes and night sweats in the Women's Health Initiative Study
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Effects of Calcium, Vitamin D, and Hormone Therapy on Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors in the Women’s Health Initiative: A Randomized Controlled Trial


PMID:27926633
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Intentional Weight Loss and Endometrial Cancer Risk


PMID:28165909
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

863. Luo J, Manson JE, Urrutia RP, Hendryx M, LeBlanc ES, Margolis KL

Risk of Diabetes After Hysterectomy With or Without Oophorectomy in Postmenopausal Women

KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Thyroid function tests in the reference range and fracture: individual participant analysis of prospective cohorts

*J Clin Endocrinol Metab.* 2017 May 05. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-00294. PMID:28482002
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
Alphabetical by KP author last name
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Time to clinically relevant fracture risk scores in postmenopausal women
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Vasomotor symptom characteristics: are they risk factors for incident diabetes?
Menopause. 2017 Dec 04. DOI: 10.1097/GME.0000000000001033. PMID:29206771
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Evaluating atypical features of femur fractures: How change in radiological criteria influenced incidence and demography of atypical femur fractures in a community setting
KP Authors: LeBlanc, Erin S, Rosales, Ana G, Dell, Richard M, Boardman, David L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Changing Patterns in Oral Bisphosphonate Initiation in Women between 2004 and 2012
KP Authors: Lee, David R, Ettinger, Bruce, Hui, Rita L, Lo, Joan C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

869. Lee DH, Smith DS

Splenic Abscess After Acute Pyelonephritis
KP Authors: Lee, Dong Hoon, Smith, Darvin S
870. Lee IH, Eisbruch A

*Doing the Right Thing for the Wrong Reason*


PMID: 29280454

KP Authors: Lee, Irwin H

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

871. Lee MS, Duan L

*Maternal ?-Blocker Use and Fetal Cardiac Anomalies-Reply*


PMID: 29114796

KP Authors: Lee, Ming S, Duan, Lewei

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

872. Lee S, Yen MT

*Nonsurgical Rejuvenation of the Eyelids with Hyaluronic Acid Gel Injections*


KP Authors: Lee, Seong

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):


*2017 American College of Rheumatology/American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons Guideline for the Perioperative Management of Antirheumatic Medication in Patients With Rheumatic Diseases Undergoing Elective Total Hip or Total Knee Arthroplasty*

*J Arthroplasty.* 2017 Jun 16. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2017.05.001. PMID: 28629905

KP Authors: Lee, Steve S

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):
2017 American College of Rheumatology/American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons Guideline for the Perioperative Management of Antirheumatic Medication in Patients With Rheumatic Diseases Undergoing Elective Total Hip or Total Knee Arthroplasty
KP Authors: Lee, Steve S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

2017 American College of Rheumatology/American Association of Hip and Knee Surgeons Guideline for the Perioperative Management of Antirheumatic Medication in Patients With Rheumatic Diseases Undergoing Elective Total Hip or Total Knee Arthroplasty
2017 Jun 16. DOI: 10.1002/art.40149. PMID:28620948
KP Authors: Lee, Steve S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Impact of body mass index on ovarian cancer survival varies by stage
Br J Cancer. 2017 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1038/bjc.2017.162. PMID:28588323
KP Authors: Lee, Valerie S, Powell, Bethan, Kushi, Larry
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Reduction in Cardiovascular Risk Among Latino Participants in a Community-Based Intervention Linked With Clinical Care
KP Authors: Leeman-Castillo, Bonnie A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

878. Laurino MY, Sternen DL, Thompson JK, Leppig KA
Identifying opportunities for collaboration and growth of genetic counseling services in the Asia Region
879. Fadus MC, Rush ET, Lettieri CK

*Syndrome of progressive bone marrow failure and pancreatic insufficiency remains cryptic despite whole exome sequencing: variant of Shwachman-Diamond syndrome or new condition?*


KP Authors: Lettieri, Christina K

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


*A Comparison of Fecal Immunochemical and High-Sensitivity Guaiac Tests for Colorectal Cancer Screening*


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

881. Levin TR

*Colorectal Cancer Screening: Money Isn't Everything...But it Helps!*

*Gastroenterology.* 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2017.09.026. PMID:28987422

KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


*Colorectal Cancer Screening: Recommendations for Physicians and Patients From the U.S. Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer*


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

Colorectal Cancer Screening: Recommendations for Physicians and Patients from the U.S. Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Colorectal cancer screening: Recommendations for physicians and patients from the U.S. Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

885. Levin TR

In simulation modelling, there are multiple ways to effectively screen for colorectal cancer

*Evid Based Med.* 2017 Jan 10. DOI: 10.1136/ebmed-2016-110521. PMID:28073866

KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Recommendations on Surveillance and Management of Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency (BMMRD) Syndrome: A Consensus Statement by the US Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Recommendations on Surveillance and Management of Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency (BMMRD) Syndrome: A Consensus Statement by the US Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Recommendations on surveillance and management of biallelic mismatch repair deficiency (BMMRD) syndrome: a consensus statement by the US Multi-Society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Recommendations on Surveillance and Management of Biallelic Mismatch Repair Deficiency Syndrome: A Consensus Statement by the US Multi-society Task Force on Colorectal Cancer


KP Authors: Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

890. Levin TR

The Best Laid Plans: Adaptation is an Essential Part of Going From Efficacy Research to Program Implementation

_Gastroenterology._ 2017 Jan 29. DOI: 10.1053/j.gastro.2017.01.025. PMID:28143771

KP Authors: Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
891. Levin TR, Corley DA, Jensen CD, Marks AR, Zhao WK, Zebrowski AM, Quinn VP, Browne LW, Taylor WR, Ahlquist DA, Lidgard GP, Berger BM

**Genetic Biomarker Prevalence Is Similar in Fecal Immunochemical Test Positive and Negative Colorectal Cancer Tissue**

PMID:28044229

KP Authors: Levin, Theodore, Corley, Douglas, Jensen, Christopher D, Marks, Amy, Zhao, Wei, Quinn, Virginia P, Browne, Lawrence W

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

892. Levin VA, Chan J, Datta M, Yee JL, Jain RK

**Effect of angiotensin system inhibitors on survival in newly diagnosed glioma patients and recurrent glioblastoma patients receiving chemotherapy and/or bevacizumab**


KP Authors: Levin, Victor A, Chan, James, Yee, Jennie L

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


**Fetal Cardiac Screening Sonography: Methodology: Women’s Imaging**

*Radiographics.* 2017 Jan-Feb;37(1):360-361. DOI: 10.1148/rg.2017160072. PMID:28076004

KP Authors: Levy, Denis

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

894. Levy M, Lyon L, Barbero E, Wong J, Suga M, Sam D, Pan M

**Histologic Grade Is Predictive of Incidence of Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor Mutations in Metastatic Lung Adenocarcinoma**

PMID:29232915

KP Authors: Levy, Michelle A, Lyon, Liisa L, Barbero, Erika M, Wong, John, Suga, J Marie, Sam, Danny, Pan, Minggui

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

895. Rozek DC, Serrano JL, Marriott BR, Scott KS, Hickman LB, Brothers BM, Lewis CC, Simons AD

**Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Competency: Pilot Data from a Comparison of Multiple Perspectives**

*Behav Cogn Psychother.* 2017 Nov 02:1-7. DOI: 10.1017/S1352465817000662. PMID:29094663
896. Lewis CC, Marti CN, Marriott BR, Scott K, Ayer D
Patterns of practice in community mental health treatment of adult depression
KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

The creation and validation of the Measure of Effective Attributes of Trainers (MEAT)
PMID:28576148
KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Psychometric assessment of three newly developed implementation outcome measures
PMID:28851459
KP Authors: Lewis, Cara C, Dorsey, Caitlin N
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

An Emergent Research and Policy Framework for Telehealth
PMID:28459085
KP Authors: Lewis, Joy A
KP Region(s): Program Offices
KP Research center(s):

Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Lewis, Joy A, DuPont, Samantha Q, Klau, Marc H
KP Region(s): Program Offices, Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Lewis, Sarah
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Li, Dan, Woolfrey, John R, Jiang, Sheng-Fang, Jensen, Christopher D, Zhao, Wei K, Santamaria, Monica, Rumore, Greg, Armstrong, Maryanne, Postlethwaite, Debbie A, Corley, Douglas, Levin, Theodore
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Li, De-Kun
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

905. Li DK, Chen H, Ferber JR, Odouli R, Quesenberry C
   Exposure to Magnetic Field Non-Ionizing Radiation and the Risk of Miscarriage: A Prospective Cohort Study
   PMID:29235463
   KP Authors: Li, De-Kun, Chen, Hong Y, Ferber, Jeannette R, Odouli, Roxana, Quesenberry, Charles P
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

906. Li Y, Shaul DB, Sydorak RM
   Differentiating abdominal procedures in pediatric surgery: The inadequacy of current procedural terminology codes
   KP Authors: Li, Yiping, Shaul, Donald B, Sydorak, Roman M
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

907. Drew BA, Karia PS, Mora AN, Liang CA, Schmults CD
   Treatment Patterns, Outcomes, and Patient Satisfaction of Primary Epidermally Limited Nonmelanoma Skin Cancer
   KP Authors: Liang, Christine A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

908. Lieu TA, Platt R
   Applied Research and Development in Health Care - Time for a Frameshift
   KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research
909. Mandelblatt JS, Ramsey SD, Lieu TA, Phelps CE
   Evaluating Frameworks That Provide Value Measures for Health Care Interventions
   KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   The impact of preterm birth <37 weeks on parents and families: a cross-sectional study in the
   2 years after discharge from the neonatal intensive care unit
   PMID:28209168
   KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Oncologist and organizational factors associated with variation in breast cancer multigene testing
   PMID:28224383
   KP Authors: Lieu, Tracy A, Ray, Tom, Prausnitz, Stephanie, Habel, Laurel, Alexeeff, Stacey, Li, Yan, Ramsey, Scott, Chawla, Neetu
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

912. Berry ABL, Lim C, Hartzler AL, Hirsch T, Ludman E, Wagner EH, Ralston JD
   Creating Conditions for Patients' Values to Emerge in Clinical Conversations: Perspectives of Health Care Team Members
   PMID:28890950
   KP Authors: Lim, Catherine Y, Hartzler, Andrea L, Ludman, Evette J, Wagner, Edward H, Ralston, James D
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

913. Lim CY, Berry ABL, Hirsch T, Hartzler AL, Wagner EH, Ludman EJ, Ralston JD
   Understanding What Is Most Important to Individuals with Multiple Chronic Conditions: A Qualitative Study of Patients' Perspectives
914. Hsu AC, Tirico LEP, Lin AG, Pulido PA, Bugbee WD

**Osteochondral Allograft Transplantation and Opening Wedge Tibial Osteotomy: Clinical Results of a Combined Single Procedure**
*Cartilage.* 2017 May 01;1947603517710307. DOI: 10.1177/1947603517710307. PMID:28530120
KP Authors: Lin, Abraham G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): 

915. Famenini S, Lin B, Cassarino DS, Wu JJ

**Hyperkeratotic papules on the medial aspects of the feet**
*Cuts.* 2017 Feb;99(2):E7-E8. DOI: . PMID:28319633
KP Authors: Lin, Benjamin, Cassarino, David S, Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): 

916. Dowling ST, Lin BW

**Outcomes in Patients Treated with a Novel, Simple Method for Hemostasis of Dermal Avulsion Injuries**
*Adv Skin Wound Care.* 2017 Oct;30(10):460-463. DOI: 10.1097/01.ASW.0000521049.72160.37. PMID:28914680
KP Authors: Lin, Brian
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): 

917. Lin CE, Kaptein JS, Sheikh J

**Differential expression of microRNAs and their possible roles in patients with chronic idiopathic urticaria and active hives**
KP Authors: Lin, Ching-Kow E, Kaptein, John S, Sheikh, Javed
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
918. Lin JS, Aiello Bowles EJ, Williams SB, Morrison CC
**Screening for Thyroid Cancer: A Systematic Evidence Review for the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force**
*Rockville (MD): Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (US); 2017. DOI: . PMID:28806040*
KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S, Bowles, Erin A, Williams, Selvi B, Morrison, Caitlin C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

919. Lin JS, Bowles EJA, Williams SB, Morrison CC
**Screening for Thyroid Cancer: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force**
*JAMA. 2017 May 09;317(18):1888-1903. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.0562. PMID:28492904*
KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S, Bowles, Erin A, Williams, Selvi B, Morrison, Caitlin C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

**Developing Recommendations for Evidence-Based Clinical Preventive Services for Diverse Populations: Methods of the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force**
KP Authors: Lin, Jennifer S, Grossman, David C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

921. Avilés-Santa ML, Colón-Ramos U, Lindberg NM, Mattei J, Pasquel FJ, Pérez CM
**From Sea to Shining Sea and the Great Plains to Patagonia: A Review on Current Knowledge of Diabetes Mellitus in Hispanics/Latinos in the US and Latin America**
KP Authors: Lindberg, Nangel M
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Personalized medicine and Hispanic health: improving health outcomes and reducing health disparities - a National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute workshop report
KP Authors: Lindberg, Nangel M, McBurnie, Mary Ann
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

924. Kerr DL, Loraas EK, Links AC, Brogan TV, Schmale GA
Toxic shock in children with bone and joint infections: a review of seven years of patients admitted to one intensive care unit
KP Authors: Links, Annie C
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):

Salvage high-dose-rate brachytherapy and external beam radiotherapy for isolated vaginal recurrences of endometrial cancer with no prior adjuvant therapy
KP Authors: Littell, Ramey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Adjuvant gemcitabine-docetaxel chemotherapy for stage I uterine leiomyosarcoma: Trends and survival outcomes
   Ossifying fibroma of the maxilla and sinonasal tract: Case series
   PMID:28381325
   KP Authors: Liu, Jack J, Thompson, Lester DR, Janisiewicz, Agnieszka Marzena, Shibuya, Terry Y,
   Keschner, David B, Garg, Rohit, Lee, Jivianne K
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

928. Liu L, Shorstein NH, Amsden LB, Herrinton LJ
   Natural language processing to ascertain two key variables from operative reports in ophthalmology
   Pharmacoepidemiol Drug Saf. 2017 Apr;26(4):378-385. Epub 2017-01-03. DOI:
   10.1002/pds.4149. PMID:28052483
   KP Authors: Liu, Liyan, Shorstein, Neal H, Amsden, Laura B, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

929. Liu LH, Chandra M, Gonzalez JR, Lo JC
   Racial and ethnic differences in hip fracture outcomes in men
   Am J Manag Care. 2017 Sep;23(9):560-564. DOI: . PMID:29087156
   KP Authors: Liu, Lucy H
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Dosing Three-Drug Combinations That Include Targeted Anti-Cancer Agents: Analysis of 37,763 Patients
   KP Authors: Liu, Sariah S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
931. Goodwin AJ, Liu V, Ford DW

**Hospital Readmissions in Sepsis Survivors: Are They Preventable?**
PMID:28146387
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

932. Liu VX, Walkey AJ

**Machine Learning and Sepsis: On the Road to Revolution**
PMID:29028697
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

933. Viglianti EM, Prescott HC, Liu V, Escobar GJ, Iwashyna TJ

**Individual and health system variation in rehospitalizations the year after pneumonia**
PMID:28767603
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

934. Liu V, Fielding-Singh V, Iwashyna TJ, Bhattacharya J, Escobar G

**Reply to the Timing of Early Antibiotics and Hospital Mortality in Sepsis - Playing Devil's Advocate**
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2017 May 09. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201704-0774LE. PMID:28485627
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

935. Liu VX, Fielding-Singh V, Greene JD, Baker JM, Iwashyna TJ, Bhattacharya J, Escobar GJ

**The Timing of Early Antibiotics and Hospital Mortality in Sepsis**
Am J Respir Crit Care Med. 2017 Mar 27. DOI: 10.1164/rccm.201609-1848OC. PMID:28345952
KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Greene, John D, Baker, Jennifer M, Escobar, Gabriel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   Enhanced Recovery After Surgery Program Implementation in 2 Surgical Populations in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System
   KP Authors: Liu, Vincent, Rosas, Efren, Hwang, Judith C, Cain, Eric L, Foss-Durant, Anne, Clopp, Molly P, Huang, Mengfei, Lee, Derrick C, Mustille, Alexander D, Kipnis, Patricia, Parodi, Stephen M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   *Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-003. PMID:28746028
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

938. Molfino A, Beck GJ, Li M, Lo JC, Kaysen GA, FHN Investigators
   The Association Between Change in Serum Bicarbonate and Change in Thyroid Hormone Levels in Patients Receiving Conventional or More Frequent Maintenance Hemodialysis
   *Nephrology (Carlton).* 2017 Oct 24. DOI: 10.1111/nep.13187. PMID:29064128
   KP Authors: Lo, Joan C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

939. Lo JC, Beck GJ, Kaysen GA, Chan CT, Kliger AS, Rocco MV, Li M, Chertow GM, FHN Study
   Thyroid function in end stage renal disease and effects of frequent hemodialysis
   *Hemodial Int.* 2017 Mar 16. DOI: 10.1111/hdi.12527. PMID:28301073
   KP Authors: Lo, Joan C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

940. Lo JC, Baudendistel TE, Dandekar A, Le PV, Siu S, Blumberg B
   Innovative partnerships to advance public health training in community-based academic residency programs
Alphabetical by KP author last name

941. Longstreth GF, Chen Q, Wong C, Yao JF

Increased Systemic Antibiotic Use and Clostridium difficile Infection Among Outpatients With Irritable Bowel Syndrome

KP Authors: Longstreth, George F, Chen, Qiaoling, Wong, Carrie, Yao, Janis
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

942. Lonky NM, Mohan Y, Chiu VY, Park J, Kivnick S, Hong C, Hudson SM

Hysterectomy for benign conditions: Complications relative to surgical approach and other variables that lead to post-operative readmission within 90 days of surgery

KP Authors: Lonky, Neal M, Mohan, Yasmina D, Chiu, Vicki Y, Kivnick, Seth, Hong, Christina, Hudson, Sharon M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

943. Shem K, Sechrist SJ, Loomis E, Isaac L

SCiPad: Effective Implementation of Telemedicine Using iPads with Individuals with Spinal Cord Injuries, a Case Series

PMID:28611986
KP Authors: Loomis, Eleanor A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

944. Hanna RM, Lopez E, Wilson J

Granulomatosis with Polyangiitis with Myocarditis and Ventricular Tachycardia

PMID:28912820
KP Authors: Lopez, Eduardo A
KP Region(s): Southern California

**Improving American Healthcare Through "Clinical Lab 2.0": A Project Santa Fe Report**


KP Authors: Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Risks of CIN 2+, CIN 3+, and Cancer by Cytology and Human Papillomavirus Status: The Foundation of Risk-Based Cervical Screening Guidelines**


KP Authors: Lorey, Thomas, Fetterman, Barbara, Kinney, Walter, Poitras, Nancy E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Real-World Experiences With a Direct-Acting Antiviral Agent for Patients With Hepatitis C Virus Infection**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-096. PMID:28368787*

KP Authors: Louie, Vincent, Gharibian, Derenik, Sahota, Amandeep, Yanny, Beshoy T, Bider-Canfield, Zoe, Cheetham, T Craig
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

948. Vantieghem MR, Gabard-Durnam L, Goff B, Flannery J, Humphreys KL, Telzer EH, Caldera C, Louie JY, Shapiro M, Bolger N, Tottenham N

**Positive valence bias and parent-child relationship security moderate the association between early institutional caregiving and internalizing symptoms**

*Dev Psychopathol. 2017 May;29(2):519-533. DOI: 10.1017/S0954579417000153. PMID:28401841*

KP Authors: Louie-Tanaka, Jennifer Y
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
949. Wright DR, Lozano P, Dawson-Hahn E, Christakis DA, Haaland WL, Basu A
Parental optimism about childhood obesity-related disease risks
Int J Obes (Lond). 2017 May 03. DOI: 10.1038/ijo.2017.103. PMID:28465611
KP Authors: Lozano, Paula
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

950. Loeb DF, Leister E, Ludman E, Binswanger IA, Crane L, Dickinson M, Kline DM, deGruy FV, Nease D, Bayliss EA
Factors associated with physician self-efficacy in mental illness management and team-based care
KP Authors: Ludman, Evette J, Binswanger, Ingrid A, Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

951. Lukoff J, Olmos J
Minimizing Medical Radiation Exposure by Incorporating a New Radiation "Vital Sign" into the Electronic Medical Record: Quality of Care and Patient Safety
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-007. PMID:29035181
KP Authors: Lukoff, Jonathan Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Intensity of commonly-reported classroom-based physical activity opportunities in public schools
KP Authors: Luna, Carmen E F
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

Traumatic Posterior Fossa Subdural Hygroma and Secondary Occlusive Hydrocephalus
KP Authors: Luo, A, Eibach, Sebastian C R, Zovickian, John, Pang, Dachling
954. Fong DS, Luong TQ, Contreras R, Jimenez JJ, Custis PH, Patel V, Campbell JH
TREATMENT PATTERNS AND 2-YEAR VISION OUTCOMES WITH BEVACIZUMAB IN DIABETIC
MACULAR EDEMA: An Analysis From a Large U.S. Integrated Health Care System
KP Authors: Luong, Tiffany Q, Contreras, Ricardo, Jimenez, Jennifer J, Custis, Peter H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

955. Lynch FL, Dickerson JF, Pears KC, Fisher PA
Cost Effectiveness of a School Readiness Intervention for Foster Children
Child Youth Serv Rev. 2017 Oct;81:63-71. Epub 2017-07-18. DOI:
KP Authors: Lynch, Frances, Dickerson, John F
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

956. Madden JM, Lakoma MD, Lynch FL, Rusinak D, Owen-Smith AA, Coleman KJ, Quinn VP, Yau VM,
Qian YX, Croen LA
Psychotropic Medication Use among Insured Children with Autism Spectrum Disorder
KP Authors: Lynch, Frances, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Coleman, Karen J, Quinn, Virginia P, Yau,
Vincent, Qian, Yinge, Croen, Lisa A
KP Region(s): Northwest, Georgia, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Clinical and Outcomes
Research, Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

957. Prabhakar D, Peterson EL, Hu Y, Rossum RC, Lynch FL, Lu CY, Waitzfelder BE, Owen-Smith AA,
Williams LK, Beck A, Simon GE, Ahmedani BK
Dermatologic Conditions and Risk of Suicide: A Case-Control Study
Psychosomatics. 2017 Aug 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.psyc.2017.08.001. PMID:28890116
KP Authors: Lynch, Frances, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Beck, Arne, Simon,
Gregory E
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research,
Washington Health Research Institute

**Major Physical Health Conditions and Risk of Suicide**


KP Authors: Lynch, Frances, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Owen-Smith, Ashli A, Beck, Arne, Tolsma, Dennis, Simon, Gregory E

KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Georgia, Colorado, Washington, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research, Institute for Health Research, Washington Health Research Institute


**Dancers' Perceived and Actual Knowledge of Anatomy**


KP Authors: Lynch, Meaghan M

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

960. Macy E, Blumenthal KG

**Are Cephalosporins Safe for Use in Penicillin Allergy Without Prior Allergy Evaluation?**


KP Authors: Macy, Eric M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

961. Aberer W, Macy E

**Moving Toward Optimizing Testing for Penicillin Allergy**


KP Authors: Macy, Eric M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

962. Macy E, Romano A, Khan D

**Practical Management of Antibiotic Hypersensitivity in 2017**


KP Authors: Macy, Eric M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
963. Macy E, Shu YH  
**The Effect of Penicillin Allergy Testing on Future Health Care Utilization: A Matched Cohort Study**  
KP Authors: Macy, Eric M, Shu, Yu-Hsiang  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

**Treatment Effectiveness in Heart Failure with Comorbidity: Lung Disease and Kidney Disease**  
*J Am Geriatr Soc.* 2017 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1111/jgs.15062. PMID:28873219  
KP Authors: Magid, David J, Smith, David H, Tabada, Grace H, Go, Alan S  
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

965. Prather H, Cheng A, Steger May K, Maheshwari V, VanDillen L  
**Association of Hip Radiograph Findings With Pain and Function in Patients Presenting With Low Back Pain**  
*PM R.* 2017 Jun 16. DOI: 10.1016/j.pmrj.2017.06.003. PMID:28629805  
KP Authors: Maheshwari, Vaibhav V  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research center(s):

966. Prather H, Cheng A, Steger-May K, Maheshwari V, Van Dillen L  
**Hip and Lumbar Spine Physical Examination Findings in People Presenting With Low Back Pain With or Without Lower Extremity Pain**  
KP Authors: Maheshwari, Vaibhav V  
KP Region(s): Northwest  
KP Research center(s):

967. Majid K, Moldavsky M, Khalil S, Gudipally M  
**An In Vitro Biomechanical Study Evaluating Cervical Extension Plates for Stabilizing Degenerated Adjacent Levels**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

968. Maletis GB, Chen J, Inacio MC, Love RM, Funahashi TT
Increased Risk of Revision After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction With Bone-Patellar Tendon-Bone Allografts Compared With Autografts
PMID:28277740
KP Authors: Maletis, Gregory B, Chen, Jason, Inacio, Maria C, Love, Rebecca M, Funahashi, Tadashi T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

969. Maletis GB, Chen J, Inacio MC, Love RM, Funahashi TT
Increased Risk of Revision After Anterior Cruciate Ligament Reconstruction With Soft Tissue Allografts Compared With Autografts: Graft Processing and Time Make a Difference
PMID:28301224
KP Authors: Maletis, Gregory B, Chen, Jason, Inacio, Maria C, Love, Rebecca M, Funahashi, Tadashi T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

970. Malik SB, Chen N, Parker RA, Hsu JY
Transsthoracic Echocardiography: Pitfalls and Limitations as Delineated at Cardiac CT and MR Imaging
PMID:28212053
KP Authors: Malik, Sachin B, Chen, Natalie P, Parker, Rex A, Hsu, Joe Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

971. Mamlouk MD, Maheshwari M, Burrows PE, Siegel DH, Frieden IJ, Drolet BA, Hess CP
PHACE syndrome and cerebral cavernous malformations: association or simply microhemorrhages?
Childs Nerv Syst. 2017 Jun 16. DOI: 10.1007/s00381-017-3479-x. PMID:28623519
KP Authors: Mamlouk, Mark D
972. Mamlouk MD, Nicholson AD, Cooke DL, Hess CP
   
   **Tips and tricks to optimize MRI protocols for cutaneous vascular anomalies**
   
   
   PMID:28622551
   
   KP Authors: Mamlouk, Mark D
   
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   
   KP Research center(s):

973. Mamlouk MD, Lee PW
   
   **Developing a Multidisciplinary Vascular Anomalies Clinic and Reviewing the Radiologist’s Clinic Role**
   
   
   KP Authors: Mamlouk, Mark D, Lee, Pristine W
   
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   
   KP Research center(s):

   
   **Memory T Cell Proliferation before Hepatitis C Virus Therapy Predicts Antiviral Immune Responses and Treatment Success**
   
   *J Immunol*. 2017 Dec 20. DOI: 10.4049/jimmunol.1701364. PMID:29263212
   
   KP Authors: Manos, Michele
   
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   
   **Comparison of the effectiveness of hands-on versus online education in child passenger safety**
   
   
   KP Authors: Mantha, Anita
   
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   
   KP Research center(s):

   
   **Can Radiologists Learn From Airport Baggage Screening?: A Survey About Using Fictional Patients for Quality Assurance**
977. Marcus JL, Leyden WA, Chao CR, Horberg MA, Klein DB, Quesenberry CP, Towner WJ, Silverberg MJ

**Immunodeficiency, AIDS-related pneumonia, and risk of lung cancer among HIV-infected individuals**

*AIDS*. 2017 Apr 24;31(7):989-993. DOI: 10.1097/QAD.0000000000001434. PMID:28252529

KP Authors: Marcus, Julia L, Leyden, Wendy, Chao, Chun R, Horberg, Michael, Klein, Daniel, Quesenberry, Charles P, Towner, William J, Silverberg, Michael J

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute


**Obesity and stress urinary incontinence in women: compromised continence mechanism or excess bladder pressure during cough?**

*Int Urogynecol J*. 2017 Feb 01. DOI: 10.1007/s00192-017-3279-6. PMID:28150033

KP Authors: Margulies, Rebecca U

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

979. Mark DG, Kene MV, Vinson DR, Ballard DW

**Outcomes following possible undiagnosed aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage: a contemporary analysis**

*Acad Emerg Med*. 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.1111/acem.13252. PMID:28675519

KP Authors: Mark, Dustin G, Kene, Mamata V, Vinson, David R, Ballard, Dustin

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Risk of Acute Liver Injury With Antiretroviral Therapy by Viral Hepatitis Status**


KP Authors: Marks, Amy, Schneider, Jennifer L1, Corley, Douglas

KP Region(s): Northern California

**Opportunities to Reduce Diabetes Risk in Women of Reproductive Age: Assessment and Treatment of Prediabetes within a Large Integrated Delivery System**

*Womens Health Issues. 2017 Jul 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.whi.2017.06.001. PMID:28694019*

KP Authors: Marshall, Cassondra J, Adams, Sara R, Dyer, Wendy, Schmittdiel, Julie A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

982. Marshall C, Kandahari N, Raine-Bennett T

**Exploring young women's decisional needs for contraceptive method choice: A qualitative study**


KP Authors: Marshall, Cassondra J, Kandahari, Nazineen, Raine-Bennett, Tina

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

983. Martin JP, Aboubechara N

**Process-Based Treatment of Diabetes in Kaiser Permanente Southern California: How to Make Diabetes Care "Complete"**

*Curr Diab Rep. 2017 Sep;17(9):79. DOI: 10.1007/s11892-017-0897-9. PMID:28770542*

KP Authors: Martin, John P, Aboubechara, Natalie J

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**PHASE I TRIAL OF INTRAVENOUS ONCOlytic VACCINIA VIRUS (GL-ONC1) WITH CISPLATIN AND RADIOTHERAPY IN PATIENTS WITH LOCOREGIONALLY ADVANCED HEAD AND NECK CARCINOMA**

*Clin Cancer Res. 2017 Jul 05. DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-16-3232. PMID:28679776*

KP Authors: Martin, Peter J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

Where technology does not go: specialised neonatal care in resource-poor and conflict-affected contexts
KP Authors: Martinez, Placida
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

986. Miller ME, Lin H, Mastrodimos B, Cueva RA

**Long-term MRI surveillance after microsurgery for vestibular schwannoma**
KP Authors: Mastrodimos, Bill, Cueva, Roberto A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

987. Jung FC, Mathew S, Littmann AE, MacDonald CW

**Clinical Decision Making in the Management of Patients With Cervicogenic Dizziness: A Case Series**
KP Authors: Mathew, Sherin
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):

988. Nakagawa TA, Mathur M

**To See or Not to See: Ultrasound as an Ancillary Study to Determine Brain Death**
KP Authors: Mathur, Mudit
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


**Creating a data resource: what will it take to build a medical information commons?**
KP Authors: Mattison, John E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
Characterizing a "Big Data" Cohort of Over 200,000 Low-Income U.S. Infants and Children for Obesity Research: The ADVANCE Early Life Cohort
KP Authors: McBurnie, Mary Ann, Gold, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Urinary Iodine, Perchlorate, and Thiocyanate Concentrations in U.S. Lactating Women
Thyroid. 2017 Nov 12. DOI: 10.1089/thy.2017.0158. PMID:29130403
KP Authors: McCarthy, Alicia M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

992. McCeney MH
Thanks But No Thanks
Pain Med. 2017 Sep 01;18(9):1819. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pnx200. PMID:28926658
KP Authors: McCeney, Michael H
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

Differential prevalence of established risk factors for poor cessation outcomes among smokers by level of social anxiety
PMID:28191916
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Improving Quit Rates of Web-Delivered Interventions for Smoking Cessation: Full Scale Randomized Trial of WebQuit.org versus Smokefree.gov
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
Positive Affect as a Predictor of Smoking Cessation and Relapse: Does It Offer Unique Predictive Value Among Depressive Symptom Domains?
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Oral health 4 life: Design and methods of a semi-pragmatic randomized trial to promote oral health care and smoking abstinence among tobacco quitline callers
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer, Blasi, Paula, Cook, Andrea, Fishman, Paul A, Nelson, Jennifer L, Anderson, Melissa L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Design Considerations for mHealth Programs Targeting Smokers Not Yet Ready to Quit: Results of a Sequential Mixed-Methods Study
KP Authors: McClure, Jennifer, Klasnja, Predrag
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

998. Mccubbin T, Kempe KL, Beck A
Complementary and Alternative Medicine in an Integrated Health Care Delivery System: Users of Chiropractic, Acupuncture, and Massage Services
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-172. PMID:28746026
KP Authors: McCubbin, Tracy R, Kempe, Karin L, Beck, Arne
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Development and Implementation of the Family Experiences with Coordination of Care Survey Quality Measures
KP Authors: McGlynn, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1000. McGlynn EA, McClellan M

Strategies For Assessing Delivery System Innovations
PMID:28264941
KP Authors: McGlynn, Elizabeth A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1001. Kraft SA, McMullen CK, Porter KM, Kauffman TL, Davis JV, Schneider JL, Goddard KAB, Wilford BS

Patient perspectives on the use of categories of conditions for decision making about genomic carrier screening results
KP Authors: McMullen, Carmit, Kauffman, Tia, Davis, James V, Schneider, Jennifer L, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


Participation in Activities Associated With Quality of Life for Long-Term Survivors of Rectal Cancer
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-011. PMID:28241904
KP Authors: McMullen, Carmit, Liu, Liyan, Bulkley, Joanna E, Bulkley, Joanna E, Hornbrook, Mark C, Altschuler, Andrea, Herrinton, Lisa
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research

1003. Wittry SA, Lam NY, McNalley T

The Value of Rehabilitation Medicine for Patients Receiving Palliative Care
1004. Melles RB, Holladay JT, Chang WJ

Accuracy of Intraocular Lens Calculation Formulas

*Ophthalmology.* 2017 Sep 23. DOI: 10.1016/j.ophtha.2017.08.027. PMID: 28951074

KP Authors: Melles, Ronald, Chang, William J

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


Shared genetic origin of asthma, hay fever and eczema elucidates allergic disease biology

*Nat Genet.* 2017 Oct 30. DOI: 10.1038/ng.3985. PMID: 29083406

KP Authors: Melles, Ronald, Jorgenson, Eric

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1006. Naseri A, Melles RB, Shorstein NH

Intracameral Antibiotics in the Shadow of Hemorrhagic Occlusive Retinal Vasculitis


PMID: 28433122

KP Authors: Melles, Ronald, Shorstein, Neal H

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1007. Baumert C, Melo M, Vincent EC

Topical Medications for Seborrheic Dermatitis

*Am Fam Physician.* 2017 Mar 01;95(5):329. DOI: . PMID: 28290646

KP Authors: Melo, Megan J

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1008. Meltzer C, Klau M, Gurushanthaiah D, Tsai J, Meng D, Radler L, Sundang A
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Surgeon Volume in Parathyroid Surgery-Surgical Efficiency, Outcomes, and Utilization**  
PMID:28426880  
KP Authors: Meltzer, Charles, Klau, Marc H, Gurushanthaiah, Deepak, Tsai, Joanne E, Meng, Di, Radler, Linda, Sundang, Alvina  
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional  
KP Research center(s):  

1009. Mittermiller PA, Yeom KW, Menard RM  
**Isolated Intraorbital Frontosphenoidal Synostosis**  
KP Authors: Menard, Robert M  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**Longitudinal Changes in Volumetric Breast Density with Tamoxifen and Aromatase Inhibitors**  
KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute  

**Population-Attributable Risk Proportion of Clinical Risk Factors for Breast Cancer**  
*JAMA Oncol. 2017 Sep 01;3(9):1228-1236. DOI: 10.1001/jamaoncol.2016.6326. PMID:28152151*  
KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana  
KP Region(s): Washington  
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute  

1012. Ahern TP, Sprague BL, Bissell MCS, Miglioretti DL, Buist DSM, Braithwaite D, Kerlikowske K  
**Family History of Breast Cancer, Breast Density, and Breast Cancer Risk in a U.S. Breast Cancer Screening Population**  
KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana, Buist, Diana S  
KP Region(s): Washington
Alphabetical by KP author last name
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Correlation Between Screening Mammography Interpretive Performance on a Test Set and Performance in Clinical Practice
*Acad Radiol.* 2017 May 24. DOI: 10.1016/j.acra.2017.03.016. PMID:28551400
KP Authors: Miglioretti, Diana, Ichikawa, Laura E, Buist, Diana S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Standardized Attending Rounds to Improve the Patient Experience: A Pragmatic Cluster Randomized Controlled Trial
KP Authors: Milev, Dimiter
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

An analysis of gene expression data involving examination of signaling pathways activation reveals new insights into the mechanism of action of minoxidil topical foam in men with androgenetic alopecia
*Cell Cycle.* 2017 Jun 08. DOI: 10.1080/15384101.2017.1327492. PMID:28594262
KP Authors: Mirmirani, Paradi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Objective Outcome Measures: Collecting Meaningful Data on Alopecia Areata
KP Authors: Mirmirani, Paradi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
1017. Siddiqui Z, Rashid RM, Mirmirani P

**Vitamin D Deficiency in an Alopecia Referral Clinic During a 3-Month Period: The Need to Pursue Systemic Screening**


KP Authors: Mirmirani, Paradi
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Augmentation of Distal Biceps Repair With an Acellular Dermal Graft Restores Native Biomechanical Properties in a Tendon-Deficient Model**


KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1019. Mirzayan R, Takara T, Batech M, McCrum CL

**In Vivo Analysis of Biceps Tendon Characteristics in Subpectoral Tenodesis**

*Arthroscopy. 2017 Jul 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2017.03.024. PMID:28684148*

KP Authors: Mirzayan, Raffy, Batech, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Has the Department of Veterans Affairs found a way to avoid racial disparities in the evaluation process for kidney transplantation?**

*Transplantation. 2017 Jun;101(6):1191-1199. DOI: 10.1097/TP.0000000000001377. PMID:27482965*

KP Authors: Mittal-Henkle, Anuja
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):


**An Atopic Dermatitis Management Algorithm for Primary Care Providers and Assessment of Its Usefulness as a Clinical Tool**


KP Authors: Miyar, Maria E

A Review and Survey of Neurosurgeon-Hospital Relationships: Evolution and Options


KP Authors: Moayeri, Nicole
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): 

1023. Modjtahedi BS, Finn AP, Eliott D

Association of Endogenous Endophthalmitis With Intravenous Drug Use: An Emerging Public Health Challenge


KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): 

1024. Ebrahimiadib N, Karkheiran S, Roohipoor R, Karkhaneh R, Modjtahedi BS

Foveal hypoplasia associated with Dandy-Walker syndrome


KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): 

1025. Modjtahedi BS, Paschal JF, Batech M, Luong TQ, Fong DS

Peri-operative topical non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs for macular edema prophylaxis following cataract surgery


KP Authors: Modjtahedi, Bobeck S, Paschal, John, Batech, Michael, Luong, Tiffany Q, Fong, Donald S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
The Next Frontier in Communication and the ECLIPPSE Study: Bridging the Linguistic Divide in Secure Messaging
PMID:28265579
KP Authors: Moffet, Howard H, Allen, Jill Y, Liu, Jennifer Y, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1027. Fernández A, Quan J, Moffet H, Parker MM, Schillinger D, Karter AJ
Adherence to Newly Prescribed Diabetes Medications Among Insured Latino and White Patients With Diabetes
PMID:28114642
KP Authors: Moffet, Howard H, Parker, Melissa, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Food Environment and Weight Change: Does Residential Mobility Matter?: The Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)
KP Authors: Moffet, Howard H, Warton, Margaret M, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Hypoglycemia Patients and Transport by EMS in Alameda County, 2013-15
KP Authors: Moffet, Howard H, Warton, Margaret M, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Pharmacologic Thromboprophylaxis in Obstetrics: Broader Use Demands Better Data
*Obstet Gynecol.* 2017 Feb;129(2):382. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000001873. PMID:28121811
KP Authors: Montgomery, Douglas M

The Society for Obstetric Anesthesia and Perinatology Consensus Statement on the Anesthetic Management of Pregnant and Postpartum Women Receiving Thromboprophylaxis or Higher Dose Anticoagulants

*Anesth Analg.* 2017 Nov 01. DOI: 10.1213/ANE.0000000000002530. PMID:29099429

KP Authors: Montgomery, Douglas M

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1032. Kim JG, Morris CG, Ford P

Teaching Today in the Practice Setting of the Future: Implementing Innovations in Graduate Medical Education


KP Authors: Morris, Carl G, Ford, Paul M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s):


Physician Characteristics Associated with Higher Adenoma Detection Rate

*Gastrointest Endosc.* 2017 Aug 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.gie.2017.08.023. PMID:28866456

KP Authors: Morris, Michele

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Bidirectional Text Messaging to Improve Adherence to Recommended Lipid Testing


KP Authors: Morrison, Caitlin C

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
1035. Hamalian G, Motes M

**A Common Agenda: The Longitudinal Integrated Clerkship Model in Medical Student Education in the Correctional Care Setting**

*Acad Psychiatry. 2017 Mar 06. DOI: 10.1007/s40596-017-0684-6. PMID:28265890*

KP Authors: Motes, Melinda
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1036. Clarke CA, Canchola AJ, Moy LM, Neuhausen SL, Chung NT, Lacey JV, Bernstein L

**Regular and low-dose aspirin, other non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medications and prospective risk of HER2-defined breast cancer: the California Teachers Study**


KP Authors: Moy, Lisa
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Why are some people who have received overdose education and naloxone reticent to call Emergency Medical Services in the event of overdose?**

*Int J Drug Policy. 2017 Jul 19. DOI: 10.1016/j.drugpo.2017.06.008. PMID:28734745*

KP Authors: Mueller, Shane, Binswanger, Ingrid A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research


**Online Education and e-Consent for GeneScreen, a Preventive Genomic Screening Study**

*Public Health Genomics. 2017 Oct 26. DOI: 10.1159/000481359. PMID:29069655*

KP Authors: Muessig, Kristin R, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1039. Mularski RA

**Advancing a Common Understanding and Approach to Dyspnea Management. Consensus Proposal for the Chronic Breathlessness Syndrome**


KP Authors: Mularski, Richard A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Sleep Disturbance in Smokers with Preserved Pulmonary Function and Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease**


KP Authors: Mularski, Richard A

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1041. Mungo C

**Obstetrics and Gynecology Resident Interest and Participation in Global Health**

*Obstet Gynecol.* 2017 Sep;130(3):649. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002223. PMID: 28832470

KP Authors: Mungo, Irene C

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1042. Munro MG

**Endometrial ablation**


KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1043. Munro MG, Critchley H, Fraser IS

**Research and clinical management for women with abnormal uterine bleeding in the reproductive years: More than PALM-COEIN**

*BJOG.* 2017 Jan;124(2):185-189. DOI: 10.1111/1471-0528.14431. PMID: 28012269

KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1044. Guerrero JM, Munro MG

**Uterine Sounding: is There a Difference between Blind and Hysteroscopically Directed Measurements?**

Alphabetical by KP author last name

1045. Jones SB, Munro MG, Feldman LS, Robinson TN, Brunt LM, Schwartzberg SD, Jones DB, Fuchshuber PR
   **Fundamental Use of Surgical Energy (FUSE): An Essential Educational Program for Operating Room Safety**
   *Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-050. PMID:28241913*
   KP Authors: Munro, Malcolm G, Fuchshuber, Pascal
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1046. Munzing T
   **Physician Guide to Appropriate Opioid Prescribing for Noncancer Pain**
   *Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-169. PMID:28488993*
   KP Authors: Munzing, Timothy A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Shifting Patterns in Cesarean Delivery Scheduling and Timing in Oregon before and after a Statewide Hard Stop Policy**
   *Health Serv Res. 2017 Nov 12. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.12797. PMID:29131330*
   KP Authors: Muoto, Ifeoma, Friedman, Steven A
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   **INST OX-05-024: first line gemcitabine, oxaliplatin, and erlotinib for primary hepatocellular carcinoma and bile duct cancers: a multicenter Phase II trial**
   KP Authors: Murad, Waheed
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   American College of Radiology-American Brachytherapy Society practice parameter for electronically generated low-energy radiation sources
   Brachytherapy. 2017 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.brachy.2017.08.002. PMID:28988661
   KP Authors: Nag, Subir
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1050. Lloyd S, Alektiar KM, Nag S, Huang YJ, Deufel CL, Mourtada F, Gaffney DK
   Intraoperative high-dose-rate brachytherapy: An American Brachytherapy Society consensus report
   Brachytherapy. 2017 Feb 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.brachy.2017.01.001. PMID:28173994
   KP Authors: Nag, Subir
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1051. Mun E, Nakatsuka C, Umbarger L, Ruta R, Mccarty T, Machado C, Ceria-Ulep C
   Use of Improving Palliative Care in the ICU (Intensive Care Unit) Guidelines for a Palliative Care Initiative in an ICU
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-037. PMID:28241905
   KP Authors: Nakatsuka, Craig H, Umbarger, Lillian A, Ruta, Ruta A, McCarty, Tracy T, Machado, Cynthia A
   KP Region(s): Hawaii
   KP Research center(s):

   First Trimester Influenza Vaccination and Risks for Major Structural Birth Defects in Offspring
   KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Cheetham, T Craig, Klein, Nicola, Jackson, Michael L, Hambidge, Simon
   KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Identifying birth defects in automated data sources in the Vaccine Safety Datalink**
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Cheetham, T Craig, Klein, Nicola, Jackson, Michael L, Hambidge, Simon
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research

1054. Naleway AL, Henninger ML, Waiwaiole LA, Mosen DM, Leo MC, Pihlstrom DJ
**Dental provider practices and perceptions regarding adolescent vaccination**
*J Public Health Dent.* 2017 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1111/jphd.12256. PMID:29114884
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Henninger, Michelle L, Waiwaiole, Lisa Ann, Mosen, David M, Leo, Michael C, Pihlstrom, Dan J
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

**Risk of venous thromboembolism following influenza vaccination in adults aged 50years and older in the Vaccine Safety Datalink**
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Jacobsen, Steven J, Klein, Nicola, Glanz, Jason M
KP Region(s): Northwest, Southern California, Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

**Maternal and Infant Outcomes After Human Papillomavirus Vaccination in the Periconceptional Period or During Pregnancy**
*Obstet Gynecol.* 2017 Sep;130(3):599-608. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002191. PMID:28796684
KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Klein, Nicola, Hechter, Rulin C, Jackson, Michael L, Hambidge, Simon
KP Region(s): Northwest, Northern California, Southern California, Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Human Papillomavirus Vaccine Dose Effectiveness Against Incident Genital Warts in a Cohort of Insured US Females


KP Authors: Naleway, Allison, Weinmann, Sheila, Crane, Bradley, Daley, Matthew F, Newcomer, Sophia R, Tolsma, Dennis
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research


Implementation and Evaluation of the Safety Net Specialty Care Program in the Denver Metropolitan Area

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-022. PMID:28241908*

KP Authors: Namba, Lynnette M, Copeland, Tracy, Bermingham, Neysa W, Fellenz, Christopher J, Lantz, Deborah J S, Bayliss, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1059. Namba RS, Inacio MCS, Pratt NL, Graves SE, Roughead EE, Paxton EW

Persistent Opioid Use Following Total Knee Arthroplasty: A Signal for Close Surveillance

*J Arthroplasty. 2017 Sep 13. DOI: 10.1016/j.arth.2017.09.001. PMID:28974377*

KP Authors: Namba, Robert S, Inacio, Maria C, Paxton, Liz
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Diagnostic Accuracy of Screening Tests and Treatment for Post-Acute Coronary Syndrome Depression: A Systematic Review


KP Authors: Namdari, Natasha T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1061. Napier BL, Morimoto M, Napier E

Migraine Headache Treated with Famciclovir and Celecoxib: A Case Report
Vaccine adverse events in a safety net healthcare system and a managed care organization
PMID:28185740
KP Authors: Narwaney, Komal J, Ross, Colleen, Shoup, Jo Ann, Wain, Kristin F, Hambidge, Simon
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

Coarctation Index Predicts Recurrent Aortic Arch Obstruction Following Surgical Repair of
Coarctation of the Aorta in Infants
Pediatr Cardiol. 2017 Jun 12. DOI: 10.1007/s00246-017-1651-4. PMID:28608147
KP Authors: Natal-Hernandez, Luz I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1064. Nau C, Bishai D
Green pastures: Do US real estate prices respond to population health?
PMID:29216520
KP Authors: Nau, Claudia L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Achenbach CJ, Hessol NA, Modur SP, D'Souza G, Bosch RJ, Grover S, Horberg MA, Kitahata MM,
Mayor AM, Novak RM, Rabkin CS, Sterling TR, Godert JJ, Justice AC, Engels EA, Mo
Associations of CD4+ T-cell count, HIV-1 RNA viral load, and antiretroviral therapy with Kaposi
sarcoma risk among HIV-infected persons in the United States and Canada
PMID:28394855
KP Authors: Neugebauer, Romain S, Leyden, Wendy, Horberg, Michael, Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute
Identification of the joint effect of a dynamic treatment intervention and a stochastic
monitoring intervention under the no direct effect assumption
KP Authors: Neugebauer, Romain S, Schmittdiel, Julie A, Adams, Alyce S, Grant, Richard W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

A real-world, community-based cohort study comparing the effectiveness of topical fluoruracil
vs. topical imiquimod for the treatment of actinic keratosis
KP Authors: Neugebauer, Romain S, Zhu, Zheng, Sokil, Monica, Friedman, Gary
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1068. McCarthy NL, Sukumaran L, Newcomer S, Glanz J, Daley MF, McClure D, Klein NP, Irving S,
Jackson ML, Lewin B, Weintraub E
Patterns of childhood immunization and all-cause mortality
KP Authors: Newcomer, Sophia R, Glanz, Jason M, Daley, Matthew F, Klein, Nicola, Irving,
Stephanie A, Jackson, Michael L, Lewin, Bruno J
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Washington, Southern California, Inter-
Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health
Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and
Evaluation

1069. Knierim SD, Newcomer S, Castillo A, Rahm AK, Raghunath S, Clarke C, Wright L, Haemer M,
Hambidge SJ
Latino Parents' Perceptions of Pediatric Weight Counseling Terms
KP Authors: Newcomer, Sophia R, Rahm, Alanna Kulchak, Clarke, Christina L, Wright, Leslie A
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1070. Mitchell CM, Srinivasan S, Plantinga A, Wu MC, Reed SD, Guthrie KA, LaCroix AZ, Fiedler T,
Associations between improvement in genitourinary symptoms of menopause and changes in the vaginal ecosystem

*Menopause.* 2017 Dec 04. DOI: 10.1097/GME.0000000000001037. PMID:29206774

KP Authors: Newton, Katherine M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Effects of pharmacologic and nonpharmacologic interventions on insomnia symptoms and subjective sleep quality in women with hot flashes: A pooled analysis of individual participant data from 4 MsFLASH trials**

*Sleep.* 2017 Nov 20. DOI: 10.1093/sleep/zsx190. PMID:29165623

KP Authors: Newton, Katherine M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Being overweight or obese is associated with harboring a gut microbial community not capable of metabolizing the soy isoflavone daidzein to O-desmethylandolensin in peri- and post-menopausal women**


KP Authors: Newton, Katherine M, Gundersen, Gabrielle D, Fuller, Sharon, Reed, Susan D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1073. Ngo LL, Goldberg AB, Braaten KP

**In Reply**

*Obstet Gynecol.* 2017 Jun;129(6):1136. DOI: 10.1097/AOG.0000000000002077. PMID:28538476

KP Authors: Ngo, Lynn L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1074. Nguyen ET, Tughtud-Hans LA

**Flood Syndrome: Spontaneous Umbilical Hernia Rupture Leaking Ascitic Fluid-A Case Report**

*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-152. PMID:28678688

KP Authors: Nguyen, Emily T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
1075. Chen Z, Fan VS, Belza B, Pike K, Nguyen HQ
   Association between Social Support and Self-Care Behaviors in Adults with Chronic
   Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
   KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1076. Scott AM, Li J, Oyewole-Eletu S, Nguyen HQ, Gass B, Hirschman KB, Mitchell S, Hudson SM,
   Williams MV, Project ACHIEVE Team
   Understanding Facilitators and Barriers to Care Transitions: Insights from Project ACHIEVE Site
   Visits
   Jt Comm J Qual Patient Saf. 2017 Sep;43(9):433-447. Epub 2017-07-10. DOI:
   10.1016/j.jcjq.2017.02.012. PMID:28844229
   KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Use of a Remote Inhaler Monitoring Device to Measure Change in Inhaler Use with Chronic
   Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Exacerbations
   KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1078. Nguyen HQ, Cuyegkeng T, Phung TO, Jahn K, Borneman T, Macias M, Ruel N, Ferrell B
   Integration of a Palliative Care Intervention into Community Practice for Lung Cancer: A Study
   Protocol and Lessons Learned with Implementation
   KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q, Cuyegkeng, Thomas X, Phung, Tieu O, Jahn, Karisa A, Macias,
   Mayra
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1079. Nguyen HQ, Gelman EJ, Bush TA, Lee JS, Kanter MH
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Characterizing Kaiser Permanente Southern California’s Experience With the California End of Life Option Act in the First Year of Implementation**
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q, Gelman, Eduard J, Bush, Tracey, Lee, Janet S, Kanter, Michael H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**Components of Comprehensive and Effective Transitional Care**
*J Am Geriatr Soc.* 2017 Apr 03. DOI: 10.1111/jgs.14782. PMID:28369722
KP Authors: Nguyen, Huong Q, Watson, Heather L, Mittman, Brian S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

**Self-reported racial/ethnic discrimination and bronchodilator response in African American youth with asthma**
PMID:28609485
KP Authors: Nguyen, Myngoc
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1082.Karamooz E, Nguyen N, Gold JA
**Rapid Onset of Hypoxemia in a Man with Graft-versus-Host Disease after Stem Cell Transplant Leukemia**
PMID:28146374
KP Authors: Nguyen, Nathan K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**Point-of-Care Ultrasound in Austere Environments: A Complete Review of Its Utilization, Pitfalls, and Technique for Common Applications in Austere Settings**
PMID:28411935
KP Authors: Nguyen, Phi
1084. Nguyen T, Lo JC

**Teaching Nutrition in Graduate Medical Education: An Interactive Workshop**


KP Authors: Nguyen, Tiffany T, Lo, Joan C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1085. Nichols GA, Horberg M, Koebnick C, Young DR, Waitzfelder B, Sherwood NE, Daley MF, Ferrara A

**Cardiometabolic Risk Factors Among 1.3 Million Adults With Overweight or Obesity, but Not Diabetes, in 10 Geographically Diverse Regions of the United States, 2012-2013**

*Prev Chronic Dis.* 2017 Mar 09;14:E22. Epub 2017-03-09. DOI: 10.5888/pcd14.160438. PMID:28278130

KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Horberg, Michael, Koebnick, Corinna, Young, Deborah Rohm, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Daley, Matthew F, Ferrara, Assiamira
KP Region(s): Northwest, Mid-Atlantic, Southern California, Hawaii, Colorado, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Institute for Health Research, Division of Research

1086. Nichols GA, Brodovicz KG, Kimes TM, Déruaz-Luyet A, Bartels DB

**Prevalence and incidence of urinary tract and genital infections among patients with and without type 2 diabetes**


KP Authors: Nichols, Greg, Kimes, Terry
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1087. Wright CL, Niederkohr RD, Knopp MU, Knopp MV

**Online Social Media Practices in Nuclear Medicine and Molecular Imaging: A Concept to Incentivize Creation of Digital and Web-Based Content**


KP Authors: Niederkohr, Ryan D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Warfarin Management and Outcomes in Patients with Nonvalvular Atrial Fibrillation Within an Integrated Health Care System

PMID:28530526

KP Authors: Niu, Fang, Rashid, Nazia, Le, Paul T, Zheng, Chengyi, Lang, Daniel T, Jazdzewski, Kristin P

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


A probable case of West Nile virus transfusion transmission

PMID:28164314

KP Authors: Nomura, Jim H

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Modulation of the anticonvulsant effect of swim stress by agmatine

PMID:29195160

KP Authors: Noorian, Alireza

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Cervical Spine Disease in Surgeons Performing Arthroscopy or Laparoscopy

PMID:29035681

KP Authors: Norheim, Elizabeth P, Ngor, Eunis W, Shi, Jiaxiao M, Navarro, Ronald A

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Multicenter Evaluation of the Bruker MALDI Biotyper CA System for the Identification of Clinically Important Bacteria and Yeasts
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Novak, Susan M, Marlowe-Goslow, Elizabeth M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Offering Prenatal Screening in the Age of Genomic Medicine: A Practical Guide
J Womens Health (Larchmt). 2017 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1089/jwh.2016.6098. PMID:28388340
KP Authors: Nunes, Mark E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1094. Oak NR, Lien JR, Brunfeldt A, Lawton JN
Biomechanics of the Proximal Radius Following Drilling of the Bicipital Tuberosity to Mimic Cortical Button Distal Biceps Repair Technique
PMID:28719995
KP Authors: Oak, Nikhil R
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1095. Foran I, Oak NR, Meunier MJ
High-Pressure Injection Injury Caused by Electronic Cigarette Explosion: A Case Report
KP Authors: Oak, Nikhil R
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

1096. O'Connor EA, Evans CV, Burda BU, Walsh ES, Eder M, Lozano P
Screening for Obesity and Intervention for Weight Management in Children and Adolescents: Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: O'Connor, Elizabeth, Evans, Corinne V, Burda, Brittany U, Walsh, Emily S, Eder, Michelle L, Lozano, Paula
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute
Amanita phalloides Mushroom Poisonings - Northern California, December 2016
KP Authors: Offerman, Steven R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Squamous Cell Carcinoma In Situ Upstaged to Invasive Squamous Cell Carcinoma: A 5-Year, Single Institution Retrospective Review
KP Authors: Oganesyan, Gagik
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1099. Ogbonna CI, Lembke A
Tapering Patients Off of Benzodiazepines
Am Fam Physician. 2017 Nov 01;96(9):606-610. DOI:. PMID:29094883
KP Authors: Ogbonna, Chinyere I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1100. Bansal N, Hailpern SM, Katz R, Hall YN, Tamura MK, Kreuter W, O'Hare AM
Outcomes Associated With Left Ventricular Assist Devices Among Recipients With and Without End-stage Renal Disease
KP Authors: O'Hare, Ann M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1101. Okawa G, Ching K, Qian H, Feng Y
Automatic Release of Radiology Reports via an Online Patient Portal
KP Authors: Okawa, Grant, Ching, Karen I, Qian, Heather H, Feng, Ying
KP Region(s): Hawaii, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):
1102. Salloum RG, O'Keeffe-Rosetti M, Ritzwoller DP, Hornbrook MC, Lafata JE, Nielsen ME
Use of Evidence-Based Prostate Cancer Imaging in a Nongovernmental Integrated Health Care System
KP Authors: O'Keeffe-Rosetti, Maureen, Ritzwoller, Debra, Hornbrook, Mark C
KP Region(s): Northwest, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Institute for Health Research

Aneurysmal bone cysts and pathologic fracture associated with supernumerary ring chromosome 6 in two unrelated patients
KP Authors: Okenfuss, Ericka
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1104. Okhovat JP, Hsiao JL, Scumpia P, Yoo KY
Levofloxacin-induced purpura annularis telangiectodes of Majocchi
*Cutis.* 2017 Oct;100(4):E10-E12. DOI: . PMID:29136063
KP Authors: Okhovat, Jean-Phillip, Hsiao, Jennifer L, Scumpia, Philip, Yoo, Ki-Young
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1105. Mehlman CT, Okike K, Bhandari M, Kocher MS
Potential Financial Conflict of Interest Among Physician Editorial Board Members of Orthopaedic Surgery Journals
KP Authors: Okike, Kanu
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):

1106. Okike K, Chan PH, Paxton EW
Effect of Surgeon and Hospital Volume on Morbidity and Mortality After Hip Fracture
PMID:28926384
KP Authors: Okike, Kanu, Chan, Priscilla, Paxton, Liz
1107. Olander J, Wong M, Brown M

**Use of a Single Anatomic Donor Site for Harvesting a Full-Thickness Skin Graft and a Free Cartilage Graft for Nasal Defects**


KP Authors: Olander, Jessica N, Wong, Melanie M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1108. O'Leary MP, Goldner BS, Abboy S, Mercado PD, Plurad HY

**A single visit multidisciplinary model for managing patients with mutations in moderate and high-risk genes in a community practice setting**

*Fam Cancer.* 2017 Jun 09. DOI: 10.1007/s10689-017-0010-1. PMID:28600699

KP Authors: O'Leary, Michael P, Goldner, Bryan S, Abboy, Sridevi, Mercado, Philip D, Plurad, Hong Y
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1109. Olenik A, Mospan CM

**Smoking cessation: Identifying readiness to quit and designing a plan**

*JAAPA.* 2017 Jul;30(7):13-19. DOI: 10.1097/01.JAA.0000520530.80388.2f. PMID:28604408

KP Authors: Olenik, Angela J
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):

1110. Sanders JL, Guo W, O'Meara ES, Kaplan RC, Pollak MN, Bartz TM, Newman AB, Fried LP, Cappola AR

**Trajectories of IGF-I Predict Mortality in Older Adults: The Cardiovascular Health Study**


KP Authors: O'Meara, Ellen S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1111. Ho CH, Zargarpour J, Evans M

**Raised in Darkness: A 7-Month-Old With Nystagmus From Severe Visual Deprivation**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1112. Ormsby EL, Pavlik EJ, McGahan JP
   **Ultrasound Monitoring of Extant Adnexal Masses in the Era of Type 1 and Type 2 Ovarian Cancers: Lessons Learned From Ovarian Cancer Screening Trials**
   PMID:28452952
   KP Authors: Ormsby, Eleanor L
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1113. Le MD, O'Steen LH, Cassarino DS
   **A Rare Case of CK20/CK7 Double Negative Merkel Cell Carcinoma**
   PMID:28221211
   KP Authors: O'Steen, Luke H, Cassarino, David S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1114. Paluch T
   **Deer in the Headlights**
   *Perm J*. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-014. PMID:28678691
   KP Authors: Paluch, Tom A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Ulinastatin ameliorates tissue damage of severe acute pancreatitis through modulating regulatory T cells**
   PMID:28344516
   KP Authors: Pan, Minggui
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1116. Velez-Cubian FO, Toosi K, Glover J, Pancholy B, Hong E

**Transient Aphony After Mediastinoscopy**


PMID:28528064

KP Authors: Pancholy, Bharat

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1117. Pang D

**Editorial comment to article: Pediatric Thoracic SCIWORA After Back Bend During Dance Practice: A Retrospective Case Series and Analysis of Trauma Mechanisms**

*Childs Nerv Syst. 2017 Jun 03. DOI: 10.1007/s00381-017-3465-3. PMID:28578508*

KP Authors: Pang, Dachling

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1118. Panganiban CM, Pourang D, Samant SA

**A novel 2-day desensitization protocol to oral mesalamine**

*J Allergy Clin Immunol Pract. 2017 Sep 30. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaip.2017.08.036. PMID:28974350*

KP Authors: Panganiban, Christine M, Pourang, Deena, Samant, Shefali A

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1119. Patel DR, Parachuri V, Shettigar A

**Evaluation and management of sport-related concussions in adolescent athletes**

*Transl Pediatr. 2017 Jul;6(3):121-128. DOI: 10.21037/tp.2017.03.09. PMID:28795001*

KP Authors: Parachuri, Venu G

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s):

1120. Patel DR, Fidrocki D, Parachuri V

**Sport-related concussions in adolescent athletes: a critical public health problem for which prevention remains an elusive goal**

*Transl Pediatr. 2017 Jul;6(3):114-120. DOI: 10.21037/tp.2017.03.08. PMID:28795000*

KP Authors: Parachuri, Venu G

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s):

Perspectives of Patients, Clinicians, and Health System Leaders on Changes Needed to Improve the Health Care and Outcomes of Older Adults With Multiple Chronic Conditions

PMID:28553806
KP Authors: Parchman, Michael L
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


The National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network (PCORnet) Bariatric Study Cohort: Rationale, Methods, and Baseline Characteristics

*JMIR Res Protoc*. 2017 12 05;6(12):e222. Epub 2017-12-05. DOI: 10.2196/resprot.8323.
PMID:29208590
KP Authors: Pardee, Roy E, Anau, Jane A, Wellman, Robert D, Coley, Rebecca Y, Cook, Andrea, Coleman, Karen J, Arterburn, David E
KP Region(s): Washington, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation


Vancomycin Povidone-Iodine Protocol Improves Survivorship of Periprosthetic Joint Infection Treated With Irrigation and Debridement

KP Authors: Park, Brian K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1124. Park KJ, Johnson ES, Smith N, Mosen DM, Thorp ML

Association of Proteinuria with Central Venous Catheter Use at Initial Hemodialysis

*Perm J*. 2017;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-194. PMID:29236655
KP Authors: Park, Ken J, Johnson, Eric S, Smith, Ning, Mosen, David M, Thorp, Micah L
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1125. Park MC, Peterson AB, McGarry MH, Park CJ, Lee TQ
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Knotless Transosseous-Equivalent Rotator Cuff Repair Improves Biomechanical Self-reinforcement Without Diminishing Footprint Contact Compared With Medial Knotted Repair**  
*Arthroscopy. 2017 Jul 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2017.03.021. PMID:28684147*

KP Authors: Park, Maxwell C  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**Depressive symptoms and adherence to cardiometabolic therapies across phases of treatment among adults with diabetes: the Diabetes Study of Northern California (DISTANCE)**  

KP Authors: Parker, Melissa, Moffet, Howard H, Adams, Alyce S, Schmittdial, Julie A, Karter, Andy J  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**Association of Patient-Physician Language Concordance and Glycemic Control for Limited-English Proficiency Latinos With Type 2 Diabetes**  

KP Authors: Parker, Melissa, Moffet, Howard H, Grant, Richard W, Torreblanca, Antonia, Karter, Andy J  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s): Division of Research  

**Research Associates Program: Expanding clinical research productivity with undergraduate students**  

KP Authors: Patel, Bhakti H  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

Alphabetical by KP author last name

A Multicenter Prospective Comparison of the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education Milestones: Clinical Competency Committee vs. Resident Self-Assessment
KP Authors: Patel, Kaushal R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Residency pathways to ambulatory care practice: Essential insights for students, residents, and educators
KP Authors: Patel, Rachana J
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1131. Saito EM, Patel RJ, Herrera EM, Kroner BA
Incorporation of formal leadership activities into pharmacy residencies
KP Authors: Patel, Rachana J, Herrera, Erin M, Kroner, Beverly
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1132. Patnode CD, Evans CV, Senger CA, Redmond N, Lin JS
Behavioral Counseling to Promote a Healthful Diet and Physical Activity for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention in Adults Without Known Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factors: Updated Evidence Report and Systematic Review for the US Preventive Services Task Force
KP Authors: Patnode, Carrie D, Evans, Corinne V, Senger, Caitlyn A, Redmond, Nadia, Lin, Jennifer S
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1133. Paul J, Boraas CM, Duvet M, Chang JC
YouTube and the single-rod contraceptive implant: a content analysis
*J Fam Plann Reprod Health Care.* 2017 Jan 20. DOI: 10.1136/jfprhc-2016-101593. PMID:28108504
KP Authors: Paul, Jennifer T
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):
1134. Paul J, Harvey VM, Sbicca JA, O'Neal B

Laugier-Hunziker syndrome

_Cutis._ 2017 Sep;100(3):E17-E19. DOI: . PMID:29121134

KP Authors: Paul, Joan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1135. Inacio MCS, Paxton EW, Graves SE, Namba RS, Nemes S

Projected increase in total knee arthroplasty in the United States - an alternative projection model


KP Authors: Paxton, Liz, Namba, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Are we throwing the baby out with the bath water?


KP Authors: Paxton, Liz, Prentice, Heather, Inacio, Maria C, Navarro, Ronald A
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

1137. Bazarov I, Peace RA, Lagaay PM, Patel SB, Lyon LL, Schuberth JM

Early Protected Weightbearing After Ankle Fractures in Patients With Diabetes Mellitus

_J Foot Ankle Surg._ 2017 Jan - Feb;56(1):30-33. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2016.09.010. PMID:27989343

KP Authors: Peace, Ruth, Patel, Sandeep B, Lyon, Liisa L, Schuberth, Jack
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Ibrutinib Unmasks Critical Role of Bruton Tyrosine Kinase in Primary CNS Lymphoma

_Cancer Discov._ 2017 Jun 15. DOI: 10.1158/2159-8290.CD-17-0613. PMID:28619981

KP Authors: Peak, Scott, Lallana, Enrico C
KP Region(s): Northern California
1139. Brulé J, Tousignant B, Nicholls G, Pearce MG
   An in-country model of workforce support for trained mid-level eye care workers in Papua
   New Guinea and Pacific Islands
   KP Authors: Pearce, Matthew G
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

1140. Pearl ML
   CORR Insights(®): Does Postoperative Glenoid Retroversion Affect the 2-Year Clinical and
   Radiographic Outcomes for Total Shoulder Arthroplasty?
   Clin Orthop Relat Res. 2017 Sep 02. DOI: 10.1007/s11999-017-5457-8. PMID:28866848
   KP Authors: Pearl, Michael L
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1141. van de Bunt F, Pearl ML, Lee EK, Peng L, Didomenico P
   Analysis of normal and dysplastic glenohumeral morphology at magnetic resonance imaging in
   children with neonatal brachial plexus palsy
   Pediatr Radiol. 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.1007/s00247-017-3882-1. PMID:28676895
   KP Authors: Pearl, Michael L, Lee, Eric K, Peng, Lauren Y, Didomenico, Paul J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1142. St Amant HG, Schrager SM, Peña-Ricardo C, Williams ME, Vanderbilt DL
   Language Barriers Impact Access to Services for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
   KP Authors: Pena-Ricardo, Carolina
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1143. Barclay RP, Penfold RB, Sullivan D, Boydston L, Wignall J, Hilt RJ
   Decrease in Statewide Antipsychotic Prescribing after Implementation of Child and Adolescent
   Psychiatry Consultation Services
   Health Serv Res. 2017 Apr;52(2):561-578. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.12539. PMID:28297075
   KP Authors: Penfold, Robert B

Antidepressant Use by Youth with Minimal or Mild Depression: Evidence from 3 Health Systems


KP Authors: Penfold, Robert B, Stewart, Christine C, Simon, Gregory E, Shortreed, Susan M, Johnson, Eric, Operskalski, Belinda H, Beck, Arne

KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research


Nonsense pathogenic variants in exon 1 of PHOX2B lead to translational reinitiation in congenital central hypoventilation syndrome


KP Authors: Perez, Myrza R

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


Association between self-reported sexually transmitted infection treatment and mental health symptoms in conflict-affected eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo

*Int J STD AIDS.* 2017 Jan 01:956462417722128. DOI: 10.1177/0956462417722128. PMID:28758569

KP Authors: Perrin, Nancy

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1147. Kohli A, Remy MM, Binkhorhorwa AK, Mitima CM, Mirindi AB, Mwinja NB, Banyewesize JH, Ntakwinja GM, Perrin NA, Glass N

Preventing risky behaviours among young adolescents in eastern Democratic Republic of Congo: A qualitative study


KP Authors: Perrin, Nancy

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
1148. Glass N, Perrin NA, Kohli A, Campbell J, Remy MM
   Randomised controlled trial of a livestock productive asset transfer programme to improve
economic and health outcomes and reduce intimate partner violence in a postconflict setting
PMID:28589002
KP Authors: Perrin, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1149. Glass NE, Perrin NA, Hanson GC, Bloom TL, Messing JT, Clough AS, Campbell JC, Gielen AC, Case
   J, Eden KB
   The Longitudinal Impact of an Internet Safety Decision Aid for Abused Women
KP Authors: Perrin, Nancy
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

   Lower likelihood of falling at age 90+ is associated with daily exercise a quarter of a century
earlier: The 90+ Study
KP Authors: Perry, Shawna
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1151. Peterson PN, Greenlee RT, Go AS, Magid DJ, Cassidy-Bushrow A, Garcia-Montilla R, Glenn KA,
   H, Zeng CX, Normand ST, Masoudi FA
   Comparison of Inappropriate Shocks and Other Health Outcomes Between Single- and Dual-
   Chamber Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators for Primary Prevention of Sudden Cardiac
   Death: Results From the Cardiovascular Research Network Longitudinal Study of Im
J Am Heart Assoc. 2017 Nov 09;6(11). Epub 2017-11-09. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.006937.
PMID:29122811
KP Authors: Peterson, Pamela N, Go, Alan S, Magid, David J, Glenn, Karen A, Reynolds, Kristi L,
   Smith, David H, Varosy, Paul D, Zeng, Chan, Masoudi, Frederick A
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Southern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Department of
Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest
1152. Petrie MS

Commentary


KP Authors: Petrie, Matthew S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


*Predictors of Colorectal Cancer Screening Prior to Implementation of a Large Pragmatic Trial in Federally Qualified Health Centers*

*J Community Health.* 2017 Jul 25. DOI: 10.1007/s10900-017-0395-7. PMID:28744716

KP Authors: Petrik, Amanda F, Keast, Erin M, Rivelli-Keagbine, Jennifer S, Green, Beverly B, Vollmer, William, Coronado, Gloria D
KP Region(s): Northwest, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Washington Health Research Institute

1154. Pham HV, Hasan I, Udaltsova N, Pham K, Abramson O, Armstrong MA, Postlethwaite D, Li D

*Rates and Predictors of Vaccinations Among Inflammatory Bowel Disease Patients Receiving Anti-Tumor Necrosis Factor Agents*

*Dig Dis Sci.* 2017 Aug 23. DOI: 10.1007/s10620-017-4716-6. PMID:28836068

KP Authors: Pham, Hung-Viet, Hasan, Imran, Udaltsova, Natalia, Pham, Kathy, Abramson, Oren, Armstrong, Maryanne, Postlethwaite, Debbie A, Li, Dan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1155. Makhija SK, Robinson ME, Bader JD, Shugars DA, Litaker MS, Im HR, Rindal DB, Pihlstrom DJ, Meyerowitz C, Gordan VV, Buchberg MK, Gilbert GH, National Dental PBRNCollaborative Group

*Dentists' Decision Strategies for Suspicious Occlusal Caries Lesions in a National Dental PBRN Study*


KP Authors: Pihlstrom, Dan J
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):


*Effect of Several Negative Rounds of Human Papillomavirus and Cytology Co-testing on Safety Against Cervical Cancer: An Observational Cohort Study*

Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Poitras, Nancy E, Lorey, Thomas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Exposure–response relationship of ramucirumab in patients with advanced second-line colorectal cancer: exploratory analysis of the RAISE trial
Cancer Chemother Pharmacol. 2017 Jul 25. DOI: 10.1007/s00280-017-3380-z. PMID:28744667
KP Authors: Polikoff, Jonathan A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Naturalistic study of guideline implementation tool use via evaluation of website access and physician survey
KP Authors: Potrebic, Sonja
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1159. Pourmoussa A, Kwan K
An Unlikely Rapid Transformation of Myelodysplastic Syndrome to Acute Leukemia: A Case Report
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-091. PMID:28488979
KP Authors: Pourmoussa, Andrew M, Kwan, Karen
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Multi-disciplinary summit on genetics services for women with gynecologic cancers: A Society of Gynecologic Oncology White Paper
Gynecol Oncol. 2017 Jun 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2017.06.002. PMID:28596016
KP Authors: Powell, Bethan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
Salpingectomy for Sterilization: Change in Practice in a Large Integrated Health Care System, 2011-2016
PMID:29016486
KP Authors: Powell, Bethan, Alabaster, Amy, Simmons, Sarah, Garcia, Christine, Martin, Maria E, McBride Allen, Sally C, Littell, Ramey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1162. Prentice HA, Paxton EW, Hunt JJ, Grimsrud CD, Weiss JM
Pediatric Hip Fractures in California: Results from a Community-Based Hip Fracture Registry
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-081. PMID:28241902
KP Authors: Prentice, Heather, Paxton, Liz, Hunt, Jessica J, Grimsrud, Christopher D, Weiss, Jennifer M
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

Evaluation of Viral Load as a Triage Strategy With Primary High-Risk Human Papillomavirus Cervical Cancer Screening
PMID:27851695
KP Authors: Pretorius, Robert G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Cardiovascular Medicine and Society: The Pregnant Cardiologist
KP Authors: Price, Chileshe N
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Alphabetical by KP author last name

Depressive Symptoms, Antidepressant Medication Use, and Inflammatory Markers in the Diabetes Prevention Program
KP Authors: Price, David
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1166. Parmar AD, Tessler RA, Chang HY, Svahn JD
Two-Stage Explantation of a Magnetic Lower Esophageal Sphincter Augmentation Device Due to Esophageal Erosion
KP Authors: Prmar, Abhisek D, Tessler, Robert, Chang, Howard Y, Svahn, Jonathan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1167. Psaty BM, Merrill JO
Addressing the Opioid Epidemic - Opportunities in the Postmarketing Setting
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Associations of Vitamin D-Binding Globulin and Bioavailable Vitamin D Concentrations With Coronary Heart Disease Events: The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis (MESA)
PMID:28472285
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Blood monocyte transcriptome and epigenome analyses reveal loci associated with human atherosclerosis
PMID:28855511
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

**Blood Pressure and Heart Rate Measures Associated With Increased Risk of Covert Brain Infarction and Worsening Leukoaraiosis in Older Adults**


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Detection of genetic loci associated with plasma fetuin-A: a meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies from the CHARGE Consortium**


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Discovery and fine-mapping of adiposity loci using high density imputation of genome-wide association studies in individuals of African ancestry: African ancestry anthropometry genetics consortium**


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Discovery and fine-mapping of loci associated with MUFA s through trans-ethnic meta-analysis in Chinese and European populations**

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name

1178. Odden MC, Koh WJH, Arnold AM, Psaty BM, Newman AB

*Health and Functional Status of Adults Aged 90 Years in the United States*


PMID:28319228

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


*Large meta-analysis of genome-wide association studies identifies five loci for lean body mass*


PMID:28724990

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


*Low-Frequency Synonymous Coding Variation in CYP2R1 Has Large Effects on Vitamin D Levels and Risk of Multiple Sclerosis*


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


*Pharmacogenomics study of thiazide diuretics and QT interval in multi-ethnic populations: the cohorts for heart and aging research in genomic epidemiology*
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Pharmacogenomics J. 2017 Jul 18. DOI: 10.1038/tpj.2017.10. PMID:28719597
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Predictors and outcomes of heart failure with mid-range ejection fraction
Eur J Heart Fail. 2017 Dec 11. DOI: 10.1002/ejhf.1091. PMID:29226491
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Rare coding variants pinpoint genes that control human hematological traits
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Relation of Coronary Artery Calcium and Extra-Coronary Aortic Calcium to Incident Hypertension (from the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis)
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Relation of Diastolic Blood Pressure and Coronary Artery Calcium to Coronary Events and Outcomes (From the Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis)
KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Single-trait and multi-trait genome-wide association analyses identify novel loci for blood pressure in African-ancestry populations


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1187. Kestenbaum B, Psaty BM

Stuck in a Bind With Phosphate Binders


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Sugar-sweetened beverage intake associations with fasting glucose and insulin concentrations are not modified by selected genetic variants in a ChREBP-FGF21 pathway: a meta-analysis

*Diabetologia.* 2017 Nov 02. DOI: 10.1007/s00125-017-4475-0. PMID:29098321

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


The Alzheimer’s Disease Sequencing Project: Study design and sample selection


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

**The Association between IGF-I and IGFBP-3 and Incident Diabetes in an Older Population of Men and Women in the Cardiovascular Health Study**

*J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2017 Oct 12. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-01273. PMID:29040592*

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Trends in the incidence of dementia: design and methods in the Alzheimer Cohorts Consortium**

*Eur J Epidemiol. 2017 Oct 23. DOI: 10.1007/s10654-017-0320-5. PMID:29063414*

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1192. Christensen MA, Nguyen KT, Stein PK, Fohtung RB, Soliman EZ, Dewland TA, Vittinghoff E, Psaty BM, Heckbert SR, Marcus GM

**Atrial ectopy as a mediator of the association between race and atrial fibrillation**


KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Heckbert, Susan R

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Ectopy on a Single 12-Lead ECG, Incident Cardiac Myopathy, and Death in the Community**

*J Am Heart Assoc. 2017 Aug 03;6(8). Epub 2017-08-03. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.006028. PMID:28775064*

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Heckbert, Susan R

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name


**Comparison of HapMap and 1000 Genomes Reference Panels in a Large-Scale Genome-Wide Association Study**


PMID:28107422

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Smith, Nicholas L

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Genetic loci associated with heart rate variability and their effects on cardiac disease risk**


PMID:28613276

KP Authors: Psaty, Bruce M, Smith, Nicholas L

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1197. Qiu C, Rinehart J, Nguyen VT, Cannesson M, Morkos A, LaPlace D, Trivedi NS, Mercado PD, Kain ZN

**An Ambulatory Surgery Perioperative Surgical Home in Kaiser Permanente Settings: Practice and Outcomes**


PMID:28027086

KP Authors: Qiu, Chunyuan, Morkos, Atef S, LaPlace, Diana, Trivedi, Narendrakuma S, Mercado, Philip D

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1199. Levandoski KA, Quesenberry CP, Tsai AL, Asgari MM

**Herpes Zoster Rates in a Large Cohort of Patients With Systemically Treated Psoriasis**
KP Authors: Quesenberry, Charles P, Tsai, Ailin, Asgari, Maryam M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1200. Mayeda ER, Glymour MM, Quesenberry CP, Whitmer RA

**Heterogeneity in 14-year Dementia Incidence Between Asian American Subgroups**
*Alzheimer Dis Assoc Disord.* 2017 Apr 12. DOI: 10.1097/WAD.0000000000000189.
PMID:28406845
KP Authors: Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1201. Mayeda ER, Glymour MM, Quesenberry CP, Johnson JK, Pérez-Stable EJ, Whitmer RA

**Survival after dementia diagnosis in five racial/ethnic groups**
PMID:28174069
KP Authors: Quesenberry, Charles P, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**An Observational Study of Severe Pertussis in 100 Infants ≤ 120 Days of Age**
*Pediatr Infect Dis J.* 2017 Jul 20. DOI: 10.1097/INF.0000000000001710. PMID:28737623
KP Authors: Quinn, Kevin K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

*Mycobacterium grossiae* sp. nov., a rapidly growing, scotochromogenic species isolated from human clinical respiratory and blood culture specimens


KP Authors: Quinn, Kevin K

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):


**Cohort profile: Study of Transition, Outcomes and Gender (STRONG) to assess health status of transgender people**


KP Authors: Quinn, Virginia P, Hunkeler, Enid, Contreras, Ricardo, Cromwell, Lee, Becerra, Tracy Ann, Getahun, Darios T, Millman, Andrea K, Robinson, Brandi E, Silverberg, Michael J, Slovis, Jennifer L, Tolsma, Dennis

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Georgia, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

1205. Raebel MA, Dyer W, Nichols GA, Goodrich GK, Schmittdiel JA

**Relationships Between Medication Adherence and Cardiovascular Disease Risk Factor Control in Elderly Patients With Diabetes**


KP Authors: Raebel, Marsha A, Dyer, Wendy, Nichols, Greg, Goodrich, Glenn K, Schmittdiel, Julie A

KP Region(s): Colorado, Northern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Division of Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest


**Risk of Breast Cancer With Long-Term Use of Calcium Channel Blockers or Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme Inhibitors Among Older Women**


KP Authors: Raebel, Marsha A, Zeng, Chan, Cheetham, T Craig, Smith, David H, Feigelson, Heather S, Carroll, Nikki M, Goddard, Kristin S, Tavel, Heather M, Shetterly, Susan, Xu, Stan

KP Region(s): Colorado, Southern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional

Adult sacrococcygeal teratoma with coccygectomy: A case report with a review of the literature

*Surg Neurol Int. 2017;8:260. Epub 2017-10-24. DOI: 10.4103/sni.sni_224_17. PMID:29184711*

KP Authors: Rahman, Shayan U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Over-the-Counter Access to Oral Contraceptives for Adolescents


KP Authors: Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1209. Espey E, Teal S, Borrero S, Raine-Bennett T, Finer L

Scientific abstracts featured research at the 2017 North American Forum on Family Planning

*Contraception. 2017 Aug 01. DOI: 10.1016/j.contraception.2017.07.162. PMID:28774665*

KP Authors: Raine-Bennett, Tina
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1210. Fokom Domgue J, Schiffman M, Wentzensen NH, Gage JC, Castle PE, Raine-Bennett TR, Fetterman B, Lorey T, Poitras NE, Befano B, Xie Y, Miachon LS, Dean M

Assessment of a new lower-cost real-time PCR detection assay for high-risk HPV: Useful for cervical screening in limited resource settings?


KP Authors: Raine-Bennett, Tina, Fetterman, Barbara, Lorey, Thomas, Poitras, Nancy E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


HPV16 E7 Genetic Conservation Is Critical to Carcinogenesis

**HIV Provider Documentation and Actions Following Patient Reports of At-risk Behaviors and Conditions When Identified by a Web-Based Point-of-Care Assessment**

*AIDS Behav.* 2017 Feb 15. DOI: 10.1007/s10461-017-1718-5. PMID:28205041

KP Authors: Ralston, James D

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Optimizing assessment of sexual arousal in postmenopausal women using erotic film clips**


KP Authors: Ramos Alarcon, Lauren G

KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic

KP Research center(s):

1214. Ramraj R, Garcia A, Mosen D, Waiwaiole L, Smith N

**Utility of Fecal Calprotectin in Evaluation of Chronic Gastrointestinal Symptoms in Primary Care**

*Clin Pediatr (Phila).* 2017 Nov 01;9922817744607. DOI: 10.1177/0009922817744607. PMID:29192504

KP Authors: Ramraj, Ramya, Mosen, David M, Waiwaiole, Lisa Ann, Smith, Ning

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest


**Association Between Modifiable Risk Factors and Pharmaceutical Expenditures Among Adults With Atherosclerotic Cardiovascular Disease in the United States: 2012-2013 Medical Expenditures Panel Survey**

*J Am Heart Assoc.* 2017 Jun 09;6(6). Epub 2017-06-09. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.116.004996. PMID:28600400

KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
Favorable cardiovascular risk factor profile is associated with lower healthcare expenditure and resource utilization among adults with diabetes mellitus free of established cardiovascular disease: 2012 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey (MEPS)
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Life's Simple 7 and Incident Heart Failure: The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis
PMID:28655734
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Persistent socioeconomic disparities in cardiovascular risk factors and health in the United States: Medical Expenditure Panel Survey 2002-2013
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1219. Blankstein R, Gupta A, Rana JS, Nasir K
The Implication of Coronary Artery Calcium Testing for Cardiovascular Disease Prevention and Diabetes
PMID:28345316
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Cumulative Lifetime Marijuana Use and Incident Cardiovascular Disease in Middle Age: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1221. Bancks MP, Auer R, Carr JJ, Goff DC, Kiefe C, Rana JS, Reis J, Sidney S, Terry JG, Schreiner PJ
Self-Reported Marijuana Use Over 25 Years and Abdominal Adiposity: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
*Addiction.* 2017 Nov 11. DOI: 10.1111/add.14097. PMID:29127726
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1222. Martinez C, Rana JS, Solomon MD
Cardiac Metastasis of Nonvisceral Soft-tissue Leiomyosarcoma
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Solomon, Matthew D
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

25-Year Physical Activity Trajectories and Development of Subclinical Coronary Artery Disease as Measured by Coronary Artery Calcium: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
KP Authors: Rana, Jamal S, Sorel, Michael E, Quesenberry, Charles P, Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Yttrium-90 Radioembolization as Salvage Therapy for Liver Metastases From Colorectal Cancer
PMID:25374143
KP Authors: Rana, Rich S, Liu, Raymond, Rachamreddy, Niranjan
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Association of LPA Variants With Aortic Stenosis: A Large-Scale Study Using Diagnostic and Procedural Codes From Electronic Health Records
KP Authors: Ranatunga, Dilrini K, Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Real world treatment patterns in chronic myeloid leukemia patients newly initiated on tyrosine kinase inhibitors in an U.S. integrated healthcare system
PMID:29284347
KP Authors: Rashid, Nazia, Koh, Han A, Lin, Jing K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1228. Rashid N, Vassilakis M, Lin KJ, Kristy R, Ng DB
Primary Nonadherence to Overactive Bladder Medications in an Integrated Managed Care Health Care System
PMID:28345439
KP Authors: Rashid, Nazia, Lin, Jing K
Surgical treatment of displaced pediatric lateral condyle fractures of the humerus by the posterior approach
KP Authors: Ravanbakhsh, Samine
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Asthma exacerbations among asthmatic children receiving live attenuated versus inactivated influenza vaccines
KP Authors: Ray, Tom, Lewis, Edwin M, Goddard, Kristin S, Ross, Pat, Baxter, Roger, Klein, Nicola
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1231. Ray GT, Bahorik AL, VanVeldhuisen PC, Weisner CM, Rubinstein AL, Campbell CI
Prescription opioid registry protocol in an integrated health system
KP Authors: Ray, Tom, Weisner, Constance, Rubinstein, Andrea L, Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1232. Ray GT, Weisner CM, Taillac CJ, Campbell CI
The high price of depression: Family members' health conditions and health care costs
KP Authors: Ray, Tom, Weisner, Constance, Taillac, Cosette, Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1233. Razmara A, Valle N, Markovic D, Sanossian N, Ovbiagele B, Dutta T, Towfighi A
Depression Is Associated with a Higher Risk of Death among Stroke Survivors
Alphabetical by KP author last name


*Health Literacy and Awareness of Atrial Fibrillation*


PMID:28400367

KP Authors: Reading, Stephanie R, Go, Alan S, Liu, In-Lu Amy, Black, MaryHelen, Udaltsova, Natalia, Reynolds, Kristi L

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

1235. Reading SR, Porter KR, Slezak JM, Harrison TN, Gelfond JS, Chien GW, Jacobsen SJ

*Racial and Ethnic Variation in Health-Related Quality of Life Scores Prior to Prostate Cancer Treatment*


KP Authors: Reading, Stephanie R, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Harrison, Teresa N, Gelfond, Joy S, Chien, Gary W, Jacobsen, Steven J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


*Predictors of Length of Stay in a Psychiatric Adolescent Treatment Program*


PMID:28961663

KP Authors: Reddy, Radhika

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1237. Reed ME, Huang J, Brand R, Ballard D, Yamin C, Hsu J, Grant R

*Communicating Through a Patient Portal to Engage Family Care Partners*


KP Authors: Reed, Marty E, Huang, Jie, Brand, Richard M, Ballard, Dustin, Yamin, Cyrus K, Grant, Richard W

KP Region(s): Northern California
1238. Reed M
Reducing Out-of-Pocket Costs to Coordinate Prescription Medication Benefit Design with Chronic Disease Outreach and Clinical Care
KP Authors: Reed, Mary E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1239. Reed ME, Warton EM, Kim E, Solomon MD, Karter AJ
Value-Based Insurance Design Benefit Offsets Reductions In Medication Adherence Associated With Switch To Deductible Plan
PMID:28264954
KP Authors: Reed, Mary E, Warton, Margaret M, Kim, Eileen, Solomon, Matthew D, Karter, Andy J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Synthesis Of Research On Patient-Centered Medical Homes Brings Systematic Differences Into Relief
PMID:28264952
KP Authors: Reid, Robert J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1241. McClure C, Reines S, Suchdev PS, Oladele A, Goodman AB
Adapting an Autism Screening Tool for Use in the DeKalb County Refugee Pediatric Clinic
*J Immigr Minor Health.* 2017 Feb 14. DOI: 10.1007/s10903-017-0553-0. PMID:28197861
KP Authors: Reines, Susan S
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Renz, Ann D
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Novel genetic loci associated with hippocampal volume
Nat Commun. 2017 Jan 18;8:13624. Epub 2017-01-18. DOI: 10.1038/ncomms13624. PMID:28098162
KP Authors: Reppermund, Simone
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Blood Pressure, Antihypertensive Polypharmacy, Frailty, and Risk for Serious Fall Injuries Among Older Treated Adults With Hypertension
Hypertension. 2017 Jun 26. DOI: 10.1161/HYPTENSIONAHA.116.09390. PMID:28652459
KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Modifiable Risk Factors Versus Age on Developing High Predicted Cardiovascular Disease Risk in Blacks
J Am Heart Assoc. 2017 Feb 08;6(2). Epub 2017-02-08. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.116.005054. PMID:28179220
KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Predictors of Dyslipidemia Over Time in Youth With Type 1 Diabetes: For the SEARCH for Diabetes in Youth Study
PMID:28126715
KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

*Serum cystatin C in youth with diabetes: The SEARCH for diabetes in youth study*
KP Authors: Reynolds, Kristi L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

*Hemolysis, Elevated Liver Enzymes, and Low Platelets, Severe Fetal Growth Restriction, Postpartum Subarachnoid Hemorrhage, and Craniotomy: A Rare Case Report and Systematic Review*
KP Authors: Rezai, Shadi, Cheung, Mon-Lai, Cohen, Joel R, Kaia, Judy A, Fuller, Paul N
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1249. Rezvan A, Amaya S, Betson L, Yazdany T
*Randomized controlled trial of the effect of environment on patient embarrassment and anxiety with urodynamics*
*Int Urogynecol J.* 2017 Jun 17. DOI: 10.1007/s00192-017-3386-4. PMID:28624918
KP Authors: Rezvan, Azadeh
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

1250. Rubin RS, Xavier KR, Rhee E
*Virtue Quadratic Male Sling for stress incontinence-surgical guide for placement and delayed revision*
KP Authors: Rhee, Eugene Y
1251. Richards CN, Schneider PA

**Will mesh-covered stents help reduce stroke associated with carotid stent angioplasty?**

KP Authors: Richards, Carly, Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):


**Comparison of Primary Care Physician Reimbursement Rates in the United States**

KP Authors: Riley, Nathan
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1253. Sebro R, Peloso GM, Dupuis J, Risch NJ

**Structured mating: Patterns and implications**

KP Authors: Risch, Neil
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1254. Ritterman JB

**To Err is Human: Can American Medicine Learn from Past Mistakes?**
*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-181. PMID:28633732**

KP Authors: Ritterman, Jeffrey
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1255. Chrischilles EA, Friedman S, Ritzwoller DP, Selby JV

**Patients, data, and progress in cancer care**

KP Authors: Ritzwoller, Debra
   **Risk Stratification for Second Primary Lung Cancer**
   *J Clin Oncol. 2017 Jun 23;JCO2017724203. DOI: 10.1200/JCO.2017.72.4203. PMID:28644772*
   KP Authors: Rivera, Gabriel A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1257. Rivero A, Durr M
   **Lingual Tonsillectomy for Pediatric Persistent Obstructive Sleep Apnea: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis**
   KP Authors: Rivero, Alexander, Durr, Megan L
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1258. Rivero A, Liang J
   **Anti-IgE and Anti-IL5 Biologic Therapy in the Treatment of Nasal Polyposis: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis**
   KP Authors: Rivero, Alexander, Liang, Jonathan
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1259. Rivero A, Tang CG, Rasgon BM
   **Bilateral Basaloid Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Parotid Gland: A Case Report and Review of the Literature**
   *Perm J. 2017;21. Epub 2017-03-10. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-042. PMID:28333602*
   KP Authors: Rivero, Alexander, Tang, Christopher G, Rasgon, Barry
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Engaging Stakeholders to Inform Clinical Practice Guidelines That Address Multiple Chronic Conditions**
J Gen Intern Med. 2017 Mar 27. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4039-5. PMID:28349409
KP Authors: Robbins, Craig W, Bayliss, Elizabeth, Tabano, Heather A, Mularski, Richard A
KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1261. Liu H, Robbins M, Mehrotra A, Auerbach D, Robinson BE, Cromwell LF, Roblin DW
**The Impact of Using Mid-level Providers in Face-to-Face Primary Care on Health Care Utilization**
KP Authors: Robinson, Brandi E, Cromwell, Lee, Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

1262. Cram P, Saag KG, Lou Y, Edmonds SW, Hall SF, Roblin DW, Wright NC, Jones MP, Wolinsky FD, PAADRN Investigators
**Racial Differences and Disparities in Osteoporosis-related Bone Health: Results From the PAADRN Randomized Controlled Trial**
Med Care. 2017 Mar 10. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000718. PMID:28288074
KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

1263. Wolinsky FD, Hall SF, Lou Y, Edmonds SW, Saag KG, Roblin DW, Wright NC, Jones MP, Cram P, PAADRN Investigators
**The cost of a patient activation intervention for achieving successful outcomes: results from the PAADRN randomized controlled trial**
Osteoporos Int. 2017 Jun 15. DOI: 10.1007/s00198-017-4113-1. PMID:28620779
KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

1264. Wolinsky FD, Lou Y, Edmonds SW, Saag KG, Roblin DW, Wright NC, Jones MP, Cram P, PAADRN Investigators
**The effects of a patient activation intervention on smoking and excessive drinking cessations: results from the PAADRN randomized controlled trial**
Osteoporos Int. 2017 Jun 01. DOI: 10.1007/s00198-017-4101-5. PMID:28573377
KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Georgia

**Validity, reliability, and responsiveness to change of the "Osteoporosis and You" knowledge scale**

*Osteoporos Int. 2017 Sep 07. DOI: 10.1007/s00198-017-4204-z. PMID:28879445*

KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

1266. Roblin DW, Liu H, Cromwell LF, Robbins M, Robinson BE, Auerbach D, Mehrotra A

**Provider type and management of common visits in primary care**

*Am J Manag Care. 2017 Apr;23(4):225-231. DOI: 28554207*

KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W, Cromwell, Lee, Robinson, Brandi E
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research


**Evaluation of a "Just-in-Time" Nurse Consultation on Bone Health: A Pilot Randomized Controlled Trial**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-112. PMID:28746019*

KP Authors: Roblin, Douglas W, Zelman, David, Plummer, Sally, Robinson, Brandi E
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s): Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research

1268. Nakae S, Rojas Marquez D, Di Bartolo IM, Rodriguez R

**Considerations for Residency Programs Regarding Accepting Undocumented Students Who Are DACA Recipients**

*Acad Med. 2017 May 30. DOI: 10.1097/ACM.0000000000001731. PMID:28562450*

KP Authors: Rodriguez Martinez, Raquel
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): 

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Factors Associated with Prevalence and Treatment of Primary Biliary Cholangitis in United States Health Systems**
KP Authors: Rodriguez, Carla V, Raebel, Marsha A, Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G, Sahota, Amandeep
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Colorado, Northwest, Hawaii, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Department of Research and Evaluation

**Increasing Prevalence of Primary Biliary Cholangitis and Reduced Mortality with Treatment**
KP Authors: Rodriguez, Carla V, Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G, Sahota, Amandeep
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic, Northwest, Hawaii, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute, Institute for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii, Department of Research and Evaluation

**Predictive modeling for determination of microscopic residual disease at primary cytoreduction: An NRG Oncology/Gynecologic Oncology Group 182 Study**
*Gynecol Oncol. 2017 Nov 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2017.10.011. PMID:29174555*
KP Authors: Rodriguez, Noah
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1272. Alas R, Williams MT, Yamin G, Rofoogaran M
**Chronic cough and an atypical peripheral pattern on chest imaging: A case report secondary to suspected drug onset**
*J Asthma. 2017 Apr 12:0. DOI: 10.1080/02770903.2017.1313271. PMID:28402696*
KP Authors: Rofoogaran, Mohsen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

**Outcomes of a Clinical Pathway to Standardize Use of Maintenance Intravenous Fluids**
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Risk factors for pressure injuries among critical care patients: A systematic review


KP Authors: Rondinelli, June L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Moderately Elevated Homocysteine Does Not Contribute to Thoracic Aortic Aneurysm in Mice

*J Nutr.* 2017 May 24. DOI: 10.3945/jn.117.251173. PMID:28539414

KP Authors: Roohi, Jasmin
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):

1276. Rosen R

Amniotic Membrane Grafts to Reduce Pterygium Recurrence

*Cornea.* 2017 Oct 02. DOI: 10.1097/ICO.0000000000001407. PMID:28976415

KP Authors: Rosen, Ronald M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


A qualitative evaluation of breast cancer survivors’ acceptance of and preferences for consumer wearable technology activity trackers

*Support Care Cancer.* 2017 May 24. DOI: 10.1007/s00520-017-3756-y. PMID:28540402

KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Accelerometer-Measured Moderate to Vigorous Physical Activity and Incidence Rates of Falls in Older Women**

KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1279.Rosenberg DE, Kadokura E, Morris ME, Renz A, Vilardaga RM

**Application of N-of-1 Experiments to Test the Efficacy of Inactivity Alert Features in Fitness Trackers to Increase Breaks from Sitting in Older Adults**

PMID:28816343
KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Building Community: Stakeholder Perspectives on Walking in Malls and Other Venues**

PMID:28095085
KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Implementation-effectiveness trial of an ecological intervention for physical activity in ethnically diverse low income senior centers**

PMID:28720079
KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


**Study design and methods for the ACTIVity And TEChnology (ACTIVATE) trial**

KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
1283. Phillips SM, Cadmus-Bertram L, Rosenberg D, Buman MP, Lynch BM

Wearable Technology and Physical Activity in Chronic Disease: Opportunities and Challenges

KP Authors: Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1284. Homer MV, Rosencrantz MA, Shayya RF, Chang RJ

The effect of estradiol on granulosa cell responses to FSH in women with polycystic ovary syndrome
PMID:28187771

KP Authors: Rosencrantz, Marcus A, Shayya, Rana F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1285. Rosner BI, Gottlieb M, Anderson WN

Effectiveness of an Automated Digital Remote Guidance and Telemonitoring Platform on Costs, Readmissions, and Complications After Hip and Knee Arthroplasties

KP Authors: Rosner, Benjamin I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1286. Jacob V, Thota AB, Chattopadhyay SK, Njie GJ, Proia KK, Hopkins DP, Ross MN, Pronk NP, Clymer JM

Cost and economic benefit of clinical decision support systems for cardiovascular disease prevention: a community guide systematic review
PMID:28049635

KP Authors: Ross, Murray
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1287. Roubinian N, Murphy EL

Adjusting the Focus on Transfusion-associated Circulatory Overload
1288. Roubinian N, Brambilla D, Murphy EL
Statistical Caution in Big Data Approaches to Transfusion Medicine Research
KP Authors: Roubinian, Nareg H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1289. Randhawa S, Ruben J
Leukemic Optic Nerve Infiltration
KP Authors: Ruben, James
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Acute Type A Aortic Dissection and Successful Surgical Repair in a Woman at 21 Weeks Gestational Pregnancy With Maternal and Fetal Survival: A Case Report
KP Authors: Rudikoff, Andrew G, Hernandez Conte, Antonio T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Application of the Eighth Edition American Joint Committee on Cancer Staging System for HPV-Related Oropharyngeal Cancer Treated With Transoral Robotic Surgery
*Laryngoscope.* 2017 Oct 09. DOI: 10.1002/lary.26948. PMID:28990700
KP Authors: Russo, Jack E
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

A natural history study of X-linked myotubular myopathy
Neurology. 2017 Aug 25. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004415. PMID:28842446
KP Authors: Rutkowski, Anne M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Improving Reproducibility of Phenotypic Assessments in the DyW Mouse Model of Laminin-α2 Related Congenital Muscular Dystrophy
J Neuromuscul Dis. 2017 May 24. DOI: 10.3233/JND-170217. PMID:28550268
KP Authors: Rutkowski, Anne M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1294. Fraser KL, Wong S, Foley AR, Chhibber S, Bönnemann CG, Lesser DJ, Grosmann C, Rutkowski A
Pneumothoraces in collagen VI-related dystrophy: a case series and recommendations for management
KP Authors: Rutkowski, Anne M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Radiotherapy for brain metastases near the end of life in an integrated health care system
Ann Palliat Med. 2017 Apr 15. DOI: 10.21037/apm.2017.03.04. PMID:28595434
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1296. Sacks DA, Grant DL, Macias M, Li X, Lawrence JM
The Virtual Office Visit for Women With Gestational Diabetes Mellitus
Diabetes Care. 2017 Jan 11. DOI: 10.2337/dc16-2569. PMID:28077459
KP Authors: Sacks, David A, Grant, Deborah L, Macias, Mayra, Li, Xia, Lawrence, Jean M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
Functional and Quality of Life Outcomes of a Hand Surgery Mission to Honduras
PMID:28452578
KP Authors: Safanda, John F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1298. Safavy S, Kilday PS, Slezak JM, Abdelsayed GA, Harrison TN, Jacobsen SJ, Chien GW
Effect of a Smoking Cessation Program on Sexual Function Recovery Following Robotic Prostatectomy at Kaiser Permanente Southern California
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-138. PMID:28488986
KP Authors: Safavy, Seena, Kilday, Patrick S, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Abdelsayed, George A, Harrison, Teresa N, Jacobsen, Steven J, Chien, Gary W
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Phase I/II trial of the oral regimen ixazomib, pomalidomide, and dexamethasone in relapsed/refractory multiple myeloma
Leukemia. 2017 Dec 18. DOI: 10.1038/leu.2017.352. PMID:29249822
KP Authors: Sahebi, Firoozeh
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Common TDP1 polymorphisms in relation to survival among small cell lung cancer patients: a multicenter study from the International Lung Cancer Consortium
Clin Cancer Res. 2017 Oct 03. DOI: 10.1158/1078-0432.CCR-17-1401. PMID:28974547
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1301. Slattery ML, Herrick JS, Mullany LE, Samowitz WS, Sevens JR, Sakoda L, Wolff RK
Alphabetical by KP author last name

The co-regulatory networks of tumor suppressor genes, oncogenes, and miRNAs in colorectal cancer
*Genes Chromosomes Cancer.* 2017 Jul 04. DOI: 10.1002/gcc.22481. PMID:28675510
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

The NF-kB signalling pathway in colorectal cancer: associations between dysregulated gene and miRNA expression
*J Cancer Res Clin Oncol.* 2017 Nov 29. DOI: 10.1007/s00432-017-2548-6. PMID:29188362
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

The PI3K/AKT Signaling Pathway: associations of miRNAs with dysregulated gene expression in colorectal cancer
KP Authors: Sakoda, Lori C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Genome-wide association study of prostate-specific antigen levels identifies novel loci independent of prostate cancer
PMID:28139693
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation

Incidence and outcome of infective endocarditis following percutaneous versus surgical pulmonary valve replacement
Alphabetical by KP author last name

One Health Solutions to Obesity in People and Their Pets
KP Authors: Salem, Morris M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1307. Salzman MB, Cherry JD
Effectiveness of Intramuscular Immunoglobulin in Unvaccinated Family Members After Household Measles Exposure
PMID:28460797
KP Authors: Sallis, Robert E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1308. Christensen TJ, Samant SA, Shin AY
Making Sense of Metal Allergy and Hypersensitivity to Metallic Implants in Relation to Hand Surgery
*J Hand Surg Am.* 2017 Jul 11. DOI: 10.1016/j.jhsa.2017.06.009. PMID:28709788
KP Authors: Samant, Shefali A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1309. Zamudio CD, Sanchez G, Altschuler A, Grant RW
Influence of Language and Culture in the Primary Care of Spanish-Speaking Latino Adults with Poorly Controlled Diabetes: A Qualitative Study
PMID:29225438
KP Authors: Sanchez, Gabriela, Altschuler, Andrea, Grant, Richard W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
1310. Chiang HH, Sandhu RK, Baynham J, Wilson DJ, Lauer AK
   **A case of ophthalmomyiasis interna in the Pacific Northwest**
   KP Authors: Sandhu, Rasanamar K
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

1311. Santo EC, Forbes PW, Oken E, Belfort MB
   **Determinants of physical activity frequency and provider advice during pregnancy**
   *BMC Pregnancy Childbirth.* 2017 Sep 05;17(1):286. Epub 2017-09-05. DOI: 10.1186/s12884-017-1460-z. PMID:28870169
   KP Authors: Santo, Eilann C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1312. O'Hanlan KA, Sten MS, Halliday DM, Sastry RB, Struck DM, Uthman KF
   **Comprehensive laparoscopic lymphadenectomy from the deep circumflex iliac vein to the renal veins: Impact on quality of life**
   KP Authors: Sastry, Ragini
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1313. Satmary W, Holschneider CH, Brunette LL, Natarajan S
   **Vulvar intraepithelial neoplasia: Risk factors for recurrence**
   *Gynecol Oncol.* 2017 Nov 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.ygyno.2017.10.029. PMID:29126556
   KP Authors: Satmary, Wendy A, Natarajan, Sathima
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **A Digital Tool to Promote Alcohol and Drug Use Screening, Brief Intervention, and Referral to Treatment Skill Translation: A Mobile App Development and Randomized Controlled Trial Protocol**
   KP Authors: Satre, Derek
   KP Region(s): Northern California
Alphabetical by KP author last name
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

A Sequential Implementation Model for Workforce Development: A Case Study of Medical Residency Training for Substance Use Concerns
KP Authors: Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1316. Bahorik AL, Satre DD, Kline-Simon AH, Weisner CM, Young-Wolff KC, Campbell CI
Alcohol, Marijuana, and Opioid Use Disorders: 5-Year Patterns and Characteristics of Emergency Department Encounters
Subst Abus. 2017 Jul 19:0. DOI: 10.1080/08897077.2017.1356789. PMID:28723312
KP Authors: Satre, Derek, Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Weisner, Constance, Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1317. Sax DR, Mark DG, Hsia RY, Tan TC, Tabada GH, Go AS
Short-Term Outcomes and Factors Associated With Adverse Events Among Adults Discharged From the Emergency Department After Treatment for Acute Heart Failure
Circ Heart Fail. 2017 Dec;10(12). DOI: 10.1161/CIRCHEARTFAILURE.117.004144. PMID:29237710
KP Authors: Sax, Dana R, Mark, Dustin G, Tan, Thida, Tabada, Grace H, Go, Alan S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

The interaction between smoking and HLA genes in multiple sclerosis: replication and refinement
Eur J Epidemiol. 2017 Jun 08. DOI: 10.1007/s10654-017-0250-2. PMID:28597127
KP Authors: Schaefer, Cathy
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1319. Nyenhuis SM, Apter AJ, Schatz M, Krishnan JA
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Comparative effectiveness trials in asthma - how will I recognize one?**
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1320. Sullivan PW, Ghushchyan VH, Globe G, Schatz M

**Oral corticosteroid exposure and adverse effects in asthmatic patients**
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1321. Schatz M, Sicherer SH, Zeiger RS

**The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology: In Practice - 2016 Year in Review**
KP Authors: Schatz, Michael, Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Coalition for Global Clinical Surgical Education: The Alliance for Global Clinical Training**
KP Authors: Schecter, Samuel C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1323. Spradling PR, Xing J, Rupp LB, Moorman AC, Gordon SC, Lu M, Teshale EH, Boscarino JA, Schmidt MA, Daida YG, Holmberg SD, Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS) Investigators

**Uptake of and Factors Associated With Direct-acting Antiviral Therapy Among Patients in the Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study, 2014 to 2015**
*J Clin Gastroenterol.* 2017 Jun 05. DOI: 10.1097/MCG.0000000000000857. PMID:28590325
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Daida, Yihe G
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1324. Xing J, Spradling PR, Moorman AC, Holmberg SD, Teshale EH, Rupp LB, Gordon SC, Lu M, Boscarino JA, Schmidt MA, Trinacty CM, Xu F, Chronic Hepatitis Cohort Study (CHeCS) Investigators
A Point System to Forecast Hepatocellular Carcinoma Risk Before and After Treatment Among Persons with Chronic Hepatitis C
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Trinacty, Connie M
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

Comparison of ICD-9 Codes for Depression and Alcohol Misuse to Survey Instruments Suggests These Codes Should Be Used with Caution
Dig Dis Sci. 2017 Sep 06. DOI: 10.1007/s10620-017-4714-8. PMID:28879547
KP Authors: Schmidt, Mark A, Trinacty, Connie M
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest, Center for Health Research - Hawaii

1326. Pimperl AF, Rodriguez HP, Schmittdiel JA, Shortell SM
A Two-Step Method to Identify Positive Deviant Physician Organizations of Accountable Care Organizations with Robust Performance Management Systems
Health Serv Res. 2017 Apr 06. DOI: 10.1111/1475-6773.12693. PMID:28384376
KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1327. Dehlendorf C, Grumbach K, Schmittdiel JA, Steinauer J
Shared decision making in contraceptive counseling
Contraception. 2017 Jan 06. DOI: 10.1016/j.contraception.2016.12.010. PMID:28069491
KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1328. Pimperl AF, Rodriguez HP, Schmittdiel JA, Shortell SM
The Implementation of Performance Management Systems in U.S. Physician Organizations
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1329. Schmïttiediel JA, Adams SR, Goler N, Sanna RS, Boccio M, Bellamy DJ, Brown SD, Neugebauer RS, Ferrara A
The impact of telephonic wellness coaching on weight loss: A "Natural Experiments for Translation in Diabetes (NEXT-D)" study
KP Authors: Schmïttiediel, Julie A, Adams, Sara R, Goler, Nancy, Sanna, Rashel S, Boccio, Mindy, Bellamy, David J, Brown, Susan D, Neugebauer, Romain S, Ferrara, Assiamira
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1330. Schmïttiediel JA, Barrow JC, Wiley D, Ma L, Sam D, Chau CV, Shetterly SM
Improvements in access and care through the Affordable Care Act
KP Authors: Schmïttiediel, Julie A, Barrow, Jennifer C, Wiley, Deanne, Ma, Lin, Sam, Danny, Shetterly, Susan
KP Region(s): Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

1331. Schmïttiediel JA, Dlott R, Young JD, Rothmann MB, Dyer W, Adams AS
The Delivery Science Rapid Analysis Program: A Research and Operational Partnership at Kaiser Permanente Northern California
KP Authors: Schmïttiediel, Julie A, Dlott, Rick, Young, Joseph D, Rothman, Michael, Dyer, Wendy, Adams, Alyce S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Population Health Management for Diabetes: Health Care System-Level Approaches for Improving Quality and Addressing Disparities
KP Authors: Schmïttiediel, Julie A, Gopalan, Anjali, Lin, Margaret M, Banerjee, Somalee, Chau, Christopher V, Adams, Alyce S
KP Region(s): Northern California
Alphabetical by KP author last name
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1333. Schmittdiel JA, Grant RW

Crossing the Research to Quality Chasm: A Checklist for Researchers and Clinical Leadership Partners
*J Gen Intern Med.* 2017 Oct 02. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4189-5. PMID:28971299
KP Authors: Schmittdiel, Julie A, Grant, Richard W
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1334. Schneider F, Dacic S

Histopathologic and molecular approach to staging of multiple lung nodules
*Transl Lung Cancer Res.* 2017 Oct;6(5):540-549. DOI: 10.21037/tlcr.2017.06.11. PMID:29114470
KP Authors: Schneider, Frank
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


Reasons for Declining Preconception Expanded Carrier Screening Using Genome Sequencing
*J Genet Couns.* 2017 Mar 17. DOI: 10.1007/s10897-017-0074-y. PMID:28315134
KP Authors: Schneider, Jennifer L, Davis, James V, Kauffman, Tia L, Leo, Michael C, Bergen, Kellene, Reiss, Jacob A, Young, Carol L, McMullen, Carmit, Goddard, Katrina AB
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1336. Schneider JL, Corley DA

The Troublesome Epidemiology of Barrett's Esophagus and Esophageal Adenocarcinoma
PMID:28577761
KP Authors: Schneider, Jennifer L1, Corley, Douglas
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1337. Schneider PA

Evolution and current use of technology for superficial femoral and popliteal artery interventions for claudication

**Novel Nitinol Stent for Lesions up to 24 cm in the Superficial Femoral and Proximal Popliteal Arteries: 24-Month Results From the TIGRIS Randomized Trial**

_J Endovasc Ther._ 2017 Dec 01;1526602817749242. DOI: 10.1177/1526602817749242.
PMID: 29285955

KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s): 


**Patient-level meta-analysis of 999 claudicants undergoing primary femoropopliteal nitinol stent implantation**

_Catheter Cardiovasc Interv._ 2017 Mar 17. DOI: 10.1002/ccd.27029. PMID: 28303688

KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s): 

1340. Mell MW, Starnes BW, Kraiss LW, Schneider PA, Pevec WC

**Western Vascular Society guidelines for transfer of patients with ruptured abdominal aortic aneurysm**


KP Authors: Schneider, Peter
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s): 


**The Immunity Community**

_Health Promot Pract._ 2017 Mar 01:1524839917697303. DOI: 10.1177/1524839917697303. PMID: 28398837

KP Authors: Schoeppe, Jennie, Cheadle, Allen, Miller, Creagh, Matthys, Juno F, Hsu, Clarissa W
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
1342. Banta-Green CJ, Coffin PO, Schoeppe JA, Merrill JO, Whiteside LK, Ebersol AK

*Heroin and pharmaceutical opioid overdose events: Emergency medical response characteristics*


KP Authors: Schoeppe, Jennifer A

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


KP Authors: Schroeder, Emily, Lawrence, Jean M, Karter, Andy J

KP Region(s): Colorado, Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1344. Schroeder EB, Xu S, Goodrich GK, Nichols GA, O'Connor PJ, Steiner JF

*Predicting the 6-month risk of severe hypoglycemia among adults with diabetes: Development and external validation of a prediction model*


KP Authors: Schroeder, Emily, Xu, Stan, Goodrich, Glenn K, Nichols, Greg, Steiner, John F

KP Region(s): Colorado, Northwest, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research, Center for Health Research - Northwest

1345. Steck JK, Schuberth JM, Christensen JC, Luu CA

*Revision Total Ankle Arthroplasty*


KP Authors: Schuberth, Jack

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1346. Schuberth JM, Christensen JC, Seidenstricker C

*Takedown of Ankle Arthrodesis With Insufficient Fibula: Surgical Technique and Intermediate-Term Follow-Up*

*J Foot Ankle Surg.* 2017 Nov 14. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2017.05.003. PMID:29146221

KP Authors: Schuberth, Jack
1347. Schuberth JM, Christensen JC, Seidenstricker CL
   **Total Ankle Replacement with Severe Valgus Deformity: Technique and Surgical Strategy**
   KP Authors: Schuberth, Jack
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1348. Schuman E, Alexander P, Ronfeld A
   **Use of bovine carotid artery for buttonhole technique hemodialysis**
   *J Vasc Access.* 2017 Nov 08:0. DOI: 10.5301/jva.5000800. PMID:29148012
   KP Authors: Schuman, Eric, Ronfeld, Amy K
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   **Associations Between Parental SES and Children's Health-Related Quality of Life: The Role of Objective and Subjective Social Status**
   *J Pediatr Psychol.* 2017 Nov 15. DOI: 10.1093/jpepsy/jsx139. PMID:29155956
   KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1350. Feng JY, Toomey SL, Zaslavsky AM, Nakamura MM, Schuster MA
   **Readmission After Pediatric Mental Health Admissions**
   *Pediatrics.* 2017 Nov 03. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2017-1571. PMID:29101224
   KP Authors: Schuster, Mark A
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1351. Fenton AT, Elliott MN, Schwebel DC, Berkowitz Z, Liddon NC, Tortolero SR, Cuccaro PM, Davies SL, Schuster MA
   **Unequal interactions: Examining the role of patient-centered care in reducing inequitable diffusion of a medical innovation, the human papillomavirus (HPV) vaccine**
Guidelines for Family-Centered Care in the Neonatal, Pediatric, and Adult ICU
Crit Care Med. 2017 Jan;45(1):103-128. DOI: 10.1097/CCM.0000000000002169. PMID:27984278
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1353. Coombs M, Puntillo KA, Franck LS, Scruth EA, Harvey MA, Swoboda SM, Davidson JE
Implementing the SCCM Family-Centered Care Guidelines in Critical Care Nursing Practice
PMID:28592473
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1354. Scruth EA, Oveisi N, Liu V
Innovation and Technology: Electronic Intensive Care Unit Diaries
PMID:28592479
KP Authors: Scruth, Elizabeth, Liu, Vincent
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Optimizing Radiation Doses for Computed Tomography Across Institutions: Dose Auditing and Best Practices
KP Authors: Seibert, Anthony, Lamba, Ramit, Boone, John, Miglioretti, Diana
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
1356. Mruthyunjaya P, Seider MI, Stinnett S, Schefler A, Ocular Oncology Study Consortium  
**Association between Tumor Regression Rate and Gene Expression Profile after Iodine 125  
Plaque Radiotherapy for Uveal Melanoma**  
KP Authors: Seider, Michael I  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1357. Nallasamy N, Seider MI, Gururangan S, Mruthyunjaya P  
**Everolimus to treat aggressive retinal astrocytic hamartoma in tuberous sclerosis complex**  
KP Authors: Seider, Michael I  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1358. Seider MI, Mruthyunjaya P  
**MOLECULAR PROGNOSTICS FOR UVEAL MELANOMA**  
*Retina (Philadelphia, Pa)*. 2017 Jun 29. DOI: 10.1097/IAE.0000000000001757. PMID:28665870  
KP Authors: Seider, Michael I  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**Duration of Mechanical Ventilation in the Emergency Department**  
KP Authors: Seigel, Todd A  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

**Emergency Department Blood Gas Utilization and Changes in Ventilator Settings**  
*Respir Care*. 2017 Sep 26. DOI: 10.4187/respcare.05590. PMID:28951466  
KP Authors: Seigel, Todd A  
KP Region(s): Northern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1361. Cohidon C, Selby K, Cornuz J, Gaspoz JM, Senn N
Dans le domaine ambulatoire : Opinions et pratiques des médecins de famille et formation des futurs praticiens

KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1362. Selby K, Cornuz J, Cohidon C, Gaspoz JM, Senn N
How do Swiss general practitioners agree with and report adhering to a top-five list of unnecessary tests and treatments? Results of a cross-sectional survey
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Outil d’aide à la décision comparant les traitements pharmacologiques pour l’arrêt du tabac
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1364. Selby K, Auer R, Cornuz J
Shared decision making in preventive care in Switzerland: From theory to action
PMID:28527635
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Interventions to Improve Follow-up of Positive Results on Fecal Blood Tests: A Systematic Review
PMID:29049756
KP Authors: Selby, Kevin J, Levin, Theodore, Schottinger, Joanne E, Jensen, Christopher D
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

A systematic multidisciplinary initiative for reducing the risk of complications in adult scoliosis surgery


KP Authors: Sethi, Rajiv, Anderson, Melissa L, Baldwin, Eric A, Shea, Mary, Ross, Lisa C, Wernli, Karen J

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1367. Levy WC, Li Y, Reed SD, Zile MR, Shadman R, Dardas T, Whellan DJ, Schulman KA, Ellis SJ, Neilson M, O'Connor CM, HFACTION Investigators

Does the Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillator Benefit Vary With the Estimated Proportional Risk of Sudden Death in Heart Failure Patients?


KP Authors: Shadman, Ramin F

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Southern California


Seattle Heart Failure and Proportional Risk Models Predict Benefit From Implantable Cardioverter-Defibrillators


KP Authors: Shadman, Ramin F

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Southern California


Appendiceal Goblet Cell Carcinoid: Common Errors in Staging and Clinical Interpretation with a Proposal for an Improved Terminology

*Hum Pathol.* 2017 May 24. DOI: 10.1016/j.humpath.2017.05.012. PMID:28551326

KP Authors: Shafizadeh, Nafis X

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Southern California
1370. Umetsu SE, Shafizadeh N, Kakar S

**Grading and Staging Mucinous Neoplasms of the Appendix: A Case Series and Review of the Literature**

*Hum Pathol.* 2017 Sep 29. DOI: 10.1016/j.humpath.2017.09.005. PMID:28970138

KP Authors: Shafizadeh, Nafis X

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1371. Balitzer D, Shafizadeh N, Peters MG, Ferrell LD, Alshak N, Kakar S

**Autoimmune hepatitis: review of histologic features included in the simplified criteria proposed by the international autoimmune hepatitis group and proposal for new histologic criteria**

*Mod Pathol.* 2017 Jan 20. DOI: 10.1038/modpathol.2016.267. PMID:28106105

KP Authors: Shafizadeh, Nafis X, Alshak, Najeeb

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):


**Blood pressure control and mortality in US- and foreign-born blacks in New York City**

*J Clin Hypertens (Greenwich).* 2017 Jul 06. DOI: 10.1111/jch.13045. PMID:28681519

KP Authors: Shah, Nirav Ramesh

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1373. Martin EG, Shah NR, Birkhead GS

**Unlocking the Power of Open Health Data: A Checklist to Improve Value and Promote Use**


PMID:28257411

KP Authors: Shah, Nirav Ramesh

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1374. Shahram Y, Baudendistel T, Josephson S

**Can't Shake This Feeling**


KP Authors: Shahram, Yalda, Baudendistel, Thomas E

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):
   Evolution of cancer stem-like cells in endocrine-resistant metastatic breast cancers is mediated by stromal microvesicles
   KP Authors: Shapiro, Lauren
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1376. Taunk P, Singh S, Lichtenstein D, Joshi V, Gold J, Sharma A
   Improved Classification of Indeterminate Biliary Strictures by Probe-Based Confocal Laser Endomicroscopy using the Paris Criteria Following Biliary Stenting
   KP Authors: Sharma, Ashish
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1377. Sharp AL, Hu YR, Shen E, Chen R, Radecki RP, Kanter MH, Gould MK
   Improving antibiotic stewardship: a stepped-wedge cluster randomized trial
   KP Region(s): Southern California, Northwest, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Tablet-Based Patient-Centered Decision Support for Minor Head Injury in the Emergency Department: Pilot Study
   JMIR Mhealth Uhealth. 2017 Sep 28;5(9):e144. Epub 2017-09-28. DOI: 10.2196/mhealth.8732. PMID:28958987
   KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Huang, Brian
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1379. Sharp AL, Huang BZ, Tang T, Shen E, Melnick ER, Venkatesh AK, Kanter MH, Gould MK
Implementation of the Canadian CT Head Rule and Its Association With Use of Computed Tomography Among Patients With Head Injury
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Huang, Brian, Tang, Tania, Shen, Ernest, Kanter, Michael H, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1380. Sharp AL, Nagaraj G, Rippberger EJ, Shen E, Swap CJ, Silver MA, McCormick T, Vinson DR, Hoffman JR
Computed Tomography Use for Adults with Head Injury: Describing Likely Avoidable ED Imaging based on the Canadian CT Head Rule
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Nagaraj, Ganesh, Rippberger, Ellen J, Shen, Ernest, Swap, Clifford J, Silver, Matthew A, Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Division of Research

1381. Sharp AL, Shen E, Kanter MH, Berman LJ, Gould MK
Low-value antibiotic prescribing and clinical factors influencing patient satisfaction
KP Authors: Sharp, Adam L, Shen, Ernest, Kanter, Michael H, Berman, Laura, Gould, Michael K
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

So You Think You Don’t Plunge? An Assessment of Far Cortex Drill Tip Plunging Based on Level of Training
Surg Technol Int. 2017 Jul 25;30:490-495. DOI: . PMID:28693046
KP Authors: Sharpe, Frances E
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1383. Johnson SG, Shaw PB, Delate T, Kurz DL, Gregg D, Darnell JC, Aquilante CL
Feasibility of clinical pharmacist-led CYP2C19 genotyping for patients receiving non-emergent cardiac catheterization in an integrated health system
KP Authors: Shaw, Paul B, Delate, Tom, Kurz, Deanna
KP Region(s): Colorado
Completion of an Outpatient Visit After Skilled Nursing Facility Discharge and Readmission Risk
*J Am Med Dir Assoc.* 2017 Jul 01. DOI: 10.1016/j.jamda.2017.05.023. PMID:28676290
KP Authors: Shen, Ernest, Alem, Angelika C, Khang, Peter, Watson, Heather L, Nguyen, Huong Q
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Causal Effect of Genetic Variants Associated With Body Mass Index on Multiple Sclerosis Susceptibility
*Am J Epidemiol.* 2017 02 01;185(3):162-171. DOI: 10.1093/aje/kww120. PMID:28073764
KP Authors: Shen, Ling, Schaefer, Cathy, Barcellos, Lisa F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Evidence for a causal relationship between low vitamin D, high BMI, and pediatric-onset MS
*Neurology.* 2017 Mar 29. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000003849. PMID:28356466
KP Authors: Shen, Ling, Schaefer, Cathy, Barcellos, Lisa F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Genetic risk factors for pediatric-onset multiple sclerosis
KP Authors: Shen, Ling, Schaefer, Cathy, Barcellos, Lisa F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

   **Objective quantification of trochlear dysplasia: Assessment of the difference in morphology**
   **between control and chronic patellofemoral instability patients**
   PMID:28666647
   KP Authors: Shin, Sangmin R
   KP Region(s): Georgia
   KP Research center(s):

1389. Slean GR, Shorstein NH, Liu L, Paschal JF, Winthrop KL, Herrinton LJ
   **Pathogens and antibiotic sensitivities in endophthalmitis**
   PMID:28013528
   KP Authors: Shorstein, Neal H, Liu, Liyan, Paschal, John, Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   **Failure Modes and Effects Analysis of bilateral same-day cataract surgery**
   PMID:28410711
   KP Authors: Shorstein, Neal H, Lucido, Carol L, Carolan, James A, Liu, Liyan, Slean, Geraldine R,
   Herrinton, Lisa
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1391. Short DJ, Zgonis T
   **Management of Osteomyelitis and Bone Loss in the Diabetic Charcot Foot and Ankle**
   PMID:28576196
   KP Authors: Short, Daniel J
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research center(s):

1392. Shortreed SM, Ertefaie A
   **Outcome-adaptive lasso: Variable selection for causal inference**
   *Biometrics*. 2017 Mar 08. DOI: 10.1111/biom.12679. PMID:28273693
   KP Authors: Shortreed, Susan M
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute
KP Authors: Shyn, Stanley I
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

KP Authors: Sidhu, Sohrab
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Association of Coronary Artery Calcium in Adults Aged 32 to 46 Years With Incident Coronary Heart Disease and Death
*JAMA Cardiol.* 2017 Feb 08. DOI: 10.1001/jamacardio.2016.5493. PMID:28196265
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Association of early left ventricular dysfunction with advanced magnetic resonance white matter and gray matter brain measures: The CARDIA study
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Associations between cellular aging markers and metabolic syndrome: findings from the CARDIA study
*J Clin Endocrinol Metab.* 2017 Oct 18. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-01625. PMID:29053810
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Cardiovascular health in young adulthood and structural brain MRI in midlife: The CARDIA study
*Neurology.* 2017 Jul 19. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004222. PMID:28724586
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Circulating Cellular Adhesion Molecules and Cognitive Function: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults Study
Intake of niacin, folate, vitamin B-6, and vitamin B-12 through young adulthood and cognitive function in midlife: the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) study
Am J Clin Nutr. 2017 Aug 02. DOI: 10.3945/ajcn.117.157834. PMID:28768650
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Marijuana Use and Estimated Glomerular Filtration Rate in Young Adults
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Racial Differences in Associations of Blood Pressure Components in Young Adulthood With Incident Cardiovascular Disease by Middle Age: Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study
JAMA Cardiol. 2017 Feb 15. DOI: 10.1001/jamacardio.2016.5678. PMID:28199497
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Reference Ranges and Regional Patterns of Left Ventricular Strain and Strain Rate Using Two-Dimensional Speckle-Tracking Echocardiography in a Healthy Middle-Aged Black and White Population: The CARDIA Study
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
1406. Whitaker KM, Odegaard AO, Jacobs DR, Sidney S, Pereira MA

**Sedentary Behavior, Physical Activity, and Abdominal Adipose Tissue Deposition**

PMID:27749387
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1407. Whitaker KM, Buman MP, Odegaard AO, Carpenter KC, Jacobs DR, Sidney S, Pereira MA

**Sedentary Behaviors and Cardiometabolic Risk, an Isotemporal Substitution Analysis**

KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Sex hormones and brain volumes in a longitudinal study of middle-aged men in the CARDIA study**

KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Visit-to-Visit Blood Pressure Variability in Young Adulthood and Hippocampal Volume and Integrity at Middle Age: The CARDIA Study (Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults)**

*Hypertension.* 2017 Oct 09. DOI: 10.1161/HYPERTENSIONAHA.117.10144. PMID:28993449
KP Authors: Sidney, Steve
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Lifetime Marijuana Use and Subclinical Atherosclerosis: The Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults (CARDIA) Study**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1411. Sidney S, Quesenberry CP, Jaffe MG, Sorel M, Go AS, Rana JS
   Heterogeneity in national U.S. mortality trends within heart disease subgroups, 2000-2015
   PMID:28720073
   KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Quesenberry, Charles P, Jaffe, Marc, Sorel, Michael E, Go, Alan S, 
   Rana, Jamal S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Lemos JA, Carnethon M, Berry JD
   Fitness in Young Adulthood and Long-Term Cardiac Structure and Function: The CARDIA Study 
   JACC Heart Fail. 2017 Mar 05. DOI: 10.1016/j.jchf.2016.11.014. PMID:28285119
   KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Rana, Jamal S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1413. Graff M, Scott RA, Justice AE, Young KL, Feitosa MF, Barata L, Winkler TW, Chu AY, Mahajan A, 
   Hadley D, Xue L, Workalemahu T, Heard-Costa NL, den Hoed M, Ahluwalia TS, Qi Q, Ngwa JS, 
   Renström F, Quaye L, Eicher JD, Hayes JE, Cornelis M, Kutalik Z, Lim E,
   Genome-wide physical activity interactions in adiposity - A meta-analysis of 200,452 adults 
   PMID:28448500
   KP Authors: Sidney, Steve, Sternfeld, Barbara
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   JT, Kitahata MM, Goedert JJ, Grover S, Mayor AM, Moore RD, Park LS, Rachlis A, Sigel K, Sterling 
   TR, Thorne JE, Pfeiffer RM, North American AIDS Cohort Collabo
   Cancer-Attributable Mortality Among People With Treated Human Immunodeficiency Virus 
   Infection in North America 
   KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J
   KP Region(s): Northern California

**HIV Infection, Immune Suppression and Age at Diagnosis of Non-AIDS-Defining Cancers**

*Clin Infect Dis.* 2017 02 15;64(4):468-475. DOI: 10.1093/cid/ciw764. PMID:27940936

KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Increased Risk of Myocardial Infarction in HIV-Infected Individuals in North America Compared to the General Population**

*J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr.* 2017 May 17. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001450. PMID:28520615

KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Cohort study of cancer risk among insured transgender people**


KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J, Becerra, Tracy Ann, Cromwell, Lee, Getahun, Darios T, Hunkeler, Enid, Millman, Andrea K, Quinn, Virginia P, Robinson, Brandi E, Slovis, Jennifer L
KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Georgia, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Clinical and Outcomes Research


**A Flow-Based Model of the HIV Care Continuum in the United States**

*J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr.* 2017 Apr 26. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001429. PMID:28471841

KP Authors: Silverberg, Michael J, Horberg, Michael
KP Region(s): Northern California, Mid-Atlantic, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Division of Research, Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

**Blood Pressure Before Initiation of Maintenance Dialysis and Subsequent Mortality**

KP Authors: Sim, John J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Intradialytic hypotension, blood pressure changes and mortality risk in incident hemodialysis patients**
*Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2017 Apr 21. DOI: 10.1093/ndt/gfx037. PMID:28444336*

KP Authors: Sim, John J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Seasonal variations in transition, mortality and kidney transplantation among patients with end-stage renal disease in the USA**
*Nephrol Dial Transplant. 2017 Apr 01;32(suppl_2):ii99-ii105. DOI: 10.1093/ndt/gfw379. PMID:28201764*

KP Authors: Sim, John J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1422. Sim JJ, Batech M, Danforth KN, Rutkowski MP, Jacobsen SJ, Kanter MH

**End-Stage Renal Disease Outcomes among the Kaiser Permanente Southern California Creatinine Safety Program (Creatinine SureNet): Opportunities to Reflect and Improve**
*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-143. PMID:28241912*

KP Authors: Sim, John J, Batech, Michael, Danforth, Kim N, Rutkowski, Mark P, Jacobsen, Steven J, Kanter, Michael H

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
Transition of care from pre-dialysis prelude to renal replacement therapy: the blueprints of emerging research in advanced chronic kidney disease
*Nephrol Dial Transplant.* 2017 Apr 01;32(suppl_2):ii91-ii98. DOI: 10.1093/ndt/gfw357.
PMID:28201698
KP Authors: Sim, John J, Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Incremental Benefit-Cost of MOMCare: Collaborative Care for Perinatal Depression Among Economically Disadvantaged Women
*Psychiatr Serv.* 2017 Jul 03:appips201600411. DOI: 10.1176/appi.ps.201600411. PMID:28669288
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

First Presentation With Psychotic Symptoms in a Population-Based Sample
PMID:28045349
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E, Coleman, Karen J, Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Operskalski, Belinda H, Stewart, Christine C, Hunkeler, Enid, Lynch, Frances, Carrell, David S, Beck, Arne
KP Region(s): Washington, Southern California, Northwest, Northern California, Colorado, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Northwest, Division of Research, Institute for Health Research

Data Sharing and Embedded Research
*Ann Intern Med.* 2017 Oct 03. DOI: 10.7326/M17-0863. PMID:28973353
KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E, Coronado, Gloria D, DeBar, Lynn, Green, Beverly B, Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Washington, Northwest, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Center for Health Research - Northwest

Does Patient Adherence to Antidepressant Medication Actually Vary Between Physicians?


KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E, Johnson, Eric, Stewart, Christine C, Beck, Arne, Coleman, Karen J, Waitzfelder, Beth E, Penfold, Robert B, Operskalski, Belinda H, Shortreed, Susan M

KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Southern California, Hawaii, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation, Center for Health Research - Hawaii


A pragmatic randomized clinical trial of behavioral activation for depressed pregnant women


KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E, Ludman, Evette J, Boggs, Jennifer M, Powers, J David, Beck, Arne

KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research


Between-visit changes in suicidal ideation and risk of subsequent suicide attempt

*Depress Anxiety.* 2017 Apr 25. DOI: 10.1002/da.22623. PMID:28440902

KP Authors: Simon, Gregory E, Shortreed, Susan M, Johnson, Eric S, Beck, Arne, Coleman, Karen J, Whiteside, Ursula, Operskalski, Belinda H, Penfold, Robert B

KP Region(s): Washington, Colorado, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute, Institute for Health Research, Department of Research and Evaluation


The Role of Mechanobiology in Progression of Rotator Cuff Muscle Atrophy and Degeneration


KP Authors: Singh, Anshuman

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Southern California


Histological Evidence of Muscle Degeneration in Advanced Human Rotator Cuff Disease


KP Authors: Singh, Anshuman, Anakwenze, Oke A

KP Region(s): Southern California
1432. Kancherla VK, Singh A, Anakwenze OA
Management of Acute Proximal Humeral Fractures
KP Authors: Singh, Anshuman, Anakwenze, Oke A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1433. Sison V, Stackhouse T, Breeze R, Hall T, McKenzie P, Tartaglia N
Arteriovenous Malformation in a Youth with Atypical Autism Symptoms
_J Child Dev Disord._ 2017;3(1). Epub 2017-02-28. DOI: . PMID:28989994
KP Authors: Sison, Veena Marie S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1434. Skold A, Lesandrini J
Autonomy, Authenticity, and Deferred Decision Making: The Practical Application of Abstract Concepts for Physician Assistants
PMID:28509839
KP Authors: Skold, Anna
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

An imputation method for calculating and comparing autoimmune disease incidence using partial case review
KP Authors: Slezak, Jeffrey M, Sy, Lina S, Chao, Chun R, Takhar, Harpreet S, Ackerson, Bradley K, Cheetham, T Craig, Jacobsen, Steven J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Computerized prescriber order entry-related patient safety reports: analysis of 2522 medication errors

**KP Authors:** Smith, Nicholas L  
**KP Region(s):** Washington  
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**KP Authors:** Smith, Nicholas L  
**KP Region(s):** Washington  
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute


**KP Authors:** Smith, Nicholas L, Floyd, James S  
**KP Region(s):** Washington  
**KP Research center(s):** Washington Health Research Institute

Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Analysis commons, a team approach to discovery in a big-data environment for genetic epidemiology**
*Nat Genet.* 2017 Oct 27;49(11):1560-1563. DOI: 10.1038/ng.3968. PMID:29074945
KP Authors: Smith, Nicholas L, Psaty, Bruce M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1441. Jones JA, Snyder JJ, Gesko DS, Helgeson MJ
**Integrated Medical-Dental Delivery Systems: Models in a Changing Environment and Their Implications for Dental Education**
*J Dent Educ.* 2017 Sep;81(9):eS21-eS29. DOI: 10.21815/JDE.017.029. PMID:28864800
KP Authors: Snyder, John J
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1442. Sofrygin O, van der Laan MJ, Neugebauer R
**simcausal R Package: Conducting Transparent and Reproducible Simulation Studies of Causal Effect Estimation with Complex Longitudinal Data**
*J Stat Softw.* 2017;81. Epub 2017-10-16. DOI: 10.18637/jss.v081.i02. PMID:29104515
KP Authors: Sofrygin, Oleg, Neugebauer, Romain S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1443. Song BH, Merchant M, Schloegel L
**Voice Outcomes of Adults Diagnosed with Pediatric Vocal Fold Nodules and Impact of Speech Therapy**
KP Authors: Song, Brian, Merchant, Maqdooda, Schloegel, Luke
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1444. Song TE, Jiang N
**Transgender Phonosurgery: A Systematic Review and Meta-analysis**
KP Authors: Song, Tara E, Jiang, Nancy
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):
1445. Blitz MJ, Rochelson B, Sood M, Bialer MG, Vohra N
*Prenatal sonographic findings in a case of Wolman's disease*
*J Clin Ultrasound. 2017 Apr 04. DOI: 10.1002/jcu.22481. PMID:28374935*
KP Authors: Sood, Monica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

*Treatment Patterns and Overall Survival Associated with First-Line Systemic Therapy for Patients with Advanced Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer*
*J Manag Care Spec Pharm. 2017 Feb;23(2):195-205. DOI: 10.18553/jmcp.2017.23.2.195. PMID:28125366*
KP Authors: Spence, Michele M, Hui, Rita L, Chang, Jennifer T, Schottinger, Joanne E, Millares, Mirta, Rashid, Nazia
KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

1447. Lee CB, Spencer HT
*Comparison of Intraoperative Fluoroscopic Dunn View With Magnetic Resonance Imaging to Determine Femoral Version*
*Arthroscopy. 2017 Mar 13. DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2017.01.022. PMID:28302428*
KP Authors: Spencer, Hillard T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

*Phase II Study of Yttrium-90 Ibritumomab Tiuxetan Plus High-Dose BCNU, Etoposide, Cytarabine, and Melphalan for Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma: The Role of Histology*
*Biol Blood Marrow Transplant. 2017 Mar 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.bbmt.2017.03.004. PMID:28267593*
KP Authors: Spielberger, Ricardo T
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1450. Srivastava P

**Decision to Die**

*J Oncol Pract.* 2017 Sep 06;JOP2017026799. DOI: 10.1200/JOP.2017.026799. PMID:28876158

KP Authors: Srivastava, Piyush
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Nurses' Perceptions of In-Hospital Versus Telephone Availability of an Intensivist at Night in an Intensive Care Unit**


KP Authors: Stanton, Emily S
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):


**Blood Pressure and Altitude: An Observational Cohort Study of Hypertensive and Nonhypertensive Himalayan Trekkers in Nepal**

*High Alt Med Biol.* 2017 Aug 08. DOI: 10.1089/ham.2017.0001. PMID:28787190

KP Authors: Starling, Jennifer M
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):


**On the relative role of different age groups during epidemics associated with respiratory syncytial virus**

*J Infect Dis.* 2017 Nov 03. DOI: 10.1093/infdis/jix575. PMID:29112722

KP Authors: Steiner, Claudia
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research
   Returns to Emergency Department, Observation, or Inpatient Care Within 30 Days After
   Hospitalization in 4 States, 2009 and 2010 Versus 2013 and 2014
   *J Hosp Med.* 2017 Nov 22. DOI: 10.12788/jhm.2883. PMID:29186213
   KP Authors: Steiner, Claudia
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

   The Shifting Landscape in Utilization of Inpatient, Observation, and Emergency Department
   Services Across Payers
   KP Authors: Steiner, Claudia
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

1456. Gellad WF, Thorpe CT, Steiner JF, Voils CI
   The myths of medication adherence
   KP Authors: Steiner, John F
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1457. Steiner JF, Zeng C
   Universal v. risk-based screening for food insecurity
   *Public Health Nutr.* 2017 May 10. DOI: 10.1017/S1368980017000714. PMID:28487008
   KP Authors: Steiner, John F, Zeng, Chan
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1458. Barnidge E, Stenmark S, Seligman H
   Clinic-to-Community Models to Address Food Insecurity
   *JAMA Pediatr.* 2017 Apr 03. DOI: 10.1001/jamapediatrics.2017.0067. PMID:28384732
   KP Authors: Stenmark, Sandra
   KP Region(s): Colorado
   KP Research center(s):

**Maternal and neonatal outcomes among scheduled versus unscheduled deliveries in women with prenatally diagnosed, pathologically proven placenta accreta**

PMID:29103344

KP Authors: Stephenson, Megan L, Truong, Yen N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1460. Lui CK, Sterling SA, Chi FW, Lu Y, Campbell CI

**Socioeconomic differences in adolescent substance abuse treatment participation and long-term outcomes**

PMID:28088743

KP Authors: Sterling, Stacy A, Chi, Felicia W, Lu, Yun, Campbell, Cynthia I
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Specialty addiction and psychiatry treatment initiation and engagement: Results from an SBIRT randomized trial in pediatrics**

PMID:29021115

KP Authors: Sterling, Stacy A, Kline-Simon, Andrea H, Jones, Ashley L, Satre, Derek, Parthasarathy, Sujaya, Weisner, Constance
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Anti-Müllerian hormone, follicle stimulating hormone, antral follicle count, and risk of menopause within 5 years**

PMID:28610678

KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Physical activity trajectories during midlife and subsequent risk of physical functioning decline in late mid-life: The Study of Women’s Health Across the Nation (SWAN)**


PMID:28987336

KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**The Impact of a Healthy Lifestyle on Future Physical Functioning in Midlife Women**


PMID:27669444

KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


**Clinical importance of non-participation in a maximal graded exercise test on risk of non-fatal and fatal cardiovascular events and all-cause mortality: CARDIA study**


KP Authors: Sternfeld, Barbara, Sidney, Steve

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**The Role of Hemoglobin Laboratory Test Results for the Detection of Upper Gastrointestinal Bleeding Outcomes Resulting from the Use of Medications in Observational Studies**


KP Authors: Sterrett, Andrew T, Raebel, Marsha A

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research


**AAPM medical physics practice guideline 6.a.: Performance characteristics of radiation dose index monitoring systems**


_The Long-term Oxygen Treatment Trial (LOTT) for Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease: Rationale, Design, and Lessons Learned_


KP Authors: Stibolt, Thomas B
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1469. Stone EG

_In-Flight Emergency_


KP Authors: Stone, Erin G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1470. Stone EG

-Unintended adverse consequences of a clinical decision support system: two cases_

*J Am Med Inform Assoc.* 2017 Sep 23. DOI: 10.1093/jamia/ocx096. PMID:29036296

KP Authors: Stone, Erin G
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1471. Storholm ED, Volk JE, Marcus JL, Silverberg MJ, Satre DD

_Risk Perception, Sexual Behaviors, and PrEP Adherence Among Substance-Using Men Who Have Sex with Men: a Qualitative Study_

*Prev Sci.* 2017 Jun 03. DOI: 10.1007/s11121-017-0799-8. PMID:28578516

KP Authors: Storholm, Erik, Volk, Jonathan E, Marcus, Julia L, Silverberg, Michael J, Satre, Derek
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1472. Haynes JM, Stumbo RW
1473. Stumbo SP, Ford JH, Green CA

Factors influencing the long-term sustainment of quality improvements made in addiction treatment facilities: a qualitative study
PMID:29089054
KP Authors: Stumbo, Scott P, Green, Carla A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1474. Suba EJ, Ortega RE, Mutch DG

PMID:28589014
KP Authors: Suba, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1475. Suba EJ

Correspondence regarding Castle., Human papillomavirus screening for low and middle-income countries
KP Authors: Suba, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1476. Suba EJ, Zarka MA, Raab SS

Human papillomavirus screening for low and middle-income countries
KP Authors: Suba, Eric
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
1477. Papas BA, Shaikh N, Watson K, Sucato GS
Contraceptive counseling among pediatric primary care providers in Western Pennsylvania: A survey-based study
*SAGE Open Med.* 2017;5:2050312117730244. Epub 2017-09-06. DOI: 10.1177/2050312117730244. PMID:28959447
KP Authors: Sucato, Gina S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1478. Sue LY, Batech M, Yadav D, Pandol SJ, Blumentals WA, von Krusenstiern LS, Chen W, Wu BU
Effect of Serum Triglycerides on Clinical Outcomes in Acute Pancreatitis: Findings From a Regional Integrated Health Care System
*Pancreas.* 2017 Aug;46(7):874-879. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000000860. PMID:28697126
KP Authors: Sue, Laura, Batech, Michael, Chen, Wansu, Wu, Bechien U
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

Impact of Pharmacogenetics on Efficacy and Safety of Statin Therapy for Dyslipidemia
*Pharmacotherapy.* 2017 Jul 03. DOI: 10.1002/phar.1981. PMID:28672099
KP Authors: Suzuki, Marina
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s):

1480. Stout A, Dreyfuss P, Swain N, Roberts S, Loh E, Agur A
Proposed Optimal Fluoroscopic Targets for Cooled Radiofrequency Neurotomy of the Sacral Lateral Branches to Improve Clinical Outcomes: An Anatomical Study
KP Authors: Swain, Nathan A
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Postlicensure Safety Surveillance of Congenital Anomaly and Miscarriage Among Pregnancies Exposed to Quadrivalent Human Papillomavirus Vaccine
Alphabetical by KP author last name


**ACR Appropriateness Criteria**

*Sinonasal Disease*


KP Authors: Symko, Sophia C

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):


**ACR Appropriateness Criteria**

*Tinnitus*


KP Authors: Symko, Sophia C

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):

1484. Tabano DC, Cole E, Holve E, Davidson AJ

**Distributed Data Networks That Support Public Health Information Needs**


KP Authors: Tabano, David C

KP Region(s): Colorado

KP Research center(s):

1485. Mcgeehan L, Takehara MA, Daroszewski E

**Physicians’ Perceptions of Volunteer Service at Safety-Net Clinics**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-003. PMID:28241907*

KP Authors: Takehara, Michael A

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

*Phase II open label pilot trial of aprepitant and palonosetron for the prevention of chemotherapy-induced nausea and vomiting (CINV) in patients receiving moderately emetogenic FOLFOX chemotherapy for the treatment of colorectal cancer*

Support Care Cancer. 2017 Oct 31. DOI: 10.1007/s00520-017-3950-y. PMID:29090385

KP Authors: Takemoto, Marc H
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):

1487. Kaye R, Tang CG, Sinclair CF

*The electrolarynx: voice restoration after total laryngectomy*


KP Authors: Tang, Christopher G
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


*Changes in Kidney Function Associated with Daily Tenofovir Disoproxil Fumarate/Emtricitabine for HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis Use in the United States Demonstration Project*

J Acquir Immune Defic Syndr. 2017 Oct 04. DOI: 10.1097/QAI.0000000000001566. PMID:28991887

KP Authors: Tang, Eric C
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1489. Davis JN, Shearrer GE, Tao W, Hurston SR, Gunderson EP

*Dietary variables associated with substantial postpartum weight retention at 1-year among women with GDM pregnancy*

BMC Obes. 2017;4:31. Epub 2017-08-03. DOI: 10.1186/s40608-017-0166-0. PMID:28794888

KP Authors: Tao, Wei, Hurston, Shanta R, Gunderson, Erica
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
   Safety of Quadrivalent Meningococcal Conjugate Vaccine in Children 2-10 Years
   KP Authors: Tartof, Sara Yee, Sy, Lina S, Ackerson, Bradley K, Hechter, Rulin C, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Luo, Yi, Fischetti, Christine, Takhar, Harpreet S, Solano, Zendi, Jacobsen, Steven J, Tseng, Hung-Fu
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Association Between Tumor Progression Endpoints and Overall Survival in Patients with Advanced Neuroendocrine Tumors
   Oncologist. 2017 Feb 08. DOI: 10.1634/theoncologist.2016-0175. PMID:28179574
   KP Authors: Ter-Minassian, Monica
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research center(s): 

1492. Tewari D, Novak-Weekley S, Hong C, Aslam S, Behrens CM
   Performance of the cobas HPV Test for the Triage of Atypical Squamous Cells of Undetermined Significance Cytology in Cervical Specimens Collected in SurePath
   KP Authors: Tewari, Devansu, Novak, Susan M, Hong, Christina
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): 

   Impact of Opioid Dose Reduction and Risk Mitigation Initiatives on Chronic Opioid Therapy Patients at Higher Risk for Opioid-Related Adverse Outcomes
   Pain Med. 2017 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1093/pm/pnx293. PMID:29220525
   KP Authors: Thakral, Manu, Walker, Rod L, Saunders, Kathleen W, Shortreed, Susan M, Dublin, Sascha, Hansen, Ryan, Ludman, Evette J, Sherman, Karen J, Vonkorff, Michael R
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Comparing Pain and Depressive Symptoms of Chronic Opioid Therapy Patients Receiving Dose Reduction and Risk Mitigation Initiatives to Usual Care


KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Association Between Thyroid Disease and Uveitis: Results From the Pacific Ocular Inflammation Study


KP Authors: Tham, Vivien M, Vinoya, Aleli C, Uchida, Aileen

KP Region(s): Hawaii

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Hawaii


Firearm Storage Practices in Households of Adolescents With and Without Mental Illness


KP Authors: Theis, Mary K, Ludman, Evette J, Grossman, David C

KP Region(s): Washington

KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1497. Thompson LD

Nasopharyngeal papillary adenocarcinoma

Ear Nose Throat J. 2017 Dec;96(12):456-457. DOI: . PMID:29236265

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1498. Thompson LDR, Franchi A


Virchows Arch. 2017 Apr 25. DOI: 10.1007/s00428-017-2116-0. PMID:28444451

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):
1499. Thompson LD

**Eart fetal rhabdomyoma**

*Ear Nose Throat J. 2017 Sep;96(9):358. DOI: . PMID:28931187*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1500. Sato K, Thompson LDR, Miyai K, Kono T, Tsuda H

**Ectopic Hamartomatous Thymoma: A Review Of The Literature With Report Of New Cases And Proposal Of A New Name: Biphenotypic Branchioma**

*Head Neck Pathol. 2017 Sep 06. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-017-0854-6. PMID:28879635*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1501. Thompson LD

**Elastofibroma**

*Ear Nose Throat J. 2017 Apr-May;96(4-5):160. DOI: . PMID:28489232*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


**Epithelial-Myoepithelial Carcinoma: Frequent Morphologic and Molecular Evidence of Preexisting Pleomorphic Adenoma, Common HRAS Mutations in PLAG1-intact and HMGA2-intact Cases, and Occasional TP53, FBXW7, and SMARCB1 Alterations in High-grade Cases**

*Am J Surg Pathol. 2017 Nov 09. DOI: 10.1097/PAS.0000000000000933. PMID:29135520*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


**Improving margin revision: Characterization of tumor bed margins in early oral tongue cancer**


KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
1504. Thompson LD

**Laryngeal Dysplasia, Squamous Cell Carcinoma, and Variants**

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):

1505. Thompson LD

**Lobular capillary hemangioma (pyogenic granuloma) of the oral cavity**
*Ear Nose Throat J. 2017 Jul;96(7):240. DOI:  . PMID:28719705*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):

1506. Sakagiannis G, Giotakis E, Thompson LDR

**Localized Nasopharyngeal Amyloidosis: A Clinicopathologic Series of 7 Cases with a Literature Review**
*Head Neck Pathol. 2017 Dec 27. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-017-0880-4. PMID:29282670*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):


**Long-term follow-up of a patient with malignant transformation of inverted papilloma into sinonasal undifferentiated carcinoma**

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):

1508. Bauer JL, Toluie S, Thompson LDR

**Metastases to the Parathyroid Glands: A Comprehensive Literature Review of 127 Reported Cases**
*Head Neck Pathol. 2017 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-017-0850-x. PMID:28875280*

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1513. Thompson LDR, Lau SK
Alphabetical by KP author last name

**Sinonasal Tract Solitary Fibrous Tumor: A Clinicopathologic Study of Six Cases with a Comprehensive Review of the Literature**  
*Head Neck Pathol. 2017 Dec 27. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-017-0878-y. PMID:29282671*  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1514. Thompson LD  
**Small round blue cell tumors of the sinonasal tract: a differential diagnosis approach**  
*Mod Pathol. 2017 Jan;30(s1):S1-S26. DOI: 10.1038/modpathol.2016.119. PMID:28060373*  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1515. Thompson LD  
**Thyroglossal duct cyst**  
*Ear Nose Throat J. 2017 Feb;96(2):54-55. DOI: . PMID:28231361*  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1516. Thompson LD  
**Update From the 4th Edition of the World Health Organization Classification of Head and Neck Tumours: Tumours of the Ear**  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):  

1517. Thompson LD, Herrera HB, Lau SK  
**Thyroglossal Duct Cyst Carcinomas in Pediatric Patients: Report of Two Cases with a Comprehensive Literature Review**  
*Head Neck Pathol. 2017 Mar 14. DOI: 10.1007/s12105-017-0807-0. PMID:28293858*  
KP Authors: Thompson, Lester DR, Herrera, Hannah B  
KP Region(s): Southern California  
KP Research center(s):
Biospecimen donation among black and white breast cancer survivors: opportunities to promote precision medicine
KP Authors: Tolsma, Dennis, Johnson, Martha A
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

1519. Lai S, Ton E, Lovejoy M, Graham W, Amin A
Venous Thromboembolism Rates in Transferred Patients: A Cross-Sectional Study
*J Gen Intern Med.* 2017 Sep 15. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4166-z. PMID:28917026
KP Authors: Ton, Eric H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Simplification to single-tablet regimen of elvitegravir, cobicistat, emtricitabine, tenofovir DF from multi-tablet ritonavir-boosted protease inhibitor plus coformulated emtricitabine and tenofovir DF regimens: week 96 results of STRATEGY-PI
KP Authors: Towner, William J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1521. Trang TP, Hanretty AM, Langelier C, Yang K
Use of isavuconazole in a patient with voriconazole-induced QTc prolongation
*Transpl Infect Dis.* 2017 Apr 23. DOI: 10.1111/tid.12712. PMID:28434195
KP Authors: Trang, Tracy P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1522. Treadwell AA
Examining Depression in Patients on Dialysis
KP Authors: Treadwell, Allison A
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):
1523. Sargent J, Sohaey R, Trivedi N

**Sonographic detection of an infected maternal urachal cyst during pregnancy**

*J Clin Ultrasound. 2017 Oct 05. DOI: 10.1002/jcu.22540. PMID:28980334*

KP Authors: Trivedi, Neha A
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


**Predicting birth weight in fetuses with gastroschisis**

*J Perinatol. 2017 Dec 21. DOI: 10.1038/jp.2017.171. PMID:29266095*

KP Authors: Truong, Yen N
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1525. Tsai AG, Nicholson WK

**Losing Weight During the Postpartum Period**

*JAMA. 2017 06 20;317(23):2375-2376. DOI: 10.1001/jama.2017.7036. PMID:28632851*

KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s):

1526. Raffa SD, Maciejewski ML, Zimmerman LE, Damschroder LJ, Estabrooks PA, Ackermann RT, Tsai AG, Histon T, Goldstein MG

**A System-Level Approach to Overweight and Obesity in the Veterans Health Administration**


KP Authors: Tsai, Adam G, Histon, Trina
KP Region(s): Colorado, Program Offices, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s):

1527. Tsai TT, Stanislawski MA, Shunk KA, Armstrong EJ, Grunwald GK, Schob AH, Valle JA, Alfonso CE, Nallamothu BK, Ho PM, Rumsfeld JS, Brilakis ES

**Contemporary Incidence, Management, and Long-Term Outcomes of Percutaneous Coronary Interventions for Chronic Coronary Artery Total Occlusions: Insights From the VA CART Program**

*JACC Cardiovasc Interv. 2017 May 08;10(9):866-875. DOI: 10.1016/j.jcin.2017.02.044. PMID:28473108*

KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
1528. Valle JA, McCoy LA, Maddox TM, Rumsfeld JS, Ho PM, Casserly IP, Nallamothu BK, Roe MT, Tsai TT, Messenger JC

Longitudinal Risk of Adverse Events in Patients With Acute Kidney Injury After Percutaneous Coronary Intervention: Insights From the National Cardiovascular Data Registry


KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1529. Pitts R, Daugherty SL, Tang F, Jones P, Ho PM, Tsai TT, Spertus J, Maddox TM

Optimal secondary prevention medication use in acute myocardial infarction patients with nonobstructive coronary artery disease is modified by management strategy: insights from the TRIUMPH Registry

Clin Cardiol. 2017 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1002/clc.22686. PMID:28387960

KP Authors: Tsai, Thomas T
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research

1530. Tse KY, Zuraw BL, Chen Q, Christiansen SC

Anabolic androgen use in the management of hereditary angioedema: Not so cheap after all


KP Authors: Tse, Kevin Y, Chen, Qiaoling
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1531. Brauer DL, Tse KY, Lin JC, Schatz MX, Simon RA

The Utility of the Reflux Symptom Index for Diagnosis of Laryngopharyngeal Reflux in an Allergy Patient Population


KP Authors: Tse, Kevin Y, Lin, Jane C, Schatz, Michael, Michael.X.Schatz@kp.org
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
   **Family History of Zoster Risk of Developing Herpes Zoster**
   KP Authors: Tseng, Hung-Fu, Chi, Margaret D, Hung, Peggy, Sy, Lina S, Luo, Yi, Holmquist, Kimberly J, Takhar, Harpreet S, Jacobsen, Steven J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Revisiting the genotyping scheme for varicella-zoster viruses based on whole-genome comparisons**
   KP Authors: Tseng, Hung-Fu, Jacobsen, Steven J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   **Safety of Quadrivalent Meningococcal Conjugate Vaccine in 11- to 21-Year-Olds**
   *Pediatrics.* 2017 Jan;139(1). DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-2084. PMID:28025240
   KP Authors: Tseng, Hung-Fu, Sy, Lina S, Ackerson, Bradley K, Hechter, Rulin C, Tartof, Sara Yee, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Luo, Yi, Fischetti, Christine, Takhar, Harpreet S, Solano, Zendi, Jacobsen, Steven J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1535. Tseng J, Samagh S, Fraser D, Landman AB
   **Catalyzing healthcare transformation with digital health: Performance indicators and lessons learned from a Digital Health Innovation Group**
   *Healthc (Amst).* 2017 Sep 25. DOI: 10.1016/j.hjdsi.2017.09.003. PMID:28958850
   KP Authors: Tseng, Jocelyn M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **A Consensus Statement on the Use of Ketamine in the Treatment of Mood Disorders**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

[1537] Lake J, Turner MS
Urgent Need for Improved Mental Health Care and a More Collaborative Model of Care
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-024. PMID:28898197
KP Authors: Turner, Mason S
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

[1538] Wilkinson ST, Toprak M, Turner MS, Levine SP, Katz RB, Sanacora G
A Survey of the Clinical, Off-Label Use of Ketamine as a Treatment for Psychiatric Disorders
PMID:28669202
KP Authors: Turner, Mason S, LeVine, Steven M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Design and Implementation of a Physician Coaching Pilot to Promote Value-Based Referrals to Specialty Care
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-066. PMID:28368789
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

[1540] Tyson N, Frank M
Childhood and adolescent obesity definitions as related to BMI, evaluation and management options
PMID:28838829
KP Authors: Tyson, Nichole
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
1541. Ullrich PM

"People Who Have Something Better To Do Don’t Suffer As Much"
KP Authors: Ullrich, Philip M
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):

1542. Kovacs MD, Mesterhazy J, Avrin D, Urbania T, Mongan J

Correlate: A PACS- and EHR-integrated Tool Leveraging Natural Language Processing to Provide Automated Clinical Follow-up
KP Authors: Urbania, Thomas H
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1543. Ley B, Urbania T, Husson G, Vittinghoff E, Brush DR, Eisner MD, Iribarren C, Collard HR

Code-Based Diagnostic Algorithms for Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis: Case Validation and Improvement
KP Authors: Urbania, Thomas H, Husson, Gail, Brush, David R, Iribarren, Carlos
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1544. Vaks Y, Birnie KL, Carmichael SL, Hernandez-Boussard T, Benitz WE

Temporal Relationship of Onset of Necrotizing Enterocolitis and Introduction of Enteric Feedings and Powdered Milk Fortifier
KP Authors: Vaks, Yana
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1545. Munaganuru N, van den Eeden SK, Creasman J, Subak LL, Strano-Paul L, Huang AJ

Urine leakage during sexual activity among ethnically diverse, community-dwelling middle-aged and older women
KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1546. Richardson MJ, Van Den Eeden SK, Roberts E, Ferrara A, Paulukonis S, English P
   Evaluating the Use of Electronic Health Records for Type 2 Diabetes Surveillance in 2 California Counties, 2010-2014
   PMID:28586621
   KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Ferrara, Assiamira
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1547. Van Den Eeden SK, Lu R, Zhang N, Quesenberry CP, Shan J, Han JS, Tsiatis AC, Leimpeter AD, Lawrence HJ, Febbo PG, Presti JC
   A Biopsy-based 17-gene Genomic Prostate Score as a Predictor of Metastases and Prostate Cancer Death in Surgically Treated Men with Clinically Localized Disease
   KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Quesenberry, Charles P, Shan, Jun, Han, Jeong S, Leimpeter, Amethyst D, Presti, Joseph C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Decision making processes among men with low-risk prostate cancer: a survey study
   KP Authors: Van Den Eeden, Stephen, Shan, Jun, Aaranson, David S, Leimpeter, Amethyst D
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1549. Perry PJ, Doroudgar S, Van Dyke P
   Ethanol Forensic Toxicology
   KP Authors: Van Dyke, Priscilla M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Peer support of complex health behaviors in prevention and disease management with special reference to diabetes: systematic reviews
   PMID:28702258
   KP Authors: Velicer, Clayton F
1551. Dominguez DA, Martin DT, Velotta JB
   A case of video-assisted thoracoscopic resection of malignant transformation of pulmonary recurrent respiratory papillomatosis
   KP Authors: Velotta, Jeffrey B
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Echocardiographic Pulmonary Hypertension Predicts Post-transplantation Renal Allograft Failure
   KP Authors: Ventetuolo, Corey
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1553. Verma D, Kwok KK, Wu BU
   Patient Preferences for Management of Cystic Neoplasms of the Pancreas: A Cross-Sectional Survey Study
   Pancreas. 2017 Jan 18. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000000756. PMID: 28099258
   KP Authors: Verma, Dhruv, Kwok, Karl K, Wu, Bechien U
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1554. Makin CW, Vinson DR
   A literature-based algorithm for the treatment of children with radial head subluxation who fail to respond to initial hyperpronation
   KP Authors: Vinson, David R
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1555. Josephy CP, Vinson DR
Feasibility of single- vs two-physician procedural sedation in a small community emergency department


KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Image Diagnosis: Iliopsoas Abscess from Crohn Disease

Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-150. PMID:28609262

KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Oligo-evidence for antiemetic efficacy in the emergency department


KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Randomized study of IV prochlorperazine plus diphenhydramine vs IV hydromorphone for migraine

Neurology. 2017 Oct 18. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004642. PMID:29046364

KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

Shortened Antimicrobial Treatment for Acute Otitis Media


PMID:28357843

KP Authors: Vinson, David R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

**Outpatient Management of Emergency Department Patients With Acute Pulmonary Embolism: Variation, Patient Characteristics, and Outcomes**


KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Ballard, Dustin, Huang, Jie, Reed, Mary E, Lin, James, Kene, Mamata V, Sax, Dana R, Rauchwerger, Adina S, Wang, David H, McLachlan, Douglas I, Pleshakov, Tamara S, Silver, Matthew A, Clague, Victoria A, Klonecke, Andrew S, Mark, Dustin G

KP Region(s): Northern California, Southern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1561. Vinson DR, Ballard DW, Mark DG, Chettipally UK, CREST Network

**Shared decision making in low risk chest pain: looking ahead**


KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Ballard, Dustin, Mark, Dustin G, Chettipally, Uli

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1562. Fox CK, Hills NK, Vinson DR, Numis AL, Dicker RA, Sidney S, Fullerton HJ

**Population-based study of ischemic stroke risk after trauma in children and young adults**

*Neurology*. 2017 Nov 08. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004708. PMID:29117963

KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Sidney, Steve

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1563. Vinson DR, Lugovskaya N, Warton EM, Rome AM, Stevenson MD, Reed ME, Nagam MR, Ballard DW, Pharm CAFÉ Investigators of the CREST Network

**Ibutilide Effectiveness and Safety in the Cardioversion of Atrial Fibrillation and Flutter in the Community Emergency Department**


KP Authors: Vinson, David R, Warton, Margaret M, Rome, Aaron, Stevenson, Matthew, Reed, Mary E, Nagam, Manvi R, Ballard, Dustin

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Assessment of the Utility of Laparoscopy and Peritoneal Cytology in the Staging of Pancreatic Cancer**
Alphabetical by KP author last name

Pancreas. 2017 Aug;46(7):e60-e62. DOI: 10.1097/MPA.0000000000000866. PMID:28697144
KP Authors: Virani, Sophia
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1565. Volk JE, Nguyen DP, Hare CB, Marcus JL
HIV Infection and Drug Resistance with Unsupervised Use of HIV Preexposure Prophylaxis
KP Authors: Volk, Jonathan E, Nguyen, Dong-Phuong, Hare, Charles B
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1566. Li F, Turner EL, Heagerty PJ, Murray DM, Vollmer WM, DeLong ER
An evaluation of constrained randomization for the design and analysis of group-randomized trials with binary outcomes
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1567. Ferraris A, Szmulewicz AG, Vazquez FJ, Vollmer WM, Angriman F
Antipsychotic Use Among Adult Outpatients and Venous Thromboembolic Disease: A Retrospective Cohort Study
PMID:28622161
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Biomass smoke exposure as an occupational risk: cross-sectional study of respiratory health of women working as street cooks in Nigeria
Occup Environ Med. 2017 Aug 05. DOI: 10.1136/oemed-2016-104107. PMID:28780568
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
Prevalence and burden of chronic bronchitis symptoms: results from the BOLD study
PMID:29167298
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Severity of Airflow Obstruction in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD): Proposal for a New Classification
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1571. Ozoh OB, Akanbi MO, Amadi CE, Vollmer W, Bruce N
The prevalence of and factors associated with tobacco smoking behavior among long-distance drivers in Lagos, Nigeria
*Afr Health Sci.* 2017 Sep;17(3):886-895. DOI: 10.4314/ahs.v17i3.32. PMID:29085417
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

Unemployment in chronic airflow obstruction around the world: results from the BOLD study
PMID:28931661
KP Authors: Vollmer, William
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

A Phase I/II Trial of Vorinostat (SAHA) in Combination with Rituximab-CHOP in Patients with Newly Diagnosed Advanced Stage Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL): SWOG S0806
1574. Tang HJ, McCurry SM, Pike KC, Von Korff M, Vitiello MV
Differential predictors of nighttime and daytime sleep complaints in older adults with comorbid insomnia and osteoarthritis pain
KP Authors: Vonkorff, Michael R
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

A longitudinal study of depression among middle-aged and senior patients initiating chronic opioid therapy
KP Authors: Vonkorff, Michael R, Shortreed, Susan M, Saunders, Kathleen W, Thielke, Kelli J, Rosenberg, Dori E
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

Prevalence of prescription opioid use disorder among chronic opioid therapy patients after health plan opioid dose and risk reduction initiatives
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1577. Chen JJ, Kalevar A, Vora RA, Qian Y, Gorenberg PH, Garcia-Kennedy R, Cunningham ET
TRANSTHYRETIN V30M FAMILIAL AMYLOIDOSIS PRESENTING AS ISOLATED RETINAL ANGIOPATHY
*Retin Cases Brief Rep.* 2017 Oct 09. DOI: 10.1097/ICB.0000000000000642. PMID:29016528
KP Authors: Vora, Robin, Qian, Ying, Gorenberg, Peter H
1578. Reboussin DM, Allen NB, Griswold ME, Guallar E, Hong Y, Lackland DT, Miller EPR, Polonsky T, Thompson-Paul AM, Vupputuri S
   *Hypertension*. 2017 Nov 13. DOI: 10.1161/HYP.0000000000000067. PMID:29133355
   KP Authors: Vupputuri, Suma
   KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
   KP Research center(s): Mid-Atlantic Permanente Research Institute

   **The Single-parameter, Structure-based IsoPSA Assay Demonstrates Improved Diagnostic Accuracy for Detection of Any Prostate Cancer and High-grade Prostate Cancer Compared to a Concentration-based Assay of Total Prostate-specific Antigen: A Preliminary Repo**
   *Eur Urol.* 2017 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1016/j.eururo.2017.03.025. PMID:28396176
   KP Authors: Wagner, Matthew D
   KP Region(s): Northwest
   KP Research center(s):

   **Serious Bacterial Infections Acquired During Treatment of Patients Given a Diagnosis of Chronic Lyme Disease - United States**
   KP Authors: Waldron, Paul R, Greenhow, Tara, Green, Gary M
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

1581. Walker G, Kwon R
   **Calculated decisions: Centor Score (Modified/Mclsaac) for strep pharyngitis**
   KP Authors: Walker, Graham A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):
1582. Walker G, Habboushe J
   Calculated decisions: Emergency Department Assessment of Chest Pain Score (EDACS)
   KP Authors: Walker, Graham A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Proton Pump Inhibitor Use and Dementia Risk: Prospective Population-Based Study
   KP Authors: Walker, Rod L, Dublin, Sascha, Yu, Onchee, Bowles, Erin A, Anderson, Melissa L,
   Larson, Eric B
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Assessing robustness of hazard ratio estimates to outcome misclassification in longitudinal
   panel studies with application to Alzheimer’s disease
   *PMID*:29272296
   KP Authors: Walker, Rod L, Larson, Eric B
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

   Cancer Survivors’ Reported Discussions with Health Care Providers About Follow-Up Care and
   Receipt of Written Care Plans
   KP Authors: Walker, Rod L, Ziebell, Rebecca A, Chubak, Jessica
   KP Region(s): Washington
   KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1586. Wallner LP, Jacobsen SJ
   Prostate cancer in black men: Is it time for personalized screening approaches?
   KP Authors: Wallner, Lauren P, Jacobsen, Steven J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
1587. Wallner LP, Slezak JM, Loo RK, Bastani R, Jacobsen SJ

Ten-Year Trends in Preventive Service Use Before and After Prostate Cancer Diagnosis: A Comparison with Noncancer Controls


KP Authors: Wallner, Lauren P, Slezak, Jeffrey M, Loo, Ronald K, Jacobsen, Steven J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


How Can We Increase the Percentage and Quality of Minimally Invasive Hysterectomy for Benign Disease Among Low/Intermediate-Volume Gynecologic Surgeons? A Perspective Piece From an Expert Panel Session at the 2017 Society of Gynecologic Surgeons Annual Meeting

*J Minim Invasive Gynecol*. 2017 May 31. DOI: 10.1016/j.jmig.2017.05.012. PMID:28576694

KP Authors: Walter, Andrew J

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):


Prevalence and Impact of Asthma Among School-Aged Students in Lima, Peru


KP Authors: Walter, Eric C

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s):

1590. Wang DH

No Easy Way Out: A Case of Physician-Assisted Dying in the Emergency Department


KP Authors: Wang, David H

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1591. Feroze K, Wang J

Internuclear Ophthalmoplegia

Alphabetical by KP author last name

KP Authors: Wang, Jim
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1592. Feroze K, Wang J
Ocular Manifestations of HIV
KP Authors: Wang, Jim
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1593. Feroze K, Wang J
Retinopathy, Interferon
KP Authors: Wang, Jim
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1594. Wang KH, Austin SA, Chen SH, Sonne DC, Gurushanthaiah D
Nasopharyngeal Carcinoma Diagnostic Challenge in a Nonendemic Setting: Our Experience with 101 Patients
Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-180. PMID:28609261
KP Authors: Wang, Kevin H, Austin, Stephanie A, Chen, Sonia, Sonne, D Christian, Gurushanthaiah, Deepak
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

The effect of anti-rheumatic medications for coronary artery diseases risk in patients with rheumatoid arthritis might be changed over time: A nationwide population-based cohort study
KP Authors: Wang, Yungpo
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Beyond the Great Recession: Was the Foreclosure Crisis Harmful to the Health of Individuals With Diabetes?


KP Authors: Warton, Margaret M, Karter, Andy J

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


Association Between Neighborhood Supermarket Presence and Glycated Hemoglobin Levels Among Patients With Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus


KP Authors: Warton, Margaret M, Moffet, Howard H, Karter, Andy J

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1598. Bettinger LN, Waters LM, Reese SW, Kutner SE, Jacobs DI

Comparative Study of Prepectoral and Subpectoral Expander-Based Breast Reconstruction and Clavien IIIb Score Outcomes


KP Authors: Waters, Linda M, Kutner, Susan E, Jacobs, Daniel I

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1599. Fu P, Weyker PD, Webb CA

Case Report of Serratus Plane Catheter for Pain Management in a Patient With Multiple Rib Fractures and an Inferior Scapular Fracture


PMID:28291768

KP Authors: Webb, Christopher A

KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s):

1600. Huang Y, Chiu F, Webb CA, Weyker PD

Review of the evidence: best analgesic regimen for shoulder surgery


PMID:28936915

KP Authors: Webb, Christopher A

KP Region(s): Northern California
1601. Weber E, Gray S

**How Should Integrity Preservation and Professional Growth Be Balanced during Trainees' Professionalization?**


KP Authors: Weber, Elijah J, Gray, Sharon R

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1602. Fakile YF, Jost H, Hoover KW, Gustafson KJ, Novak-Weekley SM, Schapiro JM, Tran A, Chow JM, Park IU

**Correlation of Treponemal Immunoassay Signal Strength Values With Reactivity of Confirmatory Treponemal Testing**


KP Authors: Weekley, Susan M, Schapiro, Jeffrey M, Chow, Joan, Park, Ina

KP Region(s): Southern California, Northern California, Inter-Regional

KP Research center(s):


**Safety and tolerability of long-acting cabotegravir injections in HIV-uninfected men (ECLAIR): a multicentre, double-blind, randomised, placebo-controlled, phase 2a trial**

*Lancet HIV. 2017 May 22. DOI: 10.1016/S2352-3018(17)30068-1. PMID:28546090*

KP Authors: Weinberg, Winkler

KP Region(s): Georgia

KP Research center(s):


**Pregnancy Outcomes after Treatment for Cervical Cancer Precursor Lesions: An Observational Study**


KP Authors: Weinmann, Sheila, Naleway, Allison

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
Alphabetical by KP author last name


**Harms of Cervical Cancer Screening in the United States and the Netherlands**
*Int J Cancer. 2017 Mar 01;140(5):1215-1222. DOI: 10.1002/ijc.30524. PMID:27864938*

KP Authors: Weinmann, Sheila, Williams, Andrew E
KP Region(s): Northwest, Hawaii, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1606. Cullen B, Stern AL, Weinraub G

**Rate of Revision After Cheilectomy Versus Decompression Osteotomy in Early-Stage Hallux Rigidus**
*J Foot Ankle Surg. 2017 May - Jun;56(3):586-588. DOI: 10.1053/j.jfas.2017.01.038. PMID:28476391*

KP Authors: Weinraub, Glenn M
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1607. Weinraub GM, Levine P, Shi E, Flowers A

**Comparison of Medial Malleolar Fracture Healing at 8 Weeks After Open Reduction Internal Fixation Versus Percutaneous Fixation: A Retrospective Cohort Study**

KP Authors: Weinraub, Glenn M, Levine, Patrick A, Shi, Eric F
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1608. Kelly DM, Weiss JM, Martus JE

**What's New in Pediatric Orthopaedics**

KP Authors: Weiss, Jennifer M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1609. Leikin SM, Patel H, Welker KL, Leikin JB

**The X factor: Lack of bleeding after an acute apixaban overdose**

KP Authors: Welker, Katherine L
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Utilization of breast cancer screening with magnetic resonance imaging in community practice

*J Gen Intern Med.* 2017 Dec 06. DOI: 10.1007/s11606-017-4224-6. PMID:29214373

KP Authors: Wellman, Robert D, Wernli, Karen J
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Change in Breast Cancer Screening Intervals Since the 2009 USPSTF Guideline


KP Authors: Wernli, Karen J, Arao, Robert F
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1612. Wesol A, Woolley S

Impact of power morcellator removal on hysterectomy practice patterns


KP Authors: Wesol, Adrianne B
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s):


American Society of Maxillofacial Surgeons 2006 to 2016: Another Decade of Excellence in Education and Research

*Plast Reconstr Surg.* 2017 Sep;140(3):487e-494e. DOI: 10.1097/PRS.0000000000003599. PMID:28841625

KP Authors: Wexler, Andrew
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


Comparison of Toxicity and Treatment Outcomes in HIV-positive Versus HIV-negative Patients With Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Anal Canal

Fit for purpose: perspectives on rapid reviews from end-user interviews
PMID:28212677
KP Authors: Whitlock, Evelyn
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1616. Yasar S, Whitmer R

Statin use and risk of Alzheimer disease: A new view on an old relationship
Neurology. 2017 Dec 15. DOI: 10.1212/WNL.0000000000004837. PMID:29247074
KP Authors: Whitmer, Rachel
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1617. Wiggins AR

Setting yourself up for success in a new organization
PMID:29077599
KP Authors: Wiggins, Alexandra R
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1618. Williams EC, Lapham GT, Bobb JF, Rubinsky AD, Catz SL, Shortreed SM, Bensley KM, Bradley KA

Documented brief intervention not associated with resolution of unhealthy alcohol use one year later among VA patients living with HIV
PMID:28554608
KP Authors: Williams, Emily C, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Bobb, Jennifer F, Catz, Sheryl L, Shortreed, Susan M, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
1619. Williams EC, Lapham GT, Rubinsky AD, Chavez LJ, Berger D, Bradley KA

Influence of a targeted performance measure for brief intervention on gender differences in receipt of brief intervention among patients with unhealthy alcohol use in the Veterans Health Administration

PMID:28847450
KP Authors: Williams, Emily C, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute


Among patients with unhealthy alcohol use, those with HIV are less likely than those without to receive evidence-based alcohol-related care: A national VA study

PMID:28324813
KP Authors: Williams, Emily C, Lapham, Gwendolyn T, Shortreed, Susan M, Bobb, Jennifer F, Richards, Julie E, Bradley, Katharine A
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1621. Williamson A, Thomas C

A Clinical Approach to Animal Bites with an Avulsion Flap: A Case Report

*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-156. PMID:28678689
KP Authors: Williamson, Andrew, Thomas, Cyril F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):  


Gonorrhea and chlamydia in the emergency department: Continued need for more focused treatment for men, women and pregnant women

PMID:28073612
KP Authors: Wilson, Sean P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

**Reliable Rapid Assay for Gonorrhea and Chlamydia in the Emergency Department**

KP Authors: Wilson, Sean P
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1624. Smith E, Charantimath US, Wilson SF, Hoffman MK

**Family Planning in Southern India: A Survey of Women's Attitudes**
*Health Care Women Int.* 2017 Jul 25:0. DOI: 10.1080/07399332.2017.1356306. PMID:28742443

KP Authors: Wilson, Susan F
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):


**Rationale and design of the HOME trial: A pragmatic randomized controlled trial of home-based human papillomavirus (HPV) self-sampling for increasing cervical cancer screening uptake and effectiveness in a U.S. healthcare system**
*Contemp Clin Trials.* 2017 Nov 04. DOI: 10.1016/j.cct.2017.11.004. PMID:29113956

KP Authors: Winer, Rachel A, Miglioretti, Diana, Thayer, Christopher W, Beatty, Tara C, Gao, Hongyuan, Kimbel, Kilian J, Buist, Diana S
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1626. Wingate S

**The Next Blockbuster Drug?**
*J Card Fail.* 2017 Oct 03. DOI: 10.1016/j.cardfail.2017.10.001. PMID:28986272

KP Authors: Wingate, Suzanne
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):


**Can Radiologists Predict the Presence of Ductal Carcinoma In Situ and Invasive Breast Cancer?**

KP Authors: Wisner, Dorota J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):
1628. Olans RD, Olans RN, Witt DJ

**Good Nursing Is Good Antibiotic Stewardship**

*Am J Nurs.* 2017 Aug;117(8):58-63. DOI: 10.1097/01.NAJ.0000521974.76835.e0. PMID:28749885

KP Authors: Witt, David J
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):


**Early Probiotic Supplementation for Eczema and Asthma Prevention: A Randomized Controlled Trial**

*Pediatrics.* 2017 Aug 07. DOI: 10.1542/peds.2016-3000. PMID:28784701

KP Authors: Wong, Angela R
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1630. Yung EY, Oh C, Wong MS, Grimes JK, Barton EM, Ali MI, Cameron D

**The immediate cardiovascular response to joint mobilization of the neck - A randomized, placebo-controlled trial in pain-free adults**


KP Authors: Wong, Michael S, Barton, Erica M
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1631. Wright LA, King DK, Retrum JH, Helander K, Wilkins S, Boggs JM, Portz JD, Nearing K, Gozansky WS

**Lessons learned from community-based participatory research: establishing a partnership to support lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender ageing in place**

*Fam Pract.* 2017 Feb 21. DOI: 10.1093/fampra/cmz005. PMID:28334786

KP Authors: Wright, Leslie A, King, Diane, Boggs, Jennifer M, Portz, Jennifer D, Gozansky, Wendolyn S
KP Region(s): Colorado
KP Research center(s): Institute for Health Research


**Early Abdominal Imaging Remains Over-Utilized in Acute Pancreatitis**

*Dig Dis Sci.* 2017 Aug 24. DOI: 10.1007/s10620-017-4720-x. PMID:28840381

**Dynamic Measurement of Disease Activity in Acute Pancreatitis: The Pancreatitis Activity Scoring System**

*Am J Gastroenterol.* 2017 May 02. DOI: 10.1038/ajg.2017.114. PMID:28462914

KP Authors: Wu, Bechien U, Batech, Michael, Chen, Wansu

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1634. No DJ, Amin M, Bhutani T, Wu JJ

**A systematic review of active comparator controlled clinical trials in patients with moderate-to-severe psoriasis**


KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): 

1635. No DJ, Amin M, Wu JJ

**Adalimumab for hidradenitis suppurativa**

*Cutis.* 2017 Aug;100(2):100. DOI:. PMID:28961294

KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): 

1636. Wu JJ, Valdecantos WC

**Adalimumab in Chronic Plaque Psoriasis: A Clinical Guide**

*J Drugs Dermatol.* 2017 Aug 01;16(8):779-790. DOI:. PMID:28809993

KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s): 

1637. No DJ, Amin M, Wu JJ

**Adalimumab use in patients with psoriasis and hepatitis B: a case series**

1638. Reddy SP, Shah VV, Wu JJ
   Apremilast for a psoriasis patient with HIV and hepatitis C
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1639. No DJ, Amin M, Egeberg A, Thyssen JP, Wu JJ
   Atopic dermatitis 2017: where we were 10-15 years ago in psoriasis
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Atopic dermatitis is associated with anxiety, depression, and suicidal ideation, but not with hospitalization or suicide
   *Allergy*. 2017 Jun 20. DOI: 10.1111/all.13231. PMID:28632893
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Biosimilars for Psoriasis: Worldwide Overview of Regulatory Guidelines, Uptake and Implications for Dermatology Clinical Practice
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1642. Wu JJ, No DJ, Amin M
   BSA75, BSA90, and BSA100: new clinical tools for measuring improvement in psoriasis
   *Cutis*. 2017 Jun;99(6):418. DOI: . PMID:28686759

Characteristics and Medication Use of Psoriasis Patients Who May or May Not Qualify for Randomized Controlled Trials


1644. Amin M, No DJ, Egeberg A, Wu JJ

Choosing First-Line Biologic Treatment for Moderate-to-Severe Psoriasis: What Does the Evidence Say?


Coronary Plaque Characterization in Psoriasis Reveals High Risk Features Which Improve Following Treatment in a Prospective Observational Study


Cutaneous lupus erythematosus and the risk of deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism: A Danish nationwide cohort study

Depression and Suicidality in Psoriasis: Review of the Literature Including the Cytokine Theory of Depression
*J Eur Acad Dermatol Venereol.* 2017 Jul 06. DOI: 10.1111/jdv.14460. PMID:28681405
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1648. Wu JJ, Feldman SR, Koo J, Marangell LB
Epidemiology of mental health comorbidity in psoriasis
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Generalized pustular psoriasis treated with apremilast in a patient with multiple medical comorbidities
PMID:29034298
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1650. Wan MT, Strober BE, Wu JJ, Shin DB, Gelfand JM
How similar are the treatment responses to biosimilars in patients with psoriasis? A systematic review of statistical margins in comparative clinical trials
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1651. Choi YM, Famenini S, Wu JJ
Incidence of Pulmonary Arterial Hypertension in Patients with Psoriasis: A Retrospective Cohort Study
*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-073. PMID:28678692
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
   **Long-Term Safety and Effectiveness of Adalimumab for Moderate to Severe Psoriasis: Results from 7-Year Interim Analysis of the ESPRIT Registry**
   *Dermatol Ther (Heidelb). 2017 Aug 16. DOI: 10.1007/s13555-017-0198-x. PMID:28815476*
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1653. Soleymani T, Ni C, Laury A, Wu JJ
   **Massively Metastatic Dermatofibrosarcoma Protuberans With Fibrosarcomatous Transformation Years After Surgical Resection**
   *Dermatol Surg. 2017 Jun 06. DOI: 10.1097/DSS.0000000000001223. PMID:28595245*
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **National Psoriasis Foundation Priorities for Patient-Centered Research: Proceedings from the 2016 Conference**
   *J Psoriasis Psoriatic Arthritis. 2017 Summer;2(3):73-80. DOI: . PMID:28825055*
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Observations from our evaluation of body weight changes after initiation of a biologic therapy in PSOLAR**
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1656. Amin M, Famenini S, Wu JJ
Persisting Ulcerating Lesions After Cyclosporine Therapy for Erosions Found in Flexural Sites
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Psoriasiform Hailey-Hailey Disease Presenting as Erythematous Psoriasiform Plaques Throughout the Body: A Case Report
Perm J. 2017;22. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-016. PMID:29236657
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Psoriasis in Solid Organ Transplant Patients: Best Practice Recommendations from the Medical Board of the National Psoriasis Foundation
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Psychiatric adverse events during treatment with brodalumab: Analysis of psoriasis clinical trials
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1660. Amin M, No DJ, Wu JJ
Reply to 'Impact of biologic therapies on risk of major adverse cardiovascular events in patients with psoriasis: systematic review and meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials'
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):
1661. Amin M, Darji K, No DJ, Bhutani T, Wu JJ
   **Review of IL-17 Inhibitors for Psoriasis**
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1662. Amin M, Darji K, No DJ, Wu JJ
   **Review of phase III trial data on IL-23 inhibitors tildrakizumab and guselkumab for psoriasis**
   *J Eur Acad Dermatol Venereol.* 2017 Jul 01. DOI: 10.1111/jdv.14451. PMID:28667777
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   **Review of the Mechanism of Action of Coal Tar in Psoriasis**
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1664. Amin M, No DJ, Wu JJ
   **Review of U.S. Registries for Psoriasis**
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1665. Manalo IF, Gilbert KE, Wu JJ
   **The Current State of Dermatologists' Familiarity and Perspectives of Biosimilars for the Treatment of Psoriasis: A Global Cross-Sectional Survey**
   *J Drugs Dermatol.* 2017 Apr 01;16(4):336-343. DOI: . PMID:28403267
   KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):
The relationship between duration of psoriasis, vascular inflammation, and cardiovascular events
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

1667. No DJ, Amin M, Egeberg A, Wu JJ
The role of biologic therapy for psoriasis in cardiovascular risk reduction
*Cutis.* 2017 Feb;99(2):78-79. DOI: . PMID:28319622
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

Topical treatment of psoriasis: questionnaire results on topical therapy accessibility and influence of body surface area on usage
*J Eur Acad Dermatol Venereol.* 2017 Apr 01. DOI: 10.1111/jdv.14250. PMID:28370534
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

The risk of depression, suicidal ideation, and suicide attempt in patients with psoriasis, psoriatic arthritis, or ankylosing spondylitis
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J, Penfold, Robert B, Liu, Jialuo, Simon, Gregory E
KP Region(s): Southern California, Washington, Inter-Regional
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation, Washington Health Research Institute

Examining HIV Viral Load in a Matched Cohort of HIV Positive Individuals With and Without Psoriasis
KP Authors: Wu, Jashin J, Towner, William J
KP Region(s): Southern California
1671. Wyatt RWB, Inacio MCS, Bellevue KD, Schepps AL, Maletis GB
Isolated ACL versus multiple knee ligament injury: associations with patient characteristics, cartilage status, and meniscal tears identified during ACL reconstruction
Phys Sportsmed. 2017 Apr 20. DOI: 10.1080/00913847.2017.1321460. PMID:28425824
KP Authors: Wyatt, Ronald, Schepps, Alan L, Maletis, Gregory B
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s):

A Genome-Wide Association Study of IVGTT-Based Measures of First Phase Insulin Secretion Refines the Underlying Physiology of Type 2 Diabetes Variants
Diabetes. 2017 May 10. DOI: 10.2337/db16-1452. PMID:28490609
KP Authors: Xiang, Anny H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

The Association of Estrogen Receptor-β Gene Variation with Salt Sensitive Blood Pressure
J Clin Endocrinol Metab. 2017 Sep 05. DOI: 10.1210/jc.2017-00957. PMID:28938457
KP Authors: Xiang, Anny H
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1674. Yahyavi-Firouz-Abadi N, Pillai JJ, Lindquist MA, Calhoun VD, Agarwal S, Airan RD, Caffo B, Gujar B, Sair HI
Presurgical Brain Mapping of the Ventral Somatomotor Network in Patients with Brain Tumors Using Resting-State fMRI
KP Authors: Yahyavi Firouz Abadi, Noushin
KP Region(s): Mid-Atlantic
KP Research center(s):
Alphabetical by KP author last name

1675. Dubin AK, Wei J, Sullivan S, Udaltsova N, Zaritsky E, Yamamoto MP

**Minilaparotomy versus Laparoscopic Myomectomy after Cessation of Power Morcellation: Rate of Wound Complications**

*J Minim Invasive Gynecol.* 2017 May 25. DOI: 10.1016/j.jmig.2017.05.010. PMID:28552622


KP Region(s): Northern California

KP Research center(s): Division of Research


**Patellofemoral Contact Pressures After Patellar Distalization: A Biomechanical Study**

*Arthroscopy.* 2017 Aug 22. DOI: 10.1016/j.arthro.2017.06.043. PMID:28844344

KP Authors: Yang, Justin S

KP Region(s): Southern California

KP Research center(s):

1677. Yarborough BJH, Hanson GC, Perrin NA, Stumbo SP, Green CA

**Colorectal Cancer Screening Completion Among Individuals With and Without Mental Illnesses: A Comparison of 2 Screening Methods**


KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Perrin, Nancy, Stumbo, Scott P, Green, Carla A

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1678. Yarborough BJH, Perrin NA, Stumbo SP, Muench J, Green CA

**Preventive Service Use Among People With and Without Serious Mental Illnesses**


KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Perrin, Nancy, Stumbo, Scott P, Green, Carla A

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1679. Nugent SM, Yarborough BJ, Smith NX, Dobscha SK, Deyo RA, Green CA, Morasco BJ

**Patterns and correlates of medical cannabis use for pain among patients prescribed long-term opioid therapy**


KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Smith, Ning, Deyo, Richard A, Green, Carla A

KP Region(s): Northwest

KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest
1680. Yarborough BJ, Owen-Smith AA, Stumbo SP, Yarborough MT, Perrin NA, Green CA
An Observational Study of Service Dogs for Veterans With Posttraumatic Stress Disorder
PMID:28292227
KP Authors: Yarborough, Bobbi Jo H, Stumbo, Scott P, Yarborough, Micah, Perrin, Nancy, Green, Carla A
KP Region(s): Northwest
KP Research center(s): Center for Health Research - Northwest

1681. Yates JA, Collis OA, Sueblinvong T, Collis TK
Red Snappers and Red Herrings: Pelvic Tuberculosis Causing Elevated CA 125 and Mimicking Advanced Ovarian Cancer. A Case Report and Literature Review
KP Authors: Yates, Johnnie, Sueblinvong, Thanasak, Collis, Tarquin
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):

1682. Yavorkovsky LL, Ali S
Image Diagnosis: A Gastric Signet-Ring Adenocarcinoma of Type Linitis Plastica Mimicking Splenomegaly in a Patient with Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia
*Perm J.* 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-144. PMID:28609263
KP Authors: Yavorkovsky, Leonid L, Ali, Shazia
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1683. Johnson SC, Yegul NT, Balcacer P
Sonovaginography: A Useful Technique in the Assessment of the Lower Genital Tract
KP Authors: Yegul, Nakiye T
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

Aesthetic Breast Surgery and Concomitant Procedures: Incidence and Risk Factors for Major Complications in 73,608 Cases
KP Authors: Yeslev, Max
KP Region(s): Georgia

**Aesthetic Surgical Procedures in Men: Major Complications and Associated Risk Factors**


KP Authors: Yeslev, Max
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):

1686. Yeslev M, Gupta V, Winocour J, Shack RB, Grotting JC, Higdon KK

**Safety of Cosmetic Surgery in Adolescent Patients**

*Aesthet Surg J. 2017 Apr 07. DOI: 10.1093/asj/sjx061. PMID:28398472*

KP Authors: Yeslev, Max
KP Region(s): Georgia
KP Research center(s):


**Paying for Cures: How Can We Afford It? Managed Care Pharmacy Stakeholder Perceptions of Policy Options to Address Affordability of Prescription Drugs**


KP Authors: Yeung, Kai
KP Region(s): Washington
KP Research center(s): Washington Health Research Institute

1688. Wang T, Yin J, Miller AH, Xiao C

**A systematic review of the association between fatigue and genetic polymorphisms**

*Brain Behav Immun. 2017 Jan 12. DOI: 10.1016/j.bbi.2017.01.007. PMID:28089639*

KP Authors: Yin, Jie
KP Region(s): Northern California
KP Research center(s):

1689. Menda J, Yoon ME, Yoon HC

**Appropriate Interval for Imaging Follow-up of Small Simple Pancreatic Cysts**

*Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/17-040. PMID:28898198*

KP Authors: Yoon, Hyo-Chun
KP Region(s): Hawaii
KP Research center(s):
1690. Mitsunaga MM, Kogachi S, Yoon HC
   Risk of Venous Thromboembolism after a Single Normal Proximal Lower Extremity Venous Ultrasound
   *Perm J*. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-140. PMID:28406789
   KP Authors: Yoon, Hyo-Chun
   KP Region(s): Hawaii
   KP Research center(s):

   Cardiorespiratory benefits of group exercise among adults with serious mental illness
   PMID:28624677
   KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

   Sensitizing Black Adult and Youth Consumers to Targeted Food Marketing Tactics in Their Environments
   PMID:29109377
   KP Authors: Young, Deborah Rohm
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1693. Tan ASL, Young-Wolff KC, Carter-Harris L, Salloum RG, Banerjee SC
   Disparities in the Receipt of Tobacco Treatment Counseling within the US Context of the Affordable Care Act and Meaningful Use Implementation
   KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1694. Jiang N, Gonzalez M, Ling PM, Young-Wolff KC, Glantz SA
   Smoke-Free Laws and Hazardous Drinking: A Cross-Sectional Study among U.S. Adults
   PMID:28406443
   Association of the Affordable Care Act With Smoking and Tobacco Treatment Utilization
   Among Adults Newly Enrolled in Health Care
   Med Care. 2017 Mar 10. DOI: 10.1097/MLR.0000000000000712. PMID:28288073
   KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Klebaner, Daniella, Campbell, Cynthia I, Weisner, Constance,
   Satre, Derek, Adams, Alyce S
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   ASL
   Do you vape? Leveraging electronic health records to assess clinician documentation of
   electronic nicotine delivery system use among adolescents and adults
   PMID:28823688
   KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Klebaner, Daniella, Folck, Bruce, Fogelberg, Renee
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1697. Young-Wolff KC, McCaw B, Avalos LA
   Intimate Partner Violence, Smoking, and Pregnancy: What Can We Do to Help?
   KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, McCaw, Brigid, Avalos, Lyndsay A
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

   Trends in Self-reported and Biochemically Tested Marijuana Use Among Pregnant Females in
   California From 2009-2016
   KP Authors: Young-Wolff, Kelly C, Tucker, Lue-Yen, Alexeiff, Stacey, Armstrong, Maryanne,
   Conway, Amy, Goler, Nancy
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research
1699. Stenehjem E, Hyun DY, Septimus E, Yu KC, Meyer M, Raj D, Srinivasan A
   Antibiotic Stewardship in Small Hospitals: Barriers and Potential Solutions
   Clin Infect Dis. 2017 May 02. DOI: 10.1093/cid/cix407. PMID:28472291
   KP Authors: Yu, Kalvin C
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

1700. Zarifi C, Vyas S
   Spice-y Kidney Failure: A Case Report and Systematic Review of Acute Kidney Injury
   Attributable to the Use of Synthetic Cannabis
   Perm J. 2017;21. DOI: 10.7812/TPP/16-160. PMID:28488989
   KP Authors: Zarifi, Ceyda, Vyas, Shuchi I
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s):

   Minimally Invasive Hysterectomy and Power Morcellation Trends in a West Coast Integrated
   Health System
   PMID:28486359
   KP Authors: Zaritsky, Eve F, Tucker, Lue-Yen, Neugebauer, Romain S, Chou, Tatiana S, Walter,
   Andrew J, Raine-Bennett, Tina
   KP Region(s): Northern California
   KP Research center(s): Division of Research

1702. Savage JH, Lee-Sarwar KA, Sordillo J, Bunyavanich S, Zhou Y, O'Connor G, Sandel M, Bacharier L,
   Zeiger R, Sodergren E, Weinstock GM, Gold DR, Weiss ST, Litonjua AA
   A prospective microbiome-wide association study of food sensitization and food allergy in
   early childhood
   Allergy. 2017 Jun 20. DOI: 10.1111/all.13232. PMID:28632934
   KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
   KP Region(s): Southern California
   KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1703. Chipps BE, Zeiger RS, Luskin AT, Busse WW, Trzaskoma BL, Antonova EN, Pazwash H, Limb SL,
   Solari PG, Griffin NM, Casale TB
   Baseline asthma burden, comorbidities, and biomarkers in omalizumab-treated patients in
   PROSPERO
   KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S

**More Than a Decade Follow-up in Severe or Difficult-to-Treat Asthma: TENOR II**


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Overweight/obesity status in preschool children associates with worse asthma but robust improvement on inhaled corticosteroids**


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


**Prenatal and early-life triclosan and paraben exposure and allergic outcomes**


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1707. Zeiger RS, Tran TN, Butler RK, Schatz M, Li Q, Khatry DB, Martin U, Kawatkar AA, Chen W

**Relationship of Blood Eosinophil Count to Exacerbations in Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease**


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S, Butler, Rebecca K, Schatz, Michael, Li, Qiaowu, Kawatkar, Aniket A, Chen, Wansu
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation
Alphabetical by KP author last name


Asthma Control Status in Pregnancy, BMI, and Maternal Vitamin D Levels

*J Allergy Clin Immunol.* 2017 Jun 09. DOI: 10.1016/j.jaci.2017.03.053. PMID:28606587

KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S, Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


The Association of Maternal Asthma and Early Pregnancy Vitamin D with Risk of Preeclampsia: An Observation From Vitamin D Antenatal Asthma Reduction Trial (VDAART)


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S, Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation


Vitamin D supplementation in pregnancy, prenatal 25(OH)D levels, race, and subsequent asthma or recurrent wheeze in offspring: Secondary analyses from the Vitamin D Antenatal Asthma Reduction Trial


KP Authors: Zeiger, Robert S, Schatz, Michael
KP Region(s): Southern California
KP Research center(s): Department of Research and Evaluation

1711. Zeiger RS, Schatz M, Li Q, Chen W, Khatri DB, Tran TN

Burden of Chronic Oral Corticosteroid Use by Adults with Persistent Asthma
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